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PREFACE 

INTERNATIONAL CROP INFORMATION SYSTEM 
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT MANUAL 

CG.McLaren, J. W. White, and P.N.Fox ICISOOJ 
The technical development manual for the International Crop Information System (ICIS) is the 
principal medium for documenting and co-ordinating the development contributions of the widely 
dispersed ICIS project team. It contains introductory chapters describing the rationale, background 
and scope of the project as well as technical chapters intended for crop scientists and database 
administrators who are implementing ICIS for a particular crop, and for crop scientists and 

programmers who are writing applications to use the data stored in any implementation · 
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1. THE INTERNATIONAL CROP INFORMATION SYSTEM: 
REFLECTS THE INFORMATION-INTENSIVE NATURE OF MODERN 
CROP RESEARCH 
P.N. Fox, C.G. McLa.ren and J. W White Ref: ICISlJ 

1.1 SUMMARY 

The International Crop Information System (ICIS) is a database system that provides 
integrated management of global information on crop improvement and management 
both for individual crops and for farming systems. Ambiguous germplasm identification, 
difficulty in tracing pedigree information and lack of integration between genetic 
resources, breeding, evaluation, utilization and management data have constrained 
development of more knowledge-intensive crop research efforts. ICIS is being developed 
by agricultural scientists and information technicians in several centres of the 
Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research (CGIAR), in Advanced 
Research Institutions (ARls), and in National Agricultural Research Systems (NARSs) to 
address these constraints. 

Crop specific implementations of ICIS provide a comprehensive crop information 
systems that are based on unique identification of germplasm, management of 
nomenclature (including homonyms and synonyms) and the retention of all pedigree 
information. The Genealogy Management System performs these functions and links data 
from all disciplines in the crop research process. The distinct, but similarly structured, 
crop databases result in focused data management for each crop at the same time as 
benefiting from collaboration in the complex and expensive processes of software 
development, testing, and training. The common structure of ICIS implementations will 
also enable the integration of characterization and utilization data from different crops as 
envisaged by the System Wide Information Network for Genetic Resources (SINGER). 

Collaborative software development is possible through adopting an open programming 
environment, allowing access to different database systems through the Open Database 
Connectivity protocol (ODBC) and facilitating multi-language programming through 
Dynamic Link Libraries. Internationalization of the information systems is facilitated by 
a dual database design, which gives remote users access to the central database through 
wide area networking or, on compact disk, and at the same time, allows capture of new 
pedigrees and data into a private, local database which can be exported periodically to the 
central database at the user's discretion. 

The resulting crop systems will be invaluable for all researchers working on genetic 
resources or crop improvement, especially NARS scientists who will benefit from access 
to the latest international information linked unambiguously to specific germplasm. Just 
as these scientists have participated in the global exchange of genetic resources through 
the CGIAR's extensive networks, ICIS will allow them to benefit from and participate in 
the development and deployment of the new, knowledge-intensive, crop improvement 
systems that link information to the seeds or propagating material being exchanged. 
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1.2 BACKGROUND 

International germplasm exchange was the engine of the Green Revolution. In the past, 
however, much of the important information generated from this exchange was only 
accessible locally, in fieldbooks or researchers' files. 

Although major international initiatives for germplasm collection and conservation 
followed the Green Revolution, much collected material is still not used because it is 
difficult to access. As a result, the potential impact upon agriculture has not yet been 
realized. However, the free exchange of information, through international crop 
information systems, should provide the foundation for a second revolution that adds 
value to germplasm by seamlessly uniting its conservation, evaluation, utilization and 
exchange. 

Over the past 10 years, CIMMYT devised an information strategy and developed 
software on a main-frame computer to facilitate unambiguous identification of wheat 
germplasm thereby establishing links between information from different sources. The 
software resided on a VAX computer and was programmed in Sl032. In 1992, the 
International Wheat Information System (IWIS) was started with the vision of uniting all 
wheat scientists through PC-based stand-alone software was. This vision of an integrated 
information system continued to grow with experience and increasing computer power. 
The IWIS compact disk (Fox et al., 1996) duplicated data querying capabilities and some 
of the genealogical diagnostics· of the mainframe version. CIMMYT canvassed other 
CGIAR centers, the Integrated Information Management Laboratory of Texas 
Agricultural Experiment Station (T AES of Texas A&M), the USDA, and individual 
researchers in many countries. to establish a project to develop an International Crop 
Information System applicable to a wide range of crops. 

ICIS now permits scattered information generated on germplasm to be integrated, linked 
to sources of seed (or planting material) and put to work in plant improvement. Data 
integration facilitates using information from genebanks, laboratories, and field testing in 
the planning of crosses in breeding. Using performance information from better 
characterized germplasm will improve inferences about the agricultural environments in 
which it is grown and, conversely, better characterized environments will lead to a better 
understanding of the genetic basis of plant adaptation. This feedback between 
environmental information and genetics -- conventional and molecular -- will provide 
new insights into crop adaptation. Genealogies, updated continually with new 
information on ancestors, are exploited by determining the contributions of specific land 
races and calculating coefficients of parentage (COPs), which may be weighted to 
quantify diversity in farmers' fields. The potential of integrated information systems is 
yet to be fully grasped because our perspective is influenced by past constraints to data 
access and linkage. A wide range of applications will be discovered when these 
constraints are removed. 

The driving force behind ICIS is accessing and sharing data rather than providing 
analytical and statistical tools. This is because the major bottleneck to intelligent data 
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integration and utilization was not statistical software, but rather the drudgery of finding, 
extracting, preparing and managing the data. ICIS exports managed data in formats 
designed to make full use of external statistical software. 

The key to the integration of data is being able to identify germplasm in a consistent 
manner. Lines are often identified in various ways and Table 1.1 shows how many 
different ways that one line from CIMMYT was designated in CIMMYT' s own nursery 
reports. ICIS uniquely identifies germplasm and seamlessly integrates all sources of data 
for that germplasm. It facilitates highly specific searches of all data linked to germplasm 
and will provide targeted introduction protocols to identify germplasm with a high 
probability of success in specific cooperating countries. 

Table 1.1. Different nomenclature used by CIMMYT in the reports of the International 
Spring Wheat Yield Nurseries for one wheat. Many other names have also been used for 
this wheat in various countries. 

Pj sib x Gb 55 (white grain) 
Siete Cerros 66 
?CERROS 
7 Cerros T66 
7 CERROS 66 
7C 

Siete Cerros 
KAL Y ANSON A 227 
KALYANSONA 
SIETE CERROS 
SIETE CERROS 66 
7 CERROS 66 
?CERROS 

1.3 LESSONS FROM THE INTERNATIONAL WHEAT INFORMATION 
SYSTEM (IWIS) 

1.3.1 International Nomenclature Conventions 

Through IWIS and the Genetic Resources Information Package (GRIP) project, 
collaboration among Australia, CIMMYT, USA, Canada, India, Russia, China and other 
countries achieved standardization of wheat names, pedigrees and abbreviations 
unparalleled in other crops. The GRIP I package (Mackay et al., 1996), a major source 
for IWIS, supplied information on diskettes and linked the unique pedigree-based 
identifiers from IWIS to other systems, such as USDA's PI accession numbers. 

1.3.2 A New Research Tool 

The power of IWIS's Genealogy Management System (GMS) has been seen in 
unexpected ways - for example, showing that cytoplasmic diversity in CIMMYT wheat is 
restricted. GMS can trace cultivars back to their ancestral land races or to lines of 
unknown pedigree, and genealogies are automatically updated as additional information 
on ancestors is discovered. This information can be accessed as text in a fully or partially 
expanded pedigree or displayed graphically as a family tree, or genealogical dendrogram 
(Figure 1.1), for each item of germplasm. 
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Genealogical data are analysed through tools such as COPs, based on methodology 
developed by Wright (1922) and extended by St. Martin (1982) to inbred crops. In IWIS, 
family trees such as in Figure 1.1 (but fully expanded - often more than 30 generations 
back to landraces) provide the raw materials for COP algorithms that compare any two 
such family trees and calculate the COP, a number reflecting the degree of common 
ancestry between the wheats. 

Breeders can use COPs to increase genetic diversity by selecting lines for crossing with 
divergent parentage. COP analysis of the 17th to 27th International Spring Wheat Yield 
Nurseries (ISWYNs) (Fox et al., 1994) identified cultivars with excellent industrial 
quality among germplasm that is genetically distant from major gene pools. These 
cultivars have the potential to broaden the genetic base of a breeding program without 
reducing grain quality. 

Long-term trends in genetic diversity were compared using COPs for wheat in the 
Pakistani Punjab and in the Yaqui Valley of Mexico (Souza et al., 1994). There was no 
evidence of genetic erosion, and patterns in varietal adaptation were more important for 
diversity than varieties released per se. Researchers from India (Jain, 1994), Canada, 
USA, Australia (Brennan and Fox, 1995) and CIMMYT (Smale and McBride, 1996) have 
used OMS to examine the genetic base and gene flows in wheat. Landraces from major 
wheat regions including Iran do not appear in the genealogies of modem wheats. 
Generally, it appears that these materials have not been used in crossing and thus 
represent potential novel sources of variation (Fox and Skovmand, 1996). 

The genetic similarity of parents in successful wheat crosses of the CIMMYT breeding 
program was summarized using COPs to identify empirically the optimum level of 
genetic similarity among parents. Most successful crosses were either relatively narrow 
or, alternatively, relatively broad, with a mid-range of parental similarity that may not be 
profitable to exploit (Fox and Skovmand, 1996). 

Braun et al. (1992) calculated the genetic variance for grain yield in many environments 
of entries in the first 19 ISWYNs. These parameters and the average COPs for the entries 
in individual ISWYNs were significantly correlated suggesting that both measures, one 
from yield data from international trials and the other from genealogical information, 
support each other and are useful measures of genetic diversity. 
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Figure 1.1. Family tree, Purdy pedigree and contributions to pedigree of "Kauz" 
(Display truncated at great great grandparents, or expansion level 4.) 
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1.3.3 Data Integration and Enhanced Querying 

Many responses in wheat are only slowly and incompletely understood. For example, the 
same wheat was released as 'Antizana' in the Ecuadorian highlands in 1978 and as 
'Wilgoyne' in 1989 for the eastern wheatbelt of Western Australia, two extremely 
different areas both in terms of available moisture and foliar diseases. It is now 
hypothesized that this wheat's tolerance to zinc deficient soils confers an advantage in 
both regions. The information flows that suggested this hypothesis are antiquated, 
arbitrary and ad hoc; for this reason, further ICIS development is aimed at extending the 
integration of performance trends with genetic and environmental knowledge. The unique 
identifiers of ICIS also help researchers avoid duplication of expensive evaluations and 
facilitate the integration of data from many sources. 

There has been a rapid acceptance of the interchange of digital information relating to 
IWIS in recent years (Figure 1.2), with CIMMYT receiving trial results on diskette from 
Argentina, Australia, Bangladesh, Canada, China, France, Ireland, Kenya, South Africa, 
Spain, and Switzerland. 

Figure 1.2. Data Received by CIMMYT on Diskette (Cooperator Input Tool) 
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In analysis of 26 years of yield data compiled at CIMMYT (DeLacy et. al., 1994), many 
correlated responses between locations for grain yield could not be explained, though 
below-ground causes were suspected. The study highlighted the value of extracting 
trends from such historical data but, at the same time, underscored the general 
inaccessibility of data, especially ancillary trial information to aid interpretation. In fact, 
of the human resources expended on this study, about 90% were directed to extraction 
and validation of the yield data, and only 10% to the more creative aspects of data 
analysis, exploration and interpretation. Fortunately, IWIS now permits rapid, user
friendly management and consultation of wheat performance data, supporting increased 
research and publication (Figure 1.3) of data from CIMMYT international wheat 
nurseries. 
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Figure 1.3. Authors Publishing with CIMMYT International Wheat Nursery Data 
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1.4 THE INTERNATIONAL CROP INFORMATION SYSTEM (ICIS) 

Extensive communication among CGIAR centres highlighted the economies to be gained 
by collaborating on the development of an information system which could be used for 
many crops. At a meeting held at CIMMYT in September 1994, a prototype CD-ROM 
was demonstrated and Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) was chosen as a 
programming standard for international collaboration. Open architecture through ODBC 
compliance has been specified as a specific requirement of all ICIS modules so that the 
choice of computer platform and database system for a particular crop is independent of 
the decision to use the ICIS system. 

Several CGIAR centres are collaborating to develop ICIS as a generic system that will 
accommodate any self-pollinating or clonally propagated crop. After all phases of 
development are complete, ICIS will seamlessly support a range of activities from 
germplasm conservation to breeding (see 1.4.1), testing and release. Data will be 
accessible from CD-ROM, and users may either adopt the complete system or link only to 
its innovative genealogical features. 

ICIS manages genealogy, nomenclature, chronology, characterization and evaluation data. 
It is accessible to any crop researcher with access to a personal computer with a CD ROM 
and running MS Windows. Any researcher can retrieve data, manage local data, and 
contribute data to the central database when desired. Users will be able to define new 
genealogical links and data fields as needed. 
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1.4.1 Functionality 

The system is a fast, user-friendly, PC-based, distributable on CD-ROM. It will 
eventually comprise: 

a) a genealogy management component to capture and process historical genealogies as 
well as to maintain evolving pedigrees, and to provide the basis for unique 
identification and internationally accepted nomenclature conventions for each crop; 

b) a data management system for genetic, phenotypic, and environmental data generated 
by evaluation and testing, as well as for providing links to genomic maps; 

c) a GIS that can manipulate all data associated with latitude and longitude (e.g. 
international, regional and national testing programs); 

d) a genebank management module (handling passport data and stock management) 
integrated into the pedigree and data management components; 

e) applications for producing fieldbooks and managing sets of breeding material and for 
diagnostics such as COPs and genetic profiles for planning crosses; 

f) tools to add new breeding methods, new data fields and new traits; 

g) tools for submitting data to crop curators and for distributing data updates via CD
ROM and electronic networking; 

h) project management capabilities including basic experimental designs; and links to 
program management and monitoring systems. 

The first implementations of ICIS do not provide a within-location "work-horse" to 
produce experimental designs nor all basic stationery for plant breeding operations. 
Because off-the-shelf options exist, this is a lower priority than the more innovative 
capabilities of data integration built around unique identification of germplasm within 
ICIS. There has, however, been preliminary and informal discussion with a commercial 
developer of software for plant breeding on accommodating ICIS germplasm identifiers 
in fieldbooks produced with the company's software. In the long-term, experimental 
design options will be included so that ICIS can deliver a more complete system to 
NARSs (although the pace with which experimental design and analysis is evolving 
suggests these functions should be, where possible, external to ICIS to avoid a 
considerable development effort to stay. at the "cutting edge"). In the interim, the Data 
Management System of ICIS will accommodate externally generated desigi:is. 

1.4.2 The Data Model 

The data model and database system of ICIS (detailed in the following chapters) are 
designed for maximum flexibility to cater for as wide a range of crops as possible. The 
model must be independently adopted for a specific crop and data entered to create an 
independent system for that crop. 
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1.4.3 Software Modules 

Components of ICIS include a Genealogy Management System (GMS), Set Generation 
Module (SETGEN), Field Book Module (FLDBK), External Pedigree Input Tool (EPIT), 
Trait Management System (TMS), Data Management System (DMS), Data Input Module 
(DIM), Genetic Resources Data Module (GRM), Data Access System (DAS). The first 
four modules focus on germplasm and management of genealogy and nomenclature. The 
next three, TMS, DMS and DIM handle the management of evaluation and 
characterization data, and DAS provides access to both raw and processed data and 
analytical tools for examining genetic relationships, adaptation and impact of genetic 
resources. 

GRM manages basic genebank information and is a tool for a relatively specific user 
group to access specialized data from within DMS as well as other data that are specific 
to bank housekeeping. It is stressed that a basic plank of ICIS is the seamless flow of 
information between germplasm collections and crop improvement, without separate 
databases for these two complementary activities. ICIS may produce more specific 
querying modules for defined user groups that, none the less, access common integrated 
databases. 

1.4.4 Remote Users 

ICIS supports independent users who directly access the central database, or who have a 
version of the central database on CD-ROM for a particular crop. Apart from providing 
user friendly access to the data, so that crop scientists can make informed decisions, the 
system provides a local data management system for the user and captures relevant data 
for the crop. Periodic updates to the central database by users makes their data available 
to all other users as well as browsers of the central database. The system will also 
provide the sort of data integration required to answer questions on the use and 
distribution of genetic resources, the impact of genetic resource collections on crop 
improvement and the impact of crop improvement on genetic diversity. 

[ICIS Version Vl.O is distributed essentially as a read-only tool. It is expected that V2.0 
will contain the first fully implemented system for handling data from remote users.] 

1.4.5 User defined data 

Users will be able to define new relationships between germplasm by specifying new 
breeding methods. They can specify attributes of the germplasm to be stored, types of 
names, location descriptors and traits and variates for characterization and evaluation 
data. Data with any form of factorial stricture can be managed. 
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1.5 ICIS DEVELOPMENT PLANS 

1.5.1 Current status 

ICIS modules for germplasm identification, genealogy, nomenclature and fieldbook 
production (GMS, SETGEN, FLDBK and EPIT) are being developed and applied to 
wheat, rice, barley, cowpea, common bean, maize, triticale, potato, sweet potato and 
soyabean. There also are tools for estimating coefficients of parentage. 

The Sustainable Farming Systems Database (SFSD) includes tools for entry and querying 
of evaluation data, for linking data to crop simulation models, and for viewing simple 
maps to locate specific studies. 

1.5.2 Future plans 

Objectives of ICIS are to continue development of the data model and information system 
to cover the remaining data categories within crops, and to develop new analysis and 
presentation applications to explore utilization of, adaptation of, and relationships among, 
genetic material. 

Specific ICIS objectives for a future phase are to: 

a) Develop strategies to handle issues of data ownership, perhaps providing an 
"expiration date" on data that a researcher would like to withhold prior to publication. 

b) Complete systems analysis and software development for the remaining ICIS 
modules: TMS, DMS, DIM, GRM, DAS. 

c) Produce comprehensive documentation for the ICIS system. 

d) Develop new applications for the display and analysis of information made possible 
by the ICIS model. It is planned to display genetic information on the branches of 
family trees for individual germplasm, as a means of making genetic inferences and 
reducing testing. For example, when the database shows that the direct parents of a 
cross are monomorphic for an important gene, the genotype of the progeny can be 
inferred, thereby saving the cost of direct testing. 

e) Extend the ICIS model to new crops or research themes and to new users of current 
implementations. This includes identification of a lead institute for each crop, 
assistance with organization and loading of historical crop data, training of system 
managers, identification of key users in other CGIAR centres, NARS and other 
institutes; and training of these users. 

Trainees at international agricultural research centres should return to their countries with 
the appropriate ICIS CD and a personal computer to run it. 

Longer-term priorities include enhanced linkages to bibliographic information as well as 
providing images of disease symptoms and plant parts for identification. 
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1.5.3 The Possibilities and Challenges Ahead 

In the past, data were organized by when, where and by whom they were generated (e.g. 
for wheat, which breeding line was grown in the 4th ISWYN, when would it have passed 
through CIMMYT's quality laboratory, and was it ever released as a named cultivar?). 
Now a possible query could be to identify all data entered by all sources on a given line 
and where seed of that line is available. 

ICIS will list instances where a cultivar to be released by a national program occurs in the 
database and will flag all susceptible disease reactions reported internationally for it; this 
minimizes the risks involved in varietal recommendation. Alternatively, ICIS could 
select data from trials grown with less than 350 mm of water and Chapter 13 describes 
envisaged querying functions in more detail. 

Environmental knowledge facilitates characterization of germplasm. Mapping the 
occurrence of problems will aid in using a database to select tolerant germplasm, by 
identifying top performers across environments subject to a specific stress. Conversely, if 
we knew the genetics of boron tolerance, for example, we could select contrasting entries, 
tolerant and intolerant, for this trait in our extensive performance databases and extract 
international performance data on them to make preliminary inferences about the 
distribution of boron-related problems. 

1.6 ICIS, SINGER, AND OTHER DATA SYSTEMS. 

Other databases of agricultural information have close links with ICIS. The System-wide 
Information Network for Genetic Resources (SINGER) is aims to provide global access 
to genetic resources data across all CGIAR mandated crops and commodities. The phase 
I objective of access to basic data has already drawn the project into the data 
management arena, since access is impossible without local management. 

The ICIS open structure supports shared development of tools for management and 
analyses of data on genealogy, nomenclature, evaluation, and characterization of genetic 
resources. SINGER and ICIS developers liaise to ensure complimentarity, to reduce 
duplication between the two initiatives, and to identify scope for collaboration. Each 
individual ICIS database manages data for a particular crop and generally does not share 
data with other crops. This integrating and complementary role is played by SINGER 
(Figure 1.4 ), which provides access to basic genetic resources information from CGIAR 
germplasm collections. In the future, the ICIS model can provide essential infrastructure 
for SINGER to access and to manage utilization and evaluation data. 
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Figure 1.4. Relation between SINGER and ICIS 
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SINGER phase 2 proposes to extend access to utilization, evaluation and characterization 
data; and the levels of management of these data in the centres are not sufficient for 
supporting global access. Hence, SINGER 2 must be able to call on a project aiming to 
develop powerful and compatible data management tools which can be applied to many 
crops so that SINGER can concentrate on the task of establishing global, multi-crop 
access to the data of interest. ICIS and SINGER must work closely together to achieve 
the goals of both projects and the bottom-up approach to ICIS, driven by the practical 
needs of CGIAR scientists at the coalface, must be retained in any development scenario. 
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ICIS has also enjoyed ongoing collaboration with the USDA sponsored GrainGenes and 
RiceGenes initiatives. Linking these ACeDB implementations to ICIS to provide access 
to molecular maps is envisaged. 

1.7 CONCLUSION 

The technical challenge for plant scientists and software developers is to implement the 
type of system outlined here. The challenge for administrators is perhaps more difficult -
to facilitate the continued free exchange of information and to nurture a scientific culture 
in which users take full advantage of the data of others and, in tum, contribute to shared 
databases. 
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2. THE GENEALOGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
l.H. Dewey, C.G. McLa.ren, P.N. Fox, J. W. White and R. Trethowan Ref.ICIS2G 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The ICIS project seeks to develop a single data management model which can be 
applied to a wide variety of crops. This model manages information on genealogy, 
nomenclature, evaluation and characterization of germplasm for a specific crop. The 
central idea behind the model is that of unique identification of germplasm and 
management of the homonyms and synonyms which arise naturally in the germplasm 
development and utilization process. ICIS comprises several modules dedicated to 
different aspects of the data management problem. 

The core of ICIS is a common genealogical data model called the Genealogy 
Management System (GMS) which must be sufficiently well designed and universal to 
accommodate a wide range of crops. 
The functions of GMS are to: 
a) assign and maintain unique germplasm identification, 
b) retain and manage information on genealogy and to 
c) manage nomenclature and chronology of germplasm development. 

The genealogical core links to various applications required by individual users. 
Some of the applications will add genealogical data to the GMS, while others will be 
analytical, for example, displaying genealogies or calculating coefficients of parentage 
(1.3.2 and 6.8). 
Since ICIS is an international information system, applications which build or capture 
genealogical data need to be able to operate independently from site to site and remotely 
from the central GMS. This presents problems of uniqueness of germplasm identifiers: 
two remote users must not assign the same identifiers to different germplasm. This 
problem is resolved by defining a private, or user, GMS for each remote user. 

2.2 LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE GENEALOGY MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM 

In GMS, all specific instances of germplasm are identified by a unique number 
called the GERMPLASM_ID (GID). Specific instances of germplasm can be thought of 
as equivalent to samples of seed which exist or existed at some time, produced by some 
process or germplasm genesis. In GMS these processes are defined as methods and 
pertinent information on the genesis of the specific instances are linked to the names via 
the GID. These methods are classified as those that increase, maintain or reduce genetic 
variability and are termed generative, maintenance or derivative methods, respectively. 
The genetic consequences of these methods depend on the reproductive behavior of the 
species (Table 2.2.a), the genetic structure of the populations which are being 
manipulated and the breeding strategies being used to achieve genetic change (Annex 
2.2.a). 

The most common generative processes are the results of crossing individuals or 
populations and all methods can be included in a general model for crossing practices in 
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plants (Table 2.2.b ). The bases for the classification contained in this model is that the 
source of the female gametes is determined by the source of the seed, which can be seed 
from a single plant, a selected set of plants or a random set of plants. The source of the 
pollen needs to be determined but can be from the same plant, another plant, a selected 
set of plants or random set of plants. The generated germplasm frequently combines 
material from different sources and as such tends to increase genetic variation or 
diversity. Information linking these instances of germplasm to their progenitors is 
retained in the GMS, as well as information on the method of generation of the 
germplasm. 

Table 2.2.a: Reproductive Systems in Crop Plants 

Self Pollinated 1 Inbreeding, self pollinated or self fertilised species. 
Examples: Wheat, Rice, Barley 

Predominantly Self 
Pollinated2 

Examples: Cotton, Pigeonpea, Sorghum 

Open Pollinated 1 Outbreeding, cross pollinated or cross fertilised species. 
Examples: Maize, Pearl Millet, Cucurbits 

Self Incompatible_j Self incompatible species. 
Examples: Rye, White Clover, Papaya 

Vegetativell Vegetatively or clonally propagated species. 
Propagated Examples: Potatoes, Casava, Yam, Taro, Sugar Cane, 

Pineapple, Strawberries 
Apomictic-' Apomitic (produce seed by asexual means) species. 

Examples: Green Panic, Buffel grass 
1 Catered for in the ICIS Methods Table. 
2 Probably catered for as breeding methods usually follow those for Self Pollinated 
crops. 
3 Probably catered for by methods suitable for Open Pollinated crops. 
4 Generative and derivative and most maintenance methods catered for as these crops 
will be either self or cross fertilised in their mode of sexual reproduction. 
5 Probably catered for by methods suitable for Vegetatively Propagated crops 

Other items of germplasm arise by derivative processes from a single source. 
Derivative methods are divided into two categories, derivative germplasm development 
methods (DER) which tend to refine and reduce genetic variation and germplasm 
management methods (MAN) which attempt to preserve variation at the level of the 
source. Common derivative processes are selection and seed increase. Seed increase 
attempts to maintain genetic variability whereas selection tends to refine and reduce 
genetic variation. Both lead to instances of germplasm which are closely related both to 
the source and to different derivations from a common source. All instances of 
germplasm derived from a single source form a related group (or "family") of 
germplasm. Information on the method of derivation of such germplasm is also stored. 
Management methods attempt to maintain genetic variation and leads to instances of 
germplasm which are closely related, preferably identical genetically, to the common 
source. 
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A full list of methods classified by breeding method of the crops are given in 
Annex 2.2.a and a full description and listing of the METHODS TABLE are given in 
Annex 2.2.b. The methods supplied in GMS are a compromise between giving a 
parsimonious set derived strictly from the model given in Table 2.2.b and an attempt to 
define every possible method that has or could be used. The first option does not provide 
enough information to crop coordinators, local coordinators or users. The second swamps 
users with too much information and a bewildering array of choices. Providing users with 
the full menu of methods provided in Annex 2.2.b would be counter productive (there are 
too many producing confusion) and ICIS will enable crop and local coordinators to select 
a subset for the crop or project that the service. A warning screen should be displayed 
asking users to explore already defined protocols and adding these to their menu before 
defining their own. 

Table 2.2.b: Schematic outline of a general model for crossing practices in plants. 

The bases for the classification contained in this model is that the source of the female gametes is determined by the 
source of the seed, which can be a single seed or seed bulked from a single plant, a selected set of plants or a random 

set of plants. The source of the pollen needs to be determined but can be from the same plant, another plant, a selected 
set of plants or a random set of plants. The genetic consequences of these crosses or selections depends on the 

reproductive behaviour of the species. 
Femal Male Source Generative Methods Derivative Methods 

e 
Source 
Single Same Single Plant 40(G) Selfing 208(S), 505(0) Single Seed Descent 
Plant 60(G) Plant Identification 

205(S), 504(0) Single Plant Selection 
209(S), 506(0) Restorer Selection 
210(S). Maintainer Selection 

Different Single Plant lOl(S),401(0) Single Cross 
102(S),402(0) Three-way Cross 
103(1),403(0) Double Cross 
404(0) Full diallel cross 
405(0) Full diallel cross bulked 
406(0) Half diallel cross 
407(0) Half diallel cross bulked 
408(0) Partial diallel cross 
409(0) Partial diallel cross bulked 
424(0) Convergent Cross 
425(0) Partial Plus Diallel Cross 
107(S) Backcross 
108(S) Backcross Recessive 
l 09(S) Interspecific Cross 
416(0) Narrow based tester. line CF 

Selected Bulk 104(S) Female Complex Top Cross 
l lO(S) Selected Pollen Cross SF 
416(0) Narrow based tester. line CF 
418(0) Broad based tester, Line CF 
417(0) Narrow Based Tester, POP CF 

Bulk 104(S) Female Complex Top Cross 
111 (S) Random Pollen Cross SF 
426(0) Random Half Sib Families 
427(0) Selected Half Sib Families 

Select Single Plant 105(5) Male Complex Top Cross 
ed 108(S) Backcross Recessive 

Bulk 416(0) Narrow based tester line CF 
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Same Selected Bulk 420(0) Polycross CF 203(S) Purification 
421(0) Random Mating CF 204(S), 503(0) Rouging 

206(S) Selected Bulk 
508(0) Full Mass Selection 

Different Selected Bulk 106(S) Complex Cross 
l 12(S) Open Pollenated SF 
404(0) Full diallel cross 
405(0) Full diallel cross bulked 
406(0) Half diallel cross 
407(0) Half diallel cross bulked 
408(0) Partial diallel cross 
409(0) Partial diallel cross bulked 
410(0) Subset Cross 
411(0) Population backcross CF 
412(0) Selected Pollen Cross CF 
413(0) Interspecific cross CF 
417(0) Narrow Based Tester, POP CF 
419(0) Broad Based Tester, POP CF 
423(0) Population Cross CF 

Bulk 415(0) Random Pollen Cross CF 509(0) Half Mass Selection 

Bulk Single Plant 105(S) Male Complex Top Cross 
411(0) Population Backcross CF 
412(0) Population Backcross Recessive CF 

Selected Bulk 411(0) Population Backcross CF 
412(0) Population Backcross Recessive CF 
414(0) Selected Pollen Cross CF 
419(0) Broad Based Tester, POP CF 
423(0) Population Cross CF 

Same Bulk 422(0) Open pollenation CF 207(S), 507(0) Random Bulk 

Different Bulk 106(S) Complex Cross 
l 12(S) Open Pollenation SF 
413(0) Interspecific Cross CF 
415(0) Random Pollen Cross CF 
422(0) Open pollenation CF 
423(0) Population Cross CF 
I: Inbreeding = S: Self Breeding= Self Fertilisation 

0: Outbreeding = C: Cross Breeding = C: Cross Fertilisation 

An example of the compromise occurs between the export and import protocols 
and the acquisition, seed increase and cultivar generation protocols. Only a generic 
method is given for the import and export methods (methods 62 and 63) but a series of 
detailed methods specifying the type of material acquired, increased or released as 
cultivars are given for the later protocols. It is expected that these decisions will be tested 
as the number of crops included in ICIS increases. The import and export protocols will 
connect germplasm to its genealogy if the source is already in ICIS. If not a problem will 
arise if the source is entered either through another local user or by entry from a program 
that is independent from ICIS. Never the less, ICIS provides a mechanisms for users to 
define new methods for germplasm generation, management or derivation. 

There are no conventions which are universally applied to the naming of breeding 
methods, strategies, or genetical material used in plant breeding programs. For example, 
released germplasm from plant breeding programs are referred to as 'varieties' or 
'cultivars' or rarely as 'cultigens'. Both the first and last are incorrect as 'variety' is a 
taxonomic term and no released genetic material consists of a single genotype. ICIS uses 
'cultivar' as the generic definition for released genetic material for agricultural use. 
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The genetic consequences of these crosses or selections depends on the 
reproductive behavior of the species. For example re-selection or collection from a 
landrace population or transgenic generation could link back to one or no progenitor, 
while complicated crosses involving, for example, multiple pollen parents could link to 
many. Similar methods for different crops have different genetic consequences depending 
on the reproductive system of the crop, self-pollinated, cross-pollinated or clonally 
propagated. These are distinguished in OMS as separate method groups (MGRP) in the 
methods table (Annex 2.2.b) as S, 0, C respectively or G for general methods which 
apply to all crops. 

2.2.1 Germplasm Information 

Information of the generation or derivation of any instance of germplasm is stored 
in the following variables: 

Table 2.2.1.a: Germplasm Information stored in GMS. 

GERMPLASM_ID 

METHOD_NO 

GROUP_ID 

SOURCE_ID 

GERMPLASM_USER_ 
ID 
LOCATION_NO 

GERMPLASM_DATE 

Germplasm Identification Code. This is unique for any germplasm recorded. The 
general rule is: if you wouldn't mix the packets of seed that exist or did exist you 
give the GEN an entry in GMS. 
This is the method of genesis of germplasm and details are stored in the method 
table (Annex 2.2.b). The method indicates whether the germplasm was 
produced by a generative, derivative or preservative process, and then how the 
germplasm was produced. Details of the method which change with each 
application are stored as attribute information (Section 2.2.4). 
Identification code for last instance of germplasm produced by a generative 
process from which the current instance was derived. GROUP _ID= 
GERMPLASM_ID if the current instance is produced by a generative process. 
Identification code for the immediate source of a derived or preserved 
germplasm. (Not valid for generated germplasm.) 
Identification code of the user who submitted data on the genesis of the 
germplasm. 
Identifier of breeding or origin location. 

Date of generation, derivation or preservation of the germplasm. 

GERMPLASM_REFER Identifier of bibliographic reference from where the germplasm data was 
ENCE retrieved. 

2.2.2 Link Information 

Link information is information on the links between an instance of generated 
germplasm and its progenitors. The number of progenitors and the role of each, such as 
male or female, is defined by the METHOD in the germplasm information. The link 
variables required for each progenitor are: 

Table 2.2.2.a: Link information stored in GMS. 

GERMPLASM_ID Germplasm Identification Code. 

NO_PROGENITORS Number of progenitors. 
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PROGENITOR_ID Progenitor GERMPLASM_ID. 

2.2.3 Name Information 

A third form of information retained by GMS manages nomenclature and chronology of 
names of germplasm. Names are any designation used to identify germplasm and this 
includes breeders' IDs, release names, abbreviations and accession numbers. The 
required variables are: 

Table 2.2.3.a: Name information stored in GMS. 

GERMPLASM_ID 

NAME_ TYPE 

Germplasm Identification Code. 

Some names can belong to several instances of germplasm, some to only one, 
and some instances can have several names of the same type. These relations 
are indicated by NAME-TYPE. For example some types would be: 
ACNO Accession No in a germplasm bank (USER_ID points to the 
germplasm bank as a user of the system) 
BCID Breeder's Cross ID 
CVNAM Release or Cultivar Name 
BRNAM Breeder's Name, a cross name and selection history in the 
breeder's own notation 
ALNAM Breeder's advanced line name. Usually assigned when 
BRNAM gets too long. 
NTNAM National testing name 
PONAM Population name 
CNNAM Cycle name for recurrent selection schemes 
SYN AM Synthetic cultivar name 
HYNAM Hybrid cultivar name 
ADVNM Alternative derivative name 
ACVNM Alternative cultivar name 
AABBR Alternative abbreviation 
Note: Provision is made for a user to add to these names. 

N AME_ST ATUS Number indicating the storage type and status of the name: 
0 - ASCII names which are alternative names. 
I - ASCII names which are preferred names. 
2 - ASCII names which are preferred abbreviations. 
3 - Chinese-GBK (GD) DBCS names. 
4 - Chinese Big 5. 
5 - Japanese. 
6 - Korean. 
10 - UNICODE names which are not preferred. 
Note: The preferred name must be in ASCII. 

NAME_USER_ID The source of name information. This is important for integrity, referencing and 
elimination of homonyms. The user registration number is sufficient since only 
registered users can provide information to the system. This deals with the 
problem of homonyms; by incorporating the USER_ID as part of the 
germplasm name, since a single user would not assign the same name to more 
than one piece of germplasm in the local user's system 

NAME_ VALUE Name value assigned by a user to a specific instance of germplasm. 

NAME_LOCATION_ Location ID where the name was assigned 
NO 
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NAME_DATE Date of name recording or assigning 

NAME_REFERENCE Identifier of bibliographic reference from where the name data was retrieved. 

2.2.4 Attribute Information 

A fourth form of information retained by GMS records any attributes of the 
germplasm the user would like to retain. These attributes should be controlled by the 
central database manager so that only attributes relating to genealogy and nomenclature 
are stored in GMS. The required variables have an exactly similar structure to the names 
variables as follows: 

Table 2.2.4.a: Attribute Information stored in GMS. 

GERMPLASM_ID 

ATTRIBUTE_ TYPE 

ATTRIBUTE_USER_ID 

ATTRIBUTE_ VALUE 

Germplasm Identification Code. 

Some attributes can belong to several instances of germplasm, some to only 
one, and some can have several values for a single instance of germplasm. 
These relations are indicated by ATTRIBUTE_ TYPE. For example some 
types would be: 
BSTR Breeder's Selection String (These BSIDs note the specific selection 
step in a selection history in the breeders own notation. The full selection 
history may also be stored as a line name in the NAMES table. 
SPEC Species 
OSET Originating set. The germplasm set from the set generation module 
where the germplasm was first derived. (See set generation later.) 
The source of attribute information. 

Attribute value assigned by a user to a specific instance of germplasm. 

ATTRIBUTE_LOCATION_ Location of attribute determination. 
NO 
ATTRIBUTE_DATE Date of attribute determination. 

ATTRIBUTE_REFERENCE Identifier of bibliographic reference from where the attribute data was 
retrieved. 

The following are definitions of attributes which add information about the 
methods are stored in the USER_DEFINED _FIELDS table. 

Table 2.2.4.b: Definitions of attributes which add information about methods. 

FLDNO FCODE 

103 NOTES 

104 RELEASE 

208 BS 

209 IC 

210 MT 

211 MATT 

FNAME 

Notes concerning germplasm origin, development or chronology. 

Cultivar type. 

Number of plants bulked and target traits or genes. 

Target introgression in interspecific cross 

Agent and method of induced mutation. 

A description of the method or agent used for a specific instance of 
the method. 
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212 

213 

214 

215 

216 

221 

222 

RMA 

MCOLL 

IMPORT 

BLKM 

SUBSET A 

ST 

SEX 

Attributes for random mating methods. These are: 
NPS number of parents randomly mated. 
PCT percent contribution from each parent. 
MMTH intervention method to 
Methods of collection. 

Type of germplasm. See Table 2.2.a for lists of types of germplasm. 

Method of bulking seed, possibilities are: 
Bulking all seed from plants. 
Bulking equal volume from each plant. 
Bulking equal weight from each plant 
Bulking equal number from each plant . 
No of subsets and bulking method. See above for bulking methods. 

Target traits or genes. 

Selfs excluded, Yes or No 

2.3 EXAMPLES OF STORAGE OF GENEALOGY INFORMATION 

Several examples of storage of genealogy information are given in this section. Examples 
of the type of information generated by the system are given and the entry of 
genealogical information for the rice cultivar IR24 is given as an example of storing 
historical data. The examples used to illustrate system storage include a modified 
pedigree plant breeding system in wheat, an open recurrent selection system in wheat, a 
reciprocal recurrent selection system in maize, a polycross among potato clones and a 
half diallele using the same four clones. 

2.3.1 Genealogy Management for a Modified Pedigree Breeding Program. 

The modified pedigree breeding program illustrated here (Figure 2.3.1.a ) is 
modified from the program used by the wheat breeding program at the Leslie Research 
Centre of the Queensland Department of Primary Industries in Australia. This example 
illustrates the use of the three types of methods used in OMS, generative, derivative and 
maintenance methods. The system used for the selection history (Figure 2.3.l.a) and used 
as a breeders name (Table 2.3.1.a) is a modification of the that used by the CIMMYT 
wheat program and is for illustrative purposes only. It is not the system used by the LRC 
program. 

Generative methods 
The example provides an illustration of two common generative methods used in 

pedigree breeding programs, viz. a two-way and a three-way cross. The three-way cross 
in this example is a top-cross as the Fl from the first cross is crossed to another adaptive 
line. 

For the two-way cross assume that line A (GID821; table row 1) is the female 
parent (FP ARNT) and line B (GID822; table row 2) is the male parent (MP ARNT) of the 
single cross (generative method (METH C2W)) 98-12 (GID900; table row 4). 98-12 is 
the 1th cross made in 1998 and has two progenitors (No PROGEN). Note that all lines 
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listed in the table which are derivatives of this two-way cross have the pedigree A/B but 
have different selection histories. 

For the three-way cross the Fl (GID900, row 4) from the two-way cross, used as 
a female, is mated (in the next year) to another adapted parent C (GID823, table row 3) to 
produce the three-way cross (3WC) (GID950, table row 5) and this is the 13th cross made 
in 1999. All derivatives of this cross have the pedigree A/B//C. Note that while this 
pedigree does not indicate whether A/B was an Fl or a fixed line this information is 
carried in the GERMPLASM TABLE. This clearly indicates that OMS does not store 
pedigrees, but rather genealogies. Purdy pedigrees are an output (query) on OMS and 
other forms of a 'pedigree' can be programmed as a query. 

Derivative methods 
The Fl is a bulk of all the grains produced from the cross (table row 7, GIDIOOI, 

METH DRB) and is designated 98-12-0R where OR indicates a bulk and R indicates the 
place where the Fl was grown (Research Station in this example). Note that the Fl (and 
all further derivatives) has as a group number the GID (900) of the cross from which they 
were derived. The source number is the GID of the immediate packet of seed from which 
each line was derived, in this case the cross GID. The F2 (table row 9, GID2001, METH 
_DRB) is a random bulk of the Fl and is designated 98-12-0R-OR as in this example the 
Fl was grown on the research station. It has group number GID900 and source number 
GID I 00 I. The F2 rows are grown at place A. The F2 is segregating and single plant 
selections are taken and these F3 lines (table rows 11 & 12 are examples) are grown as 
'head rows' also at place A. As these are single plant selections, the resultant F3 lines are 
designated 98-12-0R-OR-4A (table row II) etc where 4A represents the fourth plant 
selected from this F2 at place A. These F3 lines are again grown as head rows at place A 
and bulked. The resultant F2 derived F4 bulks are designated 98-12-0R-OR-4A-OA (table 
row 15) and are used to sow unreplicated preliminary yield trials (designated Pin this 
example) and to grow rows for single plant selections at place A. 

In the CIMMYT system for writing selection histories, and in most if not all other 
systems including IRRI, the two steps indicating the Fl and F2 are omitted in the 
selection histories for single crosses as the first two -OR-OR- steps are common to all 
derivatives of a single cross. Using this system the F3 lines would be designated 98-12-
4A indicating that this the 4th single plant selection from the F2 of the cross 98-12. 

The 3WCI (table row 8, GIDI002, METH DRB) designated (98-13)13-0R is a 
bulk of all seeds from the three-way cross, GID950 and is grown as a row at place A. It 
has the group number GID950 of the cross from which it comes and the same GID as its 
source number. Unlike the Fl, which is homogeneous, this population is segregating. 
Hence single plant selections are often taken from these population types rather than a 
bulk as is the case for the Fl from a single cross. These 'F3' single plant selections are 
grown as head rows at place A and because they are single plant selections they are 
designated (93-13)13-0R-?A (row 13) for example. This lin·e has GID950 as its group 
code and GID2010 as its source code. These lines are treated from this point on in the 
same way as the single crosses. 

In the three-way cross only the I st -OR- step is common to all derivatives and the 
commonly used (CIMMYT/IRRI) system would designate the 'F3' line as (98-13)13-G 
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indicating that this was the 7th single plant selection from the bulk of all the seed derived 
from the three-way cross (98-13)13. 
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Biparental crosses Back or Top Crosses 

98·12 Parent Ax Parent B Parent Ax Parent B 98·13 

98·12·0R 

98· 12·0R ·OR 

98·12·0R·OR·4A 

98·12·0R·OR·4A·OA 

98·12·0R·OR·4A·OA·2A 

98· 12·0R ·OR ·4A ·OA·2A·OB 

98· 12·0R ·OR·4A·OA·2A·OB·OI 

98· 12·0R ·OR·4A ·OA·2A ·OB·OB 

98·12·0R·OR·4A·OA·2A·OB·OB·OB 

98·12·0R·OR·4A·OA·2A·OB-PD-11 D 

Wonder cross-11 E·l2F·V 
98· 12-0R·OR ·4A·OA ·2A·OB·PD· 

11E·12F·V 

Wonder 
Wonder Cross-11 E·l2F·V·OAU 

98· 12·0R-OR-4A-OA·2A·OB·P D· 
11E·l2F·V·OAU 

l 
F1 

l 
F2 

l 
F3 

F4 

l 

F1 bulked to row 
Select single plants 

Headrows 
Harvest Fu bulks 

Selection rows 
Single plant selections from 

each familiy 

F5 multiplication rows 

~. l Intermediate rows 

3WC bulked to row 
Select single plants 

Head rows 
Harvest 3WC,,, bulks 

.,.. .... .,.." .... "' 

,' 
,'' 

pMET1 
Priliminary MET1 

Select half of bulks 

pMET2 
Select 15% of bulks 

surviving from pM ET 1 

l 
F1 x Parent A (98·13)13 

l 
3WC1 

l 
'F3' 

F4 

l 
F5 

(98·13)13·0R 

(98·13)13·0R·7A 

Selection histories for top 
cross not carried further in 

this diagram 

98·12·0R·OR·4A-OA 

98· 12·0R ·OR ·4A·OA·OP 

98· 12·0R·OR·4A·OA ·2A·OB 

F7 iMET2 F7 98·12·0R·OR·4A·OA·2A·OB·O 

rMET1 
purification F6 98·12·0R·OR·4A·OA·2A·OB F7 Regiona 

-~ 
Fa rMET2 seed increase F7 Wonder Cross-PD F7 

------ ______---seed Increase 

.-------- C>•nnurt;nn ~-••.nA.oA.n11.e>n.1~reeders Seed 
FB P.roduction FB 98·12·0R·OR·4A·OA·2A·OB·PD·l1 E 

'""' ;:::.:. l ",,.:::::::·::,.:,::."-"' 
~· ..... ,,,..,_,,_,,,_,,, 

v Pure line formation 

l 
CV 

Bank accession 

.. Release of 
Pure line Cultivar 

AC 

Wonder· 
Wonder Cross-11D·l2E·V·OAU·A1 
98· 12·0R ·OR ·4A·OA -2A ·OB ·PD· 

11E·12F·V·OAU·A 1 

Figure 2.3. I Diagram of a stylised representation of a modified pedigree plant breeding program. 
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The F4 bulks (table rows 15 & 16) are grown in preliminary multi-environment 
trials (p.METl) for one year. 

F5 bulks (eg table row 17, GID2201, .METH DRB) from those selected from 
p.METl (50%) are grown for a second year in p.MET2 to enable two years of data to be 
used for selection for yield among the F2 derived F4 bulks. 

The surviving F4 lines selected using data from the p.METs are grown as rows at 
site A and single plant selections made. 

The F5 lines derived (eg table rows 19, GID2301, designated 98-12-0R-OR-4A
OA-2A) are planted as seed multiplication rows at site B. 

The resultant F6 bulks (eg table row 21, GID3001, .METH DRB, designated 98-
12-0R-OR-4A-OA-2A-OB) are sown in the first year of a replicated intermediate .MET 
(i.METl ), sown at site B for seed multiplication for the first year of regional .METs 
(r.METs) and re sown at site B in the first year of r.METs for seed purification if the line 
looks promising for release. Once a line is tested in a .MET it acquires a breeders name 
(BN21 and BN22) in these cases. 

The F7 bulk seed from i.METl (eg table row 23, GID3101, 98-12-0R-OR-4A-OA-
2A-OB-OI) is used for i.MET2. The addendum letter I is used here to designate seed 
produced from an intermediate .MET. 

The F7 bulk seed produced from the multiplication rows (table rows 25 & 26) at 
site Bis used for the first regional .MET (r.METI) and for a further multiplication of seed, 
at site B, to produce the F8 bulk seed for r.MET2 (table rows 27 & 28). 
Maintenance methods 

The example from hear on will follow the history of an F6 line, GID3001, which 
goes on to be released as a cultivar. This process consists of one derivative method, seed 
purification, and the maintenance methods, seed increase for yield testing in the final year 
of the r.METs, a seed multiplication to produce breeders seed for release of a cultivar 
called in this example Wonder. At this stage if more than one line from the cross is used 
as a parent the cross may be named, here Wonder Cross. The process of release consists 
of two production seed increases to obtain enough seed for release and the release process 
itself. 

Table row 29 (GID4001, .METH DPU) represents the purification at site B of 
BN21 by derivative method seed purification to produce F7 pure seed. Note that I have 
suggested the addendum -PD to indicate purification at site D. The F7 pure seed is used 
for a seed increase at site B to produce F8 seed for testing in the final r.MET3 and for 
producing breeders seed at site E. 

Table row 30 (GID4101, METH NBK) represents the maintenance method 'bulk 
seed increase' at site B of GID4001 for seed for testing in r.MET3. 

Table row 31 (GID4201, .METH VBS) represents the maintenance method 
'breeders seed production' at site E. An addendum -IlE is used to indicate the first seed 
increase conducted at site E. 

Table row 32 (GID4201, METH NBK) represents the maintenance method 'bulk 
seed increase' at site F. This is the second seed increase, hence the addendum -I2F, 
representing the second seed increase which was done at site F. 

Table row 33 (GID4401, METH VPL) represents the maintenance method 'pure 
line formation' in preparation for releasing a pure line cultivar. In this case this does not 
represent a physical process but does in many situations, eg forming and Fl hybrid. 
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Table row 34 (GID4410, METH VCR) represents the maintenance method 
'cultivar release'. This process should be maintained separate from the formation odf a 
cultivar. It can occur more than once for the same material. 

Table 2.3.1.a: Germplasm Table for Selection Histories for an example Pedigree 
Breedine; Proe;ram. 

Generative Methods Breeder's name 

Row in GID METH NoPROGEN FPARNT MP ARNT 
table 

1 821 IA 

2 822 B 

3 823 " ~ 

4 900 C2W 2 821 822 98-12 Single cross 

5 950 C3w 2 900 823 98-12)13 Three-way 
cross 

Derivative or Management 
Methods 

Row in GID METH GROUP SOURCE 
table 

7 1001 DRB 900 900 98-12-0R F'l rows 

8 1002 DRB 950 950 98-13)13-0R 13WC1 rows 

9 2001 DRB 900 1001 98-12-0R-OR f2 rows 

10 2010 DRB 950 1002 98-13 )13-0R 3WCI rows 

II 2101 DSP 900 2001 98-12-0R-OR-4A t-3 rows 

12 2102 DSP 900 2001 09-12-0R-OR-5A F3 rows 

13 2151 DSP 950 2010 98-13)13-0R-7 A 'F3' rows 

14 2152 DSP 950 2010 98-13)13-0R-8A 'FJ'rows 

15 2171 DRB 950 2101 98-12-0R-OR-4A-OA fl4 bulks 

16 2172 DRB 950 2102 98-12-0R-OR-5A-OA 1"4 bulks 

17 2201 DRB 900 2171 98-l 2-0R-OR-4A-OA-OP f<5 bulks 

18 2202 DRB 900 2172 ~8-l 2-0R-OR-5A-OA-OP i;;5 bulks 
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19 2301 OSP 900 2201 98-l 2-0R-OR-4A-OA-2A f5 rows 

20 2302 OSP 900 2202 98-l 2-0R-OR-4A-OA-3A f'5 rows 

21 3001 ORB 900 2301 98-l 2-0R-OR-4A-OA-2A-OB f6 bulks 
BN21 

22 3002 ORB 900 2302 98-12-0R-OR-4A-OA-3A-OB tt> bulks 
BN22 

23 3101 ORB 900 3001 98- l 2-0R-OR-4A-OA-2A-OB-OI F7 bulks 
BN21 

24 3102 ORB 900 3001 98-l 2-0R-OR-4A-OA-3A-OB-OI F7 bulks 
BN22 

25 3201 ORB 900 2301 98- I 2-0R-OR-4A-OA-2A-OB-OB Fl bulks 
BN21 

26 3202 ORB 900 2302 98- l 2-0R-OR-4A-OA-3A-OB-OB t'7 bulks 
BN22 

27 3301 ORB 900 3201 98-l 2-0R-OR-4A-OA-2A-OB-OB-OB f8 bulks 
IBN21 

28 3302 ORB 900 3202 98-l 2-0R-OR-4A-OA-3A-OB-OB-OB IBN22 

29 4001 OPU 900 3001 98- l 2-0R-OR-4A-OA-2A-OB-PO F7 pure line 
!Wonder cross 

30 4101 NBK 900 4001 98-l 2-0R-OR-4A-OA-2A-OB-P0-110 IW onder cross 

31 4201 VBS 900 4101 ~8-12-0R-OR-4A-OA-2A-OB-P0-11E ~onder cross 

32 4301 NBK 900 4201 98-12-0R-OR-4A-OA-2A-OB-PO-llE- Wonder cross 
~2F 

33 4401 VPL 900 4301 98-!2-0R-OR-4A-OA-2A-OB-PO-IIE- Wonder cross 
~2F-V 

34 4410 VCR 900 4401 98-12-0R-OR-4A-OA-2A-OB-PO-IIE- v Wonder 
12F-V-OAU 

35 4501 !SE 900 4401 98-l 2-0R-OR-4A-OA-2A-OB-PO-II E- v Wonder 
~2F-OAU-AC WA28 

[D = is unique germplasm identifier. 
METH= is the breeding method, either generative, derivative or management. 
No PR OGEN= is the number of progenitors of a derivative method. 
f'P ARNT = ID of female parent. 
MP ARNT= ID of male parent. 
GROUP= ID of last generative process for the derivative or management process. 
SOURCE= ID of immediate predecessor for the derivative or mana2:ement process. 

Finally, in this example, the seed is placed in a germplasm bank. This is 
represented by table row 36 (GID4501, METID-I ISE), the 'seed import' method and 
acquires another name W A28. 

In this example many of the seed increase operations reflected in the selection 
histories are carried out at different sites. If these operations are carried out at the same 
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site some modification of the system for naming selection histories may be required to 
reflect these differences should this be required. 

2.3.2 Genealogy Management for An Open Recurrent Selection Method 

The recurrent selection method for wheat improvement being used by the 
University of Queensland in their Germplasm Enhancement Program conducted at the 
Leslie Research Institute in Australia is described by Fabrizius et al. (1996). This note 
indicates how pedigrees from that system can be recorded in the GMS structure of ICIS. 
(A) The open reciprocal selection method starts with the selection of a number of parental 

lines from which a population is developed by randomly mating the F1s from a 
complete diallel using a gametocyte. Consider a system based on 4 parents with 
Gills 87I, 927,.933 and lOOI as indicated in rows I, 2, 5 and 8 of the 
GERMPLASM TABLE (Table 2.3.2.a.). The 6 F1s from the diallel could be 
simply entered as 1004 to 1009 as shown on rows I2-I7 in Table 2.3.2.a. 

(B) The first step of the recurrent selection cycle is to randomly mate the Fis using a 
gametocyte. To record this we need to define a method in the METHODS 
TABLE for this form of random mating. Suppose we use code CGO (Method I I2 
in Table 2. I .d) for the method which has a variable number of parents (defined for 
each implementation by the NO_ OF_ PROGENITORS parameter in the 
GERMPLASM TABLE). Method CGO also has no defined number of female 
parents since all parents act as male and female parents. In our example there are 
6 parents, for the random mating recorded in row I 8 of Table 2.3 .2.a. The first 
two parents are recorded in the GERMPLASM TABLE as in row I8, the 
remaining 4 are recorded in the OTHER PROGENITORS TABLE as in rows I to 
4 of Table 2.3.2.b. The resulting population is termed the CO population. 

(C) The next step in the process is to screen a large number of SO plants from CO seed for 
semidwarf status and rust resistance. A number of these are kept and proceed 
through a generation of seed increase and rust testing. In practice the number kept 
will be 2,000, but for our example we record the pedigree of 10 in rows I9 to 28 
of Table 2.3.2.a. These retained SI families represent single plant selections, 
DSP, out of the CO population. 

(D) Selections are made on the basis of rust scores from the SI plants, and a number are 
kept. In practice this number will be 800, but for our example we will consider 5. 
Seed from these retained families is split for storage, multi-environment testing 
for two years and bulk quality testing for the survivors. Suppose our retained SI 
families are C0-2, C0-3, C0-7, C0-9 and C0-10 from rows 20, 2I 25, 27 and 28 of 
Table 2.3.2.a. These are bulk selected in the third year, with surviving families 
recorded as A on rows 29 to 33 of Table 2.3.2.a and again in the fourth year, B, to 
produce four remaining families C0-2AB, C0-7AB, C0-9AB and CO-lOAB 
recorded on rows 34 to 37 of Table 2.3.2.a. 

(E) It is possible, as an off-shoot of the system, that single plant selection can be made 
from the evaluation year nurseries and be incorporated into traditional breeding 
programs, for example the third plant from the family C0-2A in row 29, and the 
sixth from CO-7 AB in row 35 could be selected for incorporation in other · 
breeding programs. These are the families recorded in the usual manner as in rows 
38 and 39 of Table 2.3.2.a. 
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(F) Following quality testing of the families surviving two years of evaluation, a number 
of families will be selected to go into a second round of random mating. In fact 
about I 00 will be selected, but we will consider 3 of our surviving families C0-
2AB CO 7 AB d CO 9 AB Th d f th. d f 1 ·11 h 

' - an - e see or IS ran om ma mg eye e WI owever 
Table 2.3.2.a: Germplasm Table For Open Recurrent Selection Example. 

Row GID Method Number of Generative Process Derivative Process Name 
in progenitors 

Table 
Female Parent Male Parent Group Source 

I 871 

2 927 

3 930 

4 

5 933 

6 

7 1000 

8 1001 

9 

10 

II 

12 1004 C2W 2 871 927 Fdn 12 
13 1005 C2W 2 871 933 Fdn 13 
14 1006 C2W 2 871 1001 Fdn 14 
15 1007 C2W 2 927 933 Fdn 23 
16 1008 C2W 2 927 1001 Fdn 24 
17 1009 C2W 2 933 1001 Fdn 34 
18 JOJO CGO 6 1004 1005 co 
19 !Oil OSP -I 1010 1010 CO-I 
20 1012 OSP -1 1010 IOIO C0-2 
2I I013 OSP -1 IOIO 1010 C0-3 
22 1014 OSP -I 1010 I010 C0-4 
23 IOI5 OSP -I IOIO 1010 C0-5 
24 1016 OSP -I 1010 IOIO C0-6 
25 10I7 OSP -1 IOIO IOIO C0-7 
26 1018 OSP -1 1010 1010 C0-8 
27 IOI9 OSP -1 IOIO 1010 C0-9 
28 1020 OSP -I 1010 1010 C0-10 
29 1021 ORB -1 1010 1012 C0-2A 

30 1022 ORB -I 1010 1013 C0-3A 
31 1023 ORB -1 1010 1017 C0-7A 

32 1024 ORB -I 1010 1019 C0-9A 

33 1025 ORB -1 1010 1020 CO-JOA 

34 1026 ORB -I 1010 1021 C0-2AB 

35 1027 ORB -I 1010 1023 C0-7AB 

36 1028 ORB -I 1010 1024 C0-9AB 

37 1029 ORB -1 1010 1025 CO-IOAB 

38 1030 OSP -I 1010 1021 C0-2A-3 

39 1031 OSP -I 1010 1027 C0-2AB-6 

40 1032 ORM 5 IOl2 1017 CI 

4I 1033 OSP -I I032 1032 Cl-I 

42 1034 OSP -I 1032 1032 CI-2 

43 1035 OSP -I 1032 1032 C!-3 

44 1036 OSP -1 1032 1032 Cl-4 

45 1037 OSP -I I032 1032 Cl-5 

46 1038 OSP -1 1032 1032 Cl-6 

47 1039 OSP -I 1032 1032 CI-7 

48 1040 OSP -1 1032 1032 Cl-8 
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49 1041 DRB -1 1032 1035 CI-3A 
50 I042 DRB -I 1032 1037 CI-SA 
5I I043 DRB -I 1032 1039 CI-7A 
52 I044 DRB -I 1032 I04I CI-3AB 
53 I045 DRB -I 1032 I043 CI-AB 
54 I046 DSP -I 1032 1035 Cl-3A-3 
55 I047 DSP -I 1032 1043 CI-7AB-9 

come from the SI retained seed, C0-2, CO-7 and C0-9 in our example. As a 
variation on simple random mating new parental lines can be introduced at this 
point by including plants from new lines in the random mating process at 
specified proportions of the population. This is the step that gives rise to the term 
Open Random Mating, and as this is not in the METHODS TABLE (Table 2. I .d) 
we need to define a new method, ORM, with variable number of parents. This 
emphasises the point made previously about the necessity of defining all possible 
methods for the methods table. The methods defined are a compromise between a 
too parsimonious set which does not convey enough infonnation and attempting 
to define every possible method and swamping the user with too much 
infonnation. The compromise allows new methods to be defined by users 9with 
MIDs over 1000 and accepted or not by the ICIS crop coordinator. 
ORM also has no defined female parents, but a variable number of imported 
parents, and an incorporation percentage for each. These parameters must be 
stored as attributes of the breeding method for each implementation of the 
method. In the METHODS TABLE, the ATTRIBUTES flag would be set for 
method ORM to indicate that attribute values for each implementation are stored 
in the ATTRIBUTES TABLE. THE CONSTANTS TABLE would define these 
values as number of imported parents which are specified last in the list of 
parents, and percent contribution of each. The CONST ANTS TABLE would also 
indicate that each value occurred on an extension line of the attribute in a 
specified format. For our example, suppose we wish to retain three SI families 
and include two new parents with IDs 930 and 1000 (as in rows 3 and 7 of Table 
2.3.2.a) with proportions I5% and 10% of the random mating population. 
The new population would be recorded as in row 40 of Table 2.3.2.a with GID 
1032. The first two parents, C0-2 and C0-7 are on that line, the remaining three 
are recorded on the OTHER PARENTS TABLE (rows 5 to 7 in Table 2.3.2.b). 
The attribute values would be stored on the ATTRIBUTES TABLE as in Table 
2.3.2.c. The positive value of ATTRIBUTE-EXT indicates the number of attribute 
values, in this case one more than the number of imported parents, and the 
negative values define the order of the remaining values down to -I, the last 
value.-

(G)Again SI families are screened for dwarf status and resistance and seed from single 
plant selection (rows 4 I-48 of Table 2.3 .2) is kept while progeny proceed through 
two seasons of bulk selection (rows 49-5 I for first season and rows 52 and 53 for 
second season in Table 2.3.2.a). 

(H) At any point, either SI seed identified as in rows 4I-48 or single plant selections 
from the evaluation lines, such as in rows 54 and 55 of Table 2.3.2.a can be 
picked by traditional breeding lines and follow nonnal pedigree development 
(rows 54 ans 55). 
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(I) Subsequent ORM populations C2, C3 etc are developed and recorded exactly as 
for Cl. 

Table 2.3.2.b: Entries in Other Progenitors Table for Open Recurrent Selection example. 
Row ID PROGENITOR NO. PROGENITOR ID 

1 1010 3 1006 
2 1010 4 1007 
3 1010 5 1008 
4 1010 • 6 1009 
5 1032 3 1019 
6 1032 4 930 
7 1032 5 1000 

2.3.3 Genealogy Management for a Reciprocal Half-Sib Recurrent Selection 
Method. 

This section indicates how the pedigrees from the reciprocal half-sib recurrent 
selection method described by Fehr (1988) on page 192 can be recorded in GMS. The 
method is designed to simultaneously improve two populations for their combining 
ability with each other, hence each population is used as a broad based tester for the 
other. In the method described individual plants (100 or more) are identified in each 
population and both (1) selfed and the seed stored and (2) crossed as male to six or more 
individuals in the other population to form a set of half-sib families. The half-sib families 
are field evaluated and the individuals from each family that performed best are 
identified. The selfed seed from these top lines ( 10 or more) are grown and random mated 
to produce the next cycle. 
(A) In the example the pedigree starts with the formation of the 3rd cycle (Table 2.3.3.a). 

Reciprocal Recurrent Population A Cycle 3 (RRPAC3) is formed by population 
random mating (PRM) method (method 421 in Table 2.2.d) among N parents. The 
first two are in the GERMPLASM TABLE and the rest are in the OTHER 
PROGENITORS TABLE. These parents are selfed lines from the cycle 2 
population A which have been identified as the top lines in the half-sib test. The 
Gills of these lines will be entered not a symbolic name as here. This becomes 
population RRPAC3 with Gill 100 (row 1 in Table 2.3.3.a). The same procedure 
in Population B gives RRPBC3 with Gill 101 (row 2 in Table 2.3.3.a). 

(B) One hundred or more lines are identified at random (Method illN) in each 
population, Gills 201and 203 (rows 4 and 6 in Table 2.3.3.a) are examples for 
population A and 301and303 (rows 9 and 11) are examples for population B. 

(C) These lines are selfed (Method SLF) and become Gills 202 (row 5), 204 (row 7) for 
population A and 302 (row 10) and 304 (row 12) for population Bare examples. 

(D) Each of the lines is then mated (in this case as a male) to at least six individuals in the 
other population. The other population acts as a broad based tester and in this case 
is the female of the cross. The method is BROAD BASED TESTER, POP CF 
(TBP) and as the tester is the female the attribute of the method is set to reflect 
this and to indicate how many lines are used as females. The seed from the 
different females is bulked and the attributes will show how the bulking is 
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achieved. GIDs 451 and 452 give two examples for population A (rows 14 and 
15) and GIDs 551and552 (rows 17 and 18) for population B. 

(E) Seed from the selfed lines which are identified as superior (10 or more) are then 
grown in a crossing block and random mated to form cycle 4 of each population. 
These are indicated by GIDs 600 and 601 (rows 20 and 21 in Table 2.3.3.a). 

Table 2.3.3.a: Germplasm Table for Reciprocal Recurrent Selection example. 

Generative Methods Derivative or Breeder's name 
Management Methods 

Row in GID METH NoPROGEN FPARNT MP ARNT GROUP SOURCE 
table 

I IOI PRM N RRPAC2-Sa RRPAC2-Sb RRPAC3 

2 102 PRM M RRPBC2-Sa RRPBC2-Sb RRPBC3 

3 

4 201 IDN IOI IOI RRPAC3-ll 

5 202 SLF 101 201 RRPAC3-S1 

6 203 IDN 101 101 RRPAC3-12 

7 204 SLF 101 203 RRPAC3-S2 

8 

9 301 IDN 102 102 RRPBC3-ll 

IO 302 SLF 102 301 RRPBC3-S2 

II 303 IDN 102 102 RRPBC3-12 

12 304 SLF 102 303 RRPBC3-S2 

13 

14 451 TBP 2 102 201 TRRPAC3-I 

15 452 TBP 2 102 202 TRRPAC3-2 

16 

17 551 TBP 2 IOI 301 TRRPBC3-I 

18 552 TBP 2 IOI 302 TRRPBCR-1 

19 

20 600 PRM N 202 204 RRPAC4 

21 601 PRM M 302 304 RRPBC4 
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ID= is unique germplasm identifier. 
METH =is the breeding method, either generative, derivative or management. 
No PR OGEN= is the number of progenitors of a derivative method. 
FP ARNT = ID of female parent. 
MP ARNT = ID of male parent. 
GROUP= ID of last generative process for the derivative or management process. 
SOURCE= ID of immediate oredecessor for the derivative or management orocess. 

2.3.4: Genealogy for a polycross 

The following is an illustration of how a polycross with four parents is stored in OMS. 
The artificial example uses clones, but inbred lines or selections from an open pollenated 
population could equally well have been used instead. In a polycross each line is used as 
a female and mated to all others and the half sib families are kept separate. In each case 
the other three clones are used as parents, ie. selfs are excluded. This means that the 
attribute for method 420 has to be set to NO. Also the other clones used as males have to 
be entered in the other progenitors table. 

Table 2.2.4.a: Schematic reEresentation of a Eol~cross with four clones as Earents. 
GID Method Number of Female Male Comments 

progenitors parent parent 

51 926 ( culti var release) -1 Clone 1 

52 33 (unknown derivative) -1 Clone 2 

53 33 -1 Clone 3 

54 504 (single plant sel ct) -1 Clone 4 

55 420 (polycross) 4 51 52 Cross with clone 1 as female. 

56 420 (polycross) 4 52 51 Cross with clone 2 as female. 

57 420 (polycross) 4 53 51 Cross with clone 3 as female. 

58 420 (polycross) 4 54 51 Cross with clone 4 as female. 

59 504 -1 55 55 Single plant selection from cross with 
female as clone 1. Note that group is GID 
= 55 and immediate source is also GID = 
55. 

60 504 -1 56 56 Single plant selection from cross with 
female as clone 2. Note that group is GID 
= 56 and immediate source is also GID = 
56. 

Table 2.3.4.b: Other progenitors table for the polycross example. 
GID Progenitor Number Progenitor GIID Comments 

55 3 53 Third clone used as male 

55 4 54 Fourth clone used as male 

56 3 53 Third clone used as male 

56 4 54 Fourth clone used as male 

And so for the other 2 half sib families 
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2.3.5: Genealogy for a half diallel 

The following is an illustration of how a half diallel with four parents is stored in GMS. 
The artificial example uses the same four clones as in the previous example on 
polycrosses, but again inbred lines or selections from an open pollenated population 
could equally well have been used. A half diallel is a series of single crosses with the full 
sib families kept separate. Each cross could equally well have been stored with the 
method for a single cross. The reason for recording a method for a diallel is to record 
extra information in the system. No attempt has been made to record every possible 
crossing strategy in the methods table as this would proliferate this table. Instead a 
compromise has been attempted between providing a minimal table (see Table 2.2.b) and 
information on the purposes of the matings. 

Table 2.3.5.a: Schematic germplasm table for a half diallel using the same four clones as in the 
example for the polycross. 
GID Method Number of Female Male Comments 

progenitors Parent Parent 

51 926 (cultivar release) -1 Clone 1 

52 33 (unknown derivative) -1 Clone 2 

53 33 -1 Clone 3 

54 504 (single plant sel cf.) -1 Clone 4 

55 406 (half diallel) 2 51 52 Cross with clone 1 as female and clone 2 as male. 

56 406 (half diallel) 2 51 53 Cross with clone 1 as female and clone 3 as male. 

57 406 (half diallel) 2 51 54 Cross with clone 1 as female and clone 4 as male. 

58 406 (half diallel) 2 52 54 Cross with clone 2 as female and clone 3 as male. 

59 406 (half diallel) 2 53 54 Cross with clone 2 as female and clone 4 as male. 

60 406 (half diallel) 2 54 52 Cross with clone 3 as female and clone 4 as male. 

62 504 -1 55 55 Single plant selection from cross with female as 
clone 1 and male clone 2. Note that group is GID 
= 55 and immediate source is also GID = 55. 

63 504 -1 56 56 Single plant selection from cross with female as 
clone 1 and male clone 3. Note that group is GID 
= 56 and immediate source is also GID = 56. 

2.3.6 Genealogy of Rice Variety IR64. 

The following steps recorded in the IRRI pedigree database (Table 2.3.1.a) lead to the 
development of variety IR64. BCID is the breeder's cross ID, FP ARENT is the breeder's 
notation for the female parent. FPSRC is the source of the female parent, either a 
previous BCID (defining the cross that produced the female parent, possibly by selection) 
or an accession number from the germplasm bank. MP ARENT and MPSCR are 
equivalent fields for the male parent. The following illustrate many of the steps needed to 
enter historical genealogies. 
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Table 2.3.6.a: The steps recorded in the IRRI pedigree database which led to the 
cultivar IR64. 
BCID FPARENT FPSRC MP ARENT MPS RC 

IR2040 IR1561-149-I IRl561 IR66J-l-140-3*410.NN ARA IR1737 

IR.2055 BPI 121-407 15762 IR I 416-131-5/IR576-160-2 IRl833 

IR2061 IR833-6-2-1- I IR833 IR1561-149-l//IR66J-1-140-3*4/0.NN ARA IR2040 

IR2146 IR773Al-36-2-I IR773 IR773Al-36-2-J *310.NN ARA IRJ916 

IR5236 IR2006-P3-31-3 IR2006 IR2146-68-I IR2146 

IR5338 IR206 I -465-1-4 IR2061 IR2055-475-2 IR2055 

IR5657 IR2006-P3-31-3/IR2146-68-1 IR5236 IR206 l-465-J-4/IR2055-475-2 IR5338 

IRl8348 IR5657-33-2-I IR5657 IR206 l-465-1-5-5 IR2061 

IRl8348-36-3-3 = IR64 

BCID =is the breeder's cross ID. 
FPARENT =is the breeder's notation for the female parent. 
FPSCR = is the source of the female parent, either a previous BCID (defining the cross that produced the female parent, most likely 
by selection) or an accession number from the germplasm bank. 
MP ARENT = equivalent to FP ARENT for male. 
MPSRC =equivalent to FPSRC for male. 

We can presume that the following records are already stored in the germplasm table. 

Generative Methods Derivative or Management 

ID METH FPARNT MP ARNT GROUP 

38 C2W 36 37 

68 BC 63 67 

71 C2W 70 59 

85 DSP 33 

90 BC 86 89 

91 ? 81 60 

93 DSP 57 

ID= is unique germplasm identifier. 
METH= is the breeding method, either generative, derivative or management. 
FPARNT =ID of female parent. 
MPARNT =ID of male parent. 

Methods 

GROUP= ID of last generative process for the derivative or management process. 
SOURCE = ID of immediate predecessor for the derivative or management process. 

SOURCE 

84 

92 

The new pedigrees are entered in the germplasm table as follows. 
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Breeder's name 

IR833 

IRl737 

IRI833 

IR773Al-36-2-I 

IRl916 

IR2006 

IRl561-149-I 



(A) IR2040 
FPARENT IR1561-149-1 is a derivative of BCID IR1561 and is already in the table 
with ID 93. MPARENT is a third backcross of O.NIV ARA onto IR661-1-140-3 (which 
is incidently cultivar IR24). This backcross is IRl 737, as indicated by MPSRC, and is 
in the table with ID 68. Hence the new cross, with ID 94, has parents 93 and 68 and 
BCID IR2040. From the methods table this is a single cross. 

94 C2W 93 68 IR2040 

(B) IR2055 
This has a foreign female parent BPI 121-407, from a gene bank accession 15762. This 
is not in the germplasm table, and as nothing of its pedigree is known it can be entered 
as an import of an unknown source with ID 95 as follows: 

95 rus 0 0 BPI 121-407 

The male parent is an F1 from BCID IR1833 which is in the table as with ID 71, so the 
new cross IR2055 can be entered as a three-way cross with immediate parents 95 and 
71 as follows: 

96 C3W 95 71 IR2055 

(C) IR2061 
This has female parent IR833-6-2-1-1 which is a selection out of cross IR833. The cross 
is in the table as ID 38, but the selection is not, so it must be added. The first step adds 
ID 97 for IR833-6 as a single plant selection from 38 (the first derivative in GROUP 
38). The second step adds ID 98 for IR833-6-2 as a single plant selection in GROUP 38 
from SOURCE 97. IDs 99 and 100 lead to IR833-6-2-1-l. 

97 DSP 38 38 IR833-6 

98 DSP 38 97 IR833-6-2 

99 DSP 38 98 IR833-6-2-I 

100 DSP 38 99 IR833-6-2-l-1 

The male parent is the F1 of the cross with BCID IR2040 which was entered as ID 94 so 
the process is a three-way cross. Hence we can now enter IR2061 as: 

IOI C3W 100 94 IR2061 

(D) IR214.6 
The is the cross of a third backcross of wild species 0. NIVARA onto IR773Al-36-2-1 
(ID 85) which is the recurrent parent. The third backcross is identified by MPSRC as 
BCID IR1916 which is in the table as ID 90, so IR2146 is entered as follows: 

102 BC 85 90 IR2146 

(E) IR5236 
This is a single cross between two lines derived from crosses recorded as ID 91 and ID 
102. Since the derivatives are not in the table, they must be added: 
103 DSP 91 91 IR2006-P3 

104 DSP 91 103 IR2006-P3-31 

105 DSP 91 104 IR2006-P3-3 I -3 
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106 DSP I02 102 IR2146-68 

I07 DSP I02 I02 IR2146-68-1 

The cross is then added as: 

I08 C2W 111 113 IR5236 

(F) IR.5338 is exactly similar to IR.5236. 

109 DSP IOI IOI IR2061-465 

I IO DSP IOI 109 IR2061-465-I 

111 DSP IOI l IO IR2061-465-l-4 

112 DSP 96 96 IR2055-475 

113 DSP 96 112 IR2055-475-2 

114 C2W Ill 113 IR5338 

(G) Next a double cross (IR5657) is made between the last two F 1s: 

115 C4W I08 114 IR5657 

(H) IR18348 
This is a single cross between derivatives from the double cross just entered (IR.5657, 
ID 115) and the cross IR.2061 (ID 101). The derivatives of IR.5657 have to be added. 
The male parent already has some derivatives added, IDs 109, 110 and 111. This parent 
is a derivative of ID 110. 
11 DSP 115 115 IR5657-33 
6 

11 DSP 115 116 IR5657-33-2 
7 

11 DSP 115 117 IR5657-33-2-l 
8 

11 DSP 101 110 IR2061-465-l-5 
9 

12 DSP 101 119 IR2061-465-l-5-5 
0 

12 C2W 118 120 IR18348 
1 

(I) 
The last step in the development of variety IR64 consists of four generations of 
selection from IR.18348 (ID 121): 
122 DSP 121 121 IR18348-36 

123 DSP 121 

124 DSP 121 

122 

123 

IR18348-36-3 

IR18348-36-3-3 = 
IR64 

Table 2.3.6.b: Germplasm Table for the genealogy of IR64. 

I I 
Generative Methods I Derivative or Management Methods I Breeder's name 
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ID METH FPARNT MP ARNT GROUP SOURCE 

38 C2W 36 37 IR833 

68 BC 63 67 IR1737 

71 C2W 70 59 IR1833 

85 DSP 33 84 IR773AI-36-2-l 

90 BC 86 89 IRl916 

91 ? 81 60 IR2006 

93 DSP 57 92 IR1561-149-I 

94 C2W 93 68 IR2040 

95 IUS 0 0 BPI 121-407 

96 C3W 95 71 IR2055 

97 DSP 38 38 IR833-6 

98 DSP 38 97 IR833-6-2 

99 DSP 38 98 IR833-6-2-l 

100 DSP 38 99 IR833-6-2-l-l 

IOI C3W 100 94 IR2061 

102 BC 85 90 IR2146 

103 DSP 91 91 IR2006-P3 

104 DSP 91 103 IR2006-P3-31 

105 DSP 91 104 IR2006-P3-3 l -3 

106 DSP 102 102 IR2146-68 

I07 DSP I02 102 IR2 l 46-68-I 

108 C2W 111 113 IR5236 

109 DSP IOI IOI IR2061-465 

I IO DSP IOI 109 IR2061-465-l 

111 DSP IOI llO IR206 I -465-1-4 

112 DSP 96 96 IR2055-475 

113 DSP 96 112 IR2055-475-2 

114 C2W 111 113 IR5338 

115 C4W 108 114 IR5657 

116 DSP 115 115 IR5657-33 
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117 DSP 115 116 IR5657-33-2 

118 DSP 115 117 IR5657-33-2-I 

119 DSP IOI 110 IR2061-465-1-5 

120 DSP IOI 119 IR2061-465-1-5-5 

121 C2W 118 120 IR18348 

122 DSP 121 121 IR18348-36 

123 DSP 121 122 IR18348-36-3 

124 DSP 121 123 IR 18348-36-3-3 = IR64 

2.4 REMOTE ALLOCATION OF GERMPLASM IDENTIFIERS 

The objective of ICIS OMS is to provide a tool for the management of pedigrees 
to a wide audience of users, many of whom do not have access to a dynamic central 
database. These users are often generating new entries, so the problem of the remote 
allocation of unique germplasm identifiers is important. Thus remote users require a copy 
of all OMS records up to a certain date as well as the maintenance of a local OMS, the 
LOMS. Each user of OMS will have a unique user ID (USER_ID) with user details 
stored in a user table maintained by the central ICIS administrator. 

The LOMS has exactly the same structure as the OMS with internal pointers as 
well as pointers into the central OMS. Internal or local pointers are referred to as LOCAL 
IDs, TYPEs or NOs depending on the type of pointer. For example LOMS will have 
LOCAL_OERMPLASM_IDs, LOCAL_NAME_TYPEs, LOCAL_LOCATION_NOs, 
LOCAL_ATTRIBUTE_TYPEs and LOCAL_METHOD_NOs. They are only unique 
within the LOMS; system wide identifiers are assigned only when the central OMS is 
updated by each user. However the combination of USER_ID and LOCAL ID will be 
unique and provides the link to old records once the central OMS is updated. 

The LOMS, therefore, uses LOCAL IDs, but links to progenitors or source 
germplasm can be IDs in the central OMS or LOCAL IDs in the LOMS. Clearly no links 
in the central OMS can point to LOCL IDs. LOCAL IDs must be distinguishable from 
central ID codes since applications must know which OMS is being used for a particular 
transaction otherwise the uniqueness of identifiers can become compromised through 
partial updates of the OMS by a user. One method of distinguishing between LOCAL IDs 
and central IDs would be to make all the former ones negative. 

Users would periodically send subsets of LOMS to the OMS administrator for 
update. These subsets could be defined as all records up to a specified date. The OMS 
administrator would add the LOMS records for all tables to OMS assigning new ID 
codes, and adding USER_ID and LOCAL_OERMPLASM_ID to germplasm records so 
that entries in other private databases such as the SOM or LDMS (local data management 
system) are automatically linked to OMS through a search on these fields and do not need 
to be explicitly updated. This implies that USER_IDs and LOCAL IDs must never be 
reused even after updating. After an update the user gets a new version of OMS, and the 
LOMS is scrubbed of all updated records. Thereafter, any search of LOMS for a 
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LOCAL_OERMPLASM_ID which has already been updated triggers a search in the 
updated OMS for USER_ID and LOCAL_ID. 

2.5 UPDATING THE CENTRAL GMS 

Presumably local users could update as soon as set generation is complete. Would 
Set Records then be updated before going to FBM? Clearly this cannot be a requirement 
because we must cater for remote users. What about users of the central ICIS DMS? Do 
they have to update before data entry? Presumably yes. Then any LOCAL ID 
encountered is known to be an attribute and its ID can be found by an attribute search at 
data entry. Most remote users will probably not send data when they update OMS. 

Is it necessary to keep Set Records? Yes probably but not centrally, because if a 
user does not use ICIS FBM and DMS then set records are the only ICIS format data 
available for specifying progenitors or selections by choosing from previous trials. If they 
are kept, is it necessary to update them when OMS is updated? Probably not because any 
lists dated prior to the last update of the OMS are known to contain LIDs as attributes, 
while later ones still contain ID pointers. 
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Annex 2.2.a: Cultivars, Populations, Breeding strategies, Generative, Derivative and Maintenance Methods for Self-
fertilised, Cross-fertilised and Veeetatively Reproduced crop species. 
Breeding Cultivars and Populations Breeding Strategies Generative Methods Derivative methods Maintenance methods 
Svstem 
Out Breeding Cultivars Half Mass Selection Single cross cf Induced mutation pop Seed increase open pollination 
Cross breeding Full Mass Selection Three-way cross cf Double haploid pop Seed increase full diallel bulked 
Cross fertilising Open Pollinated Variety Recurrent Half-sib Selection Double cross cf Rouging cf Seed increase half diallel bulked 

Synthetic CV Recurrent Full-sib Selection Single plant selection cf Seed increase partial diallel bulked 
Hybrid CV Recurrent Selection among Full diallel cross Single seed descent cf Seed increase sunset cross 
Obsolete CV Selfed Families Full diallel cross bulked Restorer selection 

Reciprocal Half-sib Recurrent Half diallel cross Random bulk cf Hybrid formation cf 
Populations Selection Half diallel cross bulked Full mass selection Synthetic formation cf 

Reciprocal Full-sib Recurrent Partial diallel cross Half mass selection Breeders seed cf 
Landrace population Selection Partial diallel cross bulked Foundation seed cf 
Landrace cultivar Reciprocal Recurrent Subset cross Landrace population cf Certified seed 
Collection population Selection among Selfed Population Backcross cf Landrace cultivar cf Cultivar release 
Collection wild spp Families Population Backcross Collection population cf 
population Population Back Cross recessive cf Collection wild spp Import Seed 
Collection weedy spp lnterspecific cross cf population cf 
population Plus all the methods describe Selected pollen cross cf Collection weedy spp 
Genetic Stock below for selection to produce Random pollen cross cf population cf 
Mechanical Mixture fixed lines. Narrow based tester, line cf 

Narrow based tester, pop cf 
Broad based tester, line cf 

Pedigree Broad based tester, pop cf 
Modified Bulk Selection Polycross cf 
Bulk Selection Random Mating cf 
Single Seed Descent Open pollination cf 
Double Haploid Population cross cf 
Back Cross Convergent cross cf 
Re-selection Partial plus diallel cross cf 

Random Half Sib Fam 
Selected Half Sib Fam 

Natural mutation cf 
Induced mutation population 
cf 
Somoclone cf 
Allo-polyploid cf 
Auto-polyploid cf 
Haploid cf 
Transgenic nucleus cf 
Transgenic cytoplasm cf 
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In Breeding Cultivars Pedigree Single cross Induced mutation line Seed increase plant sf 
Self breeding Pure Lime CV Modified Bulk Selection Three way cross Double haploid line Seed increase mixture sf 
Self fertilising Multi Line CV Bulk Selection Double cross Purification Seed increase bulk sf 

Hybrid CV Single Seed Descent Female complex top cross Rouging sf 
Obsolete CV Double Haploid Male complex top cross Single plant selection sf Store seed normal 

Back Cross Complex cross Selected bulk sf Store seed medium term 
Populations Re-selection or purification Backcross Random bulk sf Store seed long term 
Landrace population Backcross recessive Single seed descent sf 
Landrace line Interspecific cross Restorer selection Pure line formation 
Landrace cultivar Se lccted pollen cross sf Maintainer Selection Hybrid formation sf 
Collection population Random pollen cross sf Multi-line formation sf 
Collection line Open pollenated sf Landrace population sf Breeders seed sf 
Collection wild spp pop Landrace line sf Foundation seed sf 
Collection wild spp line Natural variant sf Landrace cultivar sf Certified seed 
Collection weedy spp pop Induced mutation population Collection population sf Cultivar release 
Collection wild spp line sf Collection line sf 
Genetic stock Somoclone sf Collection wild spp Import seed 
Mechanical Mixture Allo-polyploid sf population sf 

Auto-polyploid sf Collection wild spp line sf 
Haploid sf Collection weedy spp 
Transgenic nucleus sf population sf 
TransJ!;enic cytoplasm sf Collection wild spp line sf 

Vegetative Cultivars As above As above As Above Clone increase traditional 
Reproduction Clone CV Clone increase tissue culture 
Clonal Obsolete Clonal CV Clone increase regeneration 
Reproduction 

Populations Clone maintained field 
As above depending on Clone maintained tissue culture 
wether the species is 'in' or Clone formation 
'out' breeding. Certified clone 

Clone release 

Import clone traditional cv 
Import clone tissue culture cv 
Import clone traditional 
Import clone tissue culture 
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Annex 2.2.b: Generative, derivative and maintenance methods for GMS. 
METHNIMTYPEI MGRP MCODEIMNAME IMDESC MREF MPRGN MFPRG MA TTR GENEO MUID I LMID MDATE 

Methods for storing historical pedigrees with incomplete information 

I GEN s UGM IN KNOWN GENERATIVE lllnknown generative method for storing historic pedigrees for self 0 0 0 0 I 2 19980610 
METHOD SF !fertilizing species. 

2 GEN 0 PGM UNKNOWN GENERATIVE Jnknown generative method for storing historic pedigrees for cross tl 0 0 () I () 19980610 
METHOD CF ertilising species. 

3 GEN c CGM IN KNOWN GENERATIVE Unknown generative method for storing historic pedigrees for clonally tl 0 tl 0 I 0 19980610 
METHODCP propagated species. 

4 GEN s BDU I'! BACKCROSS,CYTOPLASM ross of Fl to recurrent parent when the direction of the cross is 12 0 tl 0 I 5 19980610 
!UNKNOWN SF unknown for storing historic pedigrees for self fertilizing species. 

5 GEN 0 PDU J'I BACKCROSS, CYTOPLASM 'ross of Fl lo recurrent parent when the direction of the cross is 2 0 tl 0 I 0 19980610 
~JNKNOWNCF mknown for storing historic pedigrees for cross fertilising species. 

6 GEN s BRU f2 BACKCROSS, CYTOPLASM ross of F2 to recurrent parent when the direction of the cross is ~ () p p I ~8 19980610 
!UNKNOWN SF unknown for storing historic pedigrees for self fertilizing species. 

7 GEN 0 PRU r2 BACKCROSS, CYTOPLASM ~ross of F2 to recurrent parent when the direction of the cross is 12 0 tl 0 I 0 19980610 
~JNKNOWNCF unknown for storing historic pedigrees for cross fertilising species. 

8 GEN G CCU "''ROSS, CYTOPLASM ross between two plants, unknown which is female 2 0 tl 0 I 0 19980610 
UNKNOWN 

9 GEN G PCU POPULATION CROSS, ~ross between two populations, unknown which is female 12 0 tl 0 I 0 19980610 
~YTOPLASM UNKNOWN 

31 DER s UDM UNKNOWN DERIVATIVE Unknown derivative method in self fertilising species: for storing I 0 0 0 I I 19980610 
METHOD SF historic pedigrees 

32 DER 0 PDM INKNOWN DERIVATIVE Jnknown derivative method in cross fertilised species: for storing I 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 
METHOD CF historic pedigrees 

33 DER c CDM UNKNOWN DERIVATIVE Unknown derivative method in clonally propagated species: for storing I 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 
METHODCP 1istoric pedigrees 

Generic Generative Methods 

40 GEN G SLF ELFING Selfing a single plant or population. 

Generic Maintenance Methods 

60 MAN G IDN PLANT IDENTIFICATION Identifying and naming a plant or population. 

61 MAN G NSI SEED INCREASE Increase seed of a cultivar, line, population or accession. I 0 0 tl I 0 19980610 

62 MAN G ISE IMPORT Import seed, clones or tissue culture of a cultivar, line, population or I 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 
1ccession. 
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63 MAN G ESE l;XPORT Export seed, clones or tissue culture of a cultivar, line, population or I () () () I () 1998()610 
accession. This method is not required. 

64 MAN G SSN STORE SEED NORMAL Store seed of a cultivar, line, population or accession in normal I () () () I () 1998CJ610 
nethod: drift not expected. It is unlikely that this method is needed. 

65 MAN G SSM STORE SEED MEDIUM TERM Store seed of a cultivar. line. population or accession in medium term I 0 () () I () 1998()610 
~torage. Some genetic drift is expected. Storage is between 0-4°C and 
ow RH. 

66 MAN G SSL STORE SEED LONG TERM Store seed of a cultivar. line. population or accession. Genetic drift is I 0 0 0 I 0 1998()610 
~xpected. Storage is about - I 8"C. 

Generative Melhods for Inbreeding Crops 

IOI GEN s C2W SINGLE CROSS 'ross between two single plants. If both parents are fixed (pure) inbred 2 I 0 0 1 13 1998()610 
ines there will be no segregation for gametes or genotypes and 
heoretically all crosses will result in the same genetic outcome. In 

plant breeding practice the theoretical situation is rarely encountered. 
In spite of this the usual practice is to bulk the seed. However. iln 
genetical studies it is often necessary to keep individual seed separate. 
~hen this is done a separate entry in the germplasm table is required 
~or each entitv (seed) keot seoarate. 

102 GEN s C3W WREE-W A Y CROSS ~ross between two plants. one an inbred line and one a single cross 2 I 0 (} I 4 1998CJ610 
usually an F1) and thus segregating for gametes. In the theoretical 
ase, rarely achieved, the inbred line would be fixed and the F1 a cross 

""tween fixed lines. The segregation for gametes results in different 
~enetic outcomes among different progeny, hence a number of crosses 
~sing the same F1 is usually made. Since different F1 s are genetically 
he same (theoretically) only one F1 is required. In plant breeding 

programs the different crosses are usually bulked. Again. if individual 
$eeds are kept separate a different entry is required in the germplasm 
lab le. 

103 GEN s COB X>UBLE CROSS ~ross between two single crosses (usually two F1s) and hence both ) 1 0 (} I ~ 1998()610 
$egregating for gametes. The comments for method 102 apply but now 
'or both female and male sides of the cross. Again, if individual seeds 
are kept separate a different entry is required in the germplasm table. 

104 GEN s CFT FEMALE COMPLEX TOP Cross between a female inbred line and a three-way or more complex 2 I () () I () 1998()610 
~ROSS ross among inbred lines, thus the male is segregating for genotypes as 

~ell as gametes. A consequence of the genotypic segregation is that 
$election can. and is usually made among the plants used as male 
parents. A consequence is that there will be genetic variation both 
~ithin and between each cross. Usually all seed is bulked and selection 
practised among the progeny. A different entry is required in the 
l!ermnlasm table for each entity kept separate. 

105 GEN s CMT MALE COMPLEX TOP CROSS ~ross between a male inbred line and a three-way or more complex 2 I 0 0 1 0 1998()610 
ross among inbred lines, thus the female is segregating for genotypes 

?s well as gametes. The same genetic consequences occur as for the 
rrevious complex cross except for the cytoplasm. This method is rarely 
if ever encountered in practice because of the difficulty of using many 
~emales. A different entry is required in the germplasm table for each 

ntity kept separate. 
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106 GEN s CCX .:OMPLEX CROSS K:ross between two three-way or more complex crosses among pure 2 I p p I 9 19980610 
ines, thus both sides are segregating for both gametes and genotypes. 
A different entry is required in the germplasm table for each entity kept 
~eparate. 

107 GEN s BC llACKCROSS Backcross to recover a specific gene. The coding in the genealogical ' I p p l 6 19980610 
able records which parent was used as the female in each cycle. A 
different entry is required in the germplasm table for each entity kept 
separate. 

108 GEN s BCR llACKCROSS RECESSIVE Backcross to recover a recessive gene. As this requires a self 2 l p 0 I 29 19980610 
ertilisation (derivative method) in the process some ICIS 
~dministrators may distinguish this as a separate method. A different 
ientry is required in the ~ermplasm table for each entity kept separate. 

109 GEN s CIS INTERSPECIFIC CROSS K.:ross between two species. The problem with making this a separate 2 I ,209 0 I ,20 19980610 
method is that the species cross could be made by any of the previous 
101-108) or followinl? (110-113) methods. 

110 GEN s CSP !SELECTED POLLEN CROSS SI· IA hulk of pollen from a selected set of males used to pollinate a female n I p 0 I 122 19980610 
~nbred line. 

Ill GEN s CRP ~ANDOM POLLEN CROSS SF IA random bulk of pollen from some population used to pollinate a ' I p 0 I 0 19980610 
emale pure line. Male is then a population and will be recorded as a 

sin1?le entity. 
112 GEN s coo ~)PEN POLLEN A TED SF Open pollenation in a self fertilised species n 0 1212 p I p 19980610 

1222 

151 GEN s MUN NATURAL VARIANT SF A recognised naturally occurring variant in a self fertilising population. I I p p I 10 19980610 

152 GEN s MIP RNDlJCED MUTATION A population derived from inducing mutation in a inbred line. I I ,210 0 I p 19980610 
f()PULA TION SF 

153 GEN s SCL ISOMOCLONE SF Variation induced through tissue culture of a inbred line. I I p 0 I p 19980610 

154 GEN s ALP IALLO-POLYPLOID SF Polyploid formed by doubling the chromosomes of a cross between I I 0 0 I 0 19980610 
wo or more species. Wheat is an allopolyploid as it contains genomes 
rom three different species. 

155 GEN s AlJP AUTO-POL YPLOID SF Polyploid formed by doubling the chromosome number of a species. I I p 0 I 0 19980610 
,ucerne (alfalfa) is an autopolyploid with 4 sets of the same genome. 

156 GEN s HAP IAPLOIDSF ndividual with chromosome content of reduced gamete. Often formed I I p 0 I 0 19980610 
by female progenitors crossed with a haploid inducer. 

157 GEN s TRN TRANSGENIC NUCLEUS SF ndividual derived from genetic transformation of the nucleus in a self I I p 0 I 0 19980610 
ertilising species. 

158 GEN s TRC rRANSGENIC CYTOPLASM ndividual derived from genetic transformation of a cytoplasm I I 0 0 I 0 19980610 
SF nclusion (eg chloroplast) in a self fertilising species. 

Derivative Methods for Inbreeding Crops 

201 DER s MIL NDUCED MUTATION LINE A recognised mutation selected from an induced mutation in a line of a I 0 0 p I 0 19980610 
self fertilised species. 

202 DER s DDH vuUBLE HAPLOID LINE Individual produced by doubling haploid individual usually by anther I 0 0 p I 14 19980610 
ulture in a self fertilised crop. 
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203 DER s DPR PURIFICATION $election of one or a few plants from an inbred line or pure line I 0 0 0 I 18 19980610 
ultivar. 

204 DER s DRU ROUGING SF '31iminating off types from a inbred line or pure line cultivar. I 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 

205 DER s DSP SINGLE PLANT SELECTION Derivation through selection of a single plant, inflorescence, fruit or I p 221 0 I II 19980610 
SF ~eed from a self fertilising population. 

206 DER s DSB SELECTED BULK SF Derivation through bulking seed from a selected set of single plants I 0 ~8 p I 12 19980610 
~rom a self fertilising population. 

207 DER s ORB RANDOM BULK SF t>erivation through bulking seed from a random selection of single I 0 p p I 21 19980610 
plants from a self fertilising population. 

208 DER s DSD SINGLE SEED DESCENT SF Derived through the production of a single individual without selection I 0 p p I 13 19980610 
i"rom each individual in a segregating population. 

209 DER s DRS ~MS RESTORER SELECTION !Restorer Lines selected at the end of a program to back cross a gene I 0 p p I 31 19980610 
which restores male fertility lo lines carrying a Male Sterile Cytoplasm 
CMS) to the male of a commercial hybrid. 

210 DER s OMS ~MS MAINTAIN ER Maintainer line selected at the end of a program to create the male I 0 p p I 0 19991201 
SELECTION l"ertile equivalent of the CMS female parent of a hybrid 

251 DER s ALP .... ANDRACE POPULATION SF !Acquisition only. I 0 p p I 15 19980610 
IA Landrace Accession of a self fertilised species. This population will 

onsist of a heterogenous mixture of homogenous genotypes. 
ITTUs and the following eight methods should be reserved for the 
~cquisition of these types of population to any program when they are 
first collected. When they are transferred from one collection 
germplasm bank, working collection or plant improvement program) 
o another they should be entered under the IMPORT method. 

252 DER s ALL J..ANDRACE LINE SF !Acquisition only. I 0 p p I p 19980610 
!When the accession derives from a single plant in the Landrace 
IPooulation. 

253 DER s ALC l.ANDRACE CULTIVAR SF !Acquisition only. I 0 p p I 0 19980610 
IA Landrace Cultivar Accession of a self fertilised species. Accession of 
~ long term cultivar, not bred or maintained by modern breeding 
"1Cthods. This would usually be less heterogenous than a traditional 
landrace. 

254 DER s ACP ~oLLECTION POPULATION !Acquisition only. I 0 p p I p 19980610 
>F IAn accession of a population of a cultivated self fertilising species not 

~rom farmers fie Ids. 

255 DER s ACL ~OLLECTION LINE SF !Acquisition only. I 0 p p I 17 19980610 
!When the an accession derives from a single plant in a Collection 
if'opulation. 

256 DER s AWP ~OLLECTION WILD SPP !Acquisition only. I 0 p p I 16 19980610 
POPULATION SF IAn accession of a self fertilising species. 

257 DER s AWL ~OLLECTION WILD SPP LINE !Acquisition only. I 0 p p I 0 19980610 
SF !When the accession derives from a single plant from a wild collection. 

258 DER s ADP ~OLLECTION WEEDY SPP !Acquisition only. I 0 p p I 0 19980610 
POPULATION SF IAn accession of a self fertilising species which is a weed (because of 

~result of a hybrid between the cultivated and a wild species of the 
rop). 
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259 DER s AOL DLLECTION WEEDY SPP E:uisition only. I I 19980610 
INESF e~ the accession derives from a single plant in a collection of weed 

c1es. 
Management Methods for Inbreeding Crops 

301 MAN s NSP !SEED INCREASE PLANT SF Seed increase from a single plant in a self fertilised species. I 0 p p I 0 19980610 

302 MAN s NMX !SEED INCREASE MIXTURE SF ~eed increase from a number of selected plants in a self fertilised I 0 p p I 0 19980610 
species. 

303 MAN s NBK !SEED INCREASE BULK SF ~eed increase from an unselected bulk in a self fertilising species. I 0 p p I 0 19980610 

320 MAN s VPL ~URE LINE FORMATION !Forming a pure line CV in a self fertilising species. 

321 MAN s VHY IYBRID FORMATION SF ·orming a hybrid CV in a self fertilising crop. I 0 p p I 25 19980610 

322 MAN s VML MULTI-LINE FORMATION SF 'orming a multi-line CV in a self fertilising crop I 0 p p I 0 19980610 

323 MAN s VDS BREEDERS SEED SF Producing Breeder's Seed. Pure seed produced by breeder (usually I 0 p p I 0 19980610 
some kept by breeder) in a self fertilising crop. 

324 MAN s VFS 'OUN DA TION SEED SF Producing Foundation Seed. Pure seed derived from Breeders seed I 0 p p I p 19980610 
usually kept by seed producing organisation) in a self fertilising crop. 

325 MAN s vcs ~ERTIFIED SEED Producing Certified Seed. Pure seed produced under supervision by I 0 p 0 I 0 19980610 
Government Protocols. 

326 MAN s VCR ruLTIVAR RELEASE Release a cultivar I 0 104 a I 0 19980610 

Generative Methods for Outbreeding Species 

401 GEN 0 P2W SINGLE CROSS CF rross between two single heterozygous plant(s) or clone(s) derived 2 I 0 0 I 0 19980610 
rom an open pollenated population. 

402 GEN 0 P3W THREE-WAY CROSS CF '.:ross between a plant or clone and a single cross of heterozygous 2 I p 0 I 0 19980610 
plant(s) or clone(s) derived from an open pollenated population. 

403 GEN 0 PDB DOUBLE CROSS CF rross between two single crosses among heterozygous plant(s) or 2 I p 0 I 0 19980610 
lone(s) derived from an open pollenated population. 

404 GEN 0 PFD FULL DIALLEL CROSS 8tch parent mated lo all others, including all reciprocals but not selfs, 2 I p 0 I p 19980610 
1sually not in isolation and all full sib and reciprocal families kept 
separate. 

405 GEN 0 PFB FULL DIALLEL CROSS Each parent mated to all others, including all reciprocals but not selfs, 2 I 0 0 I tJ 19980610 
BULKED usually not in isolation and all seed bulked. 

406 GEN 0 PHD HALF DIALLEL CROSS Each parent mated to all others, no selfs and reciprocals not recorded, 2 I 0 0 I tJ 19980610 
usually not in isolation and full sib families kept separate. 

407 GEN 0 PHB !ALF DIALLEL CROSS Each parent mated lo all others, no selfs and reciprocals not recorded, 2 I 0 0 I 0 19980610 
BULKED ~sually not in isolation and all seed bulked. 
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408 GEN 0 PPD PARTIAL DIALLEL CROSS ~ch parent mated to some but not all other parents in a pattern, no 12 I 0 p I 0 19980610 
selfs, usually not in isolation and full sib families kept separate. 

409 GEN 0 PPB PARTIAL DIALLEL CROSS ~ch parent mated to some but not all other parents in a paltern, no ~ I 0 0 I 0 19980610 
'3lJLKED ~elfs, usually not in isolation and all seed bulked. 

410 GEN 0 PSC l)UBSET CROSS Parents dived into sets and bulked pollen from each set used to In m 0 0 I 0 19980610 
pollenate other sets, usually not in isolation. Self fertilisation avoided, 
~II seed bulked. 

411 GEN 0 PBC ~ACKCROSS CF Backcross to introgress a gene into a population. 2 I 0 0 I 0 19980610 

412 GEN 0 PBR ~ACKCROSS RECESSIVE CF Backcross to introgress a recessive gene into a population. 2 I 0 0 I 0 19980610 

413 GEN 0 PIS ~NTERSPECIFIC CROSS CF ~ross between two species. 12 I 0 p I 0 19980610 

414 GEN 0 PSP ~ELECTED POLLEN CROSS IA bulk of stored pollen from a selected set of males used to pollinate a n I 0 p I 0 19980610 

tF ~emale population or plant or clone. 

415 GEN 0 PRP ~ANDOM POLLEN CROSS CF IA random bulk of stored pollen from some population used to pollinate 12 I 0 p I 0 19980610 

~ female population or plant or clone. 

416 GEN 0 TNL NARROW BASED TESTER, Test (Top) cross between a known plant or clone and a narrow based (I n I 0 0 I 0 19980610 

~JNECF !or few plant(s) or clone(s)) population. For practical reasons the tester 
population or line is used as the male which can be stored pollen. If the 
ester line or population is female this should be flagged as an attribute 
of the method. 

417 GEN 0 TNP NARROW BASED TESTER, Test (Top) cross between a known population and a narrow based In I 0 0 I 0 19980610 

POP CF ester population. For practical reasons the tester population or line is 
~sed as the male which can be stored pollen. If the tester line or 
oopulation is female this should be flagged as an attribute of the 
method. 

418 GEN 0 TBL BROAD BASED TESTER, LINE Test (Top) cross between a known plant or clone and a broad based 12 I 0 0 I 0 19980610 

~F many plant(s) or clone(s)) tester. For practical reasons the tester 
population or line is used as the male which can be stored pollen. If the 
ester line or population is female this should be flagged as an attribute 
of the method. 

419 GEN 0 TBP BROAD BASED TESTER, POP Test (Top) between a known population and a broad based tester. For 12 I kl 0 I p 19980610 

CF oractical reasons the tester population or line is used as the male which 
an be stored pollen. If the tester line or population is female this 

should be fla1rned as an attribute of the method. 
420 GEN 0 roe PUL YCROSS CF Open pollination of a selected set of individuals in isolation and half- " 0 1222 0 I 0 19980610 

sib families kept separate. 

421 GEN 0 PRM RANDOM MATING CF Upen pollination of a selected set of individuals in isolation and all " 0 1222 0 I 0 19980610 

seed bulked. 

422 GEN 0 PPO OPEN POLLINATION CF Open pollination of an unselected set of individuals in isolation and all I 0 ~22 0 I 0 19980610 

seed bulked. 

423 GEN 0 PCR l'UPULA TION CROSS CF Cross between two populations. 2 I 222 0 I 0 19980610 

424 GEN 0 PCC ~ONVERGENT CROSS Series of single crosses, each cross then combined into double crosses. 12 I p 0 I 0 19980610 
ach of these then crossed etc. 
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425 GEN 0 PDC PARTIAL PLUS DIALLEL The full mating requires more than one year and partial and diallel 2 I 0 0 I 0 199806!0 
~ROSS rosses are combined in different years. 

426 GEN 0 RHS RANDOM HALF SIB FAM Random half sib families from a random mating population kept n I 0 0 I 0 19991119 
separate 

427 GEN 0 SHS SELECTED HALF SIB FAM Half sib families from selected individuals in a random mating n I 0 0 I 0 19991119 
population kept separate 

451 GEN 0 OMU NATURAL MUTATION CF A recognised naturally occurring mutation from a population of I p p p I () 19980610 
neterozygous plant(s) or clone(s). 

452 GEN 0 OMP NDllCED MUTATION A population derived from inducing mutation in a population of I p 0 0 I 0 199806!0 
POPULATION CF '1eterozygous plant(s) or clone(s). 

453 GEN 0 osc SOMOCLONE CF Variation induced through tissue culture of heterozygous plant(s) or I 0 0 p I () 19980610 
clone(s). 

454 GEN 0 OLP ALLO-POLYPLOID CF Polyploid formed by doubling the chromosomes from two or more I p 0 p I 0 19980610 
species. Wheat is an allo-polyploid as it contains genomes from three 
different soecies. 

455 GEN 0 OUP AUTO-POLYPLOID CF Polyploid formed by doubling the chromosome number of a species. I p 0 0 1 p 19980610 
Lucerne (alfalfa) is an auto-polyploid with 4 sets of the same genome. 

456 GEN 0 OllA IAPLOIDCF Individual with chromosome content of reduced gamete. Often formed I p 0 0 I 0 19980610 
by female progenitors crossed with a haploid inducer. 

457 GEN 0 OTN rrRANSGENIC NUCLEUS CF 'ndividual derived from genetic transformation of the nucleus in a cross I p 0 0 I p 19980610 
•ertilising species. This is only done in an inbred line. 

458 GEN 0 OTC l"RANSGENIC CYTOPLASM Individual derived from genetic transformation of a cytoplasm I 0 () () I p 19980610 
tF ·nclusion (cg chloroplast) in a cross fertilising species. This is only 

done in an inbred line. 

Derivative Methods for Out breeding Species 

501 DER 0 MIP NDUCED MUTATION POP Selection in a population for a mutation. I p 0 0 I p 199806!0 

502 DER 0 DHP JJUUBLE HAPLOID POP Population produced by doubling haploid individuals. 1 p 0 0 I p 19980610 

503 DER 0 DRP ROUGING CF Eliminating off types from an open pollinated variety. Equivalent to a 1 0 0 0 I 0 199806!0 
ight mass selection. 

504 DER 0 DSO SINGLE PLANT SELECTION Selection of a single plant or clone, inflorescence, fruit or seed from a 1 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 
tF ross fertilising population. When this selection is done after selfing 

lhe oonulation used the method (205) described for inbreeding species. 

505 DER 0 DSP SINGLE SEED DESCENT CF rile production of a single individual without selection from selfing 1 0 0 0 I 0 199806!0 
ndividuals in an cross fertilised species. This is the same procedure 
208) used in self fertilising species. 

506 DER 0 PRS ~ESTORER SELECTION ~estorer Lines selected at the end of a program to back cross a gene I 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 
~hich restores male fertility to lines carrying a Male Sterile Cytoplasm 
CMS). 

507 DER 0 DRP ~AN DOM BULK CF Production of next generation by random mating. I 0 p 0 I 0 19980610 
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508 DER 0 FMS ·lJLL MASS SELECTION Production of next generation by selecting before pollination, selecting I () 0 0 I 0 19980610 
0n both male and female sides. 

509 DER 0 HMS !ALF MASS SELECTION Production of next generation by selecting after pollination; selection I () 0 0 I () 19980610 
on female side only. 

551 DER 0 BLP ,ANDRACE POPULATION CF !Acquisition only. I 0 0 0 I () 19980610 
IA Landrace Accession of a cross fertilised species. This population will 

onsist of a heterogenous mixture of heterozygous genotypes. 
ITTiis should be reserved for the acquisition of this type of population to 
~ny program when they are first collected. When this and the following 
~ix populations are transferred from one collection (germplasm bank, 
~orking collection or plant improvement program) to another they 
~hould be entered under IMPORT method.s. 

553 DER 0 BLC LANDRACE CUL TIVAR CF !Acquisition only. I 0 p p I 0 19980610 
IA Landrace Cultivar Accession of a cross fertilised species. Accession 
pf a long term cultivar, not bred or maintained by modern breeding 
tmethods. This would usually be less heterogenous than a traditional 
~andrace. 

554 DER 0 BCP ('.OLLECTION POPULATION !Acquisition only. I 0 p 0 I () 19980610 
"F IAn accession of a population of a cultivated cross fertilising species not 

~rom farmers fields. 
556 DER 0 BWS OLLECTION WILD SPP !Acquisition only. I 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 

POPULATION CF IAn accession of a cross fertilising species. 

558 DER 0 BWL 'OLLECTION WEEDY SPP !Acquisition only I 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 
POPULATION CF An accession of a cross fertilising species which is a weed (because of 

the result of a hybrid between the cultivated and a wild species of the 
crop). 

Maintenance Methods for Cross Fertilised Spedes. 

601 MAN 0 MPO SEED INCREASE OPEN Open pollination of an unselected set of individuals in isolation and all I 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 
POLLINATION CF seed bulked. Here the aim is to maintain a population, not recombine a 

set of selected families. 

603 MAN 0 MFB SEED INCREASE FULL Each parent mated to all others, including all reciprocals but not selfs. I 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 
DIALLEL CROSS BULKED usually not in isolation and all seed bulked. Here the aim is to maintain 

a oooulation, not recombine a set of selected families. 
605 MAN 0 MHB SEED INCREASE HALF l',ach parent mated to all others, no selfs and reciprocals not recorded, I 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 

OIALLEL CROSS BULKED usually not in isolation and all seed bulked. Here the aim is to maintain 
a population, not recombine a set of selected families. 

60 MAN 0 MPB SEED INCREASE PARTIAL Each parent mated to some but not all other parents in a pattern, no I 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 
DIALLEL CROSS BULKED selfs, usually not in isolation and all seed bulked. Here the aim is to 

naintain a nooulation, not recombine a set of selected families. 
410 MAN 0 MSC· SEED INCREASE SUBSET Parents dived into sets and bulked pollen from each set used to I 0 0 0 I p 19980610 

tROSS pollenate other sets, usually not in isolation. Self fertilisation avoided, 
all seed bulked. Here the aim is to maintain a population, not 
ecombine a set of selected families. 

621 MAN 0 WHY lfYBRID FORMATION CF l'orming a hybrid CV in a cross fertilising crop. I 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 

622 MAN 0 WML !SYNTHETIC FORMATION CF Forming a synthetic CV in a cross fertilising crop I 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 
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623 MAN 0 WBS BREEDERS SEED CF !Producing Breeder's Seed. Pure seed produced by breeder (usually I p p p I 0 19980610 
~ome kept by breeder) in a cross fertilising crop. 

624 MAN 0 WFS J:OUNDA TION SEED CF !Producing Foundation Seed. Pure seed derived from Breeders Seed I 0 p p I 0 19980610 
usually kept by seed producing organisation) in a cross fertilising 
rop. 

625 MAN 0 wcs "ERTIFIED SEED Producing Certified Seed. Pure seed produced under supervision by I 0 p p I 0 19980610 
Government Protocols. 

626 MAN 0 WCR CULTIVAR RELEASE Release a cultivar I 0 p p I 0 19980610 

Maintenance Methods for Clonally Reproduced Species. 

Since all clonally propagated species used in agriculture will be either 
self or cross fertilised no specific generative or derivative methods are 
proposed for them. Users will select an appropriate set from the above 
depending on wether the species is self or cross fertilised. 

901 MAN c NCI rLONE INCREASE 'ropagate the clone via the normal vegetative material. I 0 p p I 0 19980610 
TRADITIONAL 

902 MAN c NCT :::LONE INCREASE TISSUE Propagate the clone via tissue culture. I 0 p p I 0 19980610 
C:ULTIJRE 

903 MAN c NCR :LONE INCREASE Regenerate the clone from tissue culture. I 0 p p I 0 19980610 
REGENERATION 

911 MAN c SCF rLONE MAINTAINED FIELD Clone maintained in a germplasm garden in the field in the traditional I 0 0 p I 0 19980610 
nanner. 

912 MAN c SCT ..::LONE MAINTAINED TISSUE ..::tone maintained as a tissue culture. I 0 0 p I 0 19980610 
C:IJLTIJRE 

921 MAN c VCF ~LONE FORMATION "ormation of a clone as a cultivar. I 0 0 0 I 0 19980610 

922 MAN c vcc 'ERTIFIED CLONE Certified clone produced under supervision by Government Protocols. I 0 0 0 I 0 19991119 

923 MAN c VCR CIJLTIV AR RELEASE CLONE Release of a clone as a cultivar I 0 0 0 I 0 19991119 

924 MAN c MPORT CLONE TRAD Import a clone as vegetative material I 0 0 0 I 0 20000207 

925 MAN c IMPORT CLONE TISSUE CUL Import clone as tissue culture I 0 0 0 I 0 20000207 
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3. PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF THE ICIS GMS DATABASE 

C.G. McLa.ren, R. Casumpang and C. Lopez Ref: ICIS3I 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The ICIS GMS database stores and manages information on genesis, genealogy, nomenclature 
and chronology of germplasm for a particular crop. It operates on the principle of unique 
identification of germplasm through system assigned Germplasm IDs (Gills). It also manages 
the ambiguities of synonyms and homonyms through name searching facilities, and it allows 
remote allocation of unique Gills by managing a user list and operating through a twin database 
system comprising a copy of the Central GMS and a Local GMS with identical structure. 

Any DBMS program, which supports Open Database Connectivity (ODBC), can be used to run 
GMS, and each implementation of local GMS can use a different ODBC compliant DBMS. The 
DBMS for the central GMS can be chosen independently for each crop, and read-only 
distribution copies for access by local installations need not use the same DBMS as the actual 
central GMS. 

All user access to the databases is through a suite of access routines provided in the form of a 
Windows 95 32-bit Dynamic Link Library (DLL). Basic applications for querying, updating and 
reporting will be written in the most convenient language for the application, and users will be 
able to write their own applications by calling the DLL. Any such programs will operate 
identically on any GMS installation of any ICIS implementation. 

3.1.1 The Central GMS 

The ICIS administrator for a particular crop sets up the central GMS, it comprises sixteen tables: 
four data tables indexed by GIDs, three look-up tables to manage references, methods constant 
codes and user defined fields, three tables to manage users, installations and structural changes, 
and six to manage locations. Only the administrator has write access to the central GMS, users 
can read it, but all user updates are recorded on an installation of local GMS and must be passed 
through the administrator to be entered on the central GMS and hence be accessible to other 
users. 

3.1.2 The Local GMS 

Each installation of GMS has a number of local users with read-only access to central GMS, or to 
a copy of it, and write access to a local GMS. The local administrator has complete write access 
to every table of local GMS and other users have different levels of access assigned by the local 
administrator (3.8.3). The local GMS has the same structure as central GMS except that three 
implementation specific tables are not included and list manageipent tables are added (3.10). 
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3.1.3 Discrimination between central GMS and local GMS 

The GMS user will be completely unaware that there are two databases operating. However the 
internal system must be able to distinguish between the two, and this is achieved by the local 
GMS always using negative key fields, and the central GMS always using positive key fields. 
Links to these key fields from any tables in local GMS can be positive or negative depending on 
whether they refer to a record in the central GMS or the local GMS. Links in the central GMS are 
always positive since the central GMS is 'unaware' of records in individual installations until they 
have been updated. 

3.1.4 Allocation of USER IDs 

The ICIS central administrator will allocate a set of unique USER IDs for each installation. This 
ensures the uniqueness of remotely assigned Germplasm IDs. Each installation of GMS will 
have a local administrator who can assign the USER IDs to specific users by specifying 
information in the USERS table (3.8.2). Once filled, the central administrator can only change 
these fields. All users of a local installation will have read access to all records of the local 
GMS. 

3.1.5 Data Types 

The only data types used in GMS are long and short signed integers and character strings except 
for latitude (LAT), longitude (LON) and altitude (ALT) in the GEOREF table (3.7.6) which are 
eight byte or 4 byte (ALT) floating point real fields. Dates are stored as long integer (4 bytes) as 
follows: YYYYMMDD. If the day or month and day are unknown then DD or MM are set to 0. 
If day is known neither month nor year should be missing. Also if month is known then year 
should not be missing. User defined data structures always store ASCII text but users may 
specify a format to convert these strings to data structures with elements of integer, or text types 
(3.6.3). Specialist application programs can then use this data as required. Time can be stored in 
user defined data structures and should be stored as HHMMSS in twenty-four hour format. 

3.1.6 Missing Values 

Valid values must be provided for all fields unless the admissibility of null values is specifically 
described in the SCHEMA. In some cases, valid data for fields includes values like 
'UNKNOWN', which are not missing. Missing values referred to in the SCHEMA depending on 
the data type of the field. Missing values for integer fields, when permissible, are zero. Missing 
values for text fields are null strings and missing values for float fields are -l .OE36. 

3.1. 7 User Definition of Constants and Data Fields 

The database structure allows users to define new methods, data fields and add data types at any 
time through a system of field definitions. This means that new methodology in germplasm 
development can be accommodated, and new types of information can be stored when required. 
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3.2 GERMPLASM DATA 

The GERMPLSM and PROGNTRS tables identify each item of germplasm with a 
GERMPLASM_ID (GID) and store information on its method, location and date of genesis as 
well as linking it to its progenitors through their GIDs. Germplasm produced by generative 
methods may have any number of progenitors. GIDs for the first two are stored in the progenitor 
fields of the GERMPLSM table and the rest are stored in the PROGNTRS table. 

Each instance of germplasm, whether generative or derivative, falls into a single germplasm 
group identified by a group source. For germplasm produced by a generative process (such as an 
Fl from a cross) or for germplasm of unknown genesis (such as a land race) this group is defined 
by its own GERMPLASM_ID. For these classes of germplasm, therefore the group GID is the 
GERMPLASM_ID and it need not be stored. 

Germplasm produced by derivative or management methods retains the group ID of its 
immediate source. Hence, this germplasm have only one direct progenitor, their source, so the 
progenitor fields are used to store the GIDs for their group and source. Even when the source is 
unknown, the group may be known so the group ID is stored in the first progenitor field. The 
group may never be unknown (zero) when the source is known. 

3.2.1. GERMPLASM TABLE (GERMPLSM) 

D escnpt1on: M . d t ·1 f am e a1 s o germp asm genesis, ongm an d t d Jre erre name. 
Columns 
Name (Short Name) Type Size 

GERMPLASM ID (GID) I Number (Long) 4 
Description: Unique germplasm identifier. GID is automatically generated by the system 

each time a new record is added. 
Link: GID in PROGNTRS, NAMES and ATRIBUTS tables 

METHOD NO (METHN) I Number (Integer) 2 
Description: Number that identifies the method of genesis for the germplasm. Details of the 

method are on the METHODS table and specific parameters may be stored on 
the ATTRIBUTES table (see MATTR on the METHODS table). 

Link: METHN in METHODS table. 

NO PROGENITORS (GNPGS) I Number (Integer) 2 
Description: Defines type of genesis and number of progenitors. 

For a derivative process GNPGS =-1 and then GPIDl contains the germplasm 
group ID and GPID2 the source germplasm ID. 
For a generative process GNPGS contains the number of specified parents. (The 
number of parents required by a method is recorded by NPRGN on the 
METHODS TABLE). If GNPGS=l or 2 then the IDs of the progenitors are 
contained in the GPID l and GPID2 fields on the GERMPLSM table. 
If GNPGS>2 then further IDs are stored on the PROGNTRS table. 
GNPGS = 0 for land race or wild species collections or if none of the parents is 
known. GNPGS <= NPRGN, but some of the GNPGS specified parents may be 
unknown in which case the corresponding GPIDs are MISSING (0). For 
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example in a simple cross with only male parent known, GNPGS would have to 
be 2 with GPIDl=O and GPD2 set to GID of the known male parent. 

PROGENITOR IDl(GPIDl) I Number (Long) 14 
Description: If GNPGS is -1 then GPID 1 is the group ID, which is the GID of last source 

germplasm, produced by a generative process or the GID of the last source of 
unknown origin in the development path of the current germplasm. This ID 
defines a group of germplasm in which all members are derived from the same 
generic parent. If GNPGS >O then GPID 1 points to the first progenitor in a 
generative process (usually the female parent). 

Missing: GPID 1 = 0 if unknown 

PROGENITOR_ID2(GPID2) I Number (Long) 14 
Description: If GNPGS is -1 then GPID2 points to the immediate source from which the 

current germplasm is derived otherwise fr points to the second progenitor of the 
germplasm in a generative process (usually the male parent). 

Missing: GPID2 = 0 if unknown 

GERMPLASM_USER_ID (GUID) I Number (Integer) 12 
Description: ID of the user entering details of the current germplasm. 
Link: UID in the USERS table 

LOCAL_GERMPLASM ID (LGID) I Number (Long) 14 
Description: LGID contains the original, negative GID used in the Local GMS prior to 

transfer of data records to the central GMS. 
Missing: LGID = 0 if the record was not entered through an update process. 

LOCATION NO (GLOCN) I Number (Long) 14 
Description: Identifier of the breeding location or origin. 
Link: LOCN in LOCATION table. 
Missing: GLOCN = MISSING or 0 if location is unknown 

GERMPLASM DATE(GDATE) I Number (Long) 14 
Description: Date of germplasm genesis. (YYYYMMDD) 
Missing: GDATE = 0 if unknown 

GERMPLASM REFERENCE (GREF) I Number (Long) 14 
Description: A number that identifies a bibliographic reference from where the germplasm 

data was retrieved 
Missing: GREF is missing if the source is unpublished or unknown 

GERMPLASM REPLACE(GRPLCE) I Number (Integer) 14 
Description: Records deletion or replacement for the current GERMPLASM record 

O for unchanged, own GID for deleted, and replacement GID for replaced. 
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3.2.2. OTHER_PROGENITORS TABLE (PROGNTRS) 

Description: Stores IDs of progenitors for generative methods that require more 
than two parents. 

Columns 
Name (Short Name) Type Size 

GERMPLASM ID (GID) I Number (Long) 14 
Description: Identifier for the germplasm 
Link: GID in the GERMPLSM table 

PROGENITOR NO (PNO) I Number (Integer) 12 
Description: Progenitor number 3, 4, ... 

PROGENITOR ID (PID) I Number (Long) 14 
Description: Germplasm identifier for progenitor number PNO. 
Link: GID in the GERMPLSM table 
Missing: PID = 0 if the progenitor is unknown 

3.3 DEFINITION OF METHODS 

Method definitions are stored in the METHODS table, and complete documentation, including 
bibliographic references, is expected. One anticipated use of the methods table is to provide 
information to applications which calculate the degree of relationship between germplasm, or 
which trace gene flows through germplasm development. 

Some methods depend on parameters, which may vary each time the method is used, such as the 
number and mixing proportions of parents in the generation of a population. These parameters 
can be defined by assigning an attribute to the method with the METHOD_ATIRIBUTE field. 
Values for each instance of the associated method are recorded on an attribute record linked to 
the GID of the germplasm being produced. Attributes are flexible user definable data fields 
(3.5). 

3.3.1. The METHODS TABLE (METHODS) 

D escrmtion: D 'I f h d f eta1 s o met o s o eermp asm eenesIS 
Columns I 
Name (Short Name) I Tvne Size 

METHOD ID (MID) I Number (Integer) 2 
Description: I Identifier for the method of germplasm development. 
Link: I METHN on the GERMPLSM table 
METHOD TYPE (MTYPE) I Text 3 
Description: I Method type: GEN for generative, DER for derivative, MAN for maintenance 

methods 
METHOD GROUP (MGRP) I Text 3 
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Description Defines the breeding system to which the method applies: S - self fertilizing, 0 
- cross pollinating, C clonallv propagating and G - all svstems 

METHOD CODE (MCODE) I Text l 8 
Description: Mnemonic description of method 
METHOD NAME (MNAME) I Text I so 
Description: Name of method 
METHOD_REFERENCE (MREF) I Number (Long) 14 
Description; Number of a reference to the method 
Links: Links to the Reference number in the BiblioirraPhv Table 
Missing: Mav be missing 
METHOD DESCRIPTION (MDESC) I Memo I Variable 
Description: Description of the method. 
NO PROGENITORS (MPRGN) I Number (Integer) 2 
Description: MPRGN =-1 ifthe method is derivative or management. Otherwise MPRGN is 

the number of progenitors reauired for the generative Process. 
Missing: MISSING (0) if the number of progenitors is variable. 
NO FEMALE PARENTS (MFPRG) I Number (Integer) 12 
Description: Number of female parents for a generative process, these are specified first in 

the list of parents. 
Missing: MPRGN =MISSING if the method is derivative or the number of female 

parents is variable (if variable it can be recorded as an attribute for each 
instance, see MATTR). 

METHOD ATTRIBUTE (MATTR) I Number (Integer) 12 
Description: Identification number of an attribute associated with this method. The attribute 

is defined in the UDFLDS table. 
Link: FLDNO in UDFLDS table and ATYPE in ATRIBUTS table. 
Missing: MISSING if no attribute is associated with the current method. 

GENETIC EQUIVALENCE (GENEQ) I Number(lnteger) 12 
Description: METHN of a basic method which has equivalent genetic relationship between 

progenitors and offspring for the purpose of computing coefficients of parentage 
METHOD USER (MUID) I Number (Integer) 12 
Description: ID of the user defining the method 

LOCAL METHOD ID (LMID) I Number (Integer) 12 
Description Local method number from the installation where it was defined 

METHOD DATE (MDATE) I Number (Long) l 4 
Description Date of method definition 

3.4 NAMEDATA 

Germplasm collects a multitude of labels during the development and release process. These are 
all tracked through the NAMES table of GMS. Names are classified by name types which are 
defined in the USER_DEFINED_FIELDS table (3.6). An abbreviation may be associated with 
each name type, they have a maximum length of eight characters and are stored in the NAME 
field of the NAMES table like any other name. They are defined in the 
USER_DEFINED_FIELDS table with USER_FIELD_TYPE =ABBREVIATION but with the 
same name type as the name Abbreviations inherit the NAME....:TYPE, NAME_USER, 
NAME_LOCATION and NAME_REFERENCE values from the name being abbreviated. This 
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allows abbreviations to be matched to names. Unique matching requires the restriction that 
different names cannot have all these fields identical. Abbreviations take on their own 
NAME_DA TE so that multiple abbreviations of the same name can be distinguished. 

One name must be defined as the preferred name, one abbreviation may also be declared as 
preferred (this need not be an abbreviation of the preferred name). Names may contain imbedded 
information, and this can be made accessible to application programs for specific name types by 
specifying a format for the imbedded information in the USER_DEFINED_FIELDS table (3.6.3). 

3.4.1 The Names Table (NAMES) 

D S 11 escnpt1on: tores a germp asm names, a bb reviauons an d nammg d ·1 etai s. 
Columns 
Name (Short Name) Type Size 

GERMPLASM_ID (GID) I Number (Long) 4 
Description: Identifier for the germplasm associated with the name. 
Link: GID in GERMPLSM table 

NAME TYPE (NTYPE) I Number (Integer) 2 
Description: Number that identifies the type of name or abbreviation 
Link: FLDNO in UDFLDS table 

NAME_ST ATUS(NST AT) I Number (Integer) 2 
Description: Number indicating the storage type and status of the name: 

1 - Preferred name (must be ASCII) 
2 - Preferred abbreviations (must be ASCII) 
3 - Chinese-GBK (GD) DBCS names, 4 - Chinese Big 5 
5 - Japanese 6 - Korean 

10 - UNICODE names which are not preferred 

NAME USER ID (NUID) I Number (Integer) 2 
Description: ID of the user naming the germplasm 
Link: UID in the USERS table 

NAME VALUE (NV AL) I Text 30 
Description: Germplasm name or first 30 bytes of it if it is longer than 30 bytes. 

For ASCII names each character occupies one byte, but for UNICODE names ( eg 
Chinese), each character occupies 2 bytes. 

NAME LOCATION NO (NLOCN) I Number (Long) 4 
Description: Identifier for the location where the name was assigned. 
Links: LOCN in LOCATION table 
Missing: NLOCN = 0 if the location is unknown 

NAME DATE (NDATE) I Number (Long) 4 
Description: Date of name assiimation. (YYYYMMDD) 
Missing: ND ATE = 0 if the date is unknown 

NAME REFERENCE(NREF) I Number (Long) 4 
Description: A number that identifies a bibliographic reference for the name 
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Missing: I NREF is missing if the source is unpublished or unknown 
I 

NAME EXT (NEXT) I Memo I Variable 
Description: I Contains the remainder of any name which occupies more than 30 bytes or null if 

the name occupies less than 31 bvtes 

3.4.2 Name Standardization 

A major problem with identifying germplasm is the detection of minor variants of a name. For 
example some users hyphenate foreign language names while others use spaces or capital letters 
within a name string of small case letters, some separate a character prefix from a number by a 
space, others do not. Another problem is that different ODBC drivers implement the same SQL 
search differently with respect to case sensitivity. For these reasons, a set of name standardization 
has been devised with the objective of producing the same standardized name from as wide a 
range of variants as possible. These rules are applied in order as follows: 

(L= any letter; "= space; N= any numeral, S= any of {-,',[,],+,.}) 

a) Capitalize all letters 

b) L( becomes L"( and )L becomes )"L 
c) N ( becomes N "( and )N becomes )"N 
d) L. becomes L" 
e) LN becomes L"N EXCEPT SLN 

f) NL becomes N"L EXCEPT SNL 

g) LL-LL becomes LL"LL 

Khao-Dawk-Mali105 becomes 
KHAO-DA WK-MALI105 
IR64(BPH) becomes IR64 (BPH) 
IR64(5A) becomes IR64 (5A) 
IR 63 SEL. becomes IR 64 SEL 
MALI105 becomes MALI 105 
but MALI-F4 IS unchanged 
B 533A-l becomes B 533 A-1 
but B 533 A-4B is unchanged 
KHAO-DA WK-MALI 105 becomes 
KHAO DAWK MALI 105 

h) "ON becomes "N IRTP 00123 becomes IRTP 123 
i) "" becomes " 
j) REMOVE LEADING OR TRAILING " 
k. ")becomes) and(" becomes ( 
I. L-N becomes L"N when there is only one'-' in the name and Lis not preceded by a space 

When a name string is supplied to the ICIS DLL for searching, it is searched as supplied and after 
standardization. Routines, which write names to the database, do not apply the standardization 
and users must specifically call a standardization routine if they wish to standardize names before 
storing them. 

Names in the database are not required to be standardized. It is hoped that the resulting 
standardized name is acceptable for presentation, but there will be cases where users insist on 
having a name, which violates the rules. For example CIMMYT prefers that abbreviations 
contain no spaces. This is allowed but the rule violation should not be used to distinguish 
genotypes, and the standardized name should be given as a synonym. Users will always be able 
to search for names that violate the rules and the correct germplasm should be found. 
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3.5 GERMPLASM ATTRIBUTES 

Attributes are text variables used to store information about the genesis, genealogy, nomenclature 
or chronology of germplasm. Attribute types are defined and described on the 
USER_DEFINED_FIELDS table (3.6.1). Like names, attributes may contain imbedded 
information in the form of sub-fields or variables within the attribute text. The structure and 
format of such attributes is defined through the USER_FIELD _FMT of the 
USER_DEFINED_FIELDS table, as is the format of structured names (3.6.3). 

3.5.1 The ATTRIBUTES TABLE (ATRIBUTS) 

Description: Table of germplasm attributes used to store information about 
germplasm genesis, genealogy and nomenclature, which is not 
stored in other tables. 

Columns 
Name (Short Name) Type Size 

GERMPLASM ID (GID) I Number (Long) 4 
Description: ID of germplasm with which the attribute is associated. 
Link: GID in GERMPLASM table. 

ATTRIBUTE_TYPE (ATYPE) I Number (Integer) 2 
Description: Number that identifies the attribute. 
Link: FLDNO in UDFLDS table 

ATTRIBUTE_USER_ID (AUID) I Number (Integer) 2 
Description: ID of the user giving the attribute value. 
Link: UID in USERS table 

ATTRIBUTE_ VALUE (AV AL) I Memo Variable 
Description: Contains the attribute value. 

ATTRIBUTE LOCATION NO (ALOCN) I Number (Long) 4 
Description: Identifier for the location where the attribute value was set. 
Link: LOCN on the LOCATION table. 
Missing: ALOCN = MISSING if the location is unknown. 

ATTRIBUTE_DATE (ADATE) I Number (Long) 4 
Description: Date of value assignation. (YYYYMMDD) 
Missing: ADATE = 0 if the date is unknown. 

ATTRIBUTE REFERENCE(AREF) I Number (Long) 4 
Description: Kev to the reference for the attribute data 
Missing: MISSING if the source is unknown 
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3.6 USER DEFINED CONSTANTS AND DATA FIELDS 

The ICIS structure allows considerable flexibility in the type and scope of information that can be 
stored. It does this by storing structural information (metadata) in the USER DEFINED FIELDS 
TABLE (UDFLDS). Some of this structural information is standard across implementations and 
is pre-loaded, some is specific to particular crops and is loaded by the central database 
administrator, and some is specific to local installations and can be loaded or modified by 
individual users. 

Types of metadata range from the definition of constants, where only the range or scope of 
allowable values is defined, to definition of fields where the type, scope and structure are 
defined. Allowable user or reference types are examples of constants and attribute or location 
descriptors are fields since they include both description and structure. In some cases both types 
are possible. For example name types may also have a format describing the structure of 
information imbedded in a name of a particular type. 

3.6.1 The USER_DEFINED_FIELDS TABLE (UDFLDS) 

Description: Table of definitions of user defined fields and constants 

Columns 
Name (Short Name) Type Size 

USER FIELD NO (FLDNO) I Number (Integer) 2 
Description: Unique identifier for the user defined field. 
Link: NTYPE in NAMES table, ATYPE in the ATRIBUTS table and MATTR in the 

METHODS table, DTYPE in the LOCDES table and to the table and field 
specified in FT ABLE and FTYPE for constant definitions 

USER FIELD TABLE (FT ABLE) I Text 24 
Description: Short Name of the ICIS data table to contain the user defined field: 

NAMES, ATRIBUTS or LOCDES or the table containing the constant link 

USER FIELD TYPE (FTYPE) I Text 12 
Description: Type of defined field: NAME, ATTRIBUTE, ABBREVIATION, or 

DESCRIPTOR or field name for definition of constants 

USER FIELD CODE (FCODE) I Text 8 
Description: Short name for the user defined field or a permissible values for a constant 

USER FIELD NAME (FNAME) I Text 50 
Descriotion: Long name for the user defined field or descriptive value for a constant 

USER FIELD FMT (FFMT) I Text 255 
Description: Definition of sub-fields or variables contained in the user defined field. These 

variables can have multiple elements, and may contain text, integer or real 
valued data. (See section 3.6.3) • 

Missing: If FFMT is blank then the user-defined field contains a single, unnamed text 
variable with variable length such as a name. 

USER FIELD DESCRIPTION (FDESC) Memo 
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Description Full description of the user defined field, which must describe all sub-fields 
specified in FFMT and mav contain a bibliographic reference. 

LOCAL FIELD NO(LFLDNO) I Integer 12 
Description Local field number 

FIELD_USER_ID(FUID) I Integer 12 
Description ID of the user defining the field 

FIELD_DATE(FDATE) I Integer 14 
Description Date of field definition 

3.6.2 CONSTANT Values 

Many fields in ICIS tables are restricted to a discrete set of possible values. The values actually 
stored in the tables may be field-Ids (FLDNO) or field-codes (FCODE) from the 
USER_DEFINED_FIELDS table. The full set of possible values for such a field is indexed by 
Ff ABLE, indicating the table where they are stored, FfYPE, the name of the field in the table, 
and FCODE, the actual values of the constant. The FNAME field contains a longer description 
of the constant value. Users can extend the range of possible values allowed for a constant by 
adding records to the local USER_DEFINED FIELDS table. An example is the set of location 
types that are recorded in the TYPE field of the LOCATION table. The associated constants in 
the UDFLDS table are: 

Table 3.6.1 CONSTANT Field Values 

FLDNO FT ABLE FTYPE FCODE FNAME 
401 LOCATION LTYPE 1 CONTINENT 

402 LOCATION LTYPE 2 GEOGRAPHICAL REGION 

403 LOCATION LTYPE 3 GEOPOLITICAL REGION 

404 LOCATION LTYPE 4 ECOLOGICAL REGION 

405 LOCATION LTYPE 5 COUNTRY 

406 LOCATION LTYPE 6 FIRST SUB-NATIONAL DIVISION 

407 LOCATION LTYPE 7 SECOND SUB-NATIONAL DIVISION 

408 LOCATION LTYPE 8 THIRD SUB-NATIONAL DIVISION 

409 LOCATION LTYPE 9 GERMPLASM COLLECTION SITE 

410 LOCATION LTYPE 10 BREEDING LOCATION 

1401 LOCATION LTYPE INGER INGER TEST SITE 

The first ten constant values are standard across implementations, the last is specific to IRIS and 
hence its ID is greater that 1000. Further constant values can be added to local UDFLDS tables 
with negative Ids. 

3.6.3 Name, Attribute and Location Descriptor Formats 

Sub-fields or variables contained within user defined names or attributes are specified with the 
USER_FIELD _FMT (FFMT) field of the USER_DEFINED _FIELDS table. Variables may 
consist of different data types, and have multiple elements as in arrays. The values of all 
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variables in names or attributes are stored in ASCil representation in the order they are defined. 
The format specifies how the variables may be extracted from the text string. 

Each user-defined variable is described in consecutive statements of FFMT in the order that the 
values will be stored. Each statement consists of four items separated by commas. Semicolons 
separate statements. Each variable definition appears as follows: NAME, N, T, COUNT; 

where: 
NAME contains a name for the variable, 
N defines the text length of each element of the variable, 
T defines the data type and 
COUNT defines the number of elements in the variable. 

NAME is an alphanumeric value with first character alphabetic. It can be blank or absent to 
indicate unnamed space filler. 

N gives the number of characters occupied by each element of the variable if it is an integer 
value. N can also consist of a character contained in double quotes defining the delimiter 
between elements. If the last variable is a single element text variable, then N may be zero, blank 
or absent to indicate variable length for that variable. 

T can have value A for ASCil text data, I for integer data and R for real valued data. IF T is blank 
or absent A is assumed. 

COUNT may be a positive integer defining the number of elements or it may be the name of a 
previously defined, single-element, integer variable whose value will define the number of 
elements. If COUNT is blank then the variable is assumed to have a single element. 

Example 1. 

A selection method may record the number and the names of the stresses under which selection 
was practised, and a breeder's comment regarding the selection. 
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The format record would look as follows: 

NSTRESS,4,I,l;STRESS,12,A,NSTRESS; COMMENT,0,A,l 
or NSTRESS,4,I;STRESS,12,A,NSTRESS; COMMENT 
or NSTRESS,4,I;STRESS,",",A,NSTRESS;COMMENT 

Example 2. 

A germplasm name-type can be defined to contain sub-fields. These sub-fields are ignored 
during all GMS name manipulation but may be useful to specific application programs. As an 
example, a name could contain a two-letter program ID, a year code, a five character cross 
designation and a selection string as follows: UR96IR123-10-3W-4. 

The format line would look as follows: 

PROGRAM,2,A,l;YEAR,2,I,l;CROSS,5,A,l;SELN,0,A,1 
or PROGRAM,2;YEAR,2,I;CROSS,5;SELN 

3.7 LOCATION INFORMATION 

In ICIS, location information is stored to record the origin or destination of germplasm or the 
location of sites where information or data on germplasm was collected. Locations may be very 
small precise sites such as fields or plots or quite large places like countries or even regions. 

A key distinction is made between location information and environmental data. Location concerns 
geographic position and relationships and does not concern environmental characterization such as 
climate and soil chemistry and land use. Such data are stored in DMS or specialist databases and, 
in ICIS, location information provides the link between this information and germplasm 
information. 

ICIS stores location information in a set of tables duplicated in the central and local databases. This 
information is managed by the Location Management Module (LMM) described in Chapter 9. One 
aspect of this management is unique identification of locations, which is handled in exactly the 
same way as for germplasm (2.4) with local location IDs and descriptor types being negative until 
they are updated to the central database when unique positive identifiers are assigned. 

3.7.1 Primary Location Information 

The primary objectives for storing location data are to describe locations with sufficient precision to 
permit a researcher, with no additional knowledge, to relocate a specified location and to link the 
location to spatially referenced data such as soil maps or climate databases. The primary 
information stored in the location table is therefore a location name, and the primary hierarchy of 
country, province, district, and municipality. The last three sub-divisions are not uniquely defined 
for all countries and so are referred to as first, second and third sub-national divisions in order to be 
more genenc. 
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Table 3.7.1 The LOCATION Table 

Columns 
Long Name (Name) 
LOCATION_ID (LOCID) 
LOCATION_ TYPE (LTYPE) 

NO_LATLONG (NI.LP) 

PREF_LOC_NAME(LNAME) 
ABBREV_LOC_NAME(LABBR) 
SUBNAT _LEVEL3 (SNL31D) 

SUBNAT _LEVEL2 (SNL21D) 

SUBNAT _LEVEL! (SNLllD) 

COUNTRY _CODE (CNTRYID) 
LOCATION_REPLACE (LRPLCE) 

Description 

The unique identifier of the location. 
Specifies the type Location E.g., Country, 
Province or Nursery test site. Links to types 
defined in the UDFI.ELDS table 

Type 

Long 
Integer 

Length 
(bytes) 
4 
2 

Number of LAT-LONG points in the polygon Integer 2 
describing the Location. Zero if no LAT-LONG 
Preferred name of the location Character 60 
Preferred abbreviated name of the location Character 8 
Name of third level of political subdivision Long 4 
within country (e.g. Township or Vereda). 
Name of second level of political subdivision Logn 4 
within country (e.g. Municipality or County). 
Name of first level of political subdivision Long 4 
within country (e.g. State, Province Department) 
Country code linked to COUNTRY lookup table Long 4 
Own LOCID for deletion, replacement LOCID Long 4 
for replaced records, zero otherwise 

3. 7 .2 Secondary Location Information 

Additional information about locations is stored in user defined descriptors which are defined in the 
USER DEFINED FIELDS (UDFLDS) table (3.6.1). Care should be taken to ensure that only 
descriptors relating to location are stored. This requires attention to the distinction between 
location and environmental data made earlier. Values of descriptors are stored in the LOCATION 
DESCRIPTOR TABLE. One example of a location descriptor might be a description of a route to 
the location with reference to more readily located sites. 

Table 3.7.2 The LOCATION DESCRIPTOR TABLE (LOCDES) 

Columns 
Long Name (name) 
LOCATION_ID (LOCID) 
DESCRIPTOR_TYPE (DTYPE) 
USER_ID (DUID) 
DESCRIPTOR_ VALUE (DV AL) 
DESCRIPTOR_DATE (DDATE) 
DESCRIPTOR_REF (DREF) 

Description 

Identifier for the location 
Descriptor type, links to the UDFLDS table 
Identifies the ICIS user who entered the value. 
Specific value assigned by a user to the location. 
Date the value was assigned. 
Reference for descriptor source, links to BIBREFS 
table 
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Type 

Long 
Integer 
Integer 
Memo 
Long 
Long 

Length 
(bytes) 
4 
2 
2 

4 
4 



3. 7.3 Geo referencing Locations 

The best way to specify locations is through geo-referenced polygons, but this is not always 
feasible. Providing an accurate definition of a location as the clockwise polygon joining a number 
of lat-Ion points (NllP) provides the possibility of linking to GIS software. In most cases a single 
lat-Ion point (NlLP=l) is given. 

Table 3.7.3 Description of the GEO REFERENCE (GEOREF) Table 

Columns Description Type Length 
Long Name (Name) (b,Ites! 
LOCATION_ID Identifies the location. Link to the LOCS table. Long 4 
(LOCID) 
LA TLON_POINT _NU The lat-Ion point (1 to NLLP). Integer 2 
MBER(LLPN) 
LATITUDE (LAT) Latitude in decimal degrees ( + for North, - for South, -1E36 for Real 8 

missing). 
LONGITUDE (LON) Longitude in decimal degrees ( + for East, - for West, -1E36 for Real 8 

missing). 
ALTITUDE (ALT) Altitude (m above sea level, -1E36 for missing) Real 4 

3.8 ICIS INSTALLATIONS, USERS AND ACCESS PRIVILEGES 

ICIS is implemented separately for each crop and operated through multiple installations. Users 
assigned to each installation have read-only access to the central database (or a copy of it), and 
different levels of access to a local database. Information on all installations is retained in an 
INSTALLATION table in the central database. A similar table in each local database, contains 
only information pertaining to the specific installation. Applications are thus able to determine 
which installation is being opened. 

3.8.1 The GMS INSTALLATION Table (INSTLN) 

Columns 
Long Name (Name) 
INST ALLATION_NO (INST ALID) 

ADMIN_ USER_ID (ADMIN) 
UPDATE_DATE (UDATE) 

UPDATE_GID (UGID) 
UPDATE_LOCN(ULOCN) 
UPDATE_METHN (UMETHN) 
UPDATE_FLDNO (UFLDNO) 
UPDATE_REFNO (UREFNO) 
UPDATE_PERSONID (UPID) 
INSTALLATION DES (IDESC) 

Description 

Unique number for each installation. 1 for central 
GMS. 
USER_ID of the administrator for this installation 
Date of last central GMS update from this 
installation 
Last local germplasm ID updated 
Last local location ID updated 
Last local method ID updated 
Last local user field ID updated 
Last local reference ID updated 
Last Person ID updated 
Description of the installation 
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Type 

Integer 

Integer 
Long 

Long 
Long 
Integer 
Integer 
Integer 
Long 
Memo 

Length 
(bytes) 
2 

2 
4 

4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
4 



3.8.2 The USER Table (USERS) 

Columns 
Long Name (Name) 
USER_ID (USERID) 
INST ALLATION_NO 
(INSTALID) 

USER_ST ATUS 
(USTATUS) 

USER_ACCESS 
(UACCESS) 
USER_ TYPE (UTYPE) 

USER_NAME (UNAME) 
USER_PASSWORD 
(UPSWD) 
PERSON_ID 
(PERSONID) 
ASSIGN_DATE (ADATE) 
CLOSE_DATE (CDATE) 

Description 

Unique user identification number 
Number of the ICIS installation to which the user belongs 
If zero, the user has access to any local database up to the 
level of access privilege (set by central administrator) 
Status of the user - UNASSIGNED, ACTIVE or CLOSED. 
USERID can be allocated to a particular installation without 
being assigned. The local administrator can then assign them. 
Thereafter he/she may only close them, and the sequence is 
not reversible. 
Number indicating the access privilege level of the user. See 
Table 3.8.1 for privilege levels. 
Description of user type. For example: Central administrator, 
Local administrator, Programmer, Data capture project, 
Breeding project, Genetics research, Genetic resources. 
Unique user name assigned by the user. 
Password allocated by the system, but changed by the user. 

Person ID linking the user to information such as names, 
addresses, institute etc. in the PERSONS table 
Date the user ID was assigned as YYYYMMDD 
Date the user ID was closed as YYYYMMDD 

Type 

Integer 
Integer 

Integer 

Integer 

Integer 

Text 
Text 

Long 

Long 
Long 

Length 
(bytes) 
2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

30 
10 

4 

4 
4 

Selected users, such as the central database administrator have full access to the central database 
and to all local ICIS databases. There will also be a "guest user" who will have read access to the 
central database and to any local database to which physical access is available. All other 
registered users are linked to a specific installation, with read only access to the central database 
and varying levels of access to one or more tables of their local database. The user ID, user 
name, and password will be checked by the open database routine called by all applications, and 
access to different functions controlled by a system of access privileges. 

3.8.3 ICIS Access Privileges 

Access to the ICIS database is controlled by a USER_PASSWORD and USER_ACCESS 
privileges. The list of access privileges is given in Table 3.8.1. The privileges are cumulative so 
that a user with privilege N has access to all operations controlled with privilege levels less than 
or equal to N. Anyone starting an ICIS application automatically has access code IO as a guest 
user. When a remote installation is allocated, the local ICIS administrator, who must be 
identified, is assigned a USER_ID with ACCESS_PRIVILEGE 100. Local USERIDs may be 
assigned to local users by the local administrator, and given ACCESS_PRIVILEGES less than 
100. The local administrator may not change assignments of these USER_IDs once they have 
been made, but may change the access privileges of all local users except his own. 

When the database is opened, the supplied user name and password are checked against values in 
the USERS table. If valid, the databases are opened. Then the single record from the installation 
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table in the local database is read and a check is made that the user has access privileges for the 
local database. If not, the local database is closed, otherwise access to individual functions in the 
GMS DLL is checked against the user's access privileges as calls are made to those functions. 

Table 3.8.1 ICIS_GMS Access Privilege Codes 

Code Meaning 
10 READ CENTRAL DBMS 
20 READ LOCAL AND CENTRAL DBMS 
30 ADD LOCAL GERMPLASM DAT A RECORDS 
40 CORRECT OWN, LOCAL GERMPLASM RECORDS 
50 ADD LOCAL SUPPORT DAT A (METHODS, CONST ANTS, LOCATIONS) 
60 CORRECT OWN, LOCAL SUPPORT DATA 
70 CORRECT ALL LOCAL GERMPLASM AND SUPPORT DAT A 
80 ALLOCATE LOCAL USER_IDS AND PRIVILEGES 
90 SUBMIT LOCAL DAT A RECORDS TO CENTRAL DAT ABASE FOR UPDATE 
100 LOCAL ICIS ADMINISTRATOR 
110 UPDATE central GMS 
120 CORRECT RECORDS IN central GMS 
130 ALLOCATE USER-IDS FOR REMOTE INSTALLATIONS 
140 ALLOCATE REMOTE INSTALLATIONS 
150 CENTRAL ICIS ADMINISTRATOR 

3.9 CORRECTING RECORDS IN THE GMS DATABASE 

Corrections and changes will inevitably occur in any database. Authorised users can only make 
these changes, and all changes are logged so that the sequence of changes can be traced and can 
be 'undone' if required. The history of changes is tracked by a series of change or replacement 
attributes on the ATTRIBUTES table. 

One common occurrence of changes is when new information about an existing germplasm 
record is entered into a local database. If the existing record is also in the local database then the 
local user can complete the changes. But if it is in the central database, then changes cannot be 
completed until the central database is updated. Verifying and completing requested changes is 
part of the update process and sufficient information and justification needs to be recorded on 
change attributes to allow the process to be completed. 

Verification and completion of changes to the central database may take some time but local 
users would like to see their changes reflected immediately. This is achieved by the DLL which 
always checks the local ATRIBUTS table for central changes and applies them at run time for the 
specific installation where they are recorded. 
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3.9.1. Change location, date or reference of germplasm 

To change location, date or reference of germplasm with GERMPLASM_ID GIDX. 

Checks: 
a) Check that GIDX has not been deleted or replaced. 

Changes: 

a) Add a change attribute with the following format: 

TIME, 8, A, l; OldVal, 12, A, l;NewVal, 12, A, l;FieldID, 20, A, l; DTSTMP,14,I,I;Reason, 0, A, 1 

Where: 
TIME 
OldVal 
New Val 
FieldID 

DTSTMP 

Reason 

in format HH:MM:SS 
right justified text 
right justified text 
one space followed by the name of the field from the germplasm table that 
is being changed. (Right filled with spaces.) 
Date-time stamp of the primary change or replacement 
(YYYYMMDDHHMMSS) - Optional 
reason for the change 

b) If the germplasm is local change the required field. 

c) (a)-(b) can be repeated for more than one field. 

3.9.2. Change a progenitor ID for generative germplasm 

Change the ID of progenitor number N of germplasm with GERMPLASM_ID GIDX from GIDY 
to GIDZ (GIDZ may be MISSING (0) to indicate that progenitor number N is unknown) 

Checks: 
a) Check that germplasm GIDX is produced by a generative process and has at least N 

progenitors (NO_PROGENITORS;?: N) 
b) Check that GIDZ precedes GIDX if it is not MISSING. 

Changes: 
a) Add a CHANGE attribute for GIDX to the ATTRIBUTES table. 

The CHANGE attribute has exactly the same format as in 3.9.1 except that the FieldID 
section consists of one space followed by 'PROGENITOR_IDX' where X is the number 
of the progenitor being changed. 

For example, to change progenitor 5 of a germplasm from missing to -1000, the 
CHANGE attribute would be as follows: 
10:21:32 0 -1000 PROGENITOR_ID5 19990506141232 NEW info from DrX. 
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b) If GIDX < 0 change PROGENITOR_ID for progenitor number N on the GERMPLASM 
table or the OTHER_PROGENITORS table from GIDY to GIDZ. 

c) If GIDZ is missing and N=NO_PROGENfFORS then reduce NO_PROGENITORS by 1 
and if N>2 delete the record from the OTHER_PROGENITORS table. 

3.9.3. Add a progenitor ID for a generative germplasm 

Add the GIDY as a PROGENITOR_ID for germplasm GIDX. 

Checks: 
a) Check that germplasm GIDX is produced by a generative process and determine the 

number, N, of progenitors specified, N=NO_PROGENITORS. 
b) Check that the generative method of GIDX supports N+ 1 progenitors. 
c) Check that GIDYprecedes GIDX 

Changes: 
a) Add a CHANGE attribute for GIDX to the ATTRIBUTES table for PROGENITOR_IDX 

where X=N+ 1 and OLD_ VALUE = MISSING. 
b) Add a CHANGE attribute for GIDX to the ATTRIBUTES table to change 

NO_PROGENITORS frm N to N+l. 
c) If GIDX<O change NO_PROGENITORS to N+l. 
d) If GIDX<O and N+ 1 is 1 or 2, change PROGENITOR_ID 1 or PROGENITOR_ID2 from 

MISSING to GIDY. IF N+ 1 > 2 add a record to the OTHER_PROGENITORS table the 
GERMPLASM_ID=GIDX, PROGENITOR_NO=N+ 1 and PROGENITOR_ID=GIDY. 

3.9.4. Change the group ID for a derivative germplasm 

To change the group ID of GIDX from GIDY to GIDZ take the following steps: 

Checks: 
a) Check the germplasm is derivative. 
b) Check that GIDX is generative or a derivative with unknown pedigree (GPIDI and 

GPID2=0) 
c) Check that the new group precedes the target in chronology. 
d) If GIDX has non-zero source, check that its group is also GIDZ. If not, either set the source 

of GIDX to missing or change the group of the source. 
e) Check that all dependants of GIDX have group GIDZ. 

Changes: 
a) Add a CHANGE attribute for germplasm GIDX to the ATTRIBUTES table with 

FIELDID=PROGENITOR_ID 1. 
b) If GIDX<O change PROGENITOR_IDl for germplasm GIDX on the GERMPLASM 

table from GIDY to GIDZ. 
c) If GIDZ # 0, check the source of GIDX has group GIDZ. If not, set the source to zero or 

change its group to GIDZ. 
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d) If GIDZ = 0, check that the source is also zero. GIDX is now a derivative group source so 
its group is GIDX 

e) Check all derivatives with derivative paths tracing through GIDX and change their groups 
to the new group of GIDX. 

3.9.5 Change a source ID for a derivative germplasm 

To change the ID of the source for germplasm GIDX from GIDY to GIDZ 

Checks: 
a) Check that a derivative process produces GIDX. 
b) Check that GIDZ precedes GIDX. 
c) Check that GIDZ is from the same germplasm group as GIDX. If it is not, then the group 

IDs of all dependants will have to be traced and changed. 
d) Check that the selection name for GIDX does not indicate a source other than GIDZ if 

possible. 

Changes: 
a) Add a CHANGE attribute for germplasm GIDX to the ATTRIBUTES table with 

FIELDID=PROGENITOR_ID2. 
b) If GIDX<O change PROGENITOR_ID2 for germplasm GIDX on the GERMPLASM 

table from GIDY to GIDZ. 
c) If GIDZ # 0, check the group of GIDX is the same as the group of GIDZ. If not, change 

the group of GIDX to the group ID of GIDZ (3.9.4) and check the group ID of all 
dependants of GIDX (direct derivatives and derivatives in the same group with 
development paths tracing through GIDX). 

d) If GIDZ = 0, and the group of GIDX # 0 then check whether the group of GIDX should 
also be set to 0 (missing). 

3.9.6 Change a germplasm method 

To change the method of germplasm GIDX from METH! to METH2: 

Checks: 
a) Check that the new method supports the number of progenitors of GIDX 
b) Check that the progenitors are appropriate for the new method of GIDX. 

Changes: 
a) Add a CHANGE attribute for GIDX to the A TTRIBURES table with 

FIELDID=METHOD_NO. 
b) If the method is being changed from derivative to generative then the group ID of all 

derivatives with paths tracing through GIDX need to change to GIDX (3.9.4). 
c) If the method is being changed from generative to derivative all derivatives in the group 

GIDX need to change group ID to the new group of GIDX. (This may be GIDX if it 
becomes a derivative group source) (3.9.4). 
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d) If the number of progenitors change or the method type changes add a CHANGE attribute 
for GIDX to change the NO_PROGENITORS field. 

e) If GIDX<) make the changes in the germplasm table 

3.9.7. Replace an existing germplasm record with another one 

This change is required when germplasm GIDX is found to represent the same germplasm as 
GIDY, or when GIDY contains correct or additional information compared to GIDX. 

Checks: 
a) Check for dependencies. If GIDX is a derivative and GIDY is from a different germplasm 

group to GIDX then trace all germplasm in the same group as GIDX with derivative paths 
which do not pass through GIDX as these will remain unchanged in the change process 
and their relevance needs to be examined. 

b) Check that GIDX is later than GIDY, or all dependencies are later than GIDY. 
c) Check what names and attributes of GIDX should be copied to GIDY. 
d) If GIDX is generative and GIDY is derivative then GIDX must not occur as a group 

source (GPIDl in derivative germplasm). 

Changes: 
a) There are four cases to distinguish: 

Case 1. GIDX and GIDY both produced by generative processes 
Case 2. GIDX and GIDY both derivatives in the SA!vffi GERMPLASM GROUP 
Case 3. GIDX is generative and GIDY is derivative in group GY 
Case 4. GIDX is derivative and GIDY is generative or derivative but from a different 
germplasm group to GIDX. 

b) Obtain a date-time stamp for the change from the computer clock to be added to the 
change attributed for dependencies as described below. 

c) For cases 1 and 2, simply change all occurrences of GIDX in progenitor fields (of the 
GERMPLASM table and the OTHER-PROGENITORS table) to GIDYusing 3.9.2 and 
3.9.5. (These occurrences are called dependencies). 
For case 3, change the group IDs (PROGENITOR_IDl) of all derivatives of GIDX to GY 
using 3.9.4 and change all other dependencies of GIDX to GIDY using 3.9.2 or 3.9.5. 
For case 4, change the group ID of all derivatives in the same group as GIDX which have 
derivative paths tracing through GIDX to the group of GIDY (GIDY itself if it is 
generative) using 3.9.4. Change all other dependencies of GIDX to GIDY using 3.9.2 or 
3.9.5. 

d) Request reason for change. 
e) Add a REPLACE attribute for GIDX to the ATTRIBUTES table. 

This records USER, the date, the location and a reference for the in the appropriate fields 
of the ATTRIBUTES table. The ATTRIBUTE_ VALUE contains the time the change was 
made, TIME, the new germplasm ID, NGID, the number of dependencies changed, 
NCHNG, the date-time stamp, DTSTMP, in format YYYYMMMDDHHMMSS, and the 
reason for the change. The REPLACE attribute has the following format: 

TIME,8,A,l;NGID,12,I,l;NCHNG,6,I,l;DTSTMP,15,I,l;Reason. 
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f) If GIDX<O set the GERMPLASM_REPLACE field of record GIDX to value GIDY. 

3.9.8. Delete a Germplasm Record 

This change may occur when it is discovered that a germplasm entry with GIDX is definitely 
wrong, but no alternative is known. If an alternative is known then this correction should not be 
used because it destroys all dependencies to the deleted germplasm. If the known alternative is 
already in the OMS then the replace GERMPLASM procedure should be used (3.9.2), otherwise 
fields of the current germplasm record should be changed to match the correct values (3.9.3-6). 

Checks: 
a) Check if GIDX has any dependencies - offspring group subjects or derivatives. (Check 

for GIDX in the PROGENITOR_IDI and PROGENITOR_ID2 fields of the 
GERMPLASM table and in the PROGENITOR_ID field of the 
OTHER_PROGENITORS table). 

Changes: 
a) Request a reason for change and obtain a date-time stamp for the deletion. 
b) Change GIDX to MISSING (0) in all dependencies using 3.9.2- 3.9.7 and adding the 

date-time stamp to the change attribute for each dependency .. 
c) Add a REPLACE attribute for GIDX to the ATTRIBUTES table with NGID=O (See 

3.9.7e for format of the REPLACEMENT attribute. 
d) IF GIDX<O, set the GERMPLASM_REPLACE field of GIDX to value GIDX. 

3.10 GERMPLASM LISTS 

An essential part of the OMS is maintaining lists of germplasm descriptors for breeding, 
evaluation, or any other purposes. Examples of germplasm lists are parent lists, cross lists, 
pedigree nursery lists, and yield trial entry lists. List entries are selected either from existing lists 
or directly from the OMS. New germplasm generated by list processes are stored in GMS. 

Two tables are included in an installation to manage lists: LISTNMS and LISTDAT A. These 
tables ensure that germplasm lists generated by an installation will not be confused with lists 
generated by other installations since the lists are generated exclusively by and stored together 
with the installation. 

The read and write functions needed for these tables are provided by the DLL. 

3.10.1 Germplasm Lists 

Lists are differentiated from one another by a List_ID and a user-assigned list_name (LNAME), 
up to 11 characters long (Table 3.10.1). Although there is no specified convention for naming 
lists, it is suggested that users develop conventions that will allow them to easily recognize a 
list's contents. When a newly generated list is saved, the GMS assigns a unique identification 
number to a list (LISTID). This is a positive integer value since there are no lists in the central 
database. 
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TABLE 3.10.1 THE LISTNAMES (LISTNMS) TABLE 

Columns Description Type Length 
Long Name (Name) (bytes) 
LIST_ID (LISTID) Unique number for each list generated. Integer 2 
LIST.:.NAME (LISTNAME) Corresponding name of list. Text 11 
LIST_DATE (LISTDATE) List date Long 4 
LIST_TYPE (LISTTYPE) Type of list; links to LISTYPE and FCODE in Text 7 

the UDFLDS table. 
LIST_USER_ID (LISTUID) ID of user owning the list Integer 2 
LIST _DESCRIPTION Title or description of the list Text 79 
(LISTDESC) 

There are four fields in the LISTNMS table for which the user must enter values: list_name, 
list_date, list_type, and list_description. The list_type (LISTTYPE) field describes the purpose 
of a list. Users can define List_types by setting constants in the UDFLDS table (3.6.2). The 
list_description (LISTDESC) contains a title or short description of the contents and purpose of a 
list. The fields list_id (LISTID) and list_user_id (LISTUID) are generated or maintained by the 
ICIS system. 

3.10.2 List Entries 

A list consists of gennplasm entries, which are stored in the table, LISTDATA (Table 3.10.2). 
Each record in LISTDATA pertains to an entry within a list. ENTRYID is a positive integer 
which must be unique within each LISTID. Entry_code (ENTRYCD) may be a simple entry 
number or a code, which often relates to a field row or plot in unreplicated trials. For replicated 
trials, entry codes correspond to treatment codes in a field layout. The SOURCE column may be 
used to store a code to indicate where the planting materials came from. This is often the plot id 
from a previous season, or an accession or stock number. The DESIG column is used to store the 
name the user wants printed in a fieldbook, not necessarily a variety's preferred name. The 
GRPName field usually stores a cross history for the entry. 

The ENTRYCD, SOURCE, DESIG and GRPNAME columns may be used for other purposes 
and any of these may also be blank, if the user so desires. 

Lists often contain entries for unspecified gennplasm such as local checks. These entries have 
zero in the GID field. 

Table 3.10.2. The LISTDA TA (LISTDA TA) Table 

Columns 
Long Name (Name) 
LIST_ID (LISTID) 
GERMPLASM_ID (GID) 
ENTRY_ID (ENTRYID) 
ENTRY_CODE (ENTRYCD) 
SEED SOURCE (SOURCE) 
DESIGNATION (DESIG) 
GROUP NAME(GRPNAME) 

Description 

LISTID to which the record/entry belongs to. 
GID of germplasm entry. 
An internal counter for each list. 
Entry no. or plot in a nursery identifying an entry. 
Seed source of germplasm entry 
Germplasm name 
Germplasm cross history 
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Integer 
Long 
Integer 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 

Length 
(bytes) 
2 
4 
4 
11 
47 
163 
163 







4. MANAGEMENT OF ICIS GENEALOGY DATABASES 
C.G. McLaren, L. Ramos, C. Lopez, R .. Casumpang 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Ref. ICIS4J 

Before ICIS applications can be used new or existing databases need to be set up and software 
installed. A standard directory structure has been adopted to facilitate the process (4.1.1), and 
existing databases and software are available from two sources, the ICIS CD (5.4.1.2) or the ICIS 
Ftp site (4.1.3). 

4.1.1 The ICIS Directory Structure 

A standard directory structure has been adopted for ICIS implementations in order to facilitate 
installation and communication. The structure is shown in Fig 4.1.1. 

Databases are stored in the DAT ABASE subdirectory which has sub-branches denoted as <crop n> 
for each implementation such as IRIS for rice and IWIS for wheat. More than one local database 
can be stored in the LOCAL subdirectory for each implementation. Local databases may also be 
stored on different computers in a network environment. The TEMPLATE subdirectory contains 
empty databases which can be copied and renamed to form new implementations or installations. 

Application development is carried out in appropriate subdirectories of the DEVELOP tree and 
working executable files are transferred to the EXES subdirectory so that users have access to all 
working applications. All chapters of the development manual are stored as word documents in the 
DOCUMEN1\TDM subdirectory. Graphic posters and slide shows are in the PRESENT 
subdirectory. Data manipulation and download projects require special parse programs and these 
are developed, executed and stored in various branches of the PROJECTS directory. 

Figure 4.1.1. The ICIS Directory Structure 

\ICIS 
\ICIS\DATABASE 
\ICIS\DA T ABASE\<crop n>\ 
\ICIS\DA T ABASE\<crop n>\CENTRAL 
\ICIS\DA T ABASE\<crop n>\l.OCAL 

\ICIS\DATABASE\TEMPLA TE\ACCESS 
\ICIS\DAT ABASE\TEMPLA TE\FOX 
\ICIS\DA T ABASE\TEMPLA TE\<dbs n> 

\ICIS\DEVELOP 
\ICIS\DEVELOP\GMSDLL 
\ICIS\DEVELOP\LAUNCHER 
\ICIS\DEVELOP\IDEND 
\ICIS\DEVELOP\SETGEN 
\ICIS\DEVELOP\Fl.DBK 
\ICIS\DEVELOP\<application n> 

\ICIS\DOCUMENT 
\ICIS\EXES 

\ICIS\PROJECTS 
\ICIS\PROJECI\<project n> 
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4.1.2 The ICIS CD 

Periodic releases of ICIS databases and software are provided on CD. This contains a Setup 
program which allows users to install the software and set up databases for new or existing 
implementations. 

4.1.3 The ICIS Ftp facility 

A second way to obtain ICIS software and existing databases is from the ICIS Ftp facility at 
CGNET. The following points detail the steps for using this facility: 

a) Run any FTP program and connect to the ICIS FTP site by specifying the URL (FTP address) as 
198.93.224.42 (ftp.cgiar.org). Enter anonymous as the User ID and your complete e-mail 
address as the password. 

b) Change the current logged-on directory to \ICIS. This contains self-extracting EXE files for 
each central database, for example IRIS.EXE for rice, IBIS.exe for barley, and one for the ICIS 
software, ICISPROG.EXE. 

c) Select the files for the central database(s) you require and the ICISPROG.EXE file. Download 
them to any temporary directory on the target computer, eg, C:\WINDOWS\TEMP. 

d) After downloading is complete, extract the contents of the required central database(s) by 
running the downloaded database EXE programs. These programs ask the user to specify the 
path to the directory where ICIS is to be installed. C:\ICIS is proposed, but another drive may be 
specified. 

e) Next execute the ICISPROG.EXE program. This will unpack the ICIS software and run the 
ICIS Setup program (4.3). Again ICISPROG will ask for the ICIS directory, and the same one 
must be specifies as in d). 

f) When installation is complete, all downloaded can be deleted. 

g) The installation process sets up the directory tree. This contains the central and local databases 
specified during installation and template databases in branches of the DATABASE 
subdirectory (Figure 4.1.1). The setup program will have established ODBC data source names 
(4.2.3) for local and central databases and ICIS INI files for each installation specified (4.2.4). A 
link to the launcher will have been placed on the desktop and this can be executed immediately 
(5.2). 

h) The ICIS Ftp site also contains a self-extracting zip file for documentation. To install the 
documentation in the ICIS tree, download the file ICISDOCS.EXE and run it in the same way 
as the database files in step d). 
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4.2 GMS Installation 

Once the software is available, there are five steps in installing ICIS databases: installing a central 
implementation, and installing local installations, establishing ODBC data source names, creating 
an INI file and setting up the Launcher. If the central system is already installed there is no need to 
follow the first step in order to add an installation. Step by step procedures for all these stages are 
given below. A set up program has been produced on the ICIS CD and on the ICIS Ftp site which 
automates these steps so that new users can conveniently implement or connect to an ICIS database. 

4.2.1 Setup a New Implementation (Central Database) 

A new ICIS implementation should be set up by the administrator for the new crop as follows: 

a) Establish a new \ICIS\DAT ABASE\<crop>\CENTRAL branch and copy the appropriate central 
template database from the TEMPLATE branch to this subdirectory. (E.eplace <crop> by a 
suitable mnemonic for the crop databases). Rename the new central database to better reflect 
the crop and role of the database. 

If a database program other than ACCESS is required then a new template must be made and it 
would be useful to store it in a new subdirectory of the TEMPLATE branch. New templates 
can sometimes be made by converting one of the existing templates to the desired database 
program. 

b) The USERS table contains three records, the first (user I) should be the central database 
administrator with access privilege 150. The second should be a GUEST user with access 
privilege 20, NAME=GUEST and UPSWD=GUEST. The third should be the first local 
database administrator with access privilege 100. The two specific users may be the same 
person, but require different user IDs and User names. Change the user names and passwords 
for users I and 3 as desired and set ADA TE to the current date for all users. 

The central administrator and the guest user should have INSTN=O, allowing them to access any 
installation to which they have physical access (read only for the GUEST). The local database 
administrator should have INSTN=2 since this is the first local database (central database is 
installation I). 

c) The INSTLN table contains two records: one for installation I, the central database, and one for 
installation 2, the first local database (See 3.8.I for the structure of the INSTLN table). Change 
UDA TE to the current date and enter descriptions as desired in IDESC. 

d) The METHODS, LOCATION and UDFLDS tables contain data items which should be 
standard across implementations 

Once this has been done, the local database needs to be set up. 

4.2.2 Setup an Installation (Local Database) 

A new local database can be set up by anyone wanting access to an ICIS implementation. 

a) Copy a blank local template database from the appropriate \ICIS\DATABASE\TEMPLATE 
subdirectory to the directory where the new installation is to be installed 
(\ICIS\DATABASE\<crop>\LOCAL). The local database may be on the same or on a different 
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computer to the central database. Rename each local database installed to better reflect the crop 
and purpose. 

b) ·A new local database can be registered or anonymous. If the user intends to submit data for 
publication in the central database it should be registered with the central administrator. This 
however, can be done at the time the first update is submitted. If the local database is being 
renewed after update, it should already have been registered and all that is necessary is to copy 
the appropriate INSTLN record from the central database to the new, local INSTLN table. 

c) To install a new anonymous database you need to add a record in the local USERS table with 
USERID=-1, INSTALID=-1, USTATUS=l, UACCESS=lOO, UTYPE=422, UNAME any 
chosen user name not already in the central database, UPWD any unique user password, 
PERSONID=O, ADATE today's date as YYYYMMDD, and CDATE=O. Next you must add a 
record to the local INSTLN table with INSTALID=-1, ADMIN=-1, IDESC any suitable 
description of the local database, and all other fields zero. Further users can be added to the 
USERS table with USERIDs -2, -3 etc. They should have INSTALID=-1, USTATUS=l, 
UACCESS <100, UTYPE=423 and their own usemames and passwords. 

d) If the new local database is to be registered immediately then the ICIS administrator needs to 
add new users to the USERS table of the central database. One user must be the local database 
administrator (4.2.lb). The new local database must also be defined by adding a new record to 
the central INSTLN table ( 4.2. lc ). Copy this record exactly to the INSTLN table in the new 
local database. (If this is the first installation, and if the central database has been established as 
in 4.2. l then the administrator should be user 3 and the installation record should be installation 
2 already in the central INSTLN table). 

4.2.3 Establish ODBC Data Source Names 

ICIS requires Microsoft ODBC version 3.5 or higher together with the appropriate ODBC drivers 
for the DBMS being used. If these are not installed, they can be installed from their original sources 
or, for certain DMNS, from the set up program (4.3). 

ODBC data source names (DSNs) must be set up for central and local databases. A DSN may 
already exist for the central· database in which case a new one need not be added. The steps for 
setting a DSN are as follows: 

a) To set up a data source, run the application ODBCAD32.EXE or call it from the control panel in 
Windows, a dialog box showing established data sources will appear. Click the ADD button 
and a second dialog will appear with a list of available ODBC drivers. Highlight the driver 
which is appropriate for the database being connected and press the OK button. (If there is no 
driver of the required type, it must be installed through Windows setup before the DSN can be 
set.) 
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b) A new dialog box will appear. Fill in the data source name field with a name for the GMS 
database. For example "IRIS-Central" is the data source name for the central rice database. 
Enter a description for the database in the description field. The next step is to choose the 
database with the select button. For Microsoft Access, only one file needs to be selected. For 
some databases like d.Base and Paradox the subdirectory containing the tables and indexes must 
be specified. Still others like ORACLE and SQL Server require the server and the database 
instance to be specified. After selecting the database and pressing the OK button, the data 
source name will be placed in the list of User Data Sources by the ODBC administrator 
program. 

4.2.4 The I CIS.INI File 

ICIS applications look for an initialization file, ICIS.INI, in the windows directory. This contains 
information on the data sources and defaults to be used. 

When more than one ICIS installation is set up on the same computer, one working session may use 
databases different from other working sessions. To differentiate one installation from another and 
to facilitate transfer between them, separate INI files must be maintained. These may be stored in 
individual directories, or collected together in a single directory, usually the EXES directory. The 
required INI file then only needs to be copied to ICIS.INI in the windows system directory to set up 
access to a different installation. The SETUP program (4.3) creates an INI file for new installations 
and the LAUNCHER application (5.2) facilitates this copying and can also be used to create INI 
files. However, they are simply text files with a specific format as in Figure 4.2.1. They must 
contain the sections "Central GMS" and "Local GMS" and may contain other sections specific to 
different applications 

Figure 4.2.1. Example INI file. 

[Central GMS] 
DSN=IRIS-Central 
UID=Admin 
PWD=Global 

[LocalGMS] 
DSN=IRIS-Local 
UID=Admin 
PWD=Equity 

The Central GMS and Local GMS sections each contain a DSN key which has value equal to the 
ODBC data source name (4.2.lb). These sections may have keys, UID (usemame) and PWD 
(password), if they are necessary to connect to the particular DBMS being used. For example, the 
Oracle database management system requires users to connect with a usemame and password. Note 
that the values of UID and PWD are distinct from ICIS user IDs and passwords used to control 
access to ICIS functions (3.8). INI files may also contain further sections appropriate to specific 
applications. 

In any INI file, leading and/or trailing spaces are considered as part of a key name or value. For 
example, DSN=IRIS-Ce_ntral and DSN =IRIS-Central are different keys (the first key only has three 
characters, while the second key has four). Therefore, it is important that no spaces appear on either 
side of the '=', unless the space is part of the value 
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4.2.5 Install applications and Set up the ICIS Launcher 

The ICIS Launcher program ICIS.EXE is a menu interface for ICIS applications which needs to be 
set up as follows: 

a) If the ICIS applications do not exist on the local computer, copy them from the \ICIS\EXES 
directory of the ICIS CD to \ICIS\EXES. Create a shortcut to ICIS.EXE. 

b) If Microsoft Visual Basic is not installed on the computer, certain components of it must be 
registered for some applications to work. Do this with the SetUp program (4.3) 

c) Edit LAUNCHER.TXT and make sure the path statements on each line are valid for the current 
set up. 

The order of applications in the menu can be changed by changing the order of lines in 
LAUNCHER.TXT. The first line is the default application. 

d) Run ICIS.EXE. If the window 'Select or Create an ICIS.INI File' does not appear, click the 
<Change INI> button. Select the desired directory to store the INI file. Enter the name for the 
INI file. Click <OK> or press <Enter>. 

A form will appear requiring DSNs, UIDs, and PWDs for local and central databases. [Note: 
The U/Ds and PWDs are for the database programs, if they require users to log on. These are 
NOT the same as the ICIS usemame and password (see 5.3.3 for a convenient shortcut).] 

Click <OK> or press <Enter> when the form is complete. The ICIS menu is now ready to 
launch applications. 

4.3 THE ICIS SETUP PROGRAM 

The ICIS SetUp program automates the process of establishing a new ICIS implementation or 
installing a new or updated local database for an existing ICIS implementation (crop). The 
technical details of this process are described in section 4.2. 

Requirements: 

• Windows 95 or Windows NT operating system 
• At least 16 MB of memory 
• Minimum Install : at least 10 MB of hard disk 
• Full Install: add the size of the central database file 

• At least 2x speed CD-ROM drive 
• Administrator privilege if installing under Windows NT 
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4.3.1 Install GMS for the first time 

The ICIS setup program should automatically run when the CD is inserted into the CD-ROM 
drive. If it does not, however, just run the Setup.exe program from the CD drive with Explorer or 
from the command line. 

Manage GlllS Installations for n- or existing IOS crop detab-

rl:ick below fa~ a custan GMS instalatian a view ieadme lellt Cll d i 

!'\. TypiealGMSlnstalalian I ~ lnstalNewCropl~ I 
) gJ Indal Local lnstalalian ~ I ~ lnstalVB ~ ~ I 
. ~ v-Readme.bll I 

' 

)(Exit 

1. Click on the Typical GMS Installation button. A welcome dialog box will appear, then click 
next. 

al Welcome to the lntemationol Crap lnlonnation Syotem 
~ Setup pragran. This programwil instal International 

Crop lnlormalion System on J"".I ~. 

It ii dror9Jo 1llCOfllllelided that J'DU exit al Wrdows programs 
before wming this Sell.I? 111ao-an. 

Click Cancel lo qui Setup and then close all' programs )'DU 

have wming. Cick Next to c:onlirU! Mil the Se11.e> pragran. 

WARNING: This llO!Jem ii prdeeled by~ law end 
inlemalianll ~ .... 

Unaulhorized ieproduclion or cimtuian ol lhia progiem, or -.. 
portion o/ l. ftlell llld in - civi and crininal penalties. and 
wl be proaecuted lo the,...._ mdenl poaiblit lllder law. 

lteict > Cancel 
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2. Setup will try to detect an ODBC installation. If ODBC is not installed setup will try to 
install it. If the installed ODBC is older than the setup version, setup will ask the user 
whether to overwrite. 

Under Windows 95, setup tries to detect the existence of DCOM95. This is required to 
register some components needed by MDAC. If DCOM95 is not installed setup will install it 
first and reboot the system. To continue the ICIS setup repeat step 1). 

Set14> wil install lnlernalional Crop lrionnaticn S~stem in lhe 
folowing folder. 

To install to this lolder. cick Next 

To inltal to a difelent folder. cick Br- and sdect allC#ler 
folder. 

You can choose not to instal lnlemational Crtl!> lriormation 
S)'Slem by c:icb1g Cancel to eoit Setup. 

rOeotination Folder---

) C:\105 

<!iack I l!eKt> I 

. --·1 
BJOW1e... IJ 

Cancel I 

If setup detects that DCOM95 is already installed it will then install Microsoft Data Access 
Components (MDAC) which includes the ODBC component. 

3. Specify the destination directory. 

Click Browse to specify alternative destination. If the selected directory does not exist it will 
be created. 

You have entered the following folder specification: 

C:\ICIS 

This folder does not exist. Should Setup create it for you? 

]'.'.es 
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Next, the user needs to specify the crop implementation. This may be new for a new crop or 
may be selected from the list of central databases which set up has detected. 

Cm lmr-lamentatmt1 

Saled lrnplemention: 

lrnplementmons tound in the dis1ribution: 

CHICKPEA 
IBIS 

t!ext> 

x 

Cancel 

If the CD is being used, setup will ask the user whether to copy the central database file onto the 
hard disk to improve program execution speed. (Make sure the system has enough disk space for 
the central database file.) 

GMS Setup 13 

''.:J) Do you want to copy IRIS Central Date.base onto your Hardrive to improved speed 

Once the crop implementation is specified setup will ask the user to specify the local installation. 
The dialog lists the installation description. The administrator of an existing installation can 
select that installation from the list in order to install an updated version. Otherwise, any user can 
setup a new installation by entering a description in the text box. The user then becomes the 
administrator of the new installation. 

To UpdlSle An Elcisting Locel lnslellation: 
Choose the inllallalion from ile hat below. 

To Cree.ta A New Locel lnsto.llo.tion: 
Type the new insto.llo.tion title in the be»< 

lnsto.tlo.tion: 

jCen1ro.l Adm1nis1ret1on Locel Do.teb11Se 

Elcisting lnstallo.tion 

CHINSURRAH RICE CROSS 
aAP CAMBODIA BREEDING PROGRAM 
CIA T Locel Database 
CNRRI LOCAL DATABASE 
COLD TOLERANCE/FLOOD PRONE BREEDING PROGRAM 
GRIN DOWNLOAD 
Honam Rice Cross Database 
INGER Locel Daiabase 
IRGD CPOHNC CROSS HISTORIES ..!.I 

Cancel 
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Local Installation 

User authentication. 

If the user selected an existing local implementation Setup will ask for the administrator's user 
name and password for that local installation. These must match the information already in the 
central database. Otherwise, the user can go to the previous dialog box and specify a new local 
installation. 

T )Ille Name Ind P-d for Admiristrator al Existi'lg 
lnstalation. 

jnslallatian: leeroa1 Adminislrotion local Database 

Cancel 

a) A new local installation requires a new user name and password to be specified. These 
become the administrator user name and password for the new installation. 

Yeriliy 
Password: 
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Finally, the user needs to specify a name for the local database. Before copying setup files a 
summary dialog will appear. 

GMS I Bt HI DntohttsP. 

Pleme Specify Loail Olllabme Neme 

Lo~ 

< a.ac1< Next> I · Cancel 

Se111p has enough intormalion to rtart copying the program files. ff 
you-to review or cluonge !Illy settings. dick Back. Myou ara 
satisfied with the settings. click Nl!d lo begin copying files. 

11 fie Olllabme from the COROM. 
Mtallalion: New Breeding Projed 

x 

Files will be copied to the specified destination directory and a shortcut to the ICIS launcher will 
be created on the desktop. 

4.3.2 Install New Crop Implementation 

1) Run setup exactly as in step a. of section 4.3.1. Click on the Install New Crop 
Implementation button. 

2) Specify a descriptive name for the new crop. i.e. IRIS for Rice, IWIS for wheat, etc. 
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Crop lmplemenlahon 13 

New Name; 

j1MISI 

i~ found nlhe distlilution; 

HIU PEA 

< 8.ack 

3) The next dialog will ask for the central administrator's user name and password. Similar to 
5a) of 4.3.1 dialog. 

4) Next a local installation will be setup and a required description will be asked. See step 4) of 
section 4.3.1. 

5) Specify local administrator's user name and password. See step 5b) of section 4.3.1. 

6) Specify the database filename for the new local. Follow steps 6) and 7) of section 4.3.1. 

4.3.3 Install New Local Installation 

1) Run setup exactly as in step 1) of section 4.3.1. Click on the Install Local Installation Only 
button. 

2) Select a DSN. The initial dialog box lists all DSN installed by the ICIS setup program. The 
user may choose one of these and proceed to step e. If the desired DSN is not in the list click 
Next and proceed to the next step. 

3) If DSN have been setup outside the ICIS setup program by using the ODBC administrator 
then that DSN will not appear in the above dialog. After clicking Next button from the above 
dialog the dialog below will appear listing DNSs not listed from the previous dialog. Select 
the desired DSN and proceed to the next step. 
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!iM& llurt.ded DSN £J 

Selecl O~N lof Uiiillal OUbae 

'WARNING: Select8d DSN must be lor an inslaled JIJS OllUibase . . . . 

IRIS_Cen!ral 
Visual Fo.Pro Database 
Visual FDl<Pro Tables 

4) Setup will register the selected user-created DSN from the previous dialog. At this point 
setup needs to know to what crop implementation does the selected DSN is associated. In the 
next dialog all crop implementations are listed and ask to specify the associated 
implementation. i.e. for IRIS_ Central DSN is associated with IRIS implementation. 

I~ 

IRIS 
TRASH 

5) Follow exactly steps 4) to 6) of section 4.3.1. 
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4.4 DATABASE POPULATION 

4.4.1 Populating the central rice database (IRIS) 

The base population of the rice implementation of ICIS (IRIS) was achieved by parsing IRRI' s 
existing Hybridization Crosses (HC) database into the ICIS structure. The HC database contains 
records of all crosses made at IRRI from IR.1 to IR.73350. The fields in the database are: 
a) BCID - IR Cross number 
b) FP ARENT -Female Parent variety or line name or a cross description in Purdy notation 
c) FPSRC - Female Parent Seed Source, either the cross number of the IR cross from which the 

seed was derived or the accession number in the International Rice Gene Bank from where 
· the seed was obtained. If seed was obtained from another source FPSRC is blank. 

d) MPARENT - Male Parent variety or line name or a cross description in Purdy notation 
e) MPSRC - Male Parent Seed Source - as for FPSC 

An example of records from the HC file is shown in Table 4.4.1. Several classes of useful 
information are missing from the HC database. crossing date, breeding program, breeder 
identification, breeding method and breeding objective would all have been helpful. Also it would 
be desirable to record breeding location if several were used. The source fields only contain the IR 
number from which the parent was derived or the IRGC accession number. Many instances of 
external material have no source indicated. Some of this missing information has been added to 
IRIS by special programs after the conversion. 

Table 4.4.1. Example of records from IRRl's HC Database 

BCID FPARENT FPS RC MP ARENT MPS RC 

IR65331 IR33238-25-2-3-2/IR68 IR63925 OR143-7 
IR65332 IR33238-25-2-3-2/IR68 IR63925 RTN90-4 
IR65333 IR33238-25-2-3-2/IR74 IR63926 RP1057-393-l 
IR65334 IR33238-25-2-3-2/IR74 IR63926 RPl486-849-17-1 
IR65335 IR63927 IR63927 IR33493-1-l-l-l IR33493 
IR65336 IR63927 IR63927 IR41141-R-7-2-3 IR41141 
IR65337 IR63931 IR63931 IR31238-474-3-PI IR31238 
IR65338 IR63931 IR63931 IR38446-4-8-2-2 IR38446 
IR65339 IR63936 IR63936 IR41141-R-7-2-3 IR41141 
IR65340 IR63936 IR63936 RP1057-391-1 
IR65341 IR40931-33-1-3-2/IR26702-25- I IR63937 IR48120-49-5-3-2 IR48120 
IR65342 IR40931-33- 1-3-2/IR26702-25- I IR63937 RTN90-4 
IR65343 IR63938 IR63938 IR33238-25-2-3-2 IR33238 
IR65344 IR63938 IR63938 IR41431-68-1-2-3 IR41431 
IR65345 IR63941 IR63941 IR4568-86-l-3-2 IR4568 
IR65346 IR63941 IR63941 IR33238-25-2-3-2 IR33238 
IR65347 IR63943 IR63943 IR47310-94-4-3-I IR47310 
IR65348 IR63943 IR63943 IR48063-SRN-37-1-1-1-3 IR48063 
IR65349 IR63944 IR63944 IR48069-24-3-3-2 IR48069 
IR65350 IR63945 IR63945 IR47310-94-4-3-I IR47310 
IR65351 IR63945 IR63945 IR49738-SRN-16-B-l-2 IR49738 
IR65352 IR63946 IR63946 IR49830-7-l-2-2 IR49830 
IR65353 IR63946 IR63946 RPl486-849-17-I 
IR65354 IR63949 IR63949 IR37025-R-R-R-29-3 IR37025 
IR65355 IR63949 IR63949 RP1057-393-I 
IR65356 KDMIOS/IR72 !Rp3952 IR43565-SKN-512-3-l-2 IR43565 
IR65357 KDM105/IR72 IR63952 IR48063-SRN-37-1-l-1-3 IR48063 
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Converting historical data into IRIS 

The conversion process consisted of defining METHODS and USER_DEFINED _FIELDS shown 
in tables 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 and then parsing the HC data into the new structure, checking the integrity 
of the data in the process and inferring the breeding method from the parental name strings and 
relationships. If the central database has been set up as in 4.2.1, the basic methods, UDFLDS and 
Locations are already established. 

One problem encountered was the presence of multiple accessions of external material used as 
parents in different crosses. These were kept distinct with different GIDs, but linked to a 'head' 
entry with the same common name but no accession number by a derivative method labeled 
'collection' (255 in Table 4.4.2). This means that if the pedigree of the imported material is 
identified it only needs to be connected to the 'head' entry and not to every collection of the 
germplasm in the database. Similarly the relationship will be apparent when calculating 
relationships between descendants. 

Table 4.4.2. METHODS Table for IRIS Base Implementation: 
METHN MTYPE MCODE MNAME MDESC MPRGN MFPRG MAITR 

31 DER UDM UNKNOWN GERMPLASM PRODUCED BY AN UNKNOWN -I 0 0 
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE PROCESS. 
METHOD (SUCH GERMPLASM IS REGARDED AS UNIFORM, 

SUCH AS ABREEDING LINE, AND MAY BE USED 
AS A PARENTAL LINE) 

I GEN UGM UNKNOWN GERMPLASM PRODUCED BY AN UNKNOWN 0 0 0 
GENERATIVE GENERATIVE PROCESS. (SUCH GERMPLASM IS 
METHOD REGARDED AS HETEROGENEOUS, SUCH AS AN 

Fl, AND MY BE USED IN A DERIVATIVE PROCESS 
OR IN A COMPLEX GENERATIVE PROCESS). 

IOI GEN SC SINGLE CROSS BIPARENT AL CROSS; BETWEEN PURE LINES 2 I 0 
102 GEN TWC THREE-WAY BIPARENTAL, ONE PARENT IS Fl; THE OTHER IS A 2 I 0 

CROSS PURE LINE 
4 GEN BCV BACKCROSS CROSS BETWEEN AN FI AND ONE OF ITS 2 0 0 

CYTOPLASM PARENTS (THE RECURRENT PARENT) WHEN IT IS 
UNKNOWN NOT KNOWN WHETHER THE RECURRENT 

PARENT WAS MALE OR FEMALE 
107 GEN BCM BACKCROSS CROSS BETWEEN AN Fl AND ONE OF ITS 2 I 0 

PARENTS (THE RECURRENT PARENT) THE ROLE 
OF THE RECURRENT PARENT IS INDICATED BY 
ITS POSITION IN THE GERMPLASM RECORD 

103 GEN DC DOUBLE CROSS CROSS BETWEEN TWO Fl PARENTS 2 I 0 
106 GEN CPX COMPLEX CROSS BETWEEN COMPLEX. EARLY 2 I 0 

CROSS GENERATION PARENTS 
151 GEN MT VARIANT NATURAL MUTATION OR VARIANT I 0 JO 
152 GEN MIP INDUCED MUTATION OBTAINED FROM PHYSICAL OR 

MUTATION CHEMICAL TREATMENT 
205 DER SPS SINGLE PLANT DERIVATION THROUGH SELECTION OF A SINGLE. -I 0 0 

SELECTION SELF POLLINA TED PLANT 
206 DER BS BULK BULKING SEED OF N>l SELFED PLANTS -I 0 8 

SELECTION ORIGINATING FROM THE SAME PROGENY 
208 DER SSD SINGLE SEED DERIVATION THROUGH SELECTION OF A SINGLE -1 0 0 

DESCENT SEED PER PLANT 
202 DER AC DOUBLED OBTAINED THROUGH ANTHER CULTURE FROM -I 0 0 

HAPLOIDY Fl HYBRID 
251 DER TV LANDRACE PURE LINE OR MIXTURE OF A FEW -I 0 0 

TRADITIONAL HOMOZYGOUS LINES 
VARIETY 

256 DER ws WILD SPECIES WILD SPECIES -I 0 0 
255 DER COL COLLECTION COLLECTION FROM A VARIETY OR LANDRACE -I 0 0 
203 DER PUR PURIFICATION PURIACATION FROM A VARIETY OR LANDRACE -1 0 0 
109 GEN IC INTERSPECIAC CROSS WITH WILD OR OTHER CULTIVATED 2 1 9 

CROSS SPECIES 
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Another problem that occured was that the cross history of external material was sometimes 
avaliable without the selection history although it was known that the material was honozygenes 
resulting from several gemerations of selection from the cross. This was handled by entering a 
generative germplasm with the Purdy cross history as preferred name and then a derivative 
germplasm with method 31, unknown derivative method, with group ID pointing to the cross and 
source ID= 0. 

Table 4.4.3. USER_DEFINED_FIELDS TABLE for IRIS Base Implementation: 

FLDNO FT ABLE FTYPE FCODE FNAME FFMT FDESC 
I NAMES NAME ACCNO GERMPLASM BANK ACCESSION 

NUMBER 
2 NAMES NAME CRSNM CROSS NAME 
3 NAMES NAME UNCRS UNNAMED CROSS 
4 NAMES NAME RELNM RELEASE NAME 
5 NAMES NAME DRVNM DERIVATIVE NAME 
6 NAMES NAME VARNM VARIETY NAME 
7 ATRIBUTS ATTRIBUTE IRGP IRR! BREEDING GROUP 
8 ATRIBUTS METHOD BS NUMBER OF PLANTS IN BULK BSN0,5,I,1 

SELECTION 
9 ATRIBUTS METHOD IC TARGET INTROGRESSION IN ICTGT,,A,1 

INTERSPECIFIC CROSS 
IO ATRIBUTS METHOD MT AGENT OR METHOD OF INDUCED MTAGNT,,A,I 

MUTATION 
II ATRIBUTS ATTRIBUTE PROGM INSTITUTE AND BREEDING PROGRAM 
I2 ATRIBUTS ATTRIBUTE BRDR BREEDER'S INITIALS 
I3 ATRIBUTS ATTRIBUTE CNLOG CHANGES MADE DURING HC 

CONVERSION 
14 NAMES ABBREVIATION VARNM ABBREVIATED VARIETY NAME 

Table 4.4.4. USER TABLE for the Base Implementation of IRIS: 

UID INS TN USTATUS UACCESS UTYPE UN AME UPSWD Pl ADA TE COATE 
D 

I 0 ASSIGNED 150 CENTRAL GMCLAREN IRl23 1 1996-I2-06 
ADMINISTRATOR 

2 0 ASSIGNED 20 GUEST GUEST GUEST 0 1996-I2-06 
3 I ASSIGNED IOO FOUNDATION EEFONDULAN IR124 2 1996-I2-06 

DATA ENTRY 

4.4.2 Converting the original IWIS Database to the ICIS Structure 

This example shows the process of migrating data from current IWIS/GMS schema to the new 
ICIS structure. Records with CID 1588, SID 1 and CID 8086, SID 1 in IWIS/GMS database, 
were taken as sample data for the crossing (generative) and selection (derivative) methods. 

Current values in IWIS/GMS database: 

Table Error! No text of specified style in document..5. IWIS CROSSES 

CID FCID FSID MCID MSID TYPE PGM BCID 
1588 122915 122921 s BW MN62.61 
122915 126965 126966 F BW 

122921 122918 122920 s BW 
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126965 BW 
126966 126965 6413 -4 s BW 
122918 3984 1 122916 s BW 
122920 122919 2341 1 s BW 
122919 BW 
122916 BW 
6413 BW 
3984 BW RL2814 
2341 BW 
8086 7691 7580 s BW CM73815 

PGM=PROGRAM, BCID=BREEDER'S CID, TYPE--CROSS TYPE (S=SINGLE CROSS I F=FEMALE BACK 
CROSS) 

Table 4.4.6. IWIS SELECTIONS 

CID SID LOC SNU PSID 
8086 1 M 2 
8086 2 y 1 1 
8086 3 M -3 2 
8086 7 y 3 3 
8086 8 B 1 7 
8086 9 y 0 8 

SNU=SELECTION NUMBER 
Selection history of CID 8086, SID 9: CM73815-2M-1Y-03M-3Y-IB-OY. 

Table 4.4.7. IWIS NAMES 

CID SID NAME ABBREV. PREF. COUNTRY YEAR 
1588 1 ERA ERA T USA 1970 
122915 1155.10 T USA 
126965 M2324 M2324 T USA 
122916 1152.329 T USA 
122916 11-52-329 F USA 
122916 II-52-324 F USA 
6413 -4 1150.72 T USA 1950 
3984 1 PEMBINA PBA T CAN 1959 
3984 1 CAN3944 F CAN 1959 
2341 1 1153.546 T USA 
8086 9 IAN 912 IAN912 T 

ICIS Lookup tables 

The first step of this exercise is to create the necessary records in ICIS look up tables for the 
generative and derivative processes 
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Table 4.4.8. ICIS METHODS (see Table 3.3.1 for description of fields) 

METHN MTYPE MCODE MNAME MDESC MPRGN MFPRG 
2 GEN UD UNKNOWN SOURCE UNKNOWN SOURCE USED IN A 0 0 

(HETEROGENEOUS) GENERATIVE PROCESS 
3 GEN SC SINGLE CROSS BIPARENTAL CROSS; BOTH PARENTS 2 I 

ARE PURE LINES 
6 GEN FBC FEMALE BACK BIP ARENT AL, FEMALE PARENT IS AN 2 I 

CROSS Fl INVOLVING THE FEMALE PARENT 
USED IN THE CROSS 

II DER SPS SINGLE PLANT DERIVATION THROUGH SELECTION OF -I 0 
SELECTION A SINGLE, SELF POLLINATED PLANT 

Only four methods were created for this example. Other methods currently used will be tested. 

Table 4.4.9. ICIS USER_DEFINED_FIELDS (see Table 3.6.1 for explanation of fields) 

FLDNO FTYPE FCODE FNAME FDESC 
6 NAME VARNM VARIETY NAME <User defined> 
8 ABBREVIATION VARNM VARIETY NAME ABBREVIATION <User defined> 
14 NAME BCID BREEDER CID <User defined> 
15 NAME BSID BREEDER SID <User defined> 
13 ATTRIBUTE PROGM INSTITUTE AND BREEDING PROGRAM <User defined> 
16 ATTRIBUTE CID IWIS CID <User defined> 
17 ATTRIBUTE SID IWIS SID <User defined> 
18 ATTRIBUTE CSEL CONDITIONS OF SELECTION <User defined> 

The conversion process 

MATIR 
0 

0 

0 

0 

Because IWIS/GMS schema is based on CID,SID identifiers, we have to map combinations of 
CID,SID to unique GID values in ICIS. Just for the purpose of this example, we will simply 
append SID to CID values to make the corresponding GIDs. Actually these numbers will be 
automatically generated by the system. Original CID/SID values can be stored as attributes. 

Table 4.4.10. IWIS/ICIS Conversion table - IWIS CID/SID values to ICIS GID values 

CID SID GID 
1588 1588 
122915 122915 
122921 122921 
126965 122965 
126966 122966 
122918 122918 
122919 122919 
122920 122920 
6413 -4 64134 
3984 1 39841 
2341 1 23411 
8086 9 80869 
7691 7691 
7580 7580 
8086 8 80868 
8086 7 80867 
8086 3 80863 
8086 2 80862 
8086 1 80861 
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4.4.3 Migrating records 

The last part of the process is to move records from IWIS/GMS to ICIS/GMS tables. 
That is, from CROSSES and SELECTIONS to GERMPLSM (Some fields to ATRIBUTS), as 
well as the NAMES table, applying the correct METHODS and USER_DEFINED_FIELDS). 
Users and Locations tables are not populated in this exercise. 

ICIS GERMPLASM Table (Generative Process) 

Table 4.4.11. (see 3.2.1 for explanation of fields) 

GID METHN GNPGS GPIDl GPID2 GUID 
126965 2 0 0 0 0 
122919 2 0 0 0 0 
122916 2 0 0 0 0 
64134 2 0 0 0 0 
39841 2 0 0 0 0 
23411 2 0 0 0 0 
126966 3 2 126965 64134 0 
122915 6 2 126965 126966 0 
122918 3 2 39841 122916 0 
122920 3 2 122919 23411 0 
122921 3 2 122918 122920 0 
1588 3 2 122915 122921 0 
8086 3 2 7691 7580 0 

Table 4.4.12. ICIS GERMPLASM Table (Derivative Process) 

( 3 2 U f fti Id ) see .. or exp ana 100 o 1e s 
GID METHN GNPGS GPIDl GPID2 GUID 
80861 11 -1 8086 8086 0 
80862 11 -1 8086 80861 0 
80863 11 -1 8086 80862 0 
80867 11 -1 8086 80863 0 
80868 11 -1 8086 80867 0 
80869 11 -1 8086 80868 0 

In fact the derivative and generative records are stores in the same ICIS table, and distinguished by 
GNPGS values 

Table 4.4.13. ICIS NAMES Table (see 3.4.1 for explanation of fields) 

GID NTYPE NSTAT NVAL NDATE NEXT 
126965 6 l M2324 
126965 8 0 M2324 
15881 14 1 MN62.61 
122915 6 1 Il55.10 
122916 6 1152.329 
122916 6 Il-52-329 
122916 6 Il-52-324 
64134 6 1150.72 19500000 
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23411 6 II53.546 
1588 6 ERA 19700000 
1588 8 ERA 19700000 
39841 6 PEMBINA 19590000 
39841 8 PBA 19590000 
39841 6 CAN3944 19590000 
39841 14 RL2814 
80861 15 2M 
80862 15 lY 
80863 15 03M 
80867 15 3Y 
80868 15 lB 
80869 15 OY 
80869 6 IAN 912 
80869 8 IAN912 
80869 14 CM73815 

ICIS ATTRIBUTES Table 

Table 4.4.14. (see 3.51 for explanation of fields) 

GID A TYPE AVAL 
1588 16 1588 
122915 16 122915 
122921 16 122921 
126965 16 126965 
126966 16 126966 
122918 16 122916 
122919 16 122919 
122920 16 122920 
64134 16 6413 
64134 17 -4 
39841 16 3984 
38941 17 1 
23411 16 2341 
23411 17 1 
80869 16 8086 
80869 17 9 
7691 16 7691 
7580 16 7580 
80868 16 8086 
80868 17 8 
80867 16 8086 
80867 17 7 
80863 16 8086 
80863 17 3 
80862 16 8086 
80862 17 2 
80861 16 8086 
80861 17 1 
126965 13 BW 
122919 13 BW 
122916 13 BW 
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64134 13 BW 
39841 13 BW 
23411 13 BW 
126966 13 BW 
122915 13 BW 
122918 13 BW 
122920 13 BW 
122921 13 BW 
15881 13 BW 
8086 13 BW 
BW =Bread Wheat 

Although numeric attributes will be stored as text fields (AV AL), the system will handle 
conversions between different data types. 

4.4.4 Parsing Breeding Records (CIA T Rice Data) 

Introduction 

One major source of historical pedigrees is breeders' cross histories. These databases have some 
specific advantages for parsing. Firstly they are generally in chronological order so you don't 
usually have to change records you have entered. Secondly they usually follow a relatively standard 
naming convention so that breeding methods and locations can often be extracted automatically. 

The foundation set of rice data, IRRI' s HC database was of this form, but CIA T's rice database 
CRUZAS is an even better example (they improved on IRRI's). Table 4.4.15 shows a segment of 
this database. 

Table 4.4.15. Sample table from CRUZAS of CIA T's cross database. 

CRUC ORM ORP MADI PADI TC PROP EC FECH ENTIDAD 
PS NATO LACROSSE/451520 s 03 1958 ICA-CIAT 

P965 AC205 IR665-23-3-l-l-8-279 ICA 10 s 03 1972 lCA-CIAT 

P966 P965 IR665-23-3- l- l-8-279 P965 R 03 1972 ICA-CIAT 

P967 ACI07 P964 CICA4 P964 R 03 1972 ICA-CIAT 

P968 P 868B-24-5 p 881-19-14-10 s 02 1972 ICA-CIAT 

P969 p 881-19-24-8 p 881-19-14-10 s 02 1972 ICA-CIAT 

P970 p 881-19-24-5 p 881-19-14-10 s 02 1972 ICA-CIAT 

The CRUZAS table has following fields: 

• CRUCE 

• ORM 

• ORP 

• MADI 

• PADl 

• TC 

• PROP 

• EC 

• FE CHA 

• ENTIDAD 

Sequential cross number assigned at CIA T, first letter is "P " or "CT" 
Germplasm bank origin of the female or originating cross 
Germplasm bank origin of the male or originating cross 
Female parent name or code 
Male parent name or code 
Cross type (S=Single, T=Triple, D=Double, R=Backross) 
Cross objectives, coded 
Ecosystems, coded 
Year of crossing 
Breeding Institute 
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The Parsing Program 
The program required to translate crossing records into ICIS is essentially a one-off program and 
is probably not useful for other databases because it depends on the structure of the input 
database and the naming conventions of the cross history. It can therefore be written in any 
language, and can directly access the GMS database since it is not a general ICIS application. 
The original parsing program for IRIS was written in FoxPro and later compiled in Clipper. The 
example described here is written in PERL. The code is in the PROJECTS\CIAT directory of 
the CD. It could, however have easily been written in another language such as Visual Basic, 
Fortran or Pascal by using the GMS DLL to access the database. An example of this type will be 
discussed in the next section. Although the programs to populate GMS are unique to each data 
source the principles and strategy are common and these are discussed below as a guide for 
programmers. 
Main loop of the parsing algorithm 
The parsing program will read and convert each record from the cross database to the GMS 
database. The function of the main loop is to read each record in the cross database, check that at 
least a minimum number of fields are complete and pass all fields to the AddCross function. The 
flowchart of the Main Loop can be seen in Figure 4.4.1. 
AddCross function 
This function requires the name of the germplasm and the names of the female and male parents as 
parameters. But in other cross· databases, it might not be sufficient to pass only the names of the 
parents. It has an optional parameter to pass attributes to AddGermplasm and AddParent. The main 
duty of this function is to get the GID of the current germplasm if it already exists in the GMS 
database. If it does not exist and it is a cross then AddCross will find the parents in the GMS 
database by calling AddParent. With the GIDs of the parents, the germplasm will then be added to 
the GMS database by calling AddGermplasm, which will return the new GID. The flowchart is in 
Figure 4.4.2. 
AddParent function 
This function requires the name of the parent and the seed source such as germplasm bank accession 
number. This function will check if the parent already exists in the GMS database and return the 
GID. If it does not then it will check if the name is a single name or a string which shows a cross 
(e.g. purdy string) or a derivative. If it is a simple name then it will add the parent using the 
AddGermplasm function, which will return the GID. A simple name is either an unstructured 
variety or landrace name such as NATO, or a line name of a derivative from an external-breeding 
program for which the naming convention is not known. 
If the name is a cross name, such as LACROSSEJ451520 which is the male parent of P 8, then the 
name will be parsed to get the female, LACROSSE, and male, 451520, grand parents. The 
AddCross function is then called recursively with the cross string as name and the grandparent 
names as parents. This eventually returns the GID of the parent cross. 
If the name is a local derivative, such as P 881-19-24-8, or a derivative for which the naming 
convention is known such as IR665-23-3-1-1-8-279, then the name will be passed to AddDeriv 
function which will add the derivative steps and return the GID. The flowchart of AddParent is in 
Figure 4.4.3. 
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Figure 4.4.1. Main loop of the algorithm to convert a cross database to GMS database. 
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Figure 4.4.2. Add Cross function flowchart. Will get the GID of an existing germplasm or 
add a non-existing germplasm to the GMS database, which in turn returns the GID. 
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Figure 4.4.3. AddParent function flowchart. The function that adds a new germplasm to 
the GMS database if the parent does not yet exists in the GMS database. 
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Figure 4.4.4. AddDeriv function that handles adding derivatives to the GMS database. 
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Figure 4.4.5. AddGermplasm function. The function that inserts records to 
GERMPLASM, NAMES, OTHER_PROGENITORS and ATTRIBUTES tables. 
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AddDeriv function 

This function requires the derivative name and the GID of the group source as parameters. The 
main duty of t~is function is to get the GID of the current derivative if it already exists in the GMS 
database. If it does not exist and if the group source GID passed as a parameter is zero, then the 
group source name is extracted from the derivative name and searched in GMS. If the group source 
name is not found then this is an error, which will stop the parsing program because the data source 
is a crossing history. We only parse derivatives from the particular crossing program so we are 
always sure to find at least the root or group cross in GMS 

Once the group source GID is known, the selection source name is extracted from the derivative 
name and passed recursively to Add.Deriv with the group source GID. With the GIDs of the 
sources, the derivative will then be added to the GMS database and Add.Deriv will return the new 
GID. The flowchart is in Figure 4.4.4. 

AddGermplasm function 

This function will first get the next unique germplasm ID then append a new record to the 
GERMPLASM table with the essential fields filled with proper values. AddGermplasm uses the 
database method field to deduce the method number and the name type, but other databases might 
not have this field and then AddGermplasm must deduce the method from the naming conventions. 
If the new germplasm is produced by a generative process with more than 2 parents then 
AddGermplasm will add all GIDs of the remaining parents to the OTHER_PROGENITORS table. 
It will also append a new record to the NAMES table, setting the preferred name and ensuring 
essential fields are populated with proper values. If there are attributes for the current germplasm 
then these are appended to the ATTRIBUTES table. The flowchart diagram of this function is in 
Figure 4.4.5. 

Example Perl code for converting the CIA T rice database to I CIS. 

The sample program has additional complexities because the database is being converted to a local 
GMS hence we add replace attributes for germplasm that already exists in the central database. In 
this case we assume the cross database to be more complete and accurate. The replace attribute is 
described in 3.9.6. When germplasm in the central database is replaced by records in the local 
database no changes can be made in the central database until it is updated however all dependents 
of the replaced germplasm in the local database are corrected. Another reason for some 
complexities of the program are special cases such P 868B being recorded as P 868-B but these will 
be different in every conversion job and name standardization should be applied where possible 
(3.4.2). 

In the program, AddCross and AddGermplasm have two versions each. This is to speed up the 
processing, since the first versions require more functionality and parameters compared to the ones 
which handle crosses that are parsed to get the female and the male parents. 
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4.4.5 Parsing External Pedigrees (INGER Rice Data) 

External Pedigree Databases are collections of pedigrees of diverse germplasm such as the 
collection of all germplasm tested by the International Network for Genetic Evaluation of Rice 
(INGER). These databases are sometimes more important than breeders' cross histories as sources 
of pedigree information because they contain information on the most successful and widely 
circulated germplasm. They are also more difficult to parse because they are not necessarily in 
chronological order, they are more diverse, they are probably less accurate and they often contain 
auxiliary information. For these reasons parsing may need to be interactive, requiring a 
knowledgeable operator to make decisions on what kind of names are being presented and whether 
to accept or replace information. 

4.4.6 Segment of the INGER Master List of Rice Germplasm 

IRTP DESIGNATION CROSS 

05000 IR.3271-PP134-6S-3-1 IRS *3/PK203//IRS/DA WN 
05019 IR4547-6-1-l IR3273//IR.4477B/IR.3265 
0502S IR5533-56-l-12 IRS *2/CARREON//IR.SffETEP 
0503S IR.9660-50-3-1-1 IRS*6/IR.3260 
05041 IR.9669-22-2-6 IRS*3/CARREON 
0513S TRESMARIAS 
05139 CHAI-YEH-CHING S 
05141 74-5499 
05142 74-5507 BG34-S*3ffETEP 
05143 SOGLENG 
05166 ARC11130 
05173 UTRI MERAH (ACC166S2) LOCAL CUL TIVAR 
05174 UTRI RAJAPAN (ACC166S4) LOCAL CULTIV AR 
05175 AEUTMUAN 
051SS RP633(C) IRS/BJl//IR.22 
051S9 ARC10376 
055S9 GETU MUTANT 2641 MUTANT OF GETU 

IRTP 
DESIGNATION 
CROSS 

International Rice Testing Number 
Name(s) and possible Accession No. of germplasm 
Purdy Cross History 

ORIG Country/Institute of origin 
VARGP Variety group 

ORIG VARGP 

PHL 005 
PHL 005 
PHL 005 
PHL 005 
PHL 005 
BRA 
CHN 
LKA 
LKA 
IDN 
IND 
IDN 
IDN 
BGD 
IND 
IND 
IND 

Because of the interactive nature of parsing general pedigrees there is more possibility for a general 
ICIS application to perform this function than for the specific cross history parsing tool described in 
4.4.3. Hence, the program to parse the INGER database was written in FORTRAN and uses the 
GMS32 DLL functions described in Chapter 6. The source code is in the PROJECT\INGER 
subdirectory of the CD. Ultimately, the External Pedigree Input Tool, EPIT (5.5) should perform 
this function. 
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Program Description 

The Parse program reads pedigrees from the INGER Master List, compares them with data in the 
GMS and requests a user decision on how to deal with them. The Main Program has five sections: 
Initialization, Name Processing, Pedigree Extraction and Presentation, User Decision, and Pedigree 
Processing. 

The lnitialiwtion section opens the GMS databases, then skips the log file (the IRTP place marker 
file) and moves to the next record to be processed in the INGER Master List. 

Name Processing extracts multiple names and accession numbers from the designation field of the 
INGER data. Each name is checked against the GMS database and the user is asked to distinguish 
between multiple occurrences (subroutine NAMLST). This section checks consistency of multiple 
names and requests a decision on names that point to different Gills already in GMS. 

Pedigree Extraction and Presentation parses the cross history into a pedigree table (subroutine 
P ARSECE) and extracts the pedigree from GMS if the name is already recorded into a similar table 
(Subroutine P ARSEPM). These tables are presented to the user for comparison. 

The User Decision section offers six choices for further action. 

Skip the current INGER Entry 

If the user identifies errors in the input record or has doubts about its validity, option 1 
transfers the input record to the SKIPED.DAT file for research and correction and moves on 
to the next record. 

1. Accept GMS pedigree and add INGER attribute. 
If the information already in GMS is judged correct, then an attribute containing the IRTP, 
DESIGNATION, CROSS. ORIG fields from the INGER file is added to GMS as attribute. 

2. Add Entry without Pedigree or Add New derivative. 

This option adds a new INGER record to GMS if: 

a. it is a derivative (selection, or collection), or 

b. a breeding line (name with at least two dashes) 

The new record is added (even if the pedigree has no cross history) with derivative steps. It will 
be linked to the derivative source if known. 

3. Replace existing pedigree or add new entry with pedigree. 
If the INGER cross history is judged more accurate or complete, or if the INGER entry has a 
cross history which is not in GMS, then this option adds the cross history, checking for the 
existence of each progenitor, and requesting the user to distinguish between multiple 
occurrences. If the INGER entry is a breeding line (identified by having at least two dashes, 
'-',in the name), then it's sources are recursively checked and added if necessary (subroutine 
ADDERIV) before adding the cross history to the root name if necessary. 
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4. Search for alternative Name. 
If the user thinks the INGER entry may be known by a different name, it can be entered after 
selecting option 5 and linked to the new name. GMS details for the alternative are extracted 
on the choices offered again. 

5. Reconstitute entry Name. 
If the name processing section has incorrectly extracted a name qualifier as an alternative 
name from the input record then this item allows the user to return and process the complete 
original name. 

The Pedigree Processing Section executes the user decisions from the previous section. 

4.5 UPDATING THE CENTRAL DATABASE 

The local installation administrator can periodically send information from the local GMS to the 
administrator to be included in central GMS. In return they receive an updated copy of central GMS 
including data from all users who have updated central GMS since their last installation. 

Users can elect to send subsets of their data defined by a cut-off date according to the 
GERMPLASM_DATE field of the GERMPLASM table. All data records from the previous 
update to the cut-off date will be transferred to the central GMS after checking for duplicates from 
other users and for inconsistencies with prior updates. Records from local supporting tables that 
were referenced by the updated data records must also be transferred, and all negative key-field 
values are assigned new, unique positive values. The origin of each updated data record in terms of 
USER_ID and local GERMPLASM_ID is recorded on the central GMS in the USER_ID and 
LOCAL_GERMPLASM_ID fields of the GERMPLASM table. 

Once the update is completed a new copy of central GMS may be installed at the local site. The 
installation process deletes all updated data records and all records from the support tables that have 
been transferred to central GMS. All references to those records in remaining non-updated data 
records are changed to the corresponding new, positive key values from the central GMS. New 
records on the local GMS always have decreasing negative keys (-1, -2, -3 ... ),those for deleted 
records cannot be reused. An attempt to access a deleted data record triggers a search in central 
GMS for the corresponding values of the USER_ID and LOCAL_GERMPLASM_ID fields. 

The process of updating the central GMS from local databases is one of the key administrative 
functions of GMS management involving both the local and central database administrators. 

There are two main problems associated with the update process which are technically difficult 
to automate: 

a) Local databases contain replacement and change requests for central gennplasm in the form 
of REPLACEMENT and CHANGE attributes with positive GIDs. The central database 
administrator needs to verify that these changes are correct, and have not already been made 
by other updates. 

b) Local databases may also contain germplasm records for germplasm which has been updated 
to the central from other sources. These must be identified to avoid duplications. (This 
process can be facilitated by adding a local transfer attribute to any genotype transferred from 
one local database to another). 
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To keep these problems manageable, it is recommended that local databases are updated 
regularly wherever possible. 

The following steps describe an algorithm for the update processes. They represent a 
combination of manual and automatic database processes and have so far been executed by direct 
manipulation of ACCESS databases. Steps 1-8 should be done by the Local Database 
Administrator. Steps 9 and 10 must be done by the Central Database Administrator. SQL queries 
to execute many of the steps are saved in :\ICIS\Database\Templates\Access\ GMS databases 
The names of queries in the template databases corresponding to different steps are given in 
square braces in the text. The SQL statements could be copied and executed under another 
DBMS. 

4.5.1 Check Local Database Integrity 

a) Check that the local database has not been uploaded. Check that the local database structure 
corresponds with the template. Check that UID fields and DA TE fields have been completed 
wherever possible. Check that all fields have values (0 for missing). Note the only field 
which may contain null values is the NEXT field in the NAMES table. 

b) Link all GMS tables from the central database to the local database. 

c) Check that all derivative methods have GNPGS = -1 and generative methods have GNPGS;:::, 
0. (CHKLOlA and CHKLOlB require a link to central METHODS). 

d) Check GPIDl ::t GID and GPID2 ::t GID for any record. [CHKLOlC and CHKLOlD] 

e) Check that all derivatives with known source (GPID2 <> 0) have known group 
(GPIDl <> 0) [CHKLOlE]. 

f) Check for circularities. [CHKL01F2 (one step) and CHKL01F4 (two step)] 

g) Check that replacements in the central database have been reflected in the local GMS, i.e. 
No replaced central GID should be referenced in the local GMS [CHKLOIGl &2]. 

4.5.2 Update Support Tables 

Set GERMPLSM.LGID = GERMPLSM.GID [UPOlD]. 

Make a table, MAXTABLE, with fields GID and LOCID [UPDOliA]. Add one record to this 
table containing the maximum central GID in fields GID and the maximum central LOCID in 
LOCID. 
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Set INSTLN.UPDATE to the current date, set INSTLN.UGID to the minimum local GID, set 
INSTLN.ULOCN to minimum local location number. Similarly set fields UMETHN, UFLDNO, 
UREFNO and UPID. 

Replace LOCATIONS.LOCID with MLOC-LOCA TIONS.LOCID where MLOC is the 
maximum central location number [UPD02Bi-UPD02Biv]. Make the same change in LOCDES 
[UPD02Bv]. 

Make the same change in all local location fields, i.e. in GLOCN, NLOCN, and ALOCN. 
[UPD02Cl, UPD02C2 AND UPD02C3]. 

Update .METHODS, UDFLDS and BIBREFS tables in the same way as LOCATIONS. 

4.5.3 Make Temporary REPLACEMENTS and UPDATE Tables 

Define a new table called REPLACEMENTS with the same structure as ATRIBUTS but add 
three fields: 

• RGID: Long Integer, TI.ME: Text 9, and REASON: Text 255 
• Append all ATRIBUTS fields to REPLACE.MENTS where ATYPE = 101 
• Also set RGID = V AL(MID(A VAL, 9, 12)) 
• TIME = LEFT(A VAL, 8) and 
• REASON= RIGHT(A VAL, LEN(A VAL)-26) 

Copy all replacement attributes to the new table and sort it DA TE-TIME order. This complete 
operation is done with query [UPD03AB] 

Define a new table with two fields GID and LGID. GID is auto-increment, long integer with 
base set to MGID (the maximum central GID value). [UPD03Cl AND UPD03C2. C2 uses 
MAXTABLE (4.5.lj)]. 

4.5.4 Confirm all Local Changes, Replacements and Deletions 

Check for self replacements, RGID = GID [UPD04A]. 

Check central replacements are not already replaced in central GMS. Also check for local 
references to central, replaced or deleted genotype. [UPD04B3 and UPD04B4 - require links to 
central GERMPLSM] 

Check if any RGIDs are replaced. If so, replace the replaced GIDs, i.e. replace any gid in 
REPLACEMENTS.RGID which matches a gid in REPLACE.MENTS.GID with the 
corresponding REPLACEMENTS.RGID [UPD04C]. 
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Replace any gid in GERMPLSM.GPill 1 which matches a gid in REPLACEMENTS.Gill with 
REPLACEMENTS.RGill or with its group Gill according to the type of replacement (See 3.9). 
Same for GPill2 and PROGNTRS.Pill [UPD04El-UPD04E3]. 

Delete all local replacement attributes as well as all local to central replacement attributes. 
(Leave only central to central replacement attributes.) [UPD04F]. 

Verify that changes requested in CHANGE attributes (102) with negative Gill.shave been made 
and delete these CHANGE attributes from the ATRIBUTS table (leave change attributes with 
positive Gills). 

4.5.5 Resolve Duplicate Germplasm Records 

When germplasm records are entered into a local database, they should be checked against 
records already in central OMS. If matching records in central OMS are incorrect or incomplete, 
either a change attribute is added to the local database correcting the central record or a new 
local germplasm record and a replacement attribute are added. However, germplasm records may 
be updated to the central database from a different source after they have been added to a given 
local database, but before that database is updated. This results in duplicate germplasm records 
which must be resolved by the update process. 

There are three categories of duplicates as follows: 

a) Complete duplicates 

• Select records with matching preferred name, GPill 1, GPill2 and GNPGS fields in both 
central and local databases, GRPLCE=O in both databases and central Gill is not in 
REPLACEMENTS.Gill. 

• If other germplasm fields are different, accept known values over unknown values and 
resolve differences between non-matching fields with known values. If these differences 
cannot be resolved leave two distinct records. 

• Some of the matches may be collections, releases or other non-breeding derivatives of the 
same line (or from the same group with unknown source) which we would like to retain 
as separate germplasm entries. These usually differ in location, but may only be 
discemable by other names or attributes such as accession numbers or release attributes. 
These should be identified and kept separate. 

• For matches which are true duplicates, replace GID1 with Gille (3.9.7). 

• This creates new matches so return to the first step until no new matches occur. 
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• Partial duplicates - complete data in Central 

• Select records with matching preferred name, and GNPGS fields, central GPml and 
GIPD2 > 0, local GPm 1 and GPm2 zero or match central values, GRPLCE both zero 
and central Gm not in REPLACEMENTS.Gm. 

• Resolve differences in other fields as in (a). 

• Take note of possible non-breeding derivatives as in (a). 

• For resolved matches, replace local Gm with central Gm as in 3.9.7. 

• This could create new matches so return to (a) until no new matches occur. 

b) Partial Duplicates - complete data in Local 

• Select records with matching preferred name and GNPGS fields, local GPml and GPm2 
-:/:. 0 and central GPm 1 and GPm2 zero or matching local values, GRPLCE = 0 on both 
records and central Gm not in REPLACEMENTS.Gm. 

• Resolve differences in other germplasm fields. 

• Replace central Gm with local Gm and add replacements to REPLACEMENTS. 

4.5.6 Extract all Local Germplasm without Local References 

a) Append GERMPLSM.Gm to UPDATE.LGm where GPml 2! 0, GPm2 2! 0 and GRPLCE 
= 0 (should also check PROGNTRS.Pm 2! 0). UPDATE.Gm will be automatically 
incremented [UPD06A]. 

b) Set GERMPLSM.Gm = UPDATE.Gm where GERMPLSM.Gm = UPDA TE.LGm 
[UPD06Bl & UPD06B2]. 

c) Set GERMPLSM.GPml =UPDATE.Gm where GERMPLSM.GPml = UPDATE.LGm. 
Do the same for GPm2 and for PROGNTRS.Pm [UPD06Cl-UPD06C3]. 

d) This process may create more germplasm records without local references. If so return to 
step (a) and repeat until no such new records are created. 

4.5.7 Update all Remaining Local Germplasm References 

a) Set NAMES.Gm= UPDATE.Gm where NAMES.Gm= UPDATE.LGm [UPD07A]. 

b) Repeat for ATRIBUTS excluding ATYPE = 101and102 [UPD07B]. 

c) Set REPLACEMENTS.RGm = UPDATE.Gm where REPLACEMENTS.RGm = 
UPDATE.LGm [UPD07C]. 

d) Set LISTDATA.Gm to UPDATE.Gm where LISTDATA.Gm = UPDATE.LGm 
[UPD07D]. 
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4.5.8 Check Update 

a) There should be no records in GERMPLSM with negative GIDs and GRPLCE = 0. 

b) There should be no negative GIDs in REPLACEMENTS.RGID. 

4.5.9 Execute Central Changes and Restore the Local Database 

a) Move all records with positive IDs from local to central tables. To use the ACCESS queries 
the corresponding central tables must be linked as NAMES I, ATRIBUTSl, etc. 

• LOCATIONS [UPD09Al] and LOCDES [UPD09A2] 
• METHODS 
• UDFLDS 
• BREF 
• NAMES [UPD09A5] 
• ATRIBUTS (Except ATYPE=lOl and 102) [UPD09A6] 
• GERMPLSM [UPD09A7] 
• PROGNTRS [UPD09A8] 

b) Update central INSTLN table, i.e. replace the central INSTLN record for the current 
installation with the updated local record. 

c) Make central replacements. Change local target in central replacement attributes with new 
GIDs [UPD09C3 and UPD09C4 with add new change attributes with the substitutions 
made]. Execute the replacement attributes in central with queries UPD09C5 and UPD09C6. 

d) Make changes requested in CHANGE attributes (102). Some changes will only involve 
central records, others will involve changing a central Gill reference to a local one. The local 
Gills in these change attributes need to be replaced by the newly allocated central Gills. 
[UPD09D03 and UPD09D04. These queries add change attributes to the ATRIBUTS table 
with negative Gills replaced by new positive ones]. 

All changes need to be checked by the central administrator. Then they should be applied to 
the central records and the change attributes moved to the central ATRIBUTS table. 

UPD09D5-UPD09D10 apply changes to GPilll, GPID2, GDATE, GLOCN, METHN and 
METHN respectively. They check the OLD_ VALUE before applying the NEW_ VALUE 
and, if successful, also change ATYPE to 3102. Attributes with ATYPE 102 remaining in the 
local table either contained local GIDs or were not applied because their OLD-VALUE did 
not match the target field value in the central database. To see which attributes with negative 
source or target GIDs have been successfully processed run UPD09D04a and ATYPE will be 
changed to 6102 for the attributes which have been processed and these can be deleted from 
the local aATRIBUTS table. 

e) Move all ATRIBUTS (excluding ATYPE=l02) and NAMES with positive GIDs to central 
table. Change ATYPE=3102 to 102 in the central ATRIBUTS table. Empty all local GMS 
tables and delete tables REPLACEMENTS and lJPDA TE. 

f) Compress the local database. 
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4.5.10 Check Central Database Integrity 

a) Check that all derivative germplasm have GNPGS = -1 [CHK.OlA]. 

b) Check that all generative germplasm have GNPGS ~ 0 [CHK.OlB]. 

c) Check that GPIDl <> GID [CHKOlC]. 

d) Check that GPID2 <> GID [CHKOlD]. 

e) Check that all derivatives with known source (GPID2 <> 0) have known group 
(GPIDl <> 0) [CHKOlE]. 

f) Check for one-step circularities. 

• Find all non-replaced derivative germplasm NRDG [CHK.04Dl]. 

• Find NRDG (CHK04D2.GID) with source NRDG (GERMPLSM.GID) having its source 
(CHK04Dl.GPID1) equal to (CHK04D2.GID) [CHK04D2]. 

g) Check for two-step circularities [CHK04D4]. 

h) Check that all group IDs are generative or have unknown source (-1, 0, 0). 

• Find group sources in NRDG [CHKOlGl]. 

• Find non-generative group sources [CHK.0102]. 

i) If [CHK.0102] is non-null, find derivatives with those non-generative group sources 
[CHKOIH]. 

j) Check that all source germplasm which are not also the group source are derivative. 

• Find all NRDG with non-zero sources [CHKOlll]. 

• Find those sources which are not also group sources (GPIDI) but are generative 
[CHK.0112]. 

k) Check that NRDG has the same group ID as its source. 

• Find NRDG (CHKOIII.GID) which have different groups (CHKOIII.GPIDI) to their 
derivative sources (GERMPLSM.GPIDl) [CHKOII3]. 

1) Check special name relationships. 

e.g., Group source for IR nnn- - - should have name IR nnn. 

m) Check that there are no references to deleted or replaced germplasm in central CHKIOLl, 
CHKIOL2 (GPIDl) and CHKIOL3 (GPID2), CHKIOL4 (progenitors). 
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5. APPLICATIONS OF THE GENEALOGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

C. G. McLaren, L. Ramos, C. Lopez, W Eusebio Ref. ICIS050 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

GMS applications are programs, which access the GMS database to add data to local databases or to 
extract and analyse genealogy information. Any ICIS user can write them. As long as they only 
access the GMS database through the fundamental functions in the GMS DLL, they will be portable 
between different local installations of an ICIS database, and even between different 
implementations (different crop databases) provided they do not use any crop specific methods or 
attributes. 

Current applications include tools for launching user programs, tools to browse the database and 
search for records, display pedigrees and calculate coefficients of parentage. Some applications are 
defined for specific users. The External Pedigree Input Tool allows the capture of germplasm and 
genetic resource information. The Set Generation module allows breeders and germplasm 
evaluation specialists to compose lists of crosses, selections or entries for development and 
evaluation while automatically updating the database and having immediate access to all 
information known about the germplasm. These lists can be passed to a field book application, 
which produces paper or electronic field books in accordance with any supplied statistical design. 

5.2 THE ICIS APPLICATION LAUNCHER 

ICIS applications read configuration parameters from initialization or INI files. These files define 
the specific databases to be used through ODBC data source names (4.2.4). When more than one 
ICIS installation is present on the same computer, one working session may use different databases 
from other working sessions. To differentiate one installation from another, separate INI files may 
be maintained. These may be stored in individual directories, or collected together in a single 
directory. 

The ICIS application launcher (Figure 5.2.1) allows the user to view on-line help, or select, create or 
change an INI file for a particular session, or modify the contents of ICIS.INI. New or changed INI 
files can be saved to a specified directory, but the selected INI file is always copied as ICIS.INI to 
the default Windows subdirectory (whose name is stored in the environment variable windir) where 
applications expect to find it. The launcher also displays a menu of available applications. 

The menu is read from the file LAUNCHER.TXT. This file lists all ICIS applications available to 
the user, each followed by a comma and the full path of the executable file for that application. If 
the executable filename does not include the path, the ~e path corresponding to the launcher is 
assumed. If the key LASTDIR and a corresponding value exists in ICIS.INI, then the launcher 
checks if a customized version of this file exists in that directory, and uses that file, if one exists. 
Otherwise, the general version in the same directory as the LAUNCHER.EXE file is used. Hence, 
users can modify the menu to include new applications, or omit applications for particular users. 
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To use the current ICIS.INI file, select the desired application by clicking on the space before the 
desired name, then click <Run>. The selected application will then be run. To exit the Launcher, 
click <Close>. 

Figure 5.2.1. ICIS Application Launcher 

~· ICIS Program Lnuncher 1!1100£) 
Modules:----------------------------, 

r. Help with ICIS Applications 

r View or Change GMS Records (BROWSE) 

r Create or Edit Germplasm Lists (SETGEN) 

r Search for Germplasm by Name (SETSRCH) 

r Produce Fieldbooks for Germplasm Lists (FLDBK) 
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I r Display Pedigree Trees (IDEND) 

I r Enter External Pedigrees (EPIT) 

1 r Calculate Relationships from Pedigrees (ICOP) 
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I
I r Test GMS DLL Functions (TESTGMS) 

r Batch Download Utility (GMSINPUT) 

/ r LVIEW PRO version 2.0 
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\Program Path: E:\EXE_FILES\ \Current Directory: E:\EXE_FILES 

5.2.1 Help with ICIS Applications 

Help infonnation for ICIS applications can be viewed by selecting the first option displayed in the 
launcher. When help is run, the default browser, i.e., Internet Explorer or Netscape, loads the table 
of contents containing the help topics for the user to select from. 

The first line of LAUNCHER.TXT contains the help title, followed by a comma and 
'lNDEX.HTM,' which is the file containing the table of contents. Each of the help topics are linked 
to specific files. The help files are stored in a sub-directory of the EXEs directory: 
\ICIS\EXEs\Help. 

The help window is divided into two panes: the left displaying the table of contents, and the right 
pane displaying the selected topic. The default topic displayed in the right pane is the introduction, 
as in Figure 5.2.2. 

Use help as you would use your internet browser. Help topics can be browsed by jumping from one 
topic to another - it is not necessary that the topics be viewed sequentially. To view a topic, click 
on the link in the table of contents. A link that has been visited changes to a different color other 
than blue. 
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Figure 5.2.2. Help with ICIS Applications 
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5.1 Introduction 

GMS applications are programs which access the GMS database 
either for the purpose of installing or updating the database or for 
extracting and analysing information in the database. They can be 
written by any ICIS users. As long as they only access the GMS 
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5.2.2 Changing ICIS.INI 

. -

-

To change part of the contents of ICIS.INI, click <View Sections>. A window as in Figure 5.2.3 
appears. All section names in the ICIS.INI file are displayed on the left side of the window. 

The keys and corresponding values are displayed on the right side of the screen or the selected 
section. 

To delete an entire section, highlight the section and click <.Delete>. All keys belonging to the 
section are also deleted. 

To add a section to ICIS.INI, enter the section name to add on the left space provided and click 
<Add>. The keys and corresponding values can be entered on the right side of the screen. After 
entering all keys, click <.Done>. 

To edit a key value, highlight the desired key and click <Edit>. On the space for the key's value, 
enter a new value. Click <.Done>. 

To delete a key, highlight the key to delete then click <.Delete>. The key will be removed. 

To add a key to the highlighted section, click <Add>. Enter the new key name and its 
corresponding value on the space provided. Click <.Done>. 
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When finished with the changes, click <OK>. Changes will be written to ICIS.INI but not saved on 
a user-specified file. To save changes to a user file, follow the steps described in 5.2.3. 

To cancel an operation at any time, click <Cancel>. Changes will be discarded. 

5.2.3 Select or Create a New INI me 

To completely change the contents of ICIS.INI with the contents of another .INI file, click <Change 
INI>. An Open Dialog box appears. Select an existing INI file, or specify a new INI filename in 
the desired directory. Click <OK>. 

Figure 5.2.3. Changing ICIS.INI 
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If the specified filename does not exist, the launcher first verifies whether to create the specified file. 
To create a new INI file at the specified directory, click <Yes>. If the user wishes only to use a set 
of INI parameters once, and will not save them, click <No>. 

A window as in Figure 5.2.4 appears. Enter new values in the spaces provided. To change the 
contents of the .INI file, click <View Sections>. Follow the steps described in 5.2.2. When 
finished, changes will be written to the selected .INI file. 

Click <OK> to write changes to the selected .INI file and copy all contents to ICIS.INI. To discard 
changes, click <Cancel>. 

To launch any of the applications on the menu, simply click the desired application then click 
<Run>. Launcher will run the selected application. 
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Figure 5.2.4 Replacing ICIS.INI 
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5.2.4 Shortcut to Some ICIS Applications-

Applications that use GMS need the ICIS usemame and password. Examples are the BROWSE, 
EPIT, and SETGEN applications, which ask for the usemame and password each time they are 
started. In most cases, these will be the same when any of these applications are run. In order to 
avoid having to enter the usemame and password each time, they can be included in the Local GMS 
section of the INI file, (i.e., UID=Your-ICIS-Usemame and PWD=Your-ICIS-Password). If the 
DBMS also requires a usemame and password these should be chosen to be the same as the ICIS 
usemame and password in order to use this shortcut. 

5.3 THE GMS SEARCH APPLICATION 

The GMS SEARCH program performs name searches in the GMS. A search string may contain 
wildcard characters '_' and '%'. Use the underscore character, '_',to represent any single character 
at a specific position in the name. Use the percent sign, '%', to represent any string starting where 
the '%'is located. For example, 'IR 43%' performs a name search on all germplasm whose names 
start with 'IR 43', including 'IR 43.' 

To perform a name search, enter the search string with or without wildcard characters, and click 
<Search>. Results are displayed in the listbox below the name, with the first search match 
highlighted. Results of a search are displayed 20 at a time (Figure 5.3). If more hits exist after 
every 20 hits, the <More> button appears in place of <Search>. Click <More> to retrieve the next 
20 hits. Otherwise, enter another name to search in the space provided and click <Search>. 
Entering another name, with the <More> button showing automatically changes to it to <Search>. 
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The following are basic rules when using wildcard characters: 

1) The '_' can appear in any specified position of a search string: at the beginning (i.e., '_R 43', at 
the end (i.e., 'IR 4_'), or anywhere between the start and end positions (i.e., 'IR _3'). 

2) A search string can contain more than one '_',or can be used together with '%'. The following 
are valid search strings: 'IR 15_5', 'IR 1_6_1 ', 'IR_', 'IR 4861_-%'. 

3) The '%'should only be placed at the end of a search string. Placing the '%'at the beginning or 
in the middle of a search string results in searching the GMS non-stop. 

GMS SEARCH looks for name matches to the search string exactly as it is typed, allowing for wild 
characters, and after the name standardizations (3.4.2) have been applied to the string. 

The family tree for the selected hit can be expanded. Initially, only the root, which corresponds to 
the highlighted entry in the listbox is displayed. The germplasm characteristics displayed 
correspond to the highlighted name in the tree. 

Expand the tree by clicking on the ( +) sign to the left of a name. Any name anywhere in the tree 
can be expanded unless its sources are unknown. To display the characteristics of a name, highlight 
the desired name in the tree. 

The displayed characteristics of a name include: preferred name, method of genesis, name date and 
location, germplasm date and location, and cross expansion. All names associated with the 
germplasm are displayed. Any existing attributes are displayed as well. The first two lines of the 
relatives' listbox always display a germplasm's sources, i.e., parents for a generative method or 
group and source for a derivative method. To display relatives other than the sources, check the 
'More' option. A germplasm's relatives, i.e., derivatives or sister lines, are searched and displayed. 
To display only the sources, uncheck the 'More' option. 

To view a cross expansion at a different level, change the levels counter to the desired value. The 
cross expansion is displayed up to the no. of levels specified, or the highest no. of levels possible, 
whichever is lower. 

The Gills associated with a germplasm and its sources may be displayed by checking the 'Display 
Gills' option; uncheck the option to hide Gills. 

If any of the characteristics cannot be completely viewed in the space provided, place the mouse 
over the specific characteristic's value. A hint window appears, displaying the complete value. 

The height or width of the tree window can be increased or decreased as needed. To change the 
height of the tree window, place the mouse at the bottom border of the results listbox, and when the 
cursor changes shape, click on the mouse. While keeping the mouse clicked, move it up or down, 
as needed. Similarly, change the width of the tree window by placing the mouse between the 
borders of the tree window and germplasm characteristics' window and move the mouse to the left 
or right as needed. 
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To exit OMS Search; click <Close>. 

Figure 5.3. GMS Search 
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5.4 THE GMS BROWSE APPLICATION 

The BROWSE program is a GMS application for viewing and changing GMS records. It is a 
FORTRAN 90 console application with a DOS-style user interface (Fig 5.4.1) 

Figure 5.4.1. The BROWSE Interface 
********************************************************************** 
BROWSE_GMS IS AN ICIS UTILITY FOR BROWSING THE GMS 
********************************************************************** 
FILE (C:\WINDOWS\ICIS.INI) CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING RECORDS: 
[Central GMS) 
DSN=IRIS_CENTRAL 
[Local GMS) 

DSN=IRIS_ADMIN 
[BROWSE) 
LOCID=10226 
LASTDIR=E:\ICIS\DATABASE 

USER GMCLAREN( 1), PASSWORD IR123 CONNECTED, STATUS 1 
TO INSTALLATION 7 19990611 Central Administration Local Database 
LOADING LOCATION BUFFER - PLEASE WAIT 

BROWSE_PMS WILL SEARCH FOR NAME STRINGS OR EXECUTE COMMANDS, 
A % AT THE END OF A SEARCH STRING MATCHES ALL ENDINGS, 
A _ IN A SEARCH STRING MATCHES ANY CHARACTER AT THAT POSITION 
COMMANDS START WITH".", OTHERWISE A SEARCH STRING IS ASSUMED. 
THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS ARE AVAILABLE: 
.n - DISPLAY ENTRY n FROM THE CURRENT LIST 
.GID# - DISPLAY GMS DATA FOR GID #, EG .GID 12345 
.Pn - DISPLAY GMS DATA FOR PROGENITOR n OF CURRRENT GID 
.REL# - LIST CLOSE RELATIVES OF GID # 
.MGM# - DISPLAY A MENDELGRAM FOR GID # 
.TRE#,n - LIST THE PEDIGREE TREE FOR n GENERATIONS 
.TCE#,n - TRACE DESCENDANTS OF GID # FOR n GENERATIONS 
.LST#,code,source,desig - ADD GID # TO A LIST (fields MAY BE NULL) 
.INP file.ext - SET THE INPUT STREAM TO FILE 
.COP #1,#2 - COMPUTE COP BETWEEN GIDl AND GID2 
.REP #1,#2,REASON - REPLACE GIDl WITH GID2 (#2=0 TO DELETE GIDl) 
.SET field=## IN # - CHANGE GERMPLASM DATA (field=GPIDn,GLOCN,GDATE OR METHN) 
.OPT - GIVES HELP ON OPTIONS 
ENTER SEARCH OR COMMAND STRING (.HLP=HELP, ./=END) 

BROWSE reads the ICIS.INI file from the default Windows directory (indicated by the 
environment variable 'windir'). If the [Local GMS] section of ICIS.INI has 'UID' and 'PWD' 
keys, BROWSE will try to open GMS with the corresponding USER_ID and PASSWORD 
(5.2.4). If this fails, the program asks the user for these parameters. BROWSE also reads a 
working directory path from the 'Lastdir' key of the [Browse] section of ICIS.INI. If the LastDir 
key does not exist, the user is asked for a working directory where a log file will be stored and 
where batch input files can be accessed. Other options which set defaults or affect displays can 
be set through keys in the Browse section of the INI file or through the .OPT command (5.4.8). 

Once the database is connected, BROWSE requests a search or command string as in Fig. 5.4.1. 
Command strings always start with a period and the rest of the command string may contain 
parameters. Any input line, which is not recognized as a command, is assumed to be a name 
string. 
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BROWSE will accept a list of names or commands to process from a file and send output to the 
console and to a log file, BROWSE.LOG, located in the BROWSE working directory. This log 
file can be processed or printed, but is overwritten by each BROWSE session. Names or 
commands for batch processing are typed into an ASCII file in the BROWSE working directory 
exactly as they would be at the command prompt. The command .INP <filename> will cause 
BROWSE to read the commands from the named file and process them consecutively. User 
interventions to select from lists or confirm changes must still be entered at the console although 
some selection options can be specified (5.4.8). 

5.4.1 Name Searching 

When BROWSE receives a name string, it searches the local and central NAMES tables for 
matches. 

Name strings can terminate with a '%' symbol which requests a match to the first part of _the 
string with any termination, and they may contain the underscore character, '_',which requests a 
match to any character at that position. The '%' and '_' characters are only recognized as 
wildcards if they occur within the first 30 characters of the name. Name strings are searched as 
typed, and after transformation to standard form (3.1.3). 

All matches are listed in a table of 'hits' numbered in the left column, showing all names, which 
will fit onto one line, with the preferred name first. At the end of the table, the user may enter 
'.n' where n is an entry number from the list to view all germplasm information for that entry, or 
another command or search string. The display for the selected entry is described in 5.4.2. The 
list is retained in memory until another one is formed and the command '.n' will always display 
germplasm information for the nth entry in the last list. 

5.4.2 Displaying Records by GID 

The command '.GID' followed by a GID value displays all GMS records for that GID in the 
same way as selecting an item from a name search list. If the specified GID has been replaced, 
the records for the replacement are displayed. If no GID value follows the command, the last 
selected GID will be displayed. 

The display consists of the preferred name, the source, the one-level cross expansion (if it exists) 
and all alternative names. All fields in the germplasm record, all attributes, and the full location 
record follow this, if the gerrnplasm location is not missing. 

5.4.3 Pedigree Analysis - Trees, Mendelgrams, Traces and COPs 

a) Pedigree Trees 

The command '.TRE' followed by a GID and optionally a level number will display a GMS 
record as described in 5.4.2 and the pedigree tree for the specified gerrnplasm to the 
termination of the tree or the specified number of levels, whichever is less. If no level 
number is specified, 3 is used, if no GID is specified, the last selected GID is displayed. 
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The pedigree tree is displayed vertically (Fig 5.4.2). Lines with the symbol '>' before the 
name indicate that the germplasm above the symbol is derived from the germplasm on the 
current line. Lines starting with "+" indicate that the germplasm above the "+" is produced 
by a generative process with the germplasm on the current line as one of its progenitors. 
Progenitors occur in the order specified by the germplasm method, so for biparental crosses, 
female progenitors are above male progenitors. The number of derivative steps from the 
germplasm on the current line to its group source is displayed to the right of the names 
followed by the GID and a code symbol. The symbol "*" indicates germplasm which is 
expanded elsewhere in the tree, '<' indicates germplasm which could be further expanded 
than the current number of levels and '#' indicates germplasm with no known source. 

The option NAMP affects the names printed on the tree. If NAMP=O only the preferred name is printed, if 
NAMP=l all names are printed if space allows, and if NAMP=2 an accession number is printed after the 
preferred name if one exists (5.4.8). 

Figure 5.4.2. The BROWSE Pedigree Tree 

PREFERRED_NAME = IR64 
CROSS EXPANSION: 
IR5657-33-2-1/IR2061-465-1-5-5 
OTHER NAMES: 
TYPE=IRGBNO IRGC66970 
TYPE=IRTPNO IRTP12158 
TYPE=DRVNM IR18348-36-3-3 
GERMPLASM_ID = 50533 METHOD = 
PROGENITOR_IDl = 24489 PROGENITOR_ID2 
LOCAL_GERMPLASM = 40725 GERMPLASM_DATE = 

NAME TYPE=RELNM 

11 NO_PROGENITORS = -1 
50532 GERMPLASM_USER = 1 

0 LOCATION = 10226 
GERMPLASM_REFERENCE= 1 GERMPLASM_REPLACE = 0 ATTRIBUTES: 
INGER 12158 PHL 005 1 
COLL IRGC66970 ;ORYZA SATIVA;;;397;98;PHL 
LOCN 10226 IRRI - INTERNATIONAL RICE RES. INST., LOS BANOS, PHL 

lIR 64 3 50533 
2 +IR 5657-33-2-1 3 24486 
4 I +IR 5236 0 8180 
8 I I +IR 2006-P3-31-3 3 8082< 
9 I I +IR 2146-68-1 2 8111< 
5 I +IR 5338 0 8307 

10 I +IR 2061-465-1-4 3 8301< 
11 I +IR 2055-475-2 2 7326< 

3 +IR 2061-465-1-5-5 4 11072 
6 +IR 833-6-2-1-1 4 3707 

12 I +IR 262-43-8-11 3 1171< 
13 I +GAM PAI-15 2 109 
16 I >GAM PAI ? 253220# 

7 +IR 2040 0 3661 
14 +IR 1561-149-1 2 3660< 
15 +IR 1737 0 3006< 

ENTER SEARCH OR COMMAND STRING (.n=DISPLAY ITEM n, .HLP=HELP, ./=END) 

b) Mendel grams 

The command ".MGM" displays a mendelgram for the target GID. This is a table of 
progenitors of the target with their type, contribution, count and origin. The TYPE is 'T' if 
the progenitor is a terminal progenitor in the pedigree tree, i.e. a landrace or progenitor with 
unknown pedigree. TYPE is 'IG' if the progenitor is intermediate and generative with known 
parents and is 'ID' if it is intermediate and derivative with known source. 
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The contribution, CONT, is the probability that a randomly chosen, unselected allele in the 
target genotype comes from that progenitor. The COUNT is the number of times a 
progenitor occurs in the full pedigree tree of the target and CTY is the country of origin or 
development of the progenitor. 

A richness index is computed which is the probability that alleles at two randomly chosen, 
unselected loci come from the same terminal progenitor. (This is 1.0-Sum of Squares of 
CONT). 

By default BROWSE lists only terminal progenitors, but if the flag MGAT is set to 1 
(command .OPT MGAT=l) then all progenitors are listed (5.4.8). Also Browse completely 
expands the pedigree by default, but the command .MGM <n> will stop expansion after n 
generations and calculate the statistics as if it were the full expansion. 

c) Traces 

The command ".TCE <gid>,n" will trace all descendants of germplasm gid for n generations. 
(In this case a generation is a single step whether generative or derivative.) If n is omitted 
then all generations are traced. A summary of the number and type of descendants at each 
generation is given, and the descendants that have accession numbers, international testing 
numbers or release names are listed. Care must be taken in selecting germplasm to trace 
because the number of descendants of an important ancestor can explode. 

The full set of descendants is stored in a TRACE list in the LISTDATA table. The 
ENTR YCODE field contains a string indicating several properties of the current germplasm: 
The number of derivative steps is in column 1 (degree of inbreeding - 1 for generative, 2 for 
F2 ... and* for unknown). Column 2 contains 'A' if there is an accession number associated 
with the current germplasm, column 3 contains 'I' if there is an International Testing number, 
column 4 contains 'R' if there is a release name. Column 5 contains 'P', 'S', 'B' or 'T' to 
indicate whether the current germplasm is a parent, source, both or neither (terminal) in the 
next generation. If the role of the current germplasm in the next generation is not determined 
then column 5 contains '?'. Columns 6-10 contain the generation number of the current 
germplasm. The SOURCE field of the LISTDAT A table contains the country of origin of the 
current germplasm, and the DESIO field contains the preferred name and the specific names 
indicated in columns 2-4 of ENTRYCD. The full list can be queried, displayed and sorted in 
various ways with DBMS specific tools or with SETGEN. 

d) Coefficients of Parentage 

The command ".COP <gidl>, <gid2>" will calculate the coefficient of parentage between 
germplasm gidl and gid2. The algorithm followed is described in Sneller, C.H. (Crop Sci. 
34:1679-1680 1994) with original sources assumed unrelated and homozygous and sister 
lines assumed to diverge at Fl. The batch option (5.4.7) can be used to calculate multiple 
COP values. 
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5.4.4 Listing Close Relatives 

The command ".REL" followed by a GID value requests BROWSE to list all the close relatives 
of the specified germplasm. These include the following relatives: 

a) The source and group if the germplasm is derivative 
b) Its sister lines - those having the same source 
c) Immediate derivatives (germplasm having the target germplasm as source). 

5.4.5 Deleting or Replacing Germplasm 

The command '.REP' followed by three parameters, GIDX, GIDY and REASON requests 
BROWSE to replace germplasm with GIDX by germplasm GIDY and add the REASON to the 
replace attribute. REASON may be null, and if GIDY is null or zero, then GIDX is deleted. The 
algorithms in 3.9.7 and 3.9.8 are followed. If GIDX is negative, the dependencies and the 
CHANGE field are changed immediately and the REPLACE attribute is stored. Otherwise, local 
dependencies are changed, central dependencies are listed and the REPLACE attribute is stored on 
the local ATTRIBUTES table to be processed when the central GMS is updated. 

5.4.6 Setting Germplasm Fields 

Progenitor numbers for existing central or local germplasm can be set or changed with the 
commands .SET GPIDJ=x IN y and .SET GPID2=x IN y. x and y are valid central or local 
GIDs, or x may be zero. If 'IN y' is missing the last selected GID is assumed. (Note: The 
syntax and spacing of the SET command is critical.) 

If the target germplasm, y, is local, the changes are made immediately and change attributes 
added (3.9.2 - 3.9.5). If the target germplasm is central, only change attributes are added, but 
DLL functions check for, and apply changes at run-time so this allows local users to make 
effective and immediate changes to the central database. (Note: The new value, x, may be local 
even when the target, y, is central.) 

Other fields of a germplasm record can be set in the same way. That is, with command .SET 
<Field>= Value IN y, where <Field> can be GLOCN, GDATE (3.9.1) or METHN (3.9.6) 

5.4.7 Using BROWSE in Batch Mode 

If you prepare a text file with a list of names, one to a line, and then give the command "INP 
<path> <file name>"at the BROWSE prompt, it will search the names one after the other, and 
the user can select the germplasm from the hit list in the usual way (enter .n where n is the 
number of the desired germplasm in the list). You can also put BROWSE commands in the 
input file such as .TRE <gid> or .GID <gid> etc. When searching a long list of names a useful 
command to put at the top of the list is .OPT IOPT=l which causes BROWSE to accept a single 
hit in a name search without being prompted. The user must still select from multiple hits. (the 
command .OPT IOPT::::O at the end of the file of names re-sets the default). Other options 
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affecting searching and selecting entries are described in 5.4.8. The most useful output from 
BROWSE when used in batch mode is the log file BROWSE.LOG which is always produced in 
the default BROWSE directory. 

5.4.8 Setting BROWSE options 

Browse also has several options which can be set with keys in the [Browse] section of the INI 
file or with the .OPT command at run time. These are REFID, LOCID, IOPT, ISRH, MOAT, 
NAMP, NTCX and LIST. REFID and LOCID can be used to set default location and reference 
identifiers. If these are not present in the INI file, zero values are assigned. IOPT and ISRH 
affect which germplasm are shown and selected in search lists. MGA T affects the Mendlegram 
display (5.4.3a) and NAMP the Tree display (5.4.3b). NTCX affects the cross expansion, causing 
it to terminate on any germplasm with a name of the type specified by its value. LIST allows 
BROWSE to open an existing germplasm list for adding entries or continuing a trace. 

SET OPTIONS WITH COMMAND: .OPT <option>=x 

IF <option> IS REFID, SET DEFAULT REFID TO x, ELSE x=O 
IF <option> IS LOCID, SET DEFAULT LOCATION TO x, ELSE x=O 
IF <option> IS IOPT, x=l TO SELECT SINGLE SEARCH HITS (ELSE 0) 
IF <option> IS ISRH, x= 1 TO SHOW ONLY GENERATIVE GERMPLASM, 

x=2 TO SHOW ONLY DERIVATIVES AND X=3 TO EXCLUDE ACCESSIONS (ELSE 0) 
IF <option> IS MGAT, x=l TO SHOW ALL PROGENITORS IN THE MENDLEGRAM (ELSE 0) 
IF <option> IS NAMP, x=O FOR PREFERRED NAME, 1 FOR ALL OR 2 FOR ACCESSION NO 
IF <option> IS NTCX, x=n TO STOP CROSS EXPANSION ON NAME TYPE n, ELSE X=O 
IF <option> IS LIST, x=O TO CLOSE LIST OR x=n TO OPEN LIST n 

5.4.9 SAVING LISTS FROM BROWSE 

Many processes in Browse such as name searches, searches for relatives or tree displays result in 
numbered lists appearing on the screen. The last list displayed at any point can be saved to a list 
by entering the command .SAV. If on list is open at the time a new one will be created, otherwise 
the entries are added to the list. An existing list can be opened with the LIST option (5.9.8). If 
the list being saved is a tree then the tree information is also saved and can be viewed in the 
Group Name and Entry Code fields of the list (in SETGEN for example). 
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5.5 SET GENERATION MODULE (SETGEN) 

The Set Generation Module (SETGEN) is an application that uses the GMS to produce lists of 
germplasm descriptors for breeding, evaluation, or any other purpose. List entries need not exist in 
GMS, but if they do not, they may be added by SetEPIT, the external pedigree input tool, which is 
integrated with SETGEN. Germplasm descriptors can be selected from existing lists or directly 
from GMS. Details of the new germplasm generated by the list process are stored in the GMS. It is 
not necessary that all information about a particular germplasm be entered at one time, because 
modifications can be made to germplasm records at any time. 

Specifically, the functions of SETGEN are: 

a) to produce lists of germplasm descriptors defining new crosses or selections, or for 
evaluation, distribution, or management, 

b) to retrieve GMS details of existing germplasm needed for field book construction, and 
c) to record all GMS details of new germplasm generated by the list process. 

SETGEN is an application designed for plant breeding and germplasm evaluation. Breeders usually 
start with a list of potential parents (i.e., a list of rice varieties, each known for specific traits). From 
this list, the breeder selects male and female parents and makes a crossing list. After crossing and 
selfing, selections are made from one list and moved to the next list for the next generation. This 
process continues until successful fixed lines are derived. 

SETGEN adds new germplasm to the Local GMS, which are seen only by authorized users. Only 
when the local database is uploaded to the Central GMS will the information be made public. 

SETGEN allows the user to specify default values to use at start-up by reading the [SETGEN] 
section in the ICIS.INI file from the default windows directory. The types of default values that 
may be specified are: crop, groups of methods or a selected set of methods, and locations. The 
[SETGEN] section is also used to store values used by SETGEN in the session immediately 
preceding. If the [SETGEN] section does not exist, the following defaults are used: RICE for crop, 
and all of the self pollinated ('S') and general ('G') methods. 

The [SETGEN] section follows the INI file format (4.2.4). For example, to specify the bread wheat 
crop, the [SETGEN] section must include the following line: CROP=BW. The following table 
contains valid key names and values: 
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Key Valid Values Remarks 

CROP CROP Id CROP=BW (bread wheat), group names are constructed using 
NAME abbreviated cross names instead of conventional purdy cross expansions. 

METHODGRP S, G, C, 0 

DEF_ CTY _ID Long Integer 

DEF _LOC_ID Long Integer 

CHKDERIV A 1 or 0 
TIVENAME 

5.5.1 Starting SETGEN 

Values in the MGRP column of the central METHODS table: (1) 'S': self 
pollination methods; (2) 'G': general methods; (3) 'C': clonal propagation 
methods; and (4) 'O': open or cross pollination methods 

Location ID of the default country 

A location ID located in DEF_ CTY _ID 

When generating names for new derivatives by adding - + number, check 
if the name already exists if the value is 1 else don't check. 

Start SETGEN by clicking on the SETGEN icon, or select SETGEN from the ICIS menu. If the 
ICIS User_ID and Password have not been stored in the current INI file (4.2.4), the log-on window 
(Figure 5.5.1) prompts the user for an ICIS usemame and password. Enter them in the spaces 
provided and click <OK>. 

Figure 5.5.1. Starting SETGEN 

'1.oe Enter GMS User Name ttnd Password 1!!!1~13 

User Name OK 

Password Cancel 

Any one of the following results may occur: 

1) The List Manager Opens. If connection to the central and local databases is successful, the List 
Manager opens. 

2) An Error Message Appears. If an invalid usemame or password is entered, you are prompted to 
re-enter the usemame or password. 

3) An ODBC Warning Appears. An ODBC warning appears when the user does not have write 
privileges on the computer where either the central or local database resides. If the warning 
refers to the central database, ignore the warning and continue the session. If the warning refers 
to the local database, the user must exit the program and request for write privileges to the 
computer. Otherwise, an ODBC error may occur. 

4) "Not an authorized local GMS user. Setting local GMS to READ-ONLY." message appears. 
The logged on GMS user cannot make any changes to the local database. Name searching will 
only be allowed. Click <OK> to continue. 

Note that the user can abort SETGEN before a successful log on. Simply click the <Cancel> 
button. The session wilhmmediately terminate. 
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5.5.2 The List Manager 

The List Manager (Figure 5.5.2) is SETGEN's main form. It appears after a successful connection 
to ICIS. The List Manager is where germplasm lists (3.10) are viewed, generated, and manipulated. 

The List Manager consists of the main menu and two windows: the Edit and the Browse windows. 
All lists in the local installation can be opened in either window. The central and local DSNs are 
displayed at the bottom of the List Manager. 

Figure 5.5.2 The List Manager 
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The Main Menu. The main menu is located at the upper leftmost part of the List Manager. The 
main menu consists of five submenus, namely: List, Edit, GMS, Tools, and Help. A short 
description and contents of each submenu is found in Table 5.5.1. The corresponding shortcut to 
each item is in brackets (i.e., [ .. ]), found after the description. Shortcuts are used while pressing on 
the [Alt] key and typing the following keys. Note that the [Alt] key must be kept pressed at the 
same time the other keys are pressed successively. 
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Table 5.5.1 Description of Each Item in the Main Menu 

Item 

List Submenu 
New 
Open 
Browse 
Save 
ExponAs 
Close 
Delete List 
Print 
Exit 

Edit Submenu 

Edit Entry 
Remove Entry 
Add Blank 

GMS Submenu 

View 
Edit 
Delete 
Replace 

Tools Submenu 
Search 
Batch Mode 
Processing 
Relative Search 

Help Submenu 

Description 

Contains operations to manipulate lists. 
Create a new list in the Edit window [Alt-S-N] 
Open a list in the Edit window [Alt-S-0] 
Open a list in the Browse window [Alt-S-B] 
Save a list [Alt-S-S] 
Export a list in a specified file format [Alt-S-E-filefonnat] 
Close the specified list [Alt-S-C-specified list] 
Delete a list from the local GMS [Alt-S-D] 
Print a list [Alt-S-print option] 
Terminate SETGEN session [Alt-S-X] 

Contains operations that modify the contents of a list in the Edit window. The items in 
the Edit submenu can also be displayed by right-clicking on the mouse while the mouse 
is pointed over the Edit window. 

Edit the contents of a highlighted entry [Alt-E-E] 
Remove the highlighted entry from the list [Alt-S-0] 
Add a blank entry to the end of the list [Alt-E-A] 

Contains operations to view or modify a GMS record. The items in the GMS submenu 
can also be displayed by right-clicking on the mouse while the mouse is pointed over 
the Edit window. 
View characteristics of a highlighted entry [Alt-G-V] 
Modify characteristics of a GMS record [Alt-G-E] 
Delete a GMS record [Alt-G-D] 
Replace a GMS gerrnplasm record with another one [Alt-G-R] 

Contains search and batch mode operations. 
Perform name searches [Alt-T-S] 
Process a list in batch mode [Alt-T-B] 

Search for germplasm relatives [Alt-T-R] 

Contains version information. 

The List Selector. The vertical window on the left is the List Selector which maintains an 
alphabetically ordered list of lists in the current local database. Lists can be highlighted by clicking 
on their names or by typing their names in the space above the list. Right clicking on selected Jists 
gives the user access to many of the list menu items. 

The Browse Window. The Browse window is the top window of the List Manager. It cannot be 
used to create or modify lists, but only to "browse" or select entries to add to the currently open list 
in the Edit window. Open lists in the Browse window by selecting lists in the List Selector and 
clicking <Browse> on the List menu or right clicking on the selected list and choosing <Browse>. 
Characteristics of an entry selected in the Browse window can be viewed by right-clicking on the 
mouse while it is pointed over the Browse window. Highlighted entries can be transferred to the 
Edit list or used in a process, which generates new germplasm. For example, as a parent in a cross 
or as a source in a selection, the resulting progeny or selections are appended to the Edit list. The 
width of each column in the Browse window can be adjusted by placing the mouse on a column 
border on the first line of the window and dragging the cursor left or right as needed. Similarly, the 
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height of the Browse window can adjusted by placing the mouse on the bottom border and dragging 
the cursor up or down, as needed. 

The Edit Window. The Edit window appears under the Browse window in the List Manager. It is 
used for generating or modifying germplasm lists. Entries added to the window may consist of 
newly generated germplasm or previously existing germplasm. The Edit window's column widths 
or height can be changed in the same way as the Browse window. 

The Edit window facilitates manipulation of lists by: 

• allowing new lists to be generated; 
• adding entries to a new or existing list; 
• removing entries from a list; or 
• modifying contents of a list entry. 

Only one list can be manipulated in the Edit window at any given time. List manipulations are 
described below: 

a) Create a New Germplasm List 

To create a new list, click <New> on the list menu. 

If a current list in the Edit window has been modified, the query "Save changes to GMS?" 
appears. Click <Yes> to save the list and commit changes to the GMS. Click <No> to discard 
changes. Click <Cancel> to continue working with the current list. 

Enter the desired name in the List name box and a list description in the list Title box. 

Start adding entries to the new list. 

b) Open an Existing Germ plasm List in the Edit Window 

Highlight the list to be opened in the List Selector and click <Open> on the List Menu or right 
click in the List Selector and choose <Open>. 

If there are unsaved changes in the Edit window, follow the steps described in (a) otherwise the 
contents of the selected list are displayed in the Edit window. The list may now be manipulated. 

c) Open Existing Germplasm Lists in the Browse Window 

Highlight the list to be opened in the List Selector and click <Browse> on the List Menu or right 
click in the List Selector and choose <Browse>. Simply repeat this operation to browse a 
different list. 

d) Save Germplasm List 

To commit changes to the GMS and save a germplasm list in the Edit Window, click <Save> on 
the list menu. 
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e) Export a Germplasm List 

A germplasm list may be exported to files as: an Excel file, INI file format, tab-delimited text 
file, or fixed format text file. To export, open a list in the Edit window. Click the keys 
described in the table below, corresponding to the desired format: 

Export Format Click 

Excel File 
INIFormat 
Tab delimited File 
Fixed Format File 

<List><Export As><XLS Excel File> 
<List><Export As><LST INI File Format> 
<List><Export As><T AB Delimited ASCII File> 
<List><Export As><Fixed Format ASCII File> 

In any of the above cases, a Save Dialog box appears. Select the directory, enter a filename, and 
click <Save>. Click <Cancel> to abandon exporting. 

f) Close Germplasm Lists 

Close All Lists. To clear both Edit and Browse windows, click <Close><All Files> on the list 
menu. Both windows will be cleared. 

Close the Gennplasm List in the Edit Window. To close the list in the Edit window, click 
<Close><Edit List> on the list menu. If there are any unsaved changes, follow steps described 
in (a). 

Close the Gennplasm List in the Browse Window. To close the currently displayed list, click 
<Close><Browse> on the list menu. 

g) Delete a Germplasm List 

To delete a list from the GMS, it must not be open in either Browse or Edit window. To delete a 
list, click <Delete List> from the list menu and follow the steps described in (b ), or click 
<Cancel> to abort list deleting. [Note: Only the list is deleted from GMS, not gennplasm data.] 

h) Print a Germplasm List 

The contents, i.e., entry code, designation, and source; or the characteristics of each of the 
entries~ or both options can be used to print the currently open list in the Edit window. Click the 
keys corresponding to the desired print option from the table below: 

Print Option 

List Entries 
Characteristics of List Entries 
Both 

Click 

<List><Print><List> 
<List><Print><Characteristics> 
<List><Print><Both> 
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5.5.3 Common SETGEN Processes 

Viewing gennplasm characteristics, selecting a gennplasm from a displayed list, or specifying a 
location are common SETGEN processes. These processes are used in more than one window. 

a) View Gennplasm Characteristics 

Gennplasm characteristics of a list entry can be viewed by highlighting the entry and selecting 
<View> in any of the following ways: select <View> on the Tools menu; or, if the mouse is 
pointed over either list window, select <View> by right-clicking on the mouse. A window 
similar to Figure 5.5.4 appears. The displayed characteristics correspond to the highlighted 
name in the tree. To expand the tree, or view the cross expansion at a different level, follow the 
steps described in 5.3. 

To print the characteristics of the highlighted entry in the tree, click <Print>. 

To exit viewing, click <Close>. 

Figure 5.5.4. View Germplasm Characteristics 
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b) Select Gennplasm 

Whenever a gennplasm name is specified in SETGEN, a name search is performed and the 
results are displayed in a window similar to Figure 5.5.5. The desired gennplasm can be 
selected from the list as follows: 

Highlight the desired gennplasm and click <Select>. The selected gennplasm is then subjected 
for further processing. If the desired gennplasm is not included in the displayed list, a new one 
may be generated by clicking <New>. Follow the steps described in 5.5.5.f-i. 
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To enter another search name, enter the name in the search box and click <Search>. Repeat the 
selection process. 

To cancel selection, click <Close>. 

Figure 5.5.5. Select Germplasm 
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I AC 31Z, lRTP 4748, IR 1529-430-3, IR 43 
I IR 43-CROSS 

I 

CVRAH 
CVNAH 
CVNAH 
CVJ/AH 
RBLN?l 
RILJm 
CRSN?l 

VCR 
ACL 
ACL 
ACL 
VCP. 
DSP 
BC 

IRRI-DlTIRHATIONAL RICI RISIARCH IllSTITUT 
IRRI-INTBJWATIONAL RIC! lllSIARCH rNSTITUT 

ITr.ee · }Garmplosm chal'act.8rlstic:s: 
,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· 

tt' ~43 

t) Select Location 

·:Pr-•.f•rl'•d ·r l).upl£Y ;m. s-• R-• 
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l'lethOd Gara. l)aee Gerac Lo.i::illt.1:~·. 
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C~oss Lave ls 
-~11-~-.a-o-s--.3-~-i1-~-i--3-/_Ill_Z_4--------------~ !1 ij 

A.lt.•rnai::.iv• ·11-n- : htribut<es· blati'll'as.' !!or• 
Jj?.yp11 »-• l ~Y.P• Val~ Tfr>• 11-.----~11 
11 

ACCNO lRGC 3Z615 COLL IRGC3Z615 ;ORyz Q~~~P.::~IJi~.:~.i.g.~----·--·-··-·-·-..Jl 

CVllAH IR 43 
DP.Vim IR 1529-430-3. Source IR 43 I 

A location may be specified in any of the following processes: adding a new germplasm, adding 
an alternative name, or when changes are made to a germplasm record, i.e., edit, delete, or 
replace. 

If the currently displayed window has a space for a location, click <Change>. A window 
similar to Figure 5.5.6 appears. The locations displayed in the listbox are the locations in the 
displayed country. The four most recent locations selected are displayed in the shaded box 
below the listbox. 

To retrieve locations, select the desired country from the country pick list. Known locations in 
the selected country are displayed in the listbox with the country itself as the default. 
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To select a different location, scroll the list with the scroll bar, or, type the name of the location 
in the space provided, which causes the highlighted value to change to the one nearest to the 
typed value. To select a location, double-click on the location in the listbox, or highlight the 
location and click <OK>, or type the complete name and click <OK>. [Note: A location name 
which has been typed must match exactly a location in the listbox. Otherwise, an error message 
appears.] To select from the list of recent locations, double-click on the desired location in the 
shaded box. 

To specify a location that is not known, clear the location name in the location line and click 
<OK>. The previously specified location is removed. 

To cancel the selection process, click <Cancel>. 

<»Select LocBtion R~EI 

Country 

. IPHIUPPINES 

I Location 

f ij#llllj#Hll#@f 

PANGASINAN 
PANGGO. MADELLA 
PAN GIL 
PASAY 
PASIL 
PATUQUI. LAPAZ 
PAWALA CREEK. DONSOL.11 KM FROM DONSOL 
PAWALA. DONSOL 
PAWING.PAL0.9 KMS FROM TACLOBAN 
PAYAPA 11.MARAGUNDON 
PEDE SAGADA 
PHILIPPINE RICE RES. INST., LOS BANOS . 

... 

PHii Rll:F - PHii IPPINF Rll:F RFS INST MlJN()7 ~ 
IRRl-INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE, LOS BANOS 
PHILIPPINES 

5.5.4 SETGEN Tools 

~d 

OK 

Cancel 

SETGEN provides a set of GMS tools to perform name searches or to assist the user to edit, delete, 
or replace germplasm records. Select a tool on the GMS menu or select a tool by right-clicking the 
mouse when it is pointed over the Edit window. 

a) View Germplasm Characteristics 

To view germplasm characteristics, follow the steps described in 5.5.3.a. 
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b) Edit Germplasm Characteristics 

New information pertaining to a germplasm may have been learned after having entered it into 
the GMS. If a list in the Edit window contains an entry corresponding to the germplasm record 
to edit, highlight the entry. Open the Edit a GMS Gennplasm Record window by either one of 
two methods: (1) click <Edit> on the GMS menu, or (2) position the mouse over the Edit 
window, right-click and select <Edit GMS>. A window similar to Figure 5.5.7 appears. 

Figure 5.5. 7 Edit Germplasm Characteristics 

~:?Edit !l GMS Germplnsm Record R~Ei 

Germplasm 

Preferred Name 

Type 

UNCRS 

l1R 73862 H 

l1R 73862 H 

Alternative Name 

IR 73862 H 

Type Alternative Name Added 

Breeding Method jMAN 321 YHY HYBRID FORMATION SF 

Female Parent j1R 58025 A 

Male Parent j1R 23352-7R 

find 

<~d I 
>Remove I 
Ereferred 

Germplasm Location j1RRl-INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE, LOS BAf\ < .C.hange I 
Germplasm Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 11997. 3- 1 

Name Type juNCRS 

Name Location .-llR_R_l-l_N_TE_R_NA_Jl_O_NAL_R_IC_E_R_E_S_EAR_C_H_l_N_STl_T_UTE_,_L_O_S_B_Af\ 

Name Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 11997. 6- 1 

Edit Location 

Reference No. jo ~ribute I OK 

<Change I 
Cancel I 

If no entry was selected from the Edit window, enter the name of the germplasm to edit, and 
click <Find>. Follow the steps described in 5.5.3.b. 

Two listboxes are provided for displaying alternative names: the listbox on the left displays the 
names that were prescribed in a previous process; the listbox on the right is for displaying names 
that will be prescribed in the current edit process. The following characteristics can be edited: 
preferred name, prescribe additional names, method, source germplasm (i.e., parents for 
generative methods, and group and source for derivative methods), and germplasm location and 
date. 
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To add an alternative name, click <Add>. A window as in Figure 5.5.8 appears. The name and 
type must be specified. Enter name date and location in the appropriate spaces, if they are 
known. To specify location, follow the steps described in 5.5.3.c. Click <OK> when finished, 
or click <Cancel> to cancel adding a name. The name is added to the listbox on the right. Any 
name appearing in the listbox on the right can be removed by highlighting the name to remove 
and clicking <Remove>. 

Figure 5.5.8 Prescribe an Alternative Name 

Prescribe nn Alternnt1ve Nnme 13 

Germplasm Name 

Name Type 

P" Standardize Name 

jABBREVIATED VARIETY NAME 

Name Date YYY-MM-DD 
1999-09-03 

Name Location 

<Change I 
OK Cancel I 

To change the preferred name to another one, the desired name must already be existing. 
Highlight a name from either listbox of alternative names and click <Prescribe>. Otherwise, if 
the desired name does not exist, add the desired name before prescribing (described below). 

Follow the steps described in 5.5.3.c to specify the location where the changes are being made. 
When the desired characteristics have been edited, click <OK>, or click <Cancel> to cancel 
editing and discard all changes. 

b) Delete GMS Germplasm Record 

A germplasm record may be deleted, because of erroneous entries, from the central or local 
GMS. Open the Delete GMS Record window by clicking <Delete> on the GMS menu, or 
position the mouse over the Edit window, right-click and select <Delete GMS>. A window 
similar to Figure 5.5.9 appears. 

If no entry was selected from the Edit window, enter the name of the germplasm to edit, and 
click <Find>, and follow the steps described in 5.5.3.b. 

The germplasm characteristics are displayed in the window. If germplasm dependencies exist, 
only the first 20 are retrieved and displayed. If more than 20 exist, the check box underneath the 
listbox is enabled to allow the user the option to retrieve all dependencies; otherwise, the check 
box is disabled. A reason must be given to why the germplasm is being deleted; otherwise, the 
deletion process will not proceed. If the location where the deletion occurred is known, follow 
the steps described in 5.5.3.c. Click <Delete>, or click <Cancel> to cancel deletion. 
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Figure S.S.9 Delete GMS Record 

• Delete tt GMS Germplttsm Record !I~~ 

i Germplasm 

Preferred Name 

llR 70463-97-3-2-3-1 

j1R 70463-97-3-2-3-1 

Method jslNGLE PLANT SELECTION SF 

Source Germplasm j1R 70463 

find 

Group Germplasml ,_IR_7_0463---9-7--3--2--3-----------------

Germplasm Location flRRl-INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE, LOS BANOS 

Germplasm Date j1998- 1- Name Type jDRVNM 

Name Location j1RRl-INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE, LOS BANOS 

Name Date j1998- 1-

-----------------------Reason for deleting I 

Delete Location < ~hange I 
GID Prog. Nanie 

Dependencies 

Qelete 

Cancel 

c) Replace a GMS Germplasm Record with Another One 

Open the Replace GMS Record window by clicking <Replace> on the GMS menu, or position 
the mouse over the Edit window, right-click and select <Replace GMS>. A window similar to 
Figure 5.5.10 appears. 

In the space provided for 'Find,' enter the germplasm name to be replaced, and click <Verify> 
to perform a name search. Characteristics of the germplasm to be replaced are displayed on the 
left hand side of the window. 

In the 'Replace with' blank, enter the germplasm name which will replace the one entered from 
the previous step. The characteristics of the germplasm replacement are displayed on the right 
hand side of the window. 
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Figure 5.5.10 Replace a GMS Germplasm Record with Another One 

It Replace a GMS Germplasm Record with Another One 1111!1~ E3 

; Find j1R 7()463.113-1-2-3 Yerify 

ind Information-------------., 

I Method lSINGLE Pl.ANT SELECTION SF 

Replace with Verify 

eplacement lnformation-----------~1 
Method 

' Group Germplasm llR 70463 Female Parent ,, 

Source Germplasm_R_704_63-_11-3--1--2------- Male Parent ....------------ '\ 

i 
ermplasm-------------~ ermplas,m--------------,1 

jlRRl-INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE, 
0
1 

11997. 7. :1 

l~~-ca-ti-on-llR_R_l-_INT_E_R_NA_n_o_NAL __ Rl-CE_R_E_S_EAR_C_H_IN_S_TITUTE __ . Jl--.,-l--'----------------~11 

Date 11997- 7- < li 
~I il~N~a~m~e~~~pe--~,D=E~RM=~=JIVE::;=NAM==E::::::===========-1--~~Na~m~e~Ty-p~e--;:========:=::.;============:-';11 

Descendants Replace !JI 
Reason :1 

Associated Names 

~cation < .C.hange l'l 
Replace I Cancel rl 

··-···---·=-- -··---·-·---···-·-------·-------=1 

i 

I I Attributes 

Enter the reason why the replacement is being made. If the location where the replacement 
occurred is known, follow the steps described in 5.5.3.c. Click <Replace>, or click <Cancel> to 
cancel replacing a germplasm. 

5.5.5 Basic Lists 

The Add Entry Window is used to add germplasm entries to the Edit window. An entry can be 
added by either selecting an entry or a range of entries from the Browse window, or by typing the 
name in the Add Entry Window. 

a) To add an entry to the Edit List from an existing list, open the list in the Browse window 
(5.5.2.c), highlight the entry, and click the+ speed button above the Browse Window. 

b) To add a range of entries from the list in the Browse Window, click and drag the cursor over the 
range to select it then click the + speed button. 

c) To add an entry by typing its name, select the Add Entry Window by clicking the+ speed button 
without any entries highlighted in the Browse window. 
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The+ speed button will display a window similar to Figure 5.5.11. If any entry was selected from 
the Browse window details will be loaded in the Add Entry Window otherwise it will be blank .. 

Figure 5.5.11 Add a New List Entry 

wl Add fi New List Entry llll~EJ 

Designation 

P' Standardize Name 

Group Name 

Entry Code Source 

6ttnbute OK Cancel I 

d) If an entry was selected from the Browse window, the name and group name from the previous 
list are displayed. The number of the next entry in the Edit list appears as the default entry code. 
The entry code from the source Browse list appears as the default Source value. Modify any of 
the displayed fields to a desired value. Click <OK> to add the entry to the Edit list, or click 
<Cancel>. If the designation field is modified, SETGEN checks if the name is already 
ass~ciated with the GID. If not, a query appears asking whether or not the user wishes to add 
the name as an alternative name. Click <Yes> to add the name as an alternative, or click <no> 
to have the designation appear in the list only. 

Repeat the step for each entry selected from step b until all entries have been processed. 

e) If no entry was selected from the Browse window, the window appears with all fields blank, 
except for the default entry code. 

Enter the name to add. If the 'Standardize Name' option is checked, the name is converted to 
the ICIS naming convention (3.4.2). To stop automatic name conversion, uncheck the option. 
If desired, modify the entry code, and if the source is known, enter its value. If the group name 
is left blank, a cross expansion will be generated after the GID is determined. All fields, except 
designation, are optional. 

When done, click <OK>. Follow the steps described in 5.5.3.b. If the name does not exist, 
follow the steps described below. The selected germplasm is added to the Edit list, with its 
cross expansion displayed in the Group Name column. If there are more entries to add, repeat 
the process from step a. 

To cancel adding an entry, click <Cancel>. 

f) If the name does not exist in the OMS, the Name lnfonnation for New Germplasm window 
(Figure 5.5.12) appears with the name displayed in standardized form. It cannot be edited. 
Name type and method must be prescribed. If the name date and location are known, enter 
these in the appropriate spaces. To specify a location, follow the steps described in 5.5.3.c. 
Click <OK> when all known information has been prescribed, or click <Cancel> to cancel 
adding a new entry. 
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Figure 5.5.12. Name Information for New Entry 

NBme lnformBtion for New Entry D 

Germplasm Name jVEERY 

P' Standwdize ~faml? 

Name Type 

Name Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 

J1999-09-06 

Germplasm Method 

jGEN 101 C2W SINGLE CROSS 

Name Location 

jPHIUPPINES <Change I 

::J I OK Cancel I 

g) The SETGEN Pedigree Input Tool window (Figure 5.5.13) appears after prescribing name 
information from the previous step. Alternative names, sources, and germplasm information are 
prescribed in the window. 

To add alternative names, follow the steps described in 5.5.4.b. To prescribe a preferred 
abbreviation, highlight the desired name from the list of alternative names added and click 
<Abbreviate>. 

If the method prescribed is generative, enter the purdy cross history in the space provided. 
Otherwise, enter the source germplasm. In cases when default values are displayed, these can 
be changed by overwriting the displayed value. 

If a date and location was prescribed in the previous window, the prescribed values appear as 
the default values for germplasm date and location. Change the defaults, if needed. 

h) Click the appropriate <Parse> button to automatically determine each of the components of the 
purdy cross history or germplasm source. For example, there are two components in the purdy 
cross history IR 262-24-3ffKM 6: IR 262-24-3 and TKM 6; and three components in the 
derivative name IR 5657-33-2: IR 5657, IR 5657-33, and IR 5657-33-2. 

For generative methods, each of the germplasm components are searched in the GMS. If a 
component exists, the search results are displayed for the user to select from (5.5.3.b). 
Otherwise, it is automatically added to the GMS as unknown derivative method having 
unknown sources. 

For derivative methods, the source germplasm is searched first. If it does not exist, the name 
truncated at the last ' - ' and the new source searched until the name has no ' - ', which is assumed 
to be the group source. Missing sources are added to the GMS as single plant selections. 
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Figure 5.5.13. SETGEN External Pedigree Input Tool 

• Externtil Pedigree Input Tool l!!I~ Ei 
Preferred Name Alternative Names 
fVE..-E-R-Y--------------------~ 

Name Type 

!CROSS NAME 

Germplasm Method 
f GEN 101 cm SINGLE CROSS 

rrrurdy Cross History for Generative Method 

Abbre'.[iate I 
<~d I 

>Remove I 

earse 

Derivative Method---------------------------
Srou;:· Ge:r,·:plasm Sc·wce Germ;::lasrr; 

Germplasm Information,---------------------------,. 
Date (YYYY·MM-DD) Germplasm Location i 
11999-09-06 -,P-H-IU-P-Pl-N-ES----------------- < .Qhange I 1 

Reference 

<Change I 
Attribute: Code No. Value 

6ttribute 

OK I: 
Cancel I ' 

i) When done, click <OK> to add the gennplasm to the GMS. If <Parse> was not clicked, for 
each gennplasm component that does not exist, steps f-h are repeated. To cancel adding a 
germplasm, click <Cancel>. 

j) The newly generated germplasm is added to the Edit list. 

5.5.6 Edit Germplasm List 

A list currently open in the Edit window can be modified by editing the contents of an entry, or 
removing an entry from the list, or adding a blank line to the end of the list. A highlighted entry can 
be edited by either selecting an item from the Edit menu, or by right-clicking while the mouse is 
pointed over the Edit window. 

a) Edit an Entry 

Highlight the entry and click <Edit> on the Edit menu to open the Edit Germplasm Entry 
window (Figure 5.5.14). Modify the desired fields, or add an attribute by clicking <Attribute> 
to open the Add an Attribute window (Figure 5.5.15). Select the desired attribute from the pick 
list and enter the attribute value on the space provided. If an attribute value must follow a 
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specific format, its format appears on the space below the selected attribute. After entering the 
attribute value, click <Attribute> to add an attribute associating it with the gennplasm being 
edited, or click <Cancel> to cancel adding an attribute. 

When done editing, click <OK>. If the designation field is modified, follow the steps described 
in 5.5.5.d. Click <Cancel> to cancel editing the entry. 

Figure 5.5.14. Edit Gennplasm Entry 

till Edit a. List Entry 1!!111~£! 

Designation 1111M1 
P' Standardize Name 

Group Name ILACROSSE/NICKERIE//MAGALI 

Entry Code 13 Source j,...T-ES-T-1------------

httribute OK Cancel 

Figure 5.5.15 Add an Attribute 

,. Add an Attribute 1!!111~ E! 

Attributes j1NSTITUTE AND BREEDING PROGRAM ::Li 
'---------------------------~·· Add Attribute Value·----------------------

Name j1NSTITUTE AND BREEDING PROGRAM 

Format 

Value 

i 
I; 

Add your attribute using the attribute format above. IL 

Mribute Cancel I' '.i 

b) Remove an Entry 

Highlight the entry to remove and click <Remove> on the Edit menu. The entry will be 
removed from the list. [Note: Removing an entry from a list does not delete the gennplasm 
record. <Delete > on the GMS menu to delete a gennplasm record.] 

c) Add a Blank Line 

To add a blank line to the end of the list, click <Add Blank> on the Edit menu. These blank 
lines make spaces for unknown checks or general entries, which do not have Gills. Names and 
codes can be added for these by editing the entry lines (5.5.6.a). 
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5.5.7 Selections List [DERIVATIVE] 

A selections list contains germplasm entries whose method of genesis was through a derivative 
process. A selection is generated from a source germplasm, which can be an entry from a list in the 
Browse window or specified manually. The defaults displayed are: 'Single Plant Selection' for 
method, 'Derivative Name' for name type, the current date, and the location most recently specified. 

a) Source germplasm may be selected from a list open in the Browse window, view the list and 
highlight the source entry or range of source entries. 

b) Click the Derivative/Selections Speed Button(~) above the Browse Window. A window as in 
Figure 5.5.16 appears. If a source was selected from the Browse window, the source germplasm 
and group germplasm appear in the appropriate spaces. The default source field is entry code 
from the Browse list. Change the defaults displayed, if needed, and if the dates and locations are 
known, enter these in their appropriate spaces. To specify location, follow the steps described in 
5.5.3.c. 

c) If the source germplasm was not selected from the Browse window, it can be specified by 
typing the name in the appropriate space. A search is performed. Follow the steps described in 
5.5.3.b to select a germplasm from the list displayed. If the source does not exist in the GMS, 
follow the steps described in 5.5.5.f-i. 

Figure 5.5.16. Pedigree Entry for Derivative Method 

.if Pedigree Entry for Denv11t1ve Method l!!I~ Ei 
' Breeding Method Name Type 

'. jDER 205 DSP SINGLE PLANT SELEC ::J j,...D-E-Rl-VA-T-IV_E_N_AM_E------3--. ... 
I 
1 ,-Naming Convention-------------------~ 
I :. Start rPlants Selected------------; 

l Constant ~Use As Start 
No. p iJ 1 r. Variable Plant j1 

, I Constant No. 

Group Germplasm 

j1R 70175 

Source Germplasm 

j1R 70175-51-2-1-1-2 

Source 

IHB 1999WET-HB7495 

Derivative Name(s) 

j1R 70175-51-2-1-1-2-1 

End 
Constant 

1-Dates . rlocations·------------------. 

! Germplasm !1999-09 Germplasm !PHILIPPINES < .Qhange II 
! Name 11999-09 Name ,...IP_H_IL-IP-Pl-N-ES--------- <Change I 

OK Cancel I 
I CROP: RICE I Local DSN: TEST_ GMS 
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d) Different crops may use different naming conventions. SETGEN uses a standard naming 
convention for germplasm selections; i.e., given a SOURCE germplasm, a derivative can take 
any of the following forms: 

• SOURCE-Ci 

• SOURCE-C1n 

• SOURCE-C1nC2 

• SOURCE-nC2 

• SOURCE-n 

• SOURCE 

where n is an index such as the number of plants selected; and C1 is a start constant and C2 is an 
end constant. 

To specify a convention, enter the start and end constants, if defined. They may consist of 
digits, letters, or both, up to a maximum of five characters. Use the no. of plants as a constant to 
generate only one new germplasm. Set the plants selected counter to the desired number. If 
these are bulked to a single new germplasm entry, set 'Use As' to 'Constant.' If each [;ant is to 
form a new selection, set 'Use As' to 'Variable' and start plant to the first index to be used. A 
new entry will then be generated for each new plant entry. For example, if three plants were 
selected from IR 43, and three is used as a constant, only one new germplasm is generated: IR 
43-3; if used as a variable three new germplasm would result: IR 43-1, IR 43-2, IR 43-3. 

If no convention is specified, only one new germplasm is generated whose name is the same as 
its source. 

A naming convention used in a derivative process is independent of the method or crop. Thus, 
different germplasm selections derived from the same method can have different naming 
conventions employed. 

e) When done, click <OK> to generate selections and add these to the OMS and to the Edit list. 
Click <Cancel> to cancel generating selections. 

5.5.8 Cross List [GENERATIVE] 

A cross list contains germplasm entries whose method of genesis was generative. 

a) Click the Generative/Crosses Speed Button (X) above the Browse Window. A window as in 
Figure 5.5.17 appears. All lists that are open in the Browse window from the List Manager can 
also be viewed in the Parents window. 

b) The default values displayed are: 'Single Cross' for method, 'Unnamed Cross' for name type, 
current date, and last specified location. If needed, change default values. To specify a location, 
follow the steps described in 5.5.3.c. 
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Specify the parents of the cross., either by selecting an entry from the Parents window, or by 
typing the name of the parent in the space provided below the Parents window. 

To select a parent from the Parents window, choose the list, highlight the entry and click 
<Female> or <Male> or right click while the mouse is pointed over the Parents window and 
select <Female Parent> or <Male Parent>. 

Figure 5.5.17. Pedigree Entry for Generative Method 

~ Sp8cltvGrnerotlve Cro:-ec l!!!ll!lEi 

·=~ENTS i [j~:d::~ ~:o~_G_LE_CRO--SS ___ :i]...., ~~~~:=l);rtudt.<iedan "\ Cb'.•1>11• 

F1QQWS .-.,....,-- w-~t.=============:::==::=:==~========~========lll , F3QQWSPN 11~~N_EW.~.-PA_R_E_Nn ______ _,. ____________________ ....,. _______________ _,.......,1111 

F4-F~WSPN I' l>uivri..atlU o.iovpflame.· ElltJYc.cille.' ha~ &II> 
' INGER LIST I 
. NEW-PARENTS IR e4 IR 5857·33·2·111R 201!1·'1!Y.>·H5·5 HB1271 : BREEDER 1 .e;o,533 

OLD·PARENTS i 
TEMP !l 

I 
IR 72 IR 196519·23-3/IR 15795 199 3·3//1 HB1272 I BREEDER 2 70125 

IR43 IR 305-3· 17-1-3/IR 24 HB1274 ·BREEDER 3 19541 

IR20 IR 2"2·24-3/TKM fl HB1275 PACKETS 22QB 

IR7438426 IR "6421.Ql!·2·1-1"2/BASMATI 370 H81276 ge.c.se2 620236 

illteJct P~1~.·. IR 72 

,~.· 
_Fe_~·-· l_...,_.i.. _____ ___.ljJ 

ftlame ;,;. ~in•~• Na111~Locatloti 
· f,..jUNNA---MED--C_R_o_ss-----------:::i-. .. f2000-02-07 -------------- '<.i:.hange I 
I . ....------------------------~ I Desjg~on r Use &laming e.o.nv•ntion I . . "" 

I Entry Code i----------. r f:n,. ttolM•cori~ritiOr Soucoe 
•Attribute Type :!]' Atlribilte.-Valu.:·--------------

{CROP: RICE JLDCc!l D.SN: ICIS-ll.JTORIAL 

If a parent is not in a list in the Parents window, it may be specified by typing the name in the 
space below the Parents window. Click the appropriate button, i.e., <Female> if the name is to 
be used as a female parent, or <Male>, if the name is to be used as a male parent. A name 
search is performed as in 5.5.3.b. If the name entered does not exist in the OMS, follow the 
steps described in 5.5.5.f-i. 

If the specified name is to be used as a female parent, its name appears in the Female Parent 
column, otherwise, the name appears in the Male Parent column. An entry in either Female 
Parent or Male Parent column can have its characteristics viewed, or can be removed as a 
parent. To view a parent's characteristics, highlight the parent, right-click and select <View>. 
To remove a parent, highlight the parent to remove, right-click and select <Remove>. 
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c) The default name type is 'Unnamed Cross' and the default name is the purdy cross expansion. 
The name type and designation can be changed, as desired, or a naming convention can be 
prescribed as follows: check the 'Use Naming Convention' option to open the Naming 
Convention window (Figure 5.5.18) (see 5.5.7.d). 

A generative naming convention can be used to construct a breeder's cross ID. For example, 
suppose that the number of crosses within a year by a particular breeder is to be recorded. A 
convention might then be specified as: LMR99i, where LMR99 is a start constant corresponding 
to the breeder's id (LMR) and year (99), and i is the next integer indicating the ith cross made by 
LMR in 1999. 

Figure 5.5.18. Specify Naming Convention 
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Specify the naming convention, including start and end constants, if desired and, the start 
integer. Click <Close> when done. The prescribed naming convention appears in the 
Designation field in place of the default convention (i.e., cross expansion). To stop using a 
convention, uncheck the 'Use Naming Convention' option. The integer is automatically 
increased as each cross is specified within a SETGEN session. 

d) When done, click <OK> to add the new cross to the GMS and to the Edit list and to close the 
window. To continue prescribing new crosses, click <Next> instead. This will add the cross to 
the GMS and to the Edit list, but, will not close the generative window. Instead, the window is 
cleared to allow the user to prescribe the next cross. 

To cancel prescribing new crosses, click <Cancel>. 

5.5.9 Batch Mode Processing 

Two batch processing features are available in SETGEN. The first is designed for importing lists of 
germplasm with unknown GIDs into GMS such as pedigree lists or parent lists from existing 
fieldbooks. The second is for processing an existing pedigree nursery list to form the next cycle or 
yield trial. 

a) Importing Lists to GMS. If the list to be processed does not have associated GIDs, click the 
Generate GIDs in Batch Mode Speed Button (gid) above the Browse Window. The germplasm 
to be imported must have been entered into a Germplasm List by an external method with all 
GIDs set to zero. An example of how to do this is given in the Tutorial in Appendix 7. Select the 
source germplasm list, and specify destination list. The destination list may be a new list, or an 
existing one. 
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Figure 5.5.19. Batch Mode Processing to generate GIDs 
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Specify or change the default germplasm and name locations, if desired. Follow the steps 
described in 5.5.3.c. 

Check the 'Automatically select hits with one find' option to automatically select single hits. 
The Search GMS window no longer appears if onlu one hit is found. The default option is 
checked. 

Check the 'Exclude Germplasm Bank Accessions (name type = I) from hit list' option to 
exclude germplasm with accessions numbers from the hit list. If the hit list consist only 
accessions, then the list is displayed. The default option is not checked. 

Check the Parse Unknown Derivatives option to parse all derivative steps in an unknown 
parent and look for the cross. Otherwise such unknown parents are added with unknown 
source. 

Click Start when all selections have been made and the batch process will start. For each 
entry with a zero GID, the process will search for the name specified in the DESIO. If found 
the GID is selected and written to the source and destination lists. If not found, the process 
will attempt to parse the designation by truncating backwards at each - in the name and 
looking for the source. Once a source is found the derivative steps will be successively added 
and the final GID stored. If the parse process fails to find even the group source or cross it 
will try to add it by parsing the group name which should represent the cross in Purdy 
notation. Unknown parents will be parsed or not according to the state of the Parse Unknown 
Derivatives option. 
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b) Batch Process Pedigree Nurseries. If derivatives are to be generated from an existing list, click 
the Generate Derivatives in Batch Mode speed button (pn) above the Browse Window. A 
window as in figure 5.5.20 appears. Figure 5.5.20 Generate Plant Selections in Batch Mode 
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Select the source list and specify the destination list for the process. The destination list may be new 
or existing. 

Each component of the actual derivative process to be applied to each entry can be specified in one 
of two ways. Either as a constant in the left hand fields or as a variable in a DMS study in the right 
hand fields. If any elements are to be specified as variates, a study must exist in DMS with units 
indexed by a factor labelled by GIDs corresponding to the GIDs in the source list and variates 
containing the component values. Select the study which contains those variates from the study 
name list, and then specify the variates in the component fields. 

When ready to start processing, click <Start>. The process will start processing the entries. When 
finished, click <Close> to close the window. 
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5.6 FIELD BOOK (FLDBK) MODULE 

The fieldbook (FLDBK) module is a tool for generating fieldbooks for users to record their data 
collected from field trials. A fieldbook consists of three types of variables: factors, measurement 
variates, and descriptors (see also trait management chapter). 

a) Factors. Factors are variables with discrete values or levels, which define the experimental 
design and layout. Examples are plot, block, and treatment. 

b) Measurement Variates. Measurement variates are observations, or data, gathered from the 
field. Examples are plant height, grain yield, and panicle weight. The purpose of the 
fieldbook is to provide a structure for recording this data. 

Figure 5.6.1. FLDBK Screen 
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c) Descriptors. Descriptors are variables, which contain descriptive information about the 
factors or measurement variates. Examples are names or pedigrees of crop varieties, 
coordinates of plots, and times or methods of measurement. 
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5.6.1 Fieldbook 1/0 Files 

Inputs to FLDBK are a germplasm list, a layout file, or both. 

a) Layout File (.SYS). A layout file contains factors and measurement variates. The factors 
define the design and field layout. FLDBK currently expects the layout file to be a binary file 
with SYSTAT data file format, with .SYS as its default filename extension. These files can 
be generated with SYST AT, BST AT or IRRIST AT. 

b) Germplasm List. A germplasm list contains entries for which data are to be recorded (5.5.1). 

c) Command File (.CMD). A command file contains the user-specified options, which can be 
used to generate the same fieldbook later. 

d) Fieldbook File (.FBK). A fieldbook file contains the generated fieldbook. 

5.6.2 Running FLDBK 

A fieldbook is generated, by selecting variables to include as follows: 

a) Start FLDBK, a window similar to Figure 5.6.1 appears. To open a file, at the file menu, 
click <Open>. Then select the type of file to open. 

Open a CMD File. Click <CMD File> to open a command file containing options specified 
previously. When an open dialog box appears, select the desired CMD file to open. To 
modify fieldbook headers, click <Next>; a window similar to Figure 5.6.2 appears. To exit, 
click <Exit> from the file menu. 

Open a SYS File. Click <SYS File> to open a layout file from which to include variables, 
factors and/or measurement variates, in the fieldbook. When an open dialog box appears, 
select the desired SYS file to open. Select the variables to include in the fieldbook by 
highlighting the desired variables and clicking <Add> corresponding to the type of variable. 
Those variables selected as measurement variates appear as columns in which data are 
recorded. To modify fieldbook headers , click <Next>. To exit, click <Exit> from the file 
menu. 

Specify a Germplasm List. Click <LiST> to include descriptors in the fieldbook, and 
follow the steps described in 5.5.2.b. Three types of list descriptors appear: ENTRY NO$, 
DESIGNATION$, and SOURCE$. Select the descriptors to include in the fieldbook by 
highlighting the desired descriptors and clicking <Add> beside the Descriptors window. To 
modify fieldbook headers, click <Next>. To exit, click <Exit> from the file menu. 

b) If both variables and descriptors (SYS file and germplasm list) are included, then specify the 
variable in the SYS file that corresponds to the variable ENTRY NO$ in the germplasm list. 

c) For fieldbook records to appear in a particular order, select those factors you wish sorted and 
clicking <Add> beside the Sort Order window. Sorting is done by having the first selected 
factor as the slowest changing key, while succeeding sort factors change successively faster. 
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d) The first eight characters of a variable name or descriptor are printed in the fieldbook. To 
modify what is printed, highlight the desired variable or descriptor to modify and click 
<Change>. After editing the value on the space provided, click <OK>. You may also click 
on the desired paper width to print. The default is 80-columns. To change a selection, click 
<Back> to return to the previous window. To generate the fieldbook, click <Finish>. The 
fieldbook editor (Figure 5.6.3), with the generated fieldbook, appears. You may view, edit, 
change the font name and/or size, save, or print the fieldbook from here. Click <Exit> from 
the file menu to return to FLDBK when you have finished editing. 

Figure 5.6.2. Modify Fieldbook Headers 
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1) You may include only variables (factors or measurement variates) in the fieldbook, and 
exclude descriptors. Similarly, you may wish to include only descriptors and exclude 
variables. 

2) The fieldbook may be sorted on a factor without including that factor in the fieldbook. Select 
the sort factor in the Layout File window, then click <Add> beside the Sort Order window. 
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Figure 5.6.3. The Fieldbook Editor 
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5.7 DENDROGRAM AND CROSS EXPANSION (IDEND) 

IDEND is an application that builds the graphical genealogical tree of a genotype and calculates the 
theoretical percentage contribution (Mendelgram) of ancestors to a pedigree, assuming equal 
contribution from both parents in any cross. IDEND also presents the pedigree of a genotype 
expanded to a level defined by the user (for example, level one is immediate parents and level two is 
grandparents). IDEND uses a GID (Germplasm Identifier) and an expansion level to generate a 
genealogical dendrogram .. 

5.7.1 Generating Dendrograms 

You can provide a germplasm name (or string) by clicking the "Search Name" icon from the toolbar 
(see Name Searching section for details). From the display, double click the GID of the genotype to 
display. Its GID and a default expansion level of five generations will appear in fields on the top 
right side of the window. Expansion level 1 shows its immediate parents and level 2 the four 
grandparents. You can change the expansion level displayed using the mouse. Then click on the 
traffic light or "generate" icon to produce the desired genealogical dendrogram. 

Alternatively, to generate a Dendrogram, the user can enter a GID and the expansion level desired, 
in which case no default expansion level is provided. 
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5. 7 .2 Setting the Display of Dendrograms 

By default, IDEND uses the prefe"ed name of each genotype displayed on the dendrogram. 
Alternatively, you can select the prefe"ed abbreviation of the genotype. 

In addition, the user can append the GID, method no., and the number of derivative generations to 
the dendrogram. 

Also, this option allow users to select the "cross symbol" used to generate the cross expansion in 
purdy notation, as well as the order of the backcross gender. 

To customize the display settings, the user must click on the icon from the toolbar. 

5.7.3 Name Searching 

The user provides a name string and IDEND searches the local and central NAMES tables for 
matches. IDEND searches names as typed and after ICIS standardization (3.1.2). 

Name strings can terminate with a % symbol which requests a match to the first part of the string 
with any termination, and they may contain the underscore character, '_', which requests a match to 
any character at that position. 

All matches are listed in a table of 'hits.' For an entry in the list, the user can display other 
A TIRIBUTES and other NAIVIES by clicking on the corresponding button. 

By default, the table of 'hits' shows name, GID, and germplasm data. The user can select to display 
name data by clicking on the <Options> button. 

Within this option, the user can request IDEND to use a "proximity search" algorithm for 
searching. Selecting this option, the user is requested to enter an "Accuracy" number (0 to 9) for 
matching names. This value represents the number of different characters from the right up to the 
first character that a 'hit' can differ from the requested search. 0 indicates an "exact" match, 1 
indicates one character of difference and so on. 

For example, if the user searched "VEE#3" with accuracy equals 0, IDEND would find only 
VEE#3. The following list shows the 'hits' depending on the first 4 accuracy numbers: 

Errors 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Hits 

VEE#3 
VEE#3, VEE#5 
VEE#3, VEE#5, VEERY 
VEE#3, VEE#5, VEERY 
VEE#3, VEE#5, VEERY, VIL27, VPM 1 

This example was made using a subset of IWIS data. 

The proximity search can be useful to identify "error typing" and possible name duplicates. 
However, the user must be aware that searching names with this option is slow especially for high 
number of errors. 
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5. 7.4 Displaying Mendel grams 

Once the Dendrogram is displayed, the user can display the Mendelgram, for the specified ancestral 
level, by clicking the corresponding icon from the toolbar. 

The Mendelgram presents the theoretical percentage contribution of ancestors to a pedigree 
assuming equal contribution from both parents in a cross. The column of contributions (in 
descending order) sums to 100. At expansion level two (i.e. grandparents), the Mendelgram will 
often (but not always, for example when backcrosses are involved) show four grandparents 
contributing 25%. In general, Mendelgrams are more interesting, in terms of germplasm flow, at 
higher expansion levels. Any ancestor with a black tick (check-mark) can be further expanded in 
the system by specifying a higher expansion level. The red diagonal cross signifies a genotype for 
which no further expansion can be made by the system at present. This might be because the 
genotype is a land.race or because its parentage is not in the database. 

5. 7.5 Zooming Dendrograms 

Once the Dendrogram is displayed, you can zoom in on a particular genotype within it. Select the 
genotype with the mouse and click. You will be asked to confirm your choice for zooming. To 
return to the previous family tree, activate the "Zoom Out" icon. To return to the original family 
tree, activate "Zoom Back". 

5.7.6 The IDEND Toolbar 

a) The Printer Setup Icon 

Selects a printer and sets options. The available options depend on the type of printer selected. 

b) The Dendrogram Icon 

Restores the Dendrogram when a Mendelgram is currently displayed. The Dendrogram and 
Mendelgram depend on the same GID and expansion level. 

c) The Save Bitmap Icon 

Saves the Dendrogram for a specific GID and expansion level, as a Windows bitmap file to be 
accessed outside the application with other Windows tools (e.g. Paintbrush). 

d) The Save Structure Icon 

Saves the Dendrogram for a specific GID and expansion level as an ASCII file to regenerate the 
Dendrogram without re-accessing the GMS database. 

e) The Cross Expansion Icon 

Generates the genealogy tree of a selected genotype using the Purdy notation. 
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5.8 EXTERNAL PEDIGREE INPUT TOOL (EPIT) 

5.8.1 Design Notes for EPIT 

Once a genotype has been identified as not existing in the database, open the EPIT window (Figure 
5.8.11), log-in to GMS, and add new germplasm as follows: 

a) Only part (A) of the window is initially shown. (i) Enter the preferred name, which could be 
a purdy string or selection history or an ordinary cross or variety name. (ii) Click <Pref. 
Name Data> to specify name type, date, location, etc. Click <Add> when this is complete, or 
click <Close> to cancel changes. (iii) If desired, enter the preferred abbreviation and repeat 
step (ii). To add other names, click <Add Name> and repeat step (ii). Alternative names are 
displayed in (4), separated by commas. 

When all names have been entered, click <Continue>, then select the method. 

b) Once the method is selected show part (B) or (C) of the window depending of the method 
type: (B) for generative, (C) for derivative. 

c) If the method is Unknown Generative (UGM) then leave (7) blank, automatically set GPIDl 
and GPID2=0 and pass the section (E) of the window. For other generative methods, the user 
enters a Purdy cross history in (7) and then presses PARSE (8). 

Notes: 

1) If the genotype preferred name in ( 1) has name-type Unnamed Cross then automatically 
load that name into (7). 

2) If the cross history is unknown click <Parse> or enter with (7) blank and show section 
(E). 

• The Parse routine must go right back to all single names in the purdy string and check 
each against GMS. It offers the user a choice of hits (even single hits). If there are 
no hits, or if user selects none, then open another EPIT cycle with window (A) with 
the name filled in. 

• Once in the singles are in the database parse re-builds the purdy string step by step 
with the user selecting or adding crosses at each step. For adding a cross the default 
preferred name can be the section of the purdy string. 

• Once the Parse is complete show section (E) of the window. 

d) For derivative methods, show section (C). 

If any name specified in (1) or (4) has name type as derivative name, then automatically 
parse the last step off the selection history, add the resulting source name to (10), and set 
button (11) to <Parse>. 

For example if the original variety is IR 123-1-2-3-4 in (1), set (10) to IR 123-1-2-3. 
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The user can clear (10), and go to b), or click <Parse> to parse the selection history right 
back to the group adding germplasm at each step. 

If no name has an associated parser, or if the parse field (10) is cleared, set the button (11) to 
<Search>, enter the source germplasm in (10) and click <Search> or enter GID in (12) and 
click <Enter>. 

• If the source is unknown click <Search> or enter with (10) and (12) blank. 

• Offer hits to user for selection. If no hits or none selected, open a new EPIT cycle with 
window (A) with specified name in (1). 

• Once source GID is selected or a blank has been entered, show section (D). 

Figure 5.8.1 EPIT Data Entry Screen 

EXTERNAL PEDIGREE INPUT WINDOW 
A. NAME(•) 

Preferred Name Name Type Preferred Abbreviation 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX(l)XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX YY(2)YYY XXX(3)XXXX 

Other Names 

yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy ( 4) yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

GENESIS 

Germplasm method XXXXXXX(6)XXXXXA 

B. GENERATIVE METHOD (Eg crosse•) 

Purdy Cross History 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX(7)XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

C. DERIVATIVE METHODs(Eg •elections) 

[ADD NAME) ( 5) 

[PARSE) (8) 

GID Selected Source Germplasm (Eg. immediate selection source) 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX(lO)XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX [PARSE/SEARCH) (11) XXX(l2)XX 

D. GROUP SOURCE 

Group germplasm (Eg original cross for a selection) 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX(l3)XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

E. LOCATION, DATE, REFERENCE, ATTRIBUTES 

[PARSE] (14) 

GID Selected 

XXX(15)XXX 

Germplasm Location 

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY(l6)YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY [CHANGE LOCATION) 

Date: XXX(17)XXX 

Attributes 

Reference: YYYYY(l8JYYYYYYYY [CHANGE REFERENCE] 

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY 

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY (19) YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY. 

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY. 

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYA 

~----------------------------------------------------------------------------> 

Notes: 

x = entry box, Y=display box, <>A= display slides or pick list, [ABC] = button. 
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e) In section (D), automatically enter the genotype from section (C) if it is generative, or 
automatically enter its group, if it is derivative and its group is known. 

If section (D) is not automatically filled, user can enter germplasm in (13) and click 
<Search> (14) or enter GID in (15) and click <Enter> (or <Search>), or click <Search> or 
enter with (13) and (15) blank to specify unknown group. 

If a name is entered (automatically or otherwise) into (13) and it is not found or not selected, 
open a new EPIT cycle with window (A) with the specified name as preferred name. 

Note the group name can be a purdy string. Once the group has been specified (or unknown) 
show section (E). 

f) In section (E) the user can enter the optional field (16), (17), (18) and (19). Defaults for (16), 
(17), (18) should be last entered values or null. 

g) Click <Add to GMS> to close an EPIT cycle and allocate a new GID. This returns control to 
the next nested EPIT cycle or to a blank EPIT window (A) if there are no nested cycles. 

5.9 COEFFICIENT OF PARENTAGE PROGRAM (ICOP) 

5.9.1 Introduction 

GMS can trace genotypes back to their parental landraces or to lines of unknown pedigree. 
Genealogical features of a set of germplasm can be exploited through statistics such as the 
Coefficient of Parentage (COP). Originally developed by Wright (1922), the COP for two 
genotypes estimates the expected percentage of alleles identical by descent at loci which are 
polymorphic within a population. The COP between two lines is the inbreeding coefficient of 
their offspring. St. Martin (1982) adapted COP analysis to inbred crops by assuming that each 
genotype is completely homozygous, that genotypes without common parentage are unrelated 
and that parents contribute equally to the offspring, despite inbreeding and selection. Highly 
selected, qualitative loci would not follow the assumption of random transmission of a large 
number of alleles. However, in a general sense, a COP is a measure of overall common ancestry 
of two genotypes and estimates latent genomic diversity that is not obvious until a crop is 
challenged by the appropriate biotic or abiotic stress. Breeders can use COPs to increase genetic 
diversity by selecting lines for crossing with divergent parentage. 

ICOP calculates the COPs among genotypes. They have been used to study wheats in the 17th to 
27th CIMMYT International Spring Wheat Yield Nurseries (ISWYNs) (Souza et al., 1998). 
Pedigree analysis identified genotypes with excellent industrial quality among germplasm that is 
genetically distant from major gene pools. These genotypes have the potential to broaden the 
genetic base of a breeding program without reducing its quality standards. However, please heed 
the warning, shown in the ICOP output, that HIGH (e.g. >0.1) VALUES OF HIGHEST 
THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTION (HTC) FOR MODERN TARGET GENOTYPES 
SUGGEST INADEQUATE PEDIGREE EXPANSION FOR GENERATING VALID COP 
ESTIMATES. SPURIOUS LOW COP VALUES THAT REFLECT INCOMPLETE PEDIGREE 
INFORMATION RATHER THAN A TRUE LOW LEVEL OF COANCESTRY MAY BE 
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GENERA TED. HTC corresponds to the first and largest value of the mendelgram and a value of 
0.5 usually reflects that one immediate parent is non-expandable, with 0.25 indicating one 
unexpandable grandparent. 

Long-term trends in genetic diversity were compared using COPs for wheat in the Pakistani 
Punjab and in the Yaqui Valley of Mexico (Souza et. al., 1994). There was no evidence of 
genetic erosion, and patterns in varietal adoption were more important for diversity than varieties 
released per se. Researchers from India (Jain, 1994), Canada (Thomas, 1996), USA, Australia 
(Brennan and Fox, 1998) and CIMMYT (Smale and McBride, 1996) have used COPs to examine 
the genetic base and gene flows in wheat. Landraces from certain regions do not appear in the 
genealogies of modem wheats. Generally, this seems to indicate that these materials have not 
been tried in breeding and thus represent novel sources of variation. 

The genetic similarity of parents in successful wheat crosses of the CIMMYT breeding program 
was summarized to identify empirically the optimum level of genetic similarity among parents 
using COPs. Crosses that produced more than five named lines either had parental similarities 
greater than 0.5 or were very narrow, averaging 0.08. (For reference, the COP between parent 
and offspring is 0.5 for unrelated parents.) The bimodal distribution suggests a mid-range of 
parental similarity that is not profitable to exploit. Within this range, we speculate that while 
there is sufficient genetic diversity for unfavorable linkage relationships to operate, there is 
limited opportunity for introgression of new genes. 

Braun et al. (1994) calculated the genetic variance of entries for grain yield in many 
environments in the first 19 ISWYNs. The relationship between these parameters and the 
average COPs for the entries (without distinguishing among sister lines) in individual ISWYNs 
was investigated (Fox and Skovmand, 1996). The significant correlation (P<0.005, K.J 
Nightingale, Michigan, 1995, personal communication) suggests that both measures, one from 
yield data from international trials and the other from genealogical information, support each 
other and are useful measures of genetic diversity. 

5.9.2 Planned Enhancements to ICOP 

ICOP will be extended to accommodate more than 14 target genotypes and post-hybridization 
relationships will be considered (so that COPs among sister lines will be generated). The 
following formula can be used: 

r(sibs) = 1 - (1 - r).(2r<F- 1
> 

where r is the calculated COP of the parents and F is the last generation the sibs have in 
common. For example, if the sister came from the same FJ plant, but were derived from 
different F4 plants, F would be 3. 

5.9.3 Running ICOP 

a) To start the application, select ICOP on the ICIS Menu and click RUN. Next, define a list of 
genotypes for which you wish to estimate Coefficients of Parentage. The chosen genotypes 
are called target genotypes. Target genotypes can be entered in any order. Currently, the 
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maximum capacity of ICOP Dis 14 target genotypes. There are two ways to enter genotypes 
into a list: 

• by entering the name in the name field. If there are several genotypes with the same name 
the user must select the target from a selection list or 

• by entering the GID in the Germplasm ID field. 

b) You can clear the list of target genotypes by clicking the Clear Genotypes icon. 

c) Click on the Print Genotypes icon to send the list of target genotypes to the default printer. 
The fields printed and displayed are: GID (germplasm ID), name and abbreviation. 

d) When you have selected genotypes, click on the traffic light or Generate COP Matrix icon to 
trigger this function. There must be at least two target genotypes for the "Generate COP 
Matrix" icon to be displayed. The output is an array, defined by the target genotypes, of pair
wise COPS. ICOP will show the status of the processes involved: 

• Clear Database. Initializes environment and clears temporary WCOP database. 

• Creating Genealogical Dendrograms. Creates the fully expanded genealogical tree for 
each target genotype. 

• Fusing Common elements of Genealogical Dendrograms. Combines the genealogical 
trees of target genotypes into a kind of "multiple genealogical tree" where common 
ancestors are "shared" by their offspring. 

• Creating Matrix. The matrix of coefficients of parentage is generated based on the 
Rodgers & Cox algorithm. 

• Loading Matrix. The matrix is constructed and displayed with the HTC (highest 
theoretical genetic contribution at maximum expansion) values for each target genotype. 

e) Click <Print COP Matrix > to print the matrix. The application will send the output to the 
default printer, using the following fields to define the matrix: 

Gen (a sequential genotype number for each target genotype assigned for the COP analysis), 
GID, name, abbreviation and HTC (highest theoretical genetic contribution). 

f) You can save the matrix on disk by clicking <Save COP Matrix>. 

The "Select File Format" dialog box prompts you to choose the format of the output file. 
Available formats are "Text" and "Comma delimited fields". The Text format exports the 
COP Matrix using a fixed field length. The Comma delimited fields format exports the COP 
Matrix with a comma between each field. 

This feature allows you to load the COP Matrix into a spreadsheet or word processor for 
further manipulation. 
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The default for saving the COP Matrix is the expanded layout which includes the following 
fields: 

• Gen (genotype number for the analysis), 
• GID (germplasm ID), 
• name, 
• abbreviation, and 
• HTC (highest theoretical genetic contribution). 

g) Click <Return to Target Genotypes> to leave the COP matrix window and return to the 
Target Genotypes window. Note that after doing so you will not be able to see this matrix 
unless you generate it again by clicking on the traffic light or <Generate COP Matrix> icon. 

You can load a previously saved list of target genotypes into ICOP from disk using the 
<Load External File of Genotypes> from the file menu. You can also create a text file of 
target genotypes to be loaded into ICOP. However, you must provide the correct set fields. 
If you need to create an external file of target genotypes, save a file of genotypes from within 
ICOP and then edit this file to add the desired genotypes. In this way, you can prepare your 
list of genotypes matching the required format. 
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Figure 5.9.1. Example Output from ICOP 

DSNs = IRIS_CENTRAL , IRIS_ TEST 
Gen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

GID 73006 65432 447401 447400 76174 82290 83343 403247 80032 80172 81489 447426 447330 86225 
Name PSB RC PSB RC MRC 19 MRC 19 PSB RC PSB RC PSB RC PSB RC IR 646 PSB RC PSB RC C 3563 BURDAG IR 596 

Abbr 
HTC 

1 73006 PSB RC 2 0.134 1.000 0.254 0.076 0. 059 0.159 0.193 0.208 0.055 0.214 0.229 0.209 0.157 0.000 0.203 
2 65432 PSB RC 4 0.202 0.254 1.000 0.122 0.088 0.225 0.196 0.420 0.063 0.186 0.256 0.241 0.218 0.000 0.261 
3 447401 MRC 19390-1215 0.500 0.076 0.122 1.000 0.094 0.170 0.089 0.153 0.038 0.103 0.125 0.132 0.153 0.000 0.158 
4 447400 MRC 19399-1224 0.500 0.059 0.088 0.094 1.000 0.144 0.065 0.121 0.030 0.114 0.109 0 .104 0.119 0.000 0.135 
5 76174 PSB RC 10 0.137 0 .159 0.225 0.170 0.144 1.000 0.185 0.373 0.065 0.197 0.238 0.275 0.357 0.000 0.331 
6 82290 PSB RC 18 0.094 0.193 0.196 0.089 0.065 0.185 1.000 0.181 0.064 0.188 0.186 0.252 0.211 0.000 0.171 
7 83343 PSB RC 20 0.169 0.208 0.420 0.153 0.121 0.373 0.181 1.000 0.064 0.181 0.259 0.279 0.321 0.000 0.331 
8 403247 PSB RC 22 0.375 0.055 0.063 0.038 0.030 0.065 0.064 0.064 1.000 0.054 0.066 0.068 0.062 0.000 0.062 
9 80032 IR 64616 H 0.142 0.214 0.186 0.103 0.114 0.197 0.188 0.181 0.054 1.000 0.179 0.196 0.162 0.000 0.184 
10 80172 PSB RC 28 0.130 0.229 0.256 0.125 0.109 0.238 0.186 0.259 0.066 0.179 1.000 0.250 0.225 0.000 0.424 
11 81489 PSB RC 30 0.137 0.209 0.241 0 .132 0.104 0.275 0.252 0.279 0.068 0.196 0.250 1.000 0.262 0.000 0.280 
12 447426 C 3563-B-5-1 0.119 0.157 0.218 0.153 0.119 0.357 0.211 0.321 0.062 0.162 0.225 0.262 1. 000 0.000 0.348 
13 447330 BURDAGOL 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 
14 86225 IR 59682-132-1-1-2 0.123 0.203 0.261 0.158 0.135 0.331 0.171 0.331 0.062 0.184 0.424 0.280 0.348 0.000 1. 000 

GID = Germplasm Identifier 

Abbr = Abbreviation 

HTC = Highest theoretical contribution of any ancestor at full expansion of target genotype 
Warnings High values of HTC (e.g. >0.1) for modern target genotypes suggest inadequate pedigree expansion for generating valid COP values. 

Spurious low COP values that reflect incomplete pedigree information rather than a true low level of co-ancestry may be generated 
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h) To Clear Genotypes, click on the "Clear Genotypes" icon from the toolbar. 

i) You can send the matrix to a printer by clicking on the "Print COP Matrix" icon. The 
application will send the printout to the default printer using the default layout, which 
includes the following fields: 

• Gen (genotype number for the analysis), 
• GID (germplasm ID), 
• name, 
• abbreviation, and 
• HTC (highest theoretical genetic contribution). 
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5.10 GMS INPUT APPLICATION 

The GMS Input tool is an application for loading large volumes of historical germplasm data into 
GMS. The input tool loads cross and accession data to a local database that can later be uploaded 
to the corresponding central database. 

5.10.1 Breeder's Cross Histories 

GMSinput can process breeding records. These are breeder's cross histories, which contain 
information on parentage and crossing methods. The input fields for this data type are: 

FIELD COMPULSARY DESCRIPTION TYPE 

BCID Yes Breeder's cross identification Character 

FEMALE_ ORIG No Female parent seed source or accession Character 
number 

FEMALE Yes Female Parent Character 

MALE_ ORIG No Male parent seed source or accession number Character 

MALE Yes Male Parent Character 

METHOD Yes Crossing Method (ICIS method no.) Number 

DATE No Crossing date YYYMMDD Long Integer 

LOCATION No ICIS LocationID for the place where the cross Long Integer 
was made 

RECNO Assigned A sequential number ranging from 1 to total Long Integer 
number of records used by GMSinput for 
index reference 

GID Assigned GID number of a cross that GMSinput will Long Integer 
assign during runtime 

If fields RECNO and GID are not present at the start of downloading GMSlnput will add them. 
If they are present, RECNO must contain integers 1 to 'number of records' and GID should 
contain zeros. 
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5.10.2 Accession Data 

Another type of infonnation that GMSinput can handle is Accession data such the Maize Accession 
Database in CIMMYT and the IRGC Accession Database in IR.RI. Because these databases have 
different fonnats the user has to do some pre-processing in order to download accession data to 
OMS. 

The fields used for the accession download are the following: 

FIELD Compulsary DESCRIPTION TYPE 
ACCID Yes Accession identifier Character 

CULTNAME No Cultivar name Character 

ALTNAME No Alternative name Character 

DERVNAME No Derivative or line name Character 

CROSS No Purdy cross history Character 

DNRNO No Donor number Character 

SRCACC No Source Accession Character 

SPECIES No Species Name Character 

METH A Yes Accession method number Number 

MET HS Yes Source method number Number 

A ORIG No Accession origin number Number 

BO RIG No Biological origin number Number 

ADATE No Accession date Number 

SDATE No Source date Number 

COLLID No Collector ID Character 

STATUS No Biological status number Character 

COLLENV No Collection environment number Character 

MISSCDE No Mission code Character 

DNRID No Donor ID or Donor cooperator code Character 

DNRCTY No Country Code Character 

RECNO Assigned A sequential number ranging from I to total Number 
number of records used by GMSinput for 
index reference 

GID Assigned GID number of an accession that GMSinput Number 
will assign during runtime 

5.10.3 Pre-processing the Accession Data 

Using the CIMMYT Maize Accession Database as an example. The user must have knowledge 
of the accession database in order to pre-process the input file and in order for the OMS Input to 
download the records correctly. 
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The CIMMYT Maize Accession Database has the following data structure format: 

FIELD DESCRIPTION TYPE 

ACCID Accession identifier Character 

MISSCODE Mission code Character 

COLLECTNO Collector's number Character 

ALTERIO Alternate accession identifier Character 

TAXNO Species number Number 

CULTNAME Cultivar name Character 

STAT Biological status Character 

SOURCE Source Character 

DCCODE Donor Cooperators code Character 

DATERECD Date received Character 

DATECOLL Date of collection Character 

OISO Origin Geographic code Character 

DISO Donor Geographic code Character 

LAT Latitude Real 

LON Longitude Real 

ELEVATION Elevation Character 

FAOTRUST F AO in-trust Character 

LOCAT Source location name Character 

The steps in pre-processing the data are: 

1. Append records from the CIMMYT database with the following fields ACCID, 
CULTNAME, ALTERID, MISSCODE, COLLECTNO, DCCODE, DATERECD, 
DATECOLL to the OMSinput input table into fields, ACCID, CULTNAME, ALTERID, 
MISSCDE, COLLID, DNRNO, ADA TE, SDA TE. 

2. Look up OISO code in the location abbrevation field of ICIS and enter the corresponding 
location number into BORIO. Similarly load DISO to AORIO. 

3. Look up LOCAT in the location name field of ICIS and if found put the LOCID in BORIO 
(First check the country agrees if BORIO is not null). If not found add a new location record 
to get a new LOCID. 

4. Copy BORIO to AORIO wherever the latter is null. 

5. Use the STAT, SOURCE and CULTNAME field to select a method number for each 
accession METHA and its source METHS. 

5.10.4 Starting GMSinput 

Start OMSinput by clicking the OMSinput icon, or select OMSinput from the ICIS menu and the 
OMSinput startup window will appear (Figure 5.10.1). 
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-----·---····---···----- -------·------··---- ··--------··- -------·--·-·-- -·---·--·-----------··-----· ·-·-·--1 

J __ -- --- ---- __ _:J 
The user must first click on the "Input Type" menu (Figure 5.10.2) and select which input data 
type will be processed. 

After selecting the input type, open the input table by clicking File in the file menu and then Open. 
An open dialog box will appear (Figure 5.10.3), the user can type or use the lookup list box to select 
the input table which is located in the local database and click open. After opening the input table 
the user can then start processing the file by clicking on the "Download" menu item. At the start of 
the download GMSinput will run in "Step" mode this processes one record at a time. The user can 
validate if GMSinput has correctly parsed the record before moving to the next record. In "Step" 
mode, the user has the chance to accept or reject the processed record (Figure 5.10.4). 

Figure 5.10.2. Selecting Input Type 
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Figure 5.10.3. Opening an Input Table 
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Figure 5.10.4. GMSlnput Running in Step Mode 
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GMSinput searches the central and local database for existing germplasm records that have been 
used as parents or sources in the new entries, it also searches the databases to see if a new cross 
exists. If it does a Search GMS window will appear similar to Figure 5.10.5 and the user can 
select from the list box the appropriate germplasm entry and then click Select, or create a new 
germplasm entry by clicking New. 
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Figure 5.10.5. Selecting an existing germplasm record 
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When the user is satisfied that the download is proceeding correctly he can switch to "RUN" 
mode to speed up the download. After accepting or rejecting the last record processed in 
"STEP" mode the user can click on the "Run" button shown in Figure 5.10.6 and the "Download 
Range" window will appear. The user can enter the range of records to be processed and click 
OK. After processing the records in "Run" mode the user can again choose whether to run in 
"Step" or "Run" mode or stop the download and resume later. 

Figure 5.10.6. Specifying range of record for "RUN" mode 
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6. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT AND THE ICIS DLL 

C. G. McLaren and R. Casumpang Ref: ICIS61 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

ICIS applications can be written in any computer language under a WINDOWS 32-bit operating 
system. They must only access the ICIS databases through the ICIS DLL functions. Programs, 
which access the database directly or through any other system, may be useful for loading data, 
but are not portable to other users and so, are not part of the ICIS system. Any applications, 
which have potential value for other users, should only use the DLL. 

6.1.1 Conventions of ICIS Application Development 

Most ICIS applications are expected to be WINDOWS 95, 32-bit programs but they could be 
WINDOWS NT or 32-bit console applications. The restriction to 32 bit operating systems is due 
to requirements of the OMS DLL and the ODBC drivers it uses. This is not regarded as a serious 
restriction since ICIS will at least require a computer with a CD drive, and most of these are 
capable of running a 32-bit operating system. Apart for this restriction applications can be 
written in any computer language which can access the OMS DLL. FORTRAN 90, Delphi 
PASCAL Visual Basic and C++ have been used to access the DLL so far. 

The first function of any ICIS application is to establish the ODBC data connections for the 
current session. To do this it must read the ODBC data source names from an INI file. For 
conformity it has been agreed that this file will be called ICIS.INI and will be stored in the 
default WINDOWS directory (The name of this directory is stored in the environment variable 
windir). The structure of ICIS INI files is defined in 5.3.1, but new applications may require new 
sections in the file. These sections should be headed by the application name and will be ignored 
by other applications. Since several users and projects may wish to access different data sources 
on the same computer a system of replacing ICIS.INI for each session has been established 
through the LAUNCHER application (5.3). 

The second function of any application is to identify the user and verify his or her access 
privileges. 

6.1.2 Data Source Names and the INI file 

Access to ICIS databases is provided through the ICIS DLL described in this chapter. Functions 
in this DLL use ODBC to access the data in the Central and Local databases. These must 
therefore be defined as ODBC data sources before ICIS applications will operate. Steps in setting 
up the sources are described in 5.2.3b. 

The ICIS DLL obtains information from an initialization file. This file must exist before 
applications will run, the application passes the name of the INI file to the DLL, but for general 
applications this name should be ICIS.INI and the file should exist in the windows default 
directory. 5.3.1 
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6.1.3 Return values for ICIS DLL functions 

Most Genealogy Management System (GMS) functions return a long integer value which can be 
GMS_SUCCESS if the function call was successful, GMS_ERROR if the function call results in 
an error, GMS_NO _DATA if no data is found in the databases relevant to a particular call or 
GMS_NOACCESS if the ICIS user does not have access to the particular function being called. 
Some functions return other values to indicate different events. These are described in the 
function descriptions. 

Table 6.1.1 GMS FUNCTIONS return value 

Return Code Value 

GMS_NO_DATA 0 

GMS_SUCCESS 1 

GMS_ERROR -1 

GMS_NO_ACCESS -2 

GMS_INV ALID_PASSWORD -3 

GMS_INV AUD_ USER -4 

GMS_NAME_EXISTS -5 

GMS_NOT_FOUND -6 

GMS_MORE_DATA -7 

GMS_READ_ONL Y -8 

GMS_INV ALID_INSTALLATION -9 

6.1.4 Structures used by ICIS DLL functions 

Several compound structures are used to pass information between the DLL and the application. 
Users may specify their own names for elements in the structures, but not their order data types. 
However we recommend using the field names supplied to ensure uniformity across applications. 

The structures are defined in the following tables. The data type "long" is a 4-byte signed integer, 
the type "double" is an 8-byte real and the type "single" is a 4-byte real or 'float' data type. 
Character or string elements are denoted char [n] where n is the length of the element in bytes. 
All character variables are NULL terminated strings so one byte will be used for the NULL 
character 

The size of elements in the structures is larger than the space allocated to corresponding fields in 
the database. This facilitates data transfer to the DLL by accommodating the NULL termination 
character for character variables and by ensuring data alignment in most programming languages. 
However, care must be taken that data passed to the database through the structures is not too 
large for the database fields. 
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Table 6.1.2. GMS DAT A TYPES 

Data Type Size in bytes 

double 8 

single or float 4• 

Jong 4 

char[n] (including null character) n 

a) GMS_ Germ lasm structure (in order of declaration) 

b. GMS_NameData structure 
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c. GMS Attribute structure -

Element name Type Database Field Name (Table 3.8.4) 

GERMPLASM long GERMPLASM_ID 

TYPE long A ITRIBUTE_TYPE 

USER long A ITRIBUTE_ USER_ID 

LOCATION long A ITRIBUTE_LOCATION_NO 

DATE long AITRIBUTE DATE 

REFERENCE long NAME_REFERENCE 

d. GMS Method structure -

Element name Type Database Field Name (Table 3.9.1) 

METHOD_ID long METHOD_ID 

REFERENCE long METHOD_REFERENCE 

NO_PROGENITORS long NO_PROG_REQUIRED 

NO MATERNAL long NO_FEMALE_PARENTS 

AITRIBUTE long METHOD_AITRIBUTE 

TYPE char[4] METHOD_TYPE 

CODE char[l2] METHOD CODE 

NAME char[52] METHOD_NAME 

GROUP char[4] METHOD:_GROUP 

GENEQ long GENETIC_EQUIV ALEN CE 

MUID long METHOD_USER 

LMID long LOCAL_METHOD_ID 

MDATE long METHOD_DATE 
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e. GMS UDField structure -

Element name Type Database Field Name (Table 3.9.2) 

UDFIELD_ID long USER_FIELD _NO 

TABLE char[28] USER_FIELD_ TABLE 

TYPE char[l6] USER_FIELD_TYPE 

CODE char[12] USER_FIELD CODE 

NAME char[52] USER_FIELD_NAME 

FORMAT char[256] USER_FIELD _FMT 

LFLDNO long LOCAL_FIELD_NO 

FUID long FIELD _USER_ID 

FDATE long FIELD_DATE 

f. GMS Location structure -

Element name Type Database Field Name (Table 4.3.1) 

LOCA TION_ID long LOCATION_ID 

TYPE long LTYPE 

NLLP long NLLP 

PREFERRED NAME char[64] PREFERRED NAME 

ABBREVIATION char[12] ABBREVIATION 

SUBNAT_LEVEL3 long SUBNAT_LEVEL3 

SUBNAT_LEVEL2 long SUBNAT_LEVEL2 

SUBNAT_LEVELl long SUBNAT_LEVELl 

COUNTRY long COUNTRY _CODE 

REPLACE long LOCA TION_REPLACE 
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g. GMS User structure 

Element name Type Database Field Name (Table 4.2.2) 

USER_ID long USER_ID 

INSTALLATION long INSTALLATION 

STATUS integer USER_STATUS 

ACCESS long USER ACCESS 

TYPE char[32] USER_ TYPE 

NAME char[32] USER_NAME 

PASSWORD char[12] USER_PASSWORD 

PERSON long PERSON_ID 

ASSIGN_DA TE long ASSIGN_DA TE 

CLOSE_DATE long CLOSE_DATE 
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h. GMS_Installation Structure 

i. GMS_ListName Structure 

j. GMS_ListData Structure 
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6.2 DATABASE ACCESS FUNCTIONS 

6.2.la GMS_openDatabase 

GMS_openDatabase reads the initialization file identified by the value of argument szlniFile. 
The data source names, DBMS user IDs and DBMS passwords are read from this file and the 
associated databases opened. GMS_openDatabase does not check ICIS User IDs or passwords, 
but logs the user as GUEST with password GUEST with read-only access to the central and local 
database. To obtain full access to either database, use GMS_openDatabase2. The format of the 
INI file is described in 5.2.3b, and the convention is to set sz!niFile to 'ICIS.INI', which should 
exist in the default windows directory (6.1.1). It is not necessary to follow this convention for 
specific applications. 

Syntax 

long GMS_openDatabase(szlniFile) 

A ts rmmen 

Argument Type Use Description 

szlniFile char* input Pointer to NULL terminated string containing the name 
of an existing initialization file. The file must exist and 
be present in the default Windows subdirectory. 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERRORor GMS_NOACCESS 

Comments 

• 
The function returns GMS_ERROR if the one or both GMS databases are not opened 
successfully. No data sources are connected unless all are found and opened. 

6.2.lb GMS_openDatabase2 

GMS_openDatabase2 reads the initialization file identified by the value of argument szlniFile. 
There are two levels of access control to ICIS databases. First, the database management system 
may have a system of user IDs and passwords to control opening the database. Secondly, GMS 
has a table of user IDs, access privileges and passwords which control access to the ICIS 
fundamental functions. The data source names, database user IDs and database passwords are 
read from the initialization file sz]niFile. The ICIS user name of the current user is passed in 
szUserName and the ICIS password in szPassword. These must be obtained by the application, 
and one short cut to this is to read them from the INI file as described in 5.3.2. The function 
returns the USER_ID of the current user in argument user/D. 

Syntax 

long GMS_openDatabase2(szlniFile, szUserName, szPassword, userlD) 
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A ts r~men 

Argument Type Use Description 

sziniFile char* input Pointer to NULL terminated string 
containing the name of an existing 
initialization file. The file must exist and 
be present in the Windows subdirectory. 

szUserName char* input Pointer to NULL terminated string 
containing the user name 

szPassword char* input Pointer to NULL terminated string 
containing the password of the user 

user ID long* output Pointer to a long integer to contain the 
User ID corresponding to szUserName or 
-32678 for a guest user. 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR GMS_NO_ACCESS, GMS_INV ALID_PASSWORD, 
GMS_INV ALID_USER, or GMS_INV ALID_INSTALLATION. 

Comments 

The function returns GMS_INVALID_USER if szUserName is not found. If the szPassword is 
incorrect it returns GMS_INV ALID_PASSWORD. If the user's installation 
(USERS.INSTALID) is zero (database administrators only) then the function will allow write 
access to any local database. Otherwise, the function checks that the local installation 
(INSTLN.INSTALID) is the same as the user's installation (USERS.INSTALID). If the user's 
installation is not zero and does not match the current local database, the function restricts the 
user to read only access and returns GMS_READ_ONLY. 

If the local installation (INSTLN.INST ALID) is negative (new installation) then no further 
checks are made, but if it is positive (existing installation) then the function checks that the local 
installation fields are identical to the central fields for the matching installation. If not, the 
function returns GMS_INVALID_INSTALLATION. 

The function returns GMS_ERROR if the one or both GMS databases are not opened 
successfully, or cause by any internal error. 

6.2.lc GMS_openDatabase3 

GMS_openDatabase3 reads the initialization file identified by the value of argument sz/niFile. 
This routine reads the user ID and password from the Local GMS section and calls 
GMS_openDatabase2. 
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Syntax 

long GMS_openDatabase3(sz/niFile, user!D) 

A ts rtrumen 

Ar.gument Type 

szlniFile char* 

user ID long* 

Returns 

See GMS_openDatabase2. 

Comments 

See GMS_openDatabase2. 

6.2.2 GMS_closeDatabase 

Use 

input 

output 

Description 

Pointer to NULL terminated string 
containing the name of an existing 
initialization file. The file must exist and 
be present in the Windows subdirectorv. 

Pointer to a long integer to contain the 
User ID corresponding to szUserName or 
-32678 for a guest user. 

GMS_closeDatabase closes the connection to both Central and Local databases. Frees up all 
allocated memory used by the databases and DU... 

Syntax (Procedure) 

GMS_closeDatabase 

Code Example 

No arguments, No returns 

See GMS_findPreferredName, GMS_findName, GMS_getGermplasm functions. 

6.3 NAME SEARCH FUNCTIONS 

6.3.la GMS_findName 

GMS_findName searches all names in the NAMES tables for the search string szNameSrch. If 
/Opt is FIND_FIRST the function first checks the values of the ntype and nstatus elements of the 
nameData argument and if these are not zero it restrics the search to names having the specified 
values. It then stores the name details of the first match for which the corresponding germplasm 
record that has not been replaced in structure nameData and the NAME value in szName. If /Opt 
is FIND_NEXT it stores the succeeding non-replaced match. If the user requires the germplasm 
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details for the matching record these must be retrieved with the GMS_getGermplasm function or 
with the GMS_findName2 which returns both name and germplasm details. 

Syntax 

long GMS_findName (szNameSrch, nameData, szName, nszName, fOpt) 

A ts r2'llmen 

Argument Type Use Description 

szNameSrch char* input Address of NULL terminated string 
containing the name search 

nameData GMS_NameData* input/ Address of a GMS_NameData structure to 
output contain the name data 

szName char* output Address of NULL terminated string to place 
the NAME 

nszName long input Maximum length of szName 

fOpt long input Either FIND FIRST or FIND NEXT 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA 

Comments 

The target name can contain wildcards within the first 30 characters of the string. '_' match any 
character and a terminal '%' matches any trailing characters. On the first call to this function, 
/Opt should have a value of FIND_FIRST then call the function with/Opt set to FIND_NEXT 
repeatedly until it returns GMS_NO_DAT A to find subsequent matching names. 

The user must be careful to set the ntype and nstatus fields of nameData argument before any 
call to this routine with fopt=FIND_FIRST. 

Returns 

GMS_ERROR if any internal ODBC function call fails. 

6.3.lb GMS_findName2 

GMS_findName2 searches for string matches to any of the three forms of a specified name. The 
forms of the name are the specified string, the string with all spaces removed and with name 
standardization applied (3.1.3, see also the GMS_standardName function 6.9.8). The function 
returns name and germplasm data for search matches. 
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Note 

This routine calls GMS_applyChanges (6.4.10) internally to update the germplasm record. 

Syntax 

long GMS_flndName2 (szNameSrch, nameData, germData, szName, nszName, fOpt) 

Arguments 

A f GMS f dN s or m - h ame except t at a new argument G . . 1 d d erm IS me u e 

Argument Type Use Description 

germData GMS_Germplasm* output Address of a GMS_Germplasm Structure to contain 
Germplasm data for the retrieved germplasm 

Comments 

This function works like GMS_findName but also returns the germplasm record and searches for 
matches to the supplied name szNameSrch with any internal spaces removed and after applying 
the name standardization algorithm (3.1.3 and 6.9.8). Wildcards characters should appear in the 
first 32 characters of the strings with spaces removed and after name standardization, otherwise 
they will not be recognized as wildcards. 

6.3.lc GMS_flndName3 

GMS_findName2 searches for a string in the NAMES table, both as specified and with any 
spaces removed, and returns name and germplasm data for search matches. Otherwise, it 
functions like GMS_findName. 

Note 

This routine calls GMS_applyChanges (6.4.10) internally to update the germplasm record before 
returning. 

Syntax 

long GMS_findName3 (szNameSrch, nameData, germData, szName, nszName, fOpt) 

Arguments 

A f GMS f dN s or m h t ame except t a a new argumen tG . . 1 d d erm IS me u e 

Argument Type Use Description 

GermData GMS_ Germplasm* output Address of a GMS_Germplasm Structure to contain 
Germplasm data for the retrieved germplasm 
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Comments 

This function works like GMS_findName but also returns the germ.plasm record and also 
searches for matches to the supplied name szNameSrch with any internal spaces removed but 
does not apply the name standardization algorithm. 

Also see GMS_findName comments. 

6.3.2 GMS_findPreferredName 

GMS_findPreferredName searches the PREFERRED_NAME field of the GERMPLASM tables 
for the search string szName. It stores the germ.plasm information for the first match in structure 
germData if /Opt is FIND _FIRST otherwise it stores the succeeding match. This function only 
searches the name section held in the germplasm table, ie a maximum of 30 characters. It does 
not return name details or name extensions, these can be retrieved with the GMS_findName or 
GMS_findName2 functions. 

Note 

This routine calls GMS_applyChanges (6.4.10) internally to update the germplasm record before 
returning. 

Syntax 

long GMS_findPreferredName (szName, germData, /Opt) 

A t ri?:umen s 

Argument Type Use 

szName char* input 

germData GMS Germplasm * output 

fOpt long input 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA 

Comments 

Description 

Address of NULL terminated string 
containing the name search 

Address of a GMS Germplasm record 

Either FIND_FIRST or FIND_NEXT 

The target name can contain wildcards. '_'match any character and'%' matches 0 or more of 
any characters. On the first call to this function, fOpt should have a value of FIND _FIRST then 
call the function with fOpt set to FIND_NEXT repeatedly until it returns GMS_NO_DATA. 

Returns 

GMS_ERROR if any internal ODBC function call fails. 
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6.3.3 GMS_findDescendant 

GMS_findDescendant searches the GPIDl and GPID2 fields of the GERMPLASM Table and the 
PID field of the OTHER PROGENITORS Table for the given gid. After a successful call to the 
function, descendant will contain the germplasm record of a derivative or offspring of the target 
germplasm and progNo will contain the number of the progenitor that matches GID. 

Note 

This routine calls GMS_applyChanges (6.4.10) internally to update the germplasm record before 
returning. 

Syntax 

long GMS_findDescendant(gid, descendant, progNo, fOpt); 

A r!!Uments 
Argument Type Use Description 

gid long input GID for which descendants are sought 

descendant GMS-germplasm* output Pointer to a Germplasm record which will contain 
the germplasm data for a descendant of GID 

progNo long* output Number of the progenitor which matches GID 

fOpt long input Either FIND_FIRST or FIND_NEXT 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA 

Note 

GMS_findDescendant checks whether progenitor progNo has been changed through a local 
attribute before returning a value and it checks for progenitors which have been changed to gid 
by local change attributes. 

6.3.3 GMS_findLocation 

GMS_findLocation searches the location table for the first location with name which matches the 
string in the PREFERRED_NAME field of the Locn argument when/Opt=FIND_FIRST. It 
searches for the next match if /Opt is FIND_NEXT. If the TYPE field of Locn is non zero, the 
search is restricted to locations with LOCATION TYPE which match its value. The search string 
may contain wild cards such as _ and %. 
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Syntax 

long GMS_findLocation(Locn, fOpt); 

A t r1?llmen s 

Argument Type Use Description 

Locn GMS Location Input/ Enters with the name-string to search, returns with 
Structure output the location details of the next match 

fOpt long input Either FIND_FIRST or FIND_NEXT 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA 

6.4 GMS DATA RETRIEVAL FUNCTIONS 

6.4.la GMS_getGermplasmRecord 

GMS_getGermplasmRecord retrieves data from the GERMPLASM table with 
GERMPLASM_ID equal to gid in structure germData. The user must check the return status 
and the REPLACE field of germData for replaced or deleted germplasm and take appropriate 
action. No check is made in the local database for change or replace attributes. These can be 
applied by calling GMS_applyChanges (6.4.10). 

Syntax 

long GMS_getGermplasmRecord (gid, germData) 

Ar uments 

Ar ument T e Use Descri tion 

id Ion in ut The GERMPLASM_ID to search 

ermData GMS_Germ lasm * out ut Address of a GMS_Germ lasm record 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA 

Comments 

The GERMPLASM tables will be searched for the record with GERMPLASM_ID equal to gid. 
It is not possible for the search to have multiple results because the GERMPLASM_ID is unique 
across the two data sources (Central and Local GMS). It returns GMS_NO_DATA if there is no 
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GERMPLASM record with GERMPLASM_ID (gid). If the record has been deleted or replaced 
(GRPLCE=gid for deleted, GRPLCE= <replacement gid> for replace) the function returns the 
deleted or replaced germplasm record and GMS_NO_DATA. It returns GMS_ERROR if any 
internal ODBC function call fails. 

6.4.lb GMS_getGermplasm 

GMS_getGermplasm retrieves data from the GERMPLASM table with GERMPLASM_ID equal 
to gid in structure germData. 

Syntax 

long GMS_getGermplasm (gid, germData) 

Ar uments 

Ar ument T e Use Descri tion 

id Ion in ut The GERMPLASM_ID to search 

ermData GMS_Germ lasm * out ut Address of a GMS_Germ lasm record 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA 

Note 

This routine calls GMS_applyChanges (6.4.10) internally to update the germplasm record before 
returning. 

Comments 

See GMS_getGermplasmRecord comments. 

6.4.lc GMS_getGermplasm2 

GMS_getGermplasm2 retrieves all data from the GERMPLASM table and data for the preferred 
name from the NAMES table for germplasm gid or for its replacement if it is replaced. The 
function does not return data if germplasm gid is deleted. The germplasm data is returned in 
argument germData, the name data in argument nameData and the preferred name in szName. 
With GMS_getGermplasm2 the user only needs to check the return status for deleted germplasm. 
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Note 

GMS_getGermplasm2 checks the local ATRIBUTS table for any replace or change attributes by 
calling GMS_applyChanges internally. If it finds them it applies the specified deletion, 
replacement or change before returning the data. This means that a local user can specify changes 
to central records and all applications that use this function will show the effect of those changes. 

Syntax 

long GMS_getGermplasm2 (gid, germData, nameData, szName, nszName) 

Arguments 

Argument Type Use 

gid long input 

germData GMS_Germplasm * output 

nameData GMS_NameData* output 

szName char* output 

nszName long input 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA 

Comments 

Description 

The GERMPLASM ID to search 

Address of a GMS_Germplasm record 

Address of a GMS_NameData structure to 
contain details of the preferred name. 

Address of a string variable to contain the 
preferred name as a null terminated string 

Maximum length of the siName 

If germplasm gid has been deleted (GRPLC:E=GID), GMS_getGermplasm2 sets the 
GERMPLASM_ID element of argument germData to zero and returns GMS_NO_DAT A. If the 
gennplasm gid has been replaced (GRPLCE= <replacement gid>) the function returns data for 
the replaced germplasm and not gennplasm GID. In this case the GERMPLASM_ID element of 
germData will have a different value to gid. The routine also checks the local ATTRIBUTES 
table for any change or replacement attributes for the germplasm record and if it finds then the 
function applies the changes. If there is an ODBC error the function returns GMS_ERROR. 
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6.4.ld GMS_getGermplasm3 

GMS_getGermplasm3 works exactly like GMS_getGermplasm2 but with additional return 
argument for the abbreviation. 

Note 

See GMS_getGermplasm2 note. 

Syntax 

long GMS_getGermplasm3 (gid, germData, nameData, szName, nszName, szAbbreviation) 

A r2uments 

Argument Type Use Description 

gid long input The GERMPLASM_ID to search 

germData GMS_Germplasm * output Address of a GMS_Germplasm record 

nameData GMS_NameData* output Address of a GMS_NameData structure to 
contain details of the preferred name. 

szName char* output Address of a string variable to contain the 
pref erred name as a null terminated string 

nszName long input Maximum length of the szName 

szAbbreviation char* output Address of a string variable to contain the 
preferred abbreviation name as a null 
terminated string 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA 

Comments 

GMS_getGermplasm3 does not specify the length of the szAbbreviation for the routine expects it 
to be at least 9 bytes in length (>=9). 

See GMS_getGermplasm2 comments. 
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6.4.2 GMS_getProgenitorID 

GMS_getProgenitorID retrieves the GERMPLASM_ID of iProgenth progenitor of germplasm 
with GERMPLASM_ID gid in variable pGid. 

Syntax 

long GMS_getProgenitorID( gid, iProgent, pGid) 

Ar ments 

Ar ument T e Use Descri tion 

id lon in ut The GERMPLASM_ID to search 

iPro en Ion in ut No of the arent whose ID is re uired 

pGid long* output Address of a long integer variable to 
contain the GERMPLASM_ID of the 
iPro enth ro enitor 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA 

Comments 

Returns GMS_NO_DATA when there is no iProgenth progenitor. Returns GMS_ERROR if any 
internal ODBC function call fails. 

Although GMS_getProgenitorID can be called with iProgen equal to 1 or 2 it is usually not 
necessary as the germplasm data containing these parent IDs is often already available, and if not 
it is still more efficient to call it from the GMS_getGermplasm function. The routine checks the 
local ATTRIBUTES table for any changes in iProgenth progenitor. 

See GMS_getGermplasm2 comments. 

6.4.3 GMS_getName 

GMS_getName will retrieve all names associated with germplasm having specified germplasm 
ID and name STATUS or name TYPE. GMS_getName requires that the target germplasm ID is 
stored in the GERMPLASM element of the nameData argument (6.l.2b) and the STATUS and 
TYPE elements should be set to zero or a desired value before calling the function. If TYPE and 
ST ATVS are zero, the function will retrieve all names of the target germplasm. If ST ATVS is 
non zero only names with matching status values are returned. If STATUS is zero and TYPE is 
non zero then only names with matching TYPE are returned. If fOpt equals FIND _FIRST the 
function returns the Name with the lowest value of TYPE. Subsequent calls withfOpt equal to 
FIND _NEXT return names in order of value of TYPE. Any call that fails to find a name returns 
GMS_NO_DATA. 
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Syntax 

long GMS_getName(nameData, szName, nszName, fOpt) 

A t r211men s 

Argument Type Use Description 

nameData GMS_NameData* input/output Address of a GMS NameData record 

szName char* output Address of NULL terminated string 
containing the NAME 

nszName long input Maximum size of szName in bvtes 

fOpt long input Either FIND FIRST or FIND NEXT 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA 

Comments 

The germplasm ID and, if required, the name type of the germplasm for which names are 
required must be loaded into the GERMPLASM and TYPE elements of the GMS_NameData 
argument if fOpt=FIND_FIRST. On return this argument contains all the other relevant fields 
for the returned name. If no name is found the argument szName will contain a NULL string. If 
the function is called with bad parameters or there was a problem accessing the database, the 
function will return GMS_ERROR. GMS_getName returns name data for deleted or replaced 
germplasm without warning. 

6.4.4. GMS_getAttribute 

GMS_getAttribute will retrieve all attributes associated with germplasm having specified 
germplasm ID and attribute TYPE. GMS_getAttribute requires the germplasm ID and attribute 
type are stored in the GERMPLASM and TYPE fields of the attribute argument before calling 
the function. If TYPE is zero the function will retrieve all attributes of a germplasm regardless of 
attribute type. If fOpt equals FIND_FIRST the function returns the attribute with the lowest 
value of attribute TYPE. Subsequent calls withfOpt equal to FIND_NEXT return attributes in 
order of TYPE value. Any call that fails to find an attribute returns GMS_NO_DAT A. 

Syntax 

long GMS_getAttribute(attribute, szAVal, nszAVal, fOpt) 
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A ts rmimen 

Argument Type Use Description 

attribute GMS_Attribute* input/output Address of a GMS Attribute record 

szAVal char* output Address of NULL terminated string to place 
the attribute value 

nszAVal long input Length/Size of szA Val 

fOpt long input EitherFIND FIRST orFIND_NEXT 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA 

Comments 

The principle of using GMS_getAttribute is almost the same as GMS_getName. The only 
difference is that the first argument is GMS_Attribute structure and the ATTRIBUTE table is 
searched. If the function is called with bad parameters or there was a problem accessing the 
database, the function will return GMS_ERROR. GMS_getAttribute returns attribute data for 
deleted or replaced germplasm without warning. 

6.4.5. GMS_getMethod 

GMS_getMethod retrieves details of a method from the METHODS table. The first argument of 
GMS_getMethod is a pointer to a GMS_Method structure (6.l.2d). If the METHOD_ID element 
is not zero when the function is called then the details for the corresponding method are 
retrieved. If it is zero then the function returns details for the first method if /Opt = FIND _FIRST 
or for the next available method if /Opt = FIND _NEXT. Any call which fails to find a method 
information returns GMS_NO_DATA. 

Syntax 

long GMS_getMethod(method, szMDesc,nszMDesc, fOpt) 
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A ts nrumen 

Argument Type Use Description 

method GMS_Method* input/ Address of a GMS_Method structure to contain 
output method details 

szMDesc char* output Address of a string variable to contain the NULL 
terminated method description 

nszMDesc long input Maximum size of szMDesc in bytes 

fOpt long input Either FIND_FIRST or FIND_NEXT 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA 

Comments 

The principle of using GMS_getMethod is almost the same as GMS_getAttribute. If the 
function is called and there was a problem accessing the database, the function will return 
GMS_ERROR. If szMDesc is NULL and cMDesc is zero then GMS_getMethod will not retrieve 
the method description. 

6.4.6. GMS_getUDField 

GMS_getUDField will retrieve details of any user-defined field from the 
USER_DEFINED _FIELDS table. The first argument of GMS_getUDField is a pointer to a 
GMS_UDField structure (6.l.2e). If the USER_FIELD_NO is not zero when the function is 
called then it returns the details for the corresponding user defined field. If it is zero then the 
function returns details for the first user defined field if /Opt= FIND_FIRST or for the next 
available user defined field if /Opt= FIND_NEXT. Any call which fails to get user defined field 
information returns GMS_NO_DATA. 

Syntax 

long GMS_getUDField(UDField, szFDesc, nszFDesc, fOpt) 
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A ts rsrumen 
Argument Type Use Description 

UDField OMS_UDField* input/ Address of a OMS_UDField structure 
outout 

szFDesc char* output Address of a string variable to contain the field 
description as a NULL terminated string 

nszFDesc long input Maximum size of szFDesc 

fOpt long input Either FIND _FIRST or FIND _NEXT 

Returns 

OMS_SUCCESS, OMS_ERROR, OMS_NO_DATA 

Comments 

The principle of using OMS_getUDField is almost the same as OMS_getAttribute. If the 
function is called and there was a problem accessing the database, the function will return 
OMS_ERROR. 

6.4.7a. GMS_getLocation 

OMS_getLocation will retrieve location information. The first argument of OMS_getLocation is 
a pointer to a OMS_Location structure (6.1.2f). If the LOCATION_ID is not zero when the 
function is called then it returns the details for the corresponding location ID. If it is zero then 
the function returns details for the first location record if /Opt= FIND_FIRST or for the next 
available location record if /Opt= FIND_NEXT. Any call which fails to get location information 
returns OMS_NO_DATA. 

Syntax 

long GMS_getLocation(location ,/Opt) 

A t rsrumen s 
Argument Type Use Description 

location OMS Location* input/output Address of a OMS Location structure 

fOpt long Input Either FIND FIRST or FIND NEXT 

Returns 

OMS_SUCCESS, OMS_ERROR, OMS_NO_DATA 
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Comments 

If the function is called and there is a problem accessing the database, the function will return 
GMS_ERROR. Any call which fails to get location information returns GMS_NO_DATA. 

6.4.7b. GMS_getLocation2 

GMS_getLocation2 will retrieve location information for all locations matching specified 
criteria. The first argument of GMS_getLocation2 is a pointer to a GMS_Location structure 
(6. l .2f). All elements of the structure must be set to valid values or zeros or blanks before 
calling the function with parameter fOpt=FIND_FIRST. This sets a search template restricting 
the search to records with fields matching the valid values. The first match is returned if /Opt = 
FIND_FIRST and the next matching location is returned if /Opt= FIND_NEXT 

Syntax: 

long GMS_getLocation2(location ,/Opt) 

A rJ?uments 
Argument Type Use Description 

location GMS Location* input/output Address of a GMS Location structure 

fOpt long Input Either FIND FIRST or FIND_NEXT 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA 

Comments 

The principle of using GMS_getLocation2 is similar to GMS_getAttribute2. If the function is 
called and there is a problem accessing the database, the function will return GMS_ERROR. Any 
call which fails to get location information returns GMS_NO_DATA. 

6.4.8. GMS_getUser 

GMS_getUser will retrieve user information. The first argument is a pointer to a GMS_User 
structure (6.l.2g). If the USER_ID element is not zero when the function is called then it returns 
the details for the corresponding user. If it is zero then a user name must be supplied in the 
NAME element and the function returns details for the first user with the specified name if /Opt 
= FIND_FIRST or for the next available user with that name if /Opt= FIND_NEXT. Any call 
which fails to get user information returns GMS_NO_DATA. 
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Syntax 

long GMS_getUser(user,fOpt) 

A ts rl!llmen 

Argument Type Use Description 

User GMS User* input/output Address of a GMS User structure 

fOpt long input Either FIND _FIRST or FIND _NEXT 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA 

Comments 

The principle of using GMS_getUser is almost the same as GMS_getAttribute. If there is a 
problem accessing the database, the function will return GMS_ERROR. 

6.4.9 GMS_getlnstallation 

GMS_getlnstallation will retrieve installation information. 

Syntax 

long GMS_getlnstallation(instln,szDesc,nszDesc) 

A t r1?Umen s 

Argument Type Use Description 

ins tin GMS _Installation input/ Address of a GMS _Installation structure to contain 
* output the installation parameters. 

szDesc char* output Address of a character variable to contain the 
installation description 

nszDesc long input Maximum data size szDesc can hold (including the 
null terminator). 

Returns 

GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_DATA, GMS_SUCCESS 
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Comments 

If the instno field of instln structure is zero then the function will return the current installation 
record from the local database. Otherwise, it will return the installation record corresponding to 
the value of the instno field. The function returns GMS_ERROR if there is no local 
INSTALLATION table or if the installation record corresponding to INSTNO field is not found 
in the central database. Otherwise, it returns GMS_SUCCESS . 

6.4.10 GMS_applyChanges 

GMS_applyChanges returns the germplasm record after applying the changes as recorded in the 
local attributes table. This allows a local user to register changes to central germplasm and have 
those changes reflected immediately in all analysis applications that use the DLL. The changes 
are checked and physically made in the central database at update. 

Syntax 

long GMS_applyChanges(gennData) 

A t rgumen s 

Argument Type 

germData GMS_ Germplasm * 

Returns 

GMS_ERROR,GMS_SUCCESS 

Comments 

Use Description 

input/ Address of a GMS_Germplasm record 
output 

GMS_applyChanges searches the local A TTRIBUTS table where GID matches gennData.gid 
and ATYPE value is either REPLACE (101) or CHANGE(l02). GMS_applyChanges first looks 
for REPLACE attributes and gets the replacement germplasm. Next it looks for CHANGE 
attributes and applies the changes in chronological order with the most recent change last. 
GMS_applyChanges is called internally for central germplasm (positive gids) by the following 
routines before returning the germplasm data: GMS_getGermplasm2, GMS_getGermplasm3, 
GMS_getDescendant, GMS_findName, GMS_findName2, and GMS_findName3 
GMS_findPreferredName. 
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6.5 FUNCTIONS TO ADD DATA TO THE LOCAL DATABASE 

6.5.1. GMS_addGermplasm 

GMS_addGermplasm will add new germplasm and name information to the GMS database 
according to the information in the arguments. If the germplasm is produced by a generative 
method with more than 2 progenitors then germplasm IDs for progenitors after the second are 
contained in array argument aPID. 

The GERMPLASM_ID field of the germData argument and the GERMPLASM field of the 
nameData argument must be zero on input, and will be set to the new germplasm ID value on 
exit. 

New data is not committed to the local database until the function GMS_commitData (6.8.1) has 
been called, and uncommitted data can be deleted from the buffer with the GMS_rollbackData 
function (6.8.2) 

Syntax 

long GMS_addGermplasm( germData, nameData, szPName, aPID) 

A ts rj?umen 

Argument Type Use Description 

germData GMS_Germplasm * input/ Address of a GMS_Germplasm record 

output 

nameData GMS_NameData * input/ Address of a GMS_NameData record 

output 

szPName char* input Address of NULL terminated string which 
contains the PREFERRED _NAME 

aPID long* input Address of an array of Parent GIDs. NULL if the 
number of progenitors is less than or equal to two. 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR, GMS_NO_ACCESS 
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Comments 

The following fields of the gennData structure should be properly populated with valid values 
before calling the function: 

• METHOD - number of method used corresponding to METHOD _ID on the 
METHODS table; 

• NO_PROGENITORS - for a derivative process or the number of parents for a 
generative process; 

• PROGENITOR_IDI - Group ID for a derivative process or the ID of the first parent 
(usually the female) for a generative process. (Zero if unknown); 

• PROGENITOR_ID2 - Source ID for a derivative process or the ID of the second 
parent for a generative process. (Zero if unknown); 

• LOCATION - Location ID for the breeding or collection location (Zero if unknown); 

• DA TE - Date as YYYMMDD ( 0 if unknown); 

• REFERENCE - reference number (missing id unknown). 

The elements GERMPLASM_ID, USER and REPLACE will be populated by the function. 

The string szPname may not be NULL and the following fields of the Name structure should be 
populated with valid values before calling the function: 

• TYPE - name type number from the UDFIELDS table; 

• STATUS - name status (preferred or not) and data storage mode (Table 3.8.3). 

• LOCATION - name location number, often the same as LOCATION in Genn; 

• DA TE - date the germplasm was named, same form as DATE in Genn; 

• REFERENCE - if there is one available. 

The GERMPLASM and USER elements of Name will be populated by the function. 
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6.5.2. GMS_addName 

GMS_addName adds new name szPName for germplasm specified by the GERMPLASM field 
in the nameData structure. 

New data is not committed to the local database until the function GMS_commitData (6.8.1) has 
been called, and uncommitted data can be deleted from the buffer with the GMS_rollbackData 
function (6.8.2) 

Syntax 

long GMS_addName(nameData, szPName) 

A ts r2llmen 
Argument Type Use Description 

nameData GMS NameData * input Address of a GMS_NameData record 

szPName char* input Address of NULL terminated string to place 
the name 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR , GMS_NO_ACCESS 

Comments 

The string szPname may not be NULL and the following fields of the Name structure should be 
properly populated with valid values before calling the function: 

• GERMPLASM - valid germplasm ID 

• TYPE - the type of name; 

• STATUS - name status (preferred or not) and data storage type; 

• LOCATION 

• DATE 

• REFERENCE - if there is one available. 
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6.5.3. GMS_addAttribute 

GMS_addAttribute adds new attribute with value szA Val for germplasm defined by the 
GERMPLASM_ID field in the attribute structure. 

New data is not committed to the local database until the function GMS_commitData (6.8.1) has 
been called, and uncommitted data can be deleted from the buffer with the GMS_rollbackData 
function (6.8.2) 

Syntax 

long GMS_addAttribute(attribute, szA Val) 

A ts r2umen 

Argument Type Use Description 

attribute GMS_Attribute * input/ Address of a GMS_Attribute structure 
output 

szAVal char* input Address of NULL terminated string to place 
the value of the attribute 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR , GMS_NO_ACCESS 

Comments 

The string szA Val should not be a NULL string and the following fields of the attribute structure 
should be properly populated with values before calling the function: 

• GERMPLASM - valid germplasm ID 

• TYPE - the type number of the attribute (from the UDFLDS Table); 

• LOCATION 

• DATE 

• REFERENCE - if there is one available. 
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6.5.4 GMS_addLocation 

GMS_add.Location adds a new location to the local LOCATION table. Details of the location 
must be stored in appropriate elements of the location parameter (6.l .2f), and the 
LOCATION_ID element must be set to zero before the call to GMS_add.Location. The next 
available location number will be returned in the LOCATION_ID element 

New data is not committed to the local database until the function GMS_commitData (6.8.1) has 
been called, and uncommitted data can be deleted from the buffer with the GMS_rollbackData 
function (6.8.2) 

Syntax 

long GMS_addLocation(location) 

A ts r211men 
Argument Type Use Description 

location GMS Location * input/output Address of a GMS_Location structure 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR , GMS_NO_ACCESS 

Comments 

The following fields of the location structure (6.l.2f) must be properly populated with values 
before calling the function: 

• LOCATION_ID must be set to 0, 

• PREFERRED_NAME must be set to a null terminated ASCII string, 

Other elements may be set if values are known. Otherwise they should be set to the defined nulls 
for each field 

6.5.5 GMS_addDescriptor (not available) 
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6.6 FUNCTIONS TO ADD LOCAL SUPPORT DATA 

6.6.1 GMS_allocateUserID 

6.6.2 GMS_addMethod 

6.6.3 GMS_addNameType 

6.6.4 GMS_addAttributeType 

(Not yet 

(Notyet 

(Notyet 

(Notyet 

6.7 FUNCTIONS TO CORRECT LOCAL GMS RECORDS 

6.7.1 GMS_setGermplasm 

GMS_setGermplasm changes the value of any field in the local GERMPLASM table except the 
PREFERRED_NAME, NAME_EXTENSION and ABBREVIATION fields. Only the central 
database administrator can change field values in the Central database. However, a local user can 
request such changes by adding SETGERM attributes for central germplasm records to the local 
attributes table. 

Syntax 

long GMS_setGermplasm(gennData) 

A rf!uments 
Argument Type Use Description 

germData GMS_Germplasm* input Pointer to a GMS-Germplasm structure containing correct 
values for all fields whether they are to be changed or not. 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR 

Comments 

This function can be used to correct certain fields in the local GERMPLASM table. A call with 
positive GID will result in a GMS_ERROR return. 
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6. 7.2 GMS_setProgenitorID 

GMS_setProgenitorID changes the value of a progenitor ID for germplasm GID in the local GMS 
database. If argument iProgen has value 1 or 2, the value is changed on the germplasm record, 
otherwise it is changed in the PROGENITORS table. 

Syntax 

long GMS_setProgenitorlD(gid, iProgen,pGid) 

A ts r2t1men 

Argument Type Use Description 

gid long input GID of germplasm for which progenitor ID is to be set 

iProgen long input 

pGid long input 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR 

Comments 

Progenitor number to be set 

GID to be stored as iProgenth progenitor of germplasm GID 

This function can be used to change the value of a progenitor ID either to another valid GID or to 
zero that indicates missing information on the progenitor. If iProgen is 1 or 2 the value could be 
changed with the GMS_setGermplasm function, but GMS_setProgenitorID also works, and is 
the only way to change the value if iProgen >2. If gid is positive the function returns 
GMS_ERROR. 

6.7.3 GMS_setPreferredName 

GMS_setPreferredName sets an existing, ASCII name as the preferred name of a germplasm and 
resets the name_status of the current preferred name to zero. 

Syntax 

long GMS_setPreferredName (nameData,szPName) 
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A ts r2Umen 
Argument Type Use Description 
name Data GMS_NameData* input Pointer to a GMS_NameData structure containing the name data 

of the existing name which is to be set as the preferred name 

szPName char* input Pointer to a character variable containing the null terminated 
existing name to be set as the preferred name 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS , GMS_ERROR 

Comments 

The new preferred name must exist on the NAMES table before the call to GMS
setPreferredName. The GERMPLASM_ID, NAME_ USER, NV AL and NEXT fields should 
uniquely index the proposed preferred name. It must be an ASCII name, and not the current 
preferred name i.e. it must have NAME_STATUS 0 or 2. Any other value results in an error 
return, GMS_ERROR. If the proposed preferred name is already the preferred abbreviation then 
it is re-set as the preferred name. The NAME_STATUS of the existing preferred name is 
changed to 0 on the NAMES table. If the GERMPLASM_ID field of the nameData argument is 
positive the function returns GMS_ERROR. 

6. 7.4 GMS_setPreferredAbbr 

GMS_setPreferredAbbr sets an existing, ASCII name as the preferred abbreviation of a 
germplasm. 

Syntax 

long GMS _setPreferredAbbr(namedata,szName) 

A t reumen s 
Argument Type Use Description 

named at a GMS_NameData* input Pointer to a GMS_NameData structure containing the name data 
of the existing name which is to be set as the preferred 
abbreviation 

szName char* input Pointer to a character variable containing the null terminated 
existing name to be set as the preferred abbreviation 
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Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS , GMS_ERROR 

Comments 

The proposed preferred abbreviation must exist on the NAMES table before the call to 
GMS_setPreferredAbbr. The GERMPLASM_ID, NAME_ USER and NV AL fields should 
uniquely index the proposed preferred abbreviation. It must be an ASCII name of less than eight 
characters and it may not be the current preferred name or preferred abbreviation i.e. it must have 
NAME_ST ATUS 0. Failure of these conditions results in an error return, GMS_ERROR . The 
NAME_STATUS of any existing preferred abbreviation is changed to 0 on the NAMES table. If 
the GERMPLASM_ID field of the namedata argument is positive the function returns 
GMS_ERROR. 

6.8 MISCELLANEOUS FUNCTIONS 

6.8.1 GMS_commitData 

GMS_commitData will permanently write all changes to the database made by calling add or 
change functions. 

Syntax 

GMS_commitData 

Comment 

No arguments, No returns 

Caution should be observed in using this function because it clears the cache used by the SQL 
driver and clears all SQL transactions. Hence if it is called between a FIND_FIRST and 
FIND_NEXT sequence in a search, a 'function sequence error' will occur on the next search call 
with fOpt set to FIND_NEXT. 

6.8.2 GMS_rollbackData 

GMS_rollbackData will undo all changes up to the last call to GMS_commitData. 

Syntax 

GMS_rollbackData 

Arguments 

None 

Returns 

None 

No arguments, No returns 
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6.9 BASIC GMS FUNCTIONS 

6.9.1 GMS_generateTree 

GMS_generateTree retrieves preferred names and GIDs from the GERMPLASM table for all 
generative progenitors in the pedigree of germplasm gid down to a specified number of levels or 
until no further progenitors are known. 

Syntax: 

long GMS_generateTree(gid,level,szBuffer,bufsz,aID,naID) 

A t r!!llmen s 

Argument Type Use Description 
gid long input Progenitor ID from which the tree will generate (as the root) 

level long input Desired maximum level of the tree 

szBujfer char* output Points to a buffer that receives a string representing the genealogical tree. 
The buffer is filled with one or more null-terminated strings (representing 
one line on the screen); the last string is followed by a second null 
character. 

nszBuffer long input Specifies the size, in characters, of the buffer pointed to by the szBujfer 
parameter. 

a/D long* output Contains array of GIDs corresponding to the germplasm on each line of 
szBuffer 

na/D long input Maximum number of entries in alD 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS ,GMS_ERROR or GMS_MORE_DATA 

Comments 

szBuffer of size nszBuffer should be large enough to hold the whole generated tree. The routine 
will return GMS_MORE_DATA if the szBuffer does not contain the entire generated tree. Test 
the result for either GMS_SUCCESS or GMS_MORE_DAT A. Argument a/D returns with the 
list of GIDs corresponding to each line of the tree so that extra information can be extracted from 
the database and displayed on the tree as required. If there are more lines (entries) in the tree than 
spaces in a/D (naID) then GMS_generateTree returns GMS_MORE_DATA. 

The tree is displayed horizontally. A line starting with > indicates that the entry on the line above 
is a derivative of the entry on the current line. A line starting with+ indicated that the entry on 
the current line is a generative progenitor of the entry above the+. Female progenitors are listed 
above male progenitors. ** following an entry name indicates that that entry has already been 
expanded in the current tree. < following an entry indicates that there is further pedigree 
information available on that entry. 
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Code Example: 

The following code will display the generated tree: 

CODE 
char *p; 
p = szBuffer; 
while (*p!='\0') 
{ II dUI11p to the console 

printf(•s \n",p); 
p = p + strlen(p)+l; 

6.9.2 GMS_crossExpansion: 

EXAMPLE OUTPUT 
IRS 
> IRS 
+--- PETA 
I > PETA 
I +---CINA 
I +---LATISAIL 
+--- DEE-GEO-WOO-GEN 

GMS_crossExpansion interrogates the GMS recursively to generate a Purdey cross expansion for 
germplasm gid. The expansion terminates after level generations or whenever a progenitor has a 
name of type ntype. The cross expansion is returned in argument szBuffer, and the list of GIDs 
for elements in the cross expansion (from left to right) is returned in array a!D. 

Syntax 

long GMS_crossExpansion(gid,level,ntype,szBuffer,nszBuffer,aID,nalD) 

A t r211men s 

Argument Type Use Description 

gid long input germplasm id 

level long input level of expansion 

ntype Long Input Name type (i.e., 7-preferred name, 6-preferred abbreviation, etc.) 

szBuffer char* output pointer to null terminated string containing the cross expansion 
string generated 

nszBu.ffer long input maximum data size szBuffer can hold (including 
terminator). 

Aid long* output an array of long integer containing the list of germplasm id 

na/D long input maximum size of the idList 

Returns 

GMS_ERROR, GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_MORE_DATA ,GMS_NO_DATA 

Comments 

the null 

Progenitor's preferred name is the default name used when ntype is zero. A generation is taken 
to be a generative process involving only derivative progenitors or a sequence of generative 
processes with the last one involving only derivative progenitors. Thus a series of back crosses is 
one generation (back to the original single cross) and a triple cross or double cross generation 
involves two generative steps. 

If the input parameter ntype is specified (>0) the expansion is built from progenitors having 
names of the specified type or preferred names of progenitors level generations back in the 
pedigree, whichever occurs first. 
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Generative progenitors with one parent (mutations) are represented as <parent>/. And ones with 
more than two parents as <parentl>/[<parent2>,<parent3>, ... ]. GMS_crossExpansion will not 
expand parents other than the first one. 

The routine returns GMS_MORE_DATA if either the szBuffer or idList is not large enough to 
hold the data. If the routine encounters a missing group ID in any source expansion of that branch 
it terminates with the name of that source. If it encounters a missing progenitor ID in any cross 
before level generations it places a query '?' in the cross expansion at that point and terminates 
expansion of that branch. 

6.9.3 GMS_IistNames 

GMS_listNames searches the database for all names of germplasm gid and returns them in a null 
delimited test string. 

Syntax 

long GMS_listNames(gid,szBuffer,nszBuffer) 

A ts rmmen 

Argument type Use Description 

gid long input germplasm id 

szBuffer char* output pointer to null terminated string containing the list of Names 

nszBuffer long input maximum data size szBuffer can hold (including the null terminator). 

Returns 

GMS_ERROR, GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_MORE_DATA ,GMS_NO_DATA 

Comments 

Names in szBuffer are separated by null characters and the whole list is terminated with two null 
characters. The function only searches the central database when gid is positive, but it always 
searches the local database. The preferred name (NST AT = 1) is placed first in the list. 
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6.9.4 GMS_date 

GMS_date returns long integer given the year, month and day as arguments. 

Syntax 

long GMS_date(year,month,day) 

A ts r211men 
Argument type Use 

year long input Year 

month long input Month 

day long input Day 

Returns 

long integer value in format YYYYMMDD. 

Comments 

Description 

The return date may contain missing year, month, or day. The argument month must not be zero 
(missing) if day is not missing, and year must not be missing if month is not missing. 

6.9.5 GMS_dateToStr 

GMS_dateToStr generate the string (char[12]) in YYYY-MM-DD format given the date in long 
integer. 

Syntax 

long GMS_dateToStr(date,szDate) 

A t ri?umen s 
Argument type Use Description 

Date Jong input Date in long integer format 

szDate char* output A string buffer of at least 11 characters in length 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS if successful in conversion, otherwise returns GMS_ERROR. 

Comments 

See also GMS_date comment. 

6.9.6 GMS_strToDate 

Given the date in YYYY-MM-DD string format returns the equivalent date in long integer 
format YYYYMMDD. 
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Syntax 

long GMS_strToDate(szDate) 

A ts rf?llmen 
Argument type Use Description 

szDate char* output A string buffer of at least I I characters in length 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS if successful in conversion, otherwise returns GMS_ERROR. 

Comments 

See also GMS_date comment. 

6.9.7 GMS_validDate 

GMS_ validDate checks whether the values are in valid range. It checks if year~I 900, 
O<month~I2. Verification of the day considers the month, especially the month of February 
where 29th is only valid for a leap year. 

Syntax 

long GMS_validDate (year,month,day) 

A t rgumen s 
Argument type Use Description 

year long input Year 

month long input Month 

day long input Day 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS if the given date is within the specified valid dates, otherwise returns 
GMS_ERROR. 

Comments 

See also GMS_date comment. 
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6.9.8 GMS_expandDate 

GMS_expandDate expects a date in long integer format as input and returns year, month, and day 
as arguments. 

Syntax 

long GMS_expandDate(date,year,month,day) 

A ts r211men 

Argument Type Use Description 

date long input Date in long integer format 

year long* output Year 

month long* output Month 

day Jong* output Month 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS if the given date is within the specified valid dates, otherwise returns 
GMS_ERROR. 

Comments 

See GMS_date comment. 

6.9.9 GMS_standardName 

GMS_standardName returns the name in standard format (see comments below). 

Syntax 

long GMS_standardName(szlnput,szOutput,nszOutput) 

A ts r2umen 

Ar211ment type Use Description 

szlnvut char* input pointer to null terminated string containing the name to be standardized 

szOutput char* output pointer to null terminated string containing the standardized name 

nszOutput long input maximum data size szOutput can hold (including the null terminator). 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS,GMS_MORE_DATA 

Comments 

The second argument szOutput contains the standardized name of sz/nput. Standardization of 
sz/nput takes the following process (where Lis a letter, N is a digit, Tis one of-,.,',[,],+ and/\ is 
a space). 
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• Removal of leading and trailing spaces 
• Changing lower case to upper case 
• Changing L( or N( to L 'Y and NA( 
• Changing )L or )N to )"L or )AN 
• Changing L. to L" 
• Changing LN to L "N except for TLN 
• Changing NL to N"L except for TN. 
• Changing U-LL toUALL 
• Changing AON to AN 
• Changing M to A 

• Changing A) to ) and "!to I 
• Changing (" to ( and "/ to I 
• Changing L-N -> L"N only when there is exactly one'-' and Lis not proceeded by a space 

6.10 GMS FUNCTIONS FOR LIST TABLES 

6.10.1 GMS_getListName 

GMS_getListName retrieves a specific record from LISTNMS table for a particular value of 
listid field of GMS_ListName structure. To retrieve all records in the table initialize listid to 
zero,fOpt to FIND _FIRST for the first call and FIND _NEXT for the succeeding calls. 

Syntax 

long GMS_getListName(listName, /Opt) 

A t ri:mmen s 

Ar2Ument Type Use Description 

listName GMS_ListName * input/output Address of a GMS_ListName structure to contain 
the list name for the retrieved record 

JOvt long output either FIND_FIRST or FIND_NEXT 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_NO_DATA, GMS_ERROR 
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6.10.2 GMS_setListName 

GMS_setListName changes the value of all the fields in the local LISTNMS table except the 
LISTID field for a given listid. 

Syntax 

long GMS_setListName(listName) 

A ts r211men 

Argument Type 

listName GMS_ListName * 
Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR 

6.10.3 GMS_addListName 

Use Description 

input Address of a GMS_ListName structure 

GMS_addListName adds one record to the LISTNMS table assigning value automatically to 
LISTID field. 

Syntax 

long GMS_addListName(listName) 

A t rS?umen s 

Argument Type 

list Name GMS_ListName * 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR 

6.10.4 GMS_deleteListName 

Use Description 

input Address of a GMS_ListName structure 

GMS_deleteListName deletes one record from the LISTNMS table for a given listid. 

Syntax 

long GMS_deleteListName(listid) 

A t rgumen s 

Argument Type Use Description 

list id long input value of LISTID of which LISTNAME record to 
delete 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR 
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6.10.5 GMS_getListData 

GMS_getListData retrieves records from the LISTDATA table for given listid and gid or listid 
and entryid values specified in the LISTID, GID and ENTRYID fields of the GMS_ListData 
structure. A valid listid value must be specified, but the gid and entryid may be zero in which 
case all entries for the specified list will be retrieved. If gid is non zero, entryid must be zero and 
entries with specified listid and gid will be retrieved. If entryid is non zero, gid must be zero and 
the entry with the specified listid and entryid will be retrieved. /Opt should be set equal to 
FIND_FIRST on the first call, and FIND_NEXT in the succeeding calls. (If entryid is specified, 
fOpt should be FIND_FIRST since there can only be one result record.) Search parameters are set 
whenfOpt is FIND_FIRST, and input values in the ListData argument are ignored whenfOpt is 
FIND_NEXT. 

Syntax 

long GMS_getListData(listData,fOpt) 

A ri?uments 
Argument Type 

listData GMS_ListData * 

JO pt long 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR 

6.10.6 GMS_setListData 

Use 

input/output 

output 

Description 

Address of a GMS_ListData structure to contain 
the list name for the retrieved record 

either FIND_FIRST or FIND_NEXT 

GMS_setListData changes the value of fields in the local LISTDATA table for given listid and 
entryid fields of GMS_ListData structure. (Note the LISTID and ENTRYID fields cannot be 
changed.) 

Syntax 

long GMS_setListData(listData) 

A t ri?umen s 
Argument Type Use Description 

list Data GMS_ListData * input Address of a GMS_ListData structure 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR 
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6.10.7 GMS_addListData 

GMS_addListData adds one record to the LISTDATA table assigning value automatically to 
ENTR YID field. 

Syntax 

long GMS_addListData(listData) 

A r2Uments 

Ar2llment Type 

list Data GMS_ListData * 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR 

6.10.8 GMS_deleteListData 

Use Description 

input Address of a GMS_ListData structure 

GMS_deleteListData deletes records from the LISTDATA table for a given listid or, listid and 
entryid. If entryid is zero the function will delete all records where listid=LISTID, otherwise 
delete record where listid=LISTID and entryid=ENTRYID. 

Syntax 

long GMS_deleteListData{listid, entryid) 

A t rt:?umen s 

Argument Type Use Description 

list id long input value of LISTID of which LISTDAT A record to delete 

entry id long input value of ENTRYID, if entryid is not zero, with the 
condition above applied of which LISTDA TA record to 
delete 

Returns 

GMS_SUCCESS, GMS_ERROR 
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7. DESIGN OF THE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (DMS) 
C.G.McLaren, A.Portugal and J.G.F.Lieshout Ref: ICIS07H 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Data Management System (DMS) is the component of ICIS that manages environmental 
data, germplasm characterization data and evaluation data for genetic resources and crop 
improvement projects. DMS links these data to genotype information in the ICIS Genealogy 
Management System (GMS) and to location information in the Location Management Module 
(LMM) as well as providing links to other specialized data sources. DMS also allows integration 
of data from different studies, thus permitting a broad range of queries across trials or types of 
factors and variates. 

The Functions of the DMS are to: 

a) store and manage documented and structured data from genetic resource, variety evaluation 
and crop improvement studies, 

b) link data to specialised data sources such as GMS, soil and climate databases and 

c) facilitate enquiries, searches and data extraction across studies according to structured criteria 
for data selection. 

Although there is an implicit emphasis on germplasm in the ICIS project, the DMS can be used 
for data from other research areas, e.g., natural resources and economics. Consequently, the 
logical structure being developed will consider any research data, whether explicitly concerned 
with genetic resources or not. Clearly, data which are not concerned with genotypes need not be 
linked to GMS, but all other functions remain relevant. 

All types of data will be accommodated in DMS including raw data observed data, derived data 
and summary statistics. Data may have continuous or discrete numeric values or text or 
categorical character values. For example, observations on disease resistance or nutrient 
efficiency of a genotype can be numerical measurements, scored or calculated indices or text 
data. More complex forms of data, such as pictures or documents will also be considered. 

As a general principle, any data that are routinely represented in field books or laboratory books 
or spread sheets will be accommodated in DMS provided they are static. That is, data linked by 
dynamic formulae to other data in tables or spreadsheets will be considered as fixed at the values 
they had at the time the data is loaded into DMS. Another principle underlying the design of 
DMS is that it will handle data and documentation on the basis of individual studies. Integration 
across studies will be facilitated by another module known as the Trait Management Module 
(TMM) described in Chapter 8. 

Research programs are routinely managed in a hierarchy of aggregation. For example at IR.RI, 
this is represented by the sequence: Program, Project, Output and Activity. Below this are the 
individual experiments or surveys which we will term Studies. The first four levels are 
administrative and are managed by a Project Management System which is largely concerned 
with budgeting, planning, resource allocation and reporting. The DMS is concerned with the last 
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category, Study, and at IRRI the DMS will link to the Project Monitoring System via a Project 
Monitoring Key. 

7.2 THE DMS DATA MODEL 

In order to clarify the definition of entities in the DMS data model we will consider data from a 
typical split-plot field experiment. Results of such a study could be represented as in the 
following table: 

Table 7.1 Serial Spread-sheet Representation for a Split-plot experiment 

STUDY REP MAIN PLOT SUBPLOT VARIETY GID PERT YIELD 

S9801 1 1 1 B 100 100 10.3 

S9801 1 1 2 B 100 200 12.7 

S9801 1 2 1 c 102 200 18.4 

S9801 1 2 2 c 102 100 13.7 

S9801 1 3 1 A 105 100 12.6 

S9801 1 3 2 A 105 200 16.7 

S9801 2 1 1 B 100 200 19.2 

S9801 2 1 2 B 100 100 12.3 

S9801 2 2 1 A 105 100 17.1 

S9801 2 2 2 A 105 200 14.1 

S9801 2 3 1 c 102 200 16.3 

S9801 2 3 2 c 102 100 12.2 

In Table 7.1 the first seven columns define the source and context of the data. We will refer to 
such columns as FACTORS. The eighth column contains the data and we will call such columns 
VARIATES. The above table represents all factors serially. Occasionally, for easier comparison 
or more compact presentation, variates are split into parallel columns, one for each level of a 
factor. For example we could have used a table with six rows, four factors, and two variates, one 
for YIELD AT PERT 100 and one for YIELD AT PERT 200, deleting the SUB_PLOT and 
PERT columns. In this representation the factor PERT is in parallel. Such parallel spread-sheets 
can always be converted to serial representation and hence we consider spread-sheets with all 
variates represented serially to motivate our data model. The factor STUDY has only one level 
and so is usually omitted in field books, but it is always implied and we shall use it explicitly to 
link other study properties to the data. 
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7.2.1 STUDY 

A STUDY is the basic, reportable unit of research, it is synonymous with the notions of 
experiment, nursery or survey. Since DMS must deal with any of these we will use the term 
study. A study is characterized by a set of scientific objectives and testable hypotheses and results 
in the collection of one or more data sets similar to that in table 7 .1. The division of data into sets 
is usually motivated by convenience, for example data collected from different sampling scales is 
most conveniently treated in different data sets. Similarly, data collected at different times or 
from different locations are also often treated as different data sets, although it is feasible to treat 
these divisions in a single data set. The point is that DMS must be flexible enough to manage 
data in all the ways that researchers require. 

7.2.2 DATUM and VALUE 

The central entity in the DMS data model is the DATUM entity which is conceptually equivalent 
to a cell in a variate-column of a spread-sheet or field book. The most important attribute of a 
datum is its VALUE which is a realized, raw or observed measurement from a study or has been 
derived from these by formulae, analysis or summary. DMS will not store data actively linked to 
other data values as is possible in some spread sheets. Data values can have any data type such 
as integer, real, character, text, date, time or even image or document. Each data value belongs to 
a STUDY. Data from multiple studies may be exported for reporting or combined analysis, but if 
they are to be managed as a set in DMS they must be copied to a single study which may have 
integrative interpretation as its sole objective. 

7.2.3 FACTORS, LABELS and LEVELS 

FACTORS are classifying variables in a study which take values from finite sets of discrete 
LEVELS. These levels are usually labeled in some way to document the source and context of 
the data by expressing the conditions under which the data were collected or derived. For 
example, the names of treatments or design structures applying to the unit or units from which 
the data are recorded, or conditions such as the time and location of measurement. These 
LABELS are usually listed in the data set as in Table 7.1 The study itself will be treated in the 
data model as a factor with exactly one level, and the study name is the label. Hence, every study 
has at least one factor. 

A single factor is often represented by more than one set of LABELs. For example the genetic 
entities in a trial may be represented by entry number and entry name. Each representation is a 
different LABEL for the factor. Generally labels carry different information about the levels. 
VARIETY and GID in Table 7 .1 are labels of the same factor, one containing names, A, B, C and 
the other GID links to GMS. In DMS, LABELS belonging to the same factor link to the same 
FACTORID and LEVELID. Note that while the first, and possibly only, LABEL for a factor 
must uniquely identify all LEVELS of that factor, subsequent LABELs need not label all levels 
or may even label several levels in the same way. 

Data sources such as field objects or sampling units are identified by combinations of levels of 
design or sampling factors. In Table 7.1 the factors REP, MAIN_PLOT and SUB_PLOT are all 
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design factors and combinations of one level from each identify physical sub-plots in the study. 
Other factors define the context of the data, in experiments these are called treatment factors. 
Combinations of one level from each treatment factor define the treatments which are applied to 
field objects. In Table 7.1 VARIETY and PERT are treatment factors. Data values such as 
treatment means are associated with level combinations of treatment factors which do not 
correspond to field objects but which can be thought of as data sources. Both types of data 
sources, field objects and treatment combinations, are referred to as OBSERVATION UNITS. 
Factors also define the structure of the sampling and treatment designs in terms of subsets of 
observation units called EFFECTS and hierarchies of amalgamation or summarization over 
observation units. 

Factors are named and described in each study, they have three structural attributes, the TRAIT 
or property of the experimental material or survey units being manipulated or stratified, the 
METHOD or procedure by which the levels are applied and the measurement scale or units in 
which the levels are expressed. All levels of a particular factor are expressed in the same scale. 
Names of factors are consistent within studies and equivalent factors are linked across studies 
through the Trait Management Module (Chapter 8). 

Each DATUM is linked to an OBSERVATION UNIT. Observation units are conceptually 
equivalent to rows in a serially structured spreadsheet. They often correspond to physical field 
objects or sampling units in a study, as in Table 7.1, but sometimes to treatment levels or 
treatment combinations in summary tables resulting from the analysis of raw data. 

7.2.4 OBSERVATION UNITS 

Observation units are defined by combinations of levels of one or more factors. Every study will 
have one "header" observation unit indexed by the study factor. Clearly, in Table 7.1 we have 
more factors than necessary to identify the 12 field observation units. In fact the level 
combinations of REP, MAIN_PLOT and SUB_PLOT or any triple with MAIN_PLOT and or 
SUB_PLOT replaced by VARIETY and PERT respectively, will uniquely define the sub-plots. 
This redundancy occurs because observation units occur in hierarchies of agglomeration, and 
several hierarchies may be important in a single study. For example the design hierarchy of field 
objects from a study like that shown in Table 7.1 includes sub-plots, whole plots, reps, and site. It 
may also include sample and sub-sample at the lower end for some measurements, and 
provinces, countries and regions at the top end for some large-scale studies. However another 
important hierarchy in Table 7.1, and frequently the most important hierarchy in an experiment, 
is the treatment hierarchy where sub-plots amalgamate to the VARIETY by PERT effect tables, 
and these amalgamate to the main effect tables. The treatment hierarchy amalgamates different 
sets of field objects to the design hierarchy because of the randomization of treatments to field 
objects. Other studies have yet other hierarchies of interest such as genetic studies where there 
may be a genealogical hierarchy as well. 

7 .2.5 EFFECT/HIERARCHY 

Observation units indexed by the level combinations of a particular subset of factors form a set 
which we will call an EFFECT. For example in Table 7.1 factors REP and MAIN_PLOT index 
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the set of six main plots in the study, and VARIETY and PERT index a set of units relating to 
each treatment which represent an amalgamation of subplots over reps. This effect can be called 
the treatment effect. Effects occur in natural hierarchies; one effect is nested in another if the set 
of defining factors for the first is a subset of those for the second. For example the main plot 
effect is nested in the sub-plot effect which is defined by factors REP, MAIN_PLOT and 
SUB_PLOT. In terms of observation units this nesting implies some amalgamation or 
summarization over the units of the nesting effect. The units of the nested (child) effect which are 
amalgamated into a specific unit of the nesting (parent) effect are those with the same level 
combination of the common factors and any levels of the factors omitted in the nested effect. 

7.2.6 Multiple representations of OBSERVATION UNITS 

Different factor representations of observation units often appear at different times during the 
execution of a study. At the design stage of the example study REP MAIN_PLOT and 
SUB_PLOT will be used. At the lay-out stage, a new factor PLOT may be defined with levels A 
to L as a label for the sub-plots. At treatment application REP, VARIETY and PERT may be 
recorded. As each new factor representation appears it is important to check three points: 

a) Do the level combinations of the new factors represent observation units already in the 
system, and if so, exactly which ones? In other words do these observation units form a new 
effect or do they correspond to an existing effect in one of the hierarchies of the study? 

Example: Observation units I to 12 in our example are defined by level combinations of 
REP, MAIN_PLOT and SUB_PLOT and they form an effect which might be called the sub
plot effect. If labels are added through factor PLOT with values A to L, then the effect 
defined by PLOT alone is equivalent to the sub-plot effect. Similarly, if data are then 
collected using the index REP, VARIETY and PERT, these observation units are also 
equivalent to units I to 12 but now in the order defined by the randomization. 

b) How do effects defined by level combinations of new factors link to those lower down the 
different hierarchies of the study? Is there a representation of the new effect in terms of other 
factors already in the model? 

Example: Treatment mean data may appear indexed by VARIETY and PERT. This data may 
be linked to observation units 13 to 18 in the study. These units are linked in the treatment 
hierarchy to units I to 12 through the REP, VARIETY and PERT representation by 
amalgamation over the REP index. If however treatment means appear indexed by a new 
factor TRT, then the explicit equivalence between TRT and VARIETY and PERT needs to 
be recorded to place the treatment effect in the treatment hierarchy.· 

c) How does a new effect or new representation of an existing effect link to other actual or 
possible effects higher up the hierarchies in the study? In other words, if new factors are 
introduced in combination with existing ones are there equivalences between higher order 
effects defined by the old and new factors? 

Example: If treatment data appeared indexed by Germplasm ID (GID) and PERT instead of 
VARIETY and PERT or TRT, then we would have to record the equivalence between GID 
and VARIETY as well as the equivalence between (GID and PERT) and (VARIETY and 
PERT). Otherwise a query on GID will not identify data in the REP, VARIETY effect if it 
exists. 
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7.2.7 VARIATES 

Each data value is a measure of exactly one VARIATE, each study involves observation of a 
number of variates. A variate has the same three structural attributes as a factor, the TRAIT or 
property of the experimental material or survey units being measured, the METHOD or 
procedure by which the value is observed or derived and the measurement scale in which the 
value is expressed. Variates are named and described within studies and the name should be 
consistent through a study 

7.2.8 TIME and PLACE 

The model recognizes that variables can be recorded in many ways, using different units and 
methods. For example time can be measured as date and time or day relative to some event. 
Some variates in a data set may be measured on all sampling units at the same time, others may 
be measured at different times, either defined by a factor, SAMPLING TIME, or by a variate 
MEASUREMENT TIME. Similarly, place could refer to an experimental site (units could be 
georeference, address or map reference) or it could refer to a relative position such as row and 
column, or a system using as x, y and z coordinates. 

It is sometimes not possible to express sampling conditions in terms of factors with a fixed 
number of levels. Examples are where sampling time or size of sampling unit varies with each 
observation. These sampling conditions need to be recorded as variates as is the case for any 
continuous independent variable. The response is then essentially multivariate and must be 
interpreted in relation to these associated variates. 

7.2.9 STUDY FACTORS 

Study factors are factors with a single level which applies to all observation units in a study. 
They are used to incorporate global conditions in a formal way that allows integration across 
studies with different levels of these factors and at the same time is consistent with the 
management of factors with multiple levels within a study. The same property may be 
represented by a study factor in one study and a multi-level factor in another. As far as possible, 
general conditions of studies should be expressed as study factors because the factor structure 
will allow full integration across studies. For example, non-treatment conditions, which could 
include variety, irrigation, planting method and weed control should, where possible, be 
expressed as study factors. 

The STUDY NAME will always be a study factor, all other study factors are different 
representations of this factor. 
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7.3 LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE DMS 

The structural and operational characteristics of research data described above can be managed in 
a way that supports cross-study analysis with the following data structures. 

7.3.1 Data structures 
PRINCIPAL STRUCTURES 
Study Information 
Factors 
Variates 
Factor Levels 
Observation Unit 
Data Values 
Attributes of data values only 
Attributes of other DMS tables 

7 .3.2 Study Information 
STUDY ID - study number 
STUDY NAME - the working name, e.g., RYT981 
PMKEYS - project management keys (Program/Project/Output/Activity) 
TITLE - study title 
OBJECTIVES - objectives and hypotheses 
INVESTIGATORS - pointers to a Persons Table (name(s), address( es), affiliations) 
STUDY TYPE - type of study (i.e. experiment, nursery, survey) 
START DATE - Start date of study 
END DA TE - End date of study 
COLLABORATORS - name(s), address(es), affiliation(s) 
KEYWORDS - Relevant keyword(s) for the study 
CIT A TIO NS - Background references and publications for the study 

7.3.3 Factors 
LABEL ID 
FACTOR ID 
NAME- the name of the label 
STUDY ID 
TRAIT ID 
MEASUREMENT SCALE 
METHOD ID 
LEVEL TYPE (Numeric, Character, or Text) 

7 .3.4 Variates 
VARIATE ID 
VARIATE NAME 
VARIATE TYPE 

The variable name is freely chosen by the user. 
The variable type could be one of the following: 
Measurement Variate (MV) - observational data, 
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Derived Variate (DV) - derived data computed for each sampling unit, 
and Summary Variate (SV) - summary statistics over several sampling units. 

STUDY ID 
TRAIT ID 
MEASUREMENT SCALE 
METHOD ID 
VALUE TYPE (Numeric, Character, Text) 

7.3.5 Levels (One table for each data type) 
LABELID 
FACTOR ID 
LEVEL NO - ordinal number of the factor level 
LEVEL VALUE - factor value for current level (may be missing) 

7 .3.6 Indexes 
OBSERVATION UNIT ID 
FACTOR ID 
LEVEL NO 
REPRESENTATION NO 

7.3.7 Data Values (One table for each data type) 
OBSERVATION UNIT ID 
VARIATE ID 
DATA VALUE 

7.3.8 Hierchy (Draft) 
PARENT OBSERVATION UNIT ID - unit of the nesting effect 
CHILD OBSERVATION UNIT ID - one of the units of the nested effect which are amalgamated 
into a specific unit of the nesting effect. 

7.3.9 Attributes for DATA tables 
DATA A TIRIBUTE ID 
DATA A TIRIBUTE TYPE 
DATA ATIRIBUTE TABLE 
DATAOUNITID 
DATA VARIATE ID 
DATA ATTRIBUTE VALUE 

7.3.10 Attributes for other DMS tables 
DMS ATTRIBUTE ID 
DMS A TTRIBYTE TYPE 
DMS ATTRIBUTE TABLE 
DMS ATTRIBUTE TABLE RECORD 
DMS ATTRIBUTE VALUE 
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7.4. THE ICIS DMS SCHEMA 

Table 7.4.1 STUDY Table. 
The table with the research studies 
FIELDS DESCRIPTION TYPE 

STUD YID 

SN AME 
PMKEY 

TITLE 
OBJECTIV 
INVESTID 

STYPE 

SDATE 
EDATE 

Unique identifier of the Study. Link to the Number (long) 
VARIATE and FACTOR table 
Working name of the study, e.g., 1998/brw/l Char 
The program/project/activity which the study is Number (long) 
related. Link to the Project Management 
Database 
The title of the study 
The objectives and hypotheses of the study. 
The primary investigator of the Study. Link to 
the PERSONS table 
The type of the study. It can be Experiment, 
Nursery, Survey. (E,N,S) 
The date the study is started: YYYY-MM-DD 
The date the study is ended YYYY-MM-DD 

Char 
Text 
Number (long) 

Char 

Number (long) 
Number (long) 

Table 7 .4.2 VARIATE Table. 
The table of variates which are observed in the studies. 
FIELDS DESCRIPTION TYPE 

VARIATID 

VNAME 
VTYPE 

STUD YID 

TRAITID 

SCALEID 

TMETHID 

DTYPE 

Unique identifier for a variate. Link to the Number (long) 
DATA tables 
The name of the variate Char 
The type of the variate It can be a Measurement Char 
Variate, Derived Variate, or Summary Variate. 
(MV, DV, SV) 
The study where the variate has been observed. Number (long) 
Link to the STUDY table 
The corresponding trait of the variate. Link to Number (long) 
the TRAITS table 
The corresponding scale, used for measuring the Number (long) 
variate. Link to the SCALES table 
The method of measuring the variate. Link to Number (long) 
the TMETHODS table. 
The type of the data recorded for the variate. It Char 
can be numeric, character or text (N,C,T) 
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LENGTH 

4 

15 
4 

255 

4 

1 

4 
4 

SIZE/ 
LENGTH 

4 

50 
2 

4 

4 

4 

4 
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Table 7.4.3 FACTOR Table. 
The table of factors being applied to the studies. 
FIELDS DESCRIPTION TYPE 

LABELID Unique identifier for a label of a factor. Link to Number (long) 
the LEVELS table 

FACTORID A number identifying the factor. Link to the Number (long) 
LEVELS and OINDEX tables. 

FNAME The name of the factor Char 
STUD YID The study where the factor has been applied. Number (long) 

Link to the STUDY table 
TRAITID The corresponding trait of the factor. Link to the Number (long) 

TRAITS table 
SCALEID The corresponding scale used for the factor. Number (long) 

Link to the SCALES table 
TMETHID The method of measuring the factor. Link to the Number (long) 

TMETHODS table 
LTYPE The data type of the levels of the factor. It can Char 

be number, character or text {N,C,T) 

Table 7.4.4 LEVEL Tables. (LEVEL_N, LEVEL_C, LEVEL_T) 
Stores the different levels of a factor. 
FIELDS DESCRIPTION TYPE 

LABELID The label of the level. Link to the FACTOR Number (long) 
table 

SIZFJ 
LENGTH 

4 

4 

50 
4 

4 

4 

4 

1 

SIZE/ 
LENGTH 

4 

FACTORID The factor wherein the level is one of its Number (long) 4 
classifications Link to the FACTOR and 
OINDEX tables 

LEVELNO The identification number of the level. Link to Number (long) 4 
the OINDEX table 

LVALUE The value of the factor level. 
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Table 7.4.5 OINDEX Table. 
Stores the combination of factor levels which defines an observation unit. 
FIELDS DESCRIPTION TYPE SIZFJ 

LENGTH 
OUNITID The identification number of an observation Number (long) 4 

number. Link to the OBSUNIT table 
FACTORID The factor which is one of those that Number (long) 4 

characterize the observation unit. Link to the 
FACTOR table and LEVELS table 

LEVELNO Level of the specified factor. Link to the Number (long) 4 
LEVEL table 

REPRESNO Representation of the same data by a different Number (single) 2 
combination of factors and levels. 

Table7.4.6DATA Tables. (DATA_N, DATA_C, DATA_T) 
Stores the observed, measured and derived data values. 
FIELDS DESCRIPTION TYPE SIZFJ 

LENGTH 
OUNITID The observation unit where the datum is Number (long) 4 

measured. Link to the OBSUNIT table 
V ARIA TID The variate which describes the datum. Link to Number (long) 4 

the VARIATE table 
DVALUE The data value 

Table 7.4.7 HIERCHY Table (Draft). 

Number( double) 
Char 
Text 

4 
50 

Memo 

Shows the nesting of Observation Units which implies amalgamation or summarization. 
FIELDS DESCRIPTION TYPE SIZFJ 

POUNITID 
COUNITID 

Identifier for an observation unit 
Identifier for an observation unit whose set 
of defining factor levels is a subset of the 

POUNITID. 
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Table 7.4.8 DATATTR Table. 
The definition table of attributes which describe the DMS entity DAT A. 
FIELDS DESCRIPTION TYPE 

DATTRID 
DATYPE 

DATABLE 
OUNITID 
VARIATID 
DATVAL 

Unique identifier for a DATA attribute. 
The type of the data attribute. Link to the 
DUDFLDS table. 
The data table (DN, DC, DT) 
The observation unit id in the data table. 
The variate id in the data table. 
The value of the attribute. 

Table 7.4.9 DMSATTR Table. 

Number (long) 
Number (long) 

Char 
Number (long) 
Number (long) 
Text 

The definition table of attributes which describe the other DMS entities. 
FIELDS DESCRIPTION TYPE 

DMSATID Unique identifier for a DMS attribute. 
DMSATYPE The type of the data attribute. Link to the 

DUDFLDS table. 
DMSA TAB The name of the DMS table where the attribute 

applies. Link to the DUDFLDS table 
DMSA TREC The record id in the specified DMS table. 
DMSA TV AL The value of the attribute. 
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8. TRAIT MANAGEMENT AND DATA CONTROL MODULE 
J.G.F. Lieshout, H. Sanchez and A.M. Ponugal Ref: ICIS8F 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the Trait Management Module (TMM) and the Data Control and 
Validation Module (DCVM) of the ICIS. 

The functions of the DCVM are: 

a) To link all measurement variates and factors into distinct classes, each representing a 
single property or trait of the experimental material. These traits are the basis of 
linking information across studies. 

b) To manage and relate all the scales in which a trait can be measured or expressed as 
well as conversion between scales. DMS stores data in measurement units whenever 
possible but the DCVM may convert it to standard units for display or analysis. 

c) To record details of all the measurement or manipulation methods for traits. 

d) To manage and control quality of data recorded into the DMS. 

8.2 THE TRAIT MANAGEMENT MODULE 

8.2.1 Traits 

A trait is a measurable characteristic or property of an experimental unit or experimental 
material (e.g., of a variety or environment), which is manipulated or measured in a study. 
Traits are defined in the TRAITS table. All theoretically convertible variables belong to 
the same trait. For example: Urea, artificial NPK-fertilizer and mulch can all be converted 
for their amount of Nitrogen and therefore all belong to the same trait: N-application. 
Traits can either serve as experimental factors in one study or as experimental variates in 
another study (water can either be irrigation or rainfall). Traits are the key to integration 
of different studies in the database because all variates linked to the same trait are, in 
some sense, comparable. Similarly, all factors representing the same trait define 
comparable conditions. Because of the diversity of research thousands of traits exist. To 
make it easier to view, query or update traits in ICIS, traits are grouped in the 
TRAIT_GROUPS table. Logical groups are, e.g., genetic traits and environ~ntal tr~s, 
but the system supports additional grouping by discipline (e.g. breeding, economics, 
natural resources management, industrial quality laboratory), or other criteria. 
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Table 8.2.1. The TRAITS Table (List of all traits) 

Field name Description Type Length 
TRAIT ID A unique number that identifies a trait. Integer 4 

TRNAME Name of a trait. Char 50 
TRABBR Abbreviation of the trait. Char 6 
TRDESC Description of the trait. Memo --
SCALEID The standard scale for the trait Integer 4 

TMETHODID The standard Method for the trait Integer 4 

T bl 8 2 2 Th TRGROUPS bl (Lo . 1 f . ) a e . . e ta e >gtca groupmg o traits 
Field name Description Type Length 

TR GRID A unique number that identifies a trait group. Integer 2 
TRGRNAME The name of a trait group. Char 50 

TRGRDESC The description of a trait group. Memo --

Table 8.2.3 The GRTOTR table (Link between the TRGROUPS and the TRAITS 
table) 

Field name Description Type Length 
TR GRID Link to the TRGROUPS table Integer 2 

TRAIT ID Link to the TRAITS table Integer 4 

8.2.2 Scales 

Each scale is described in the SCALES table, while the actual scale values are defined in 
the SCALEDIS and SCALECON tables. The first handles discrete scales, binary scales 
(yes, no), classification scales (seed color scales) and ordinal scale (disease score). The 
second handles continuous scales (length). 

Table 8.2.4. The SCALES Table (The scale in which a trait is measured) 

Field name Description Type Length 

SCALE ID A unique number that identifies a scale Integer 4 

SCTYPE Identifies the used scale ©ontinuous or (D)iscrete. Char I 

SCNAME The name of the used scale Char 30 

TRAITID The Trait using this scale Integer 4 

Table 8.2.5. The SCALED IS Table (For all traits measured in binary/discrete scales) 

Field name Description Type Length 

SCALEID Link to the SCALES table Integer 4 

VALUE The used value Char 1 

VALDESC The meaning of the value Char 255 
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Table 8.2.6. The SCALECON table (For all traits measured in continuous scales) 
Field name Description Type Length 

SCALE ID Link to the SCALES table Integer 4 
SLEVEL Definition of where a scale starts Real 4 
ELEVEL Definition of where a scale ends Real 4 

8.2.3 Methods 

The method of measuring or applying a trait should be recorded for complete 
documentation. Every method for measuring the same trait can lead to a different result. 
For example, you can measure color with a Minolta chromometer or with color cards. 
Preferably all methods should be defined and recorded as Standard Operating Procedures. 

For every trait, we can describe one or more methods in the TMETHODS table. This 
includes information on how factors are applied or how variates are measured or derived 
and information on equipment, calibration, possible values, accuracy and precision as 
well as the method of conversion to the standard representation for the property 
(Appendix 8.2). 

Bibliographic references may describe methods in detail and are linked to the .METHODS 
table through the REFLINKS table and the UDFLDS table (user defined fields). 

Table 8.2.7. The TMETHODS Table (Information on the method being used to 
measure a trait) 

Field name Description Type 

TMETHID A unique number that identifies a method Integer 

TMNAME The name of a method Char 

TMABBR The abbreviated name of a method Char 

TMDESC The description of a method Memo 

TRAIT ID The Trait using this Method Integer 

8.2.4 Measurements 

Length 
4 

50 

6 

--
4 

Variate values and factor levels can be recorded and stored in any scales, but require 
conversion to standard scales for full integration. For example for the trait variety, the 
standard scale for ICIS is the GMS germplasm identifier (GID). If varieties in an 
experiment are not matched to GIDs, they will still be stored like any other factor, but 
will not be fully searchable across studies. Other examples of standard scales are location 
keys, fertilizer rates in standard scales, yield in t/ha and rice blast scores on a standard 
scale. Each trait is linked to any valid scale and method through the links in the TRAIT, 
SCALE and T.METHODS tables. 
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8.3 THE DATA CONTROL MODULE 

8.3.1 Consistency Checks 

The utility of an information system depends on the quality of the data contained, and 
ICIS provides mechanisms for controlling data quality. 

Before data are entered into the ICIS tables, they must be validated. The Data Control 
Module automatically checks whether new data (measured in their original scales) meet 
expectations based on previous experience. Every possible scale has its own validation 
rule. Every crop requires its own files containing specific information on possible crop 
performance. The consistency check recognizes the method of measuring in the 
TMETHODS table and links it automatically with the proper appropriate checking 
procedures in the COCHECKS table. 

This table can also be used to define checking procedures within data sets. For example, 
a warning can be displayed when a value is out of the range defined by the average plus 
or minus two times the standard deviation. 

Table 8.3.1 The COCHECKS Table (Defines relations between attributes in form of 
rules) 

Field name Description Type Length 
CHECKID A unique identifier for a consistency check Integer 4 

TRAIT ID Link to the TRAITS table Integer 4 

TMETHID Link to the TMETHODS table Integer 4 

SCALEID Link to the SCALES table Integer 4 

OPERA Indicates the type of rule Char I 

RULES The rule for checking the data Char 100 

LINK Link to the previous CHECKID Integer 4 

8.4 CONVERSIONS 

Data in the database are stored in their original format (value and scale). However, 
through conversion, the data can be queried or extracted in scales the researcher prefers to 
work with. 

The data conversion procedures are stored in five separate tables corresponding to 
different types of data. Rules for continuous variables are in CONTCONV, and f'1Y" 
binary and discrete are in the CONVDISC, the CONVDISN and the CONVDIST tables. 
Complex conversion functions are in the CONVFUN table. The three tables for 
binary/discrete data are needed to facilitate programming activities, improve performance, 
and facilitate understanding of conversion manipulations. 
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Table 8.4.1 The CONVER table (Defines which scale has to be converted in what 
alternate scale) 

Field name Description Type Length 

CONVERID A number that identifies a conversion. Integer 4 

CONTYPE Indicates the type of conversion to be used. (DC, DN, Char 2 
DT, C, F). 

TMETHID Link to the TMETHODS table. Integer 4 

FSCALEID The scale to convert from. Link to the SCALES table. Integer 4 

TSCALEID The scale to convert to. Link to the SCALES table. Integer 4 

Table 8.4.2 The CONVDISN Table (To convert numeric binary and discrete data) 

Field name Description Type Length 

CONVERID Link to the CONVER table. Integer 4 

FVALUE The numeric value to convert from. Real 4 

TVALUE The value to convert to. Real 4 

Table 8.4.3 The CONVDISC Table (To convert character binary and discrete data) 

Field name Description Type Length 

CONVERID Link to the CONVER table. Integer 4 

FVALUE The character value to convert from. Char 50 

TVALUE The character value to convert to. Char 50 

Table 8.4.4 The CONVDIST Table (To convert textual binary and discrete data) 

Field name Description Type Length 

CONVERID Link to the CONVER table. Integer 4 

FVALUE The textual value to convert from. Memo --
TVALUE The textual value to convert to. Memo --

Table 8.4.5 The CONVCON Table (To convert continuous data) 

Field Description Type Length 

CONVERID Link to the CONVER table. Integer 4 

FACTOR Number of times the operator is applied. Real 4 

OPERA A logical operator. Char 1 

Table 8.4.6 The CONVFUN Table (Functions for making conversions) 
Field Description Type Length 

CONVERID Link to the CONVER table. Integer 4 

FUNN AME The name of the function. Char 10 

FUNCTION The function how to convert. Char 100 
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APPENDIX 8.1 Examples of data control tables with data from IWIS. 

The correct attribute names are described in the chapter. 

TRAITS table 

TRAIT_ID TRAIT_NAME TRAIT _ABBREV TRAIT _DESCRIPTION 
125 GLUTEN_ TYPE GLUTYP 

126 TEST_ WEIGHT TESTWT 

130 GRAIN_PROTEIN GRNPRO 

GRTOTR table 

TRAIT _GROUP _ID TRAIT_ID 

1 125 

1 126 

1 130 

2 ... 

TRGROUPS table 

TRAIT_GROUP ID TRAIT _GROUP _NAME TRAIT _GROUP _DESCRIPTION 
1 QUALITY IWIS industrial quality checking 

2 ... . .. 

MEASURES table 

TRAIT_ID SCALE_ ID STANDARD_SCALE TRAIT_METHOD_ID 

125 6 T(rue) 

125 93 F(alse) 

125 94 F 

126 30 T 

126 69 F 

126 70 F 

126 89 F 

130 17 T 

SCALES table 

SCALE ID SCALE TYPE SCALE NAME 

6 D(iscrete) 1-5 

17 C(ontinuous) % 

30 c kg/hi 

69 c gilt 

70 c g/1/2_lt 

89 c kg/It 

93 D S/MS/Wff/WT 

94 D F/MF/Dff/DT 
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SCALEDIS table 

SCALE_ID VALUE DESCRIPTION 
6 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

93 s 
93 MS 

93 w 
93 T 

93 WT 

94 F 

94 MF 

94 D 

94 T 

94 DT 

SCALECON table 

SCALE_ ID START_LEVEL END_LEVEL 
17 0 100 

30 1 x lOe-15 1x10el5 

69 1 x lOe-15 1 x 10el5 

70 1 x lOe-15 1 x 10el5 

89 1 x lOe-15 1x10el5 

COCHECKS table 

CHECK TRAIT METHOD SCALE OPERAT RULES LINK_ 
ID - ID ID ID - OR CHECK 

13 126 30 a(nd) eq @Xl null 

14 126 30 a eq @X2 13 

15 null null i(nitialize) @X2 >= 60.00 and @Xl <= 14 
87.00 

16 126 30 a eq @Xl null 

17 126 30 a eq @X2 .. 16 

18 null null i @X2 >= 37.00 and @Xl "<= 17 : 
85.00 

598 125 6 a eq @Xl null 

599 null null i @Xl = 1or=2 or= 3 or= 4 or 598 
=5 
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In the COCHECKS table different CHECK_ID's can have the same TRAIT_ID and the 
same SCALE_ID. The applied rules are different though, what implies that the two 
consistency checks belong to different CHGROUPS. 

GRTOCH table 

CHECK_ GROUP _ID CHECK ID 

15 

2 18 
559 

CHGROUPS table 

CHECK GROUP _ID CHECK_ GROUP _NAME CHECK_ GROUP _DESCRIPTION 

1 Bread_ wheat The CIMMYT bread wheat scale. 

2 Triticale 

3 Barley 

4 Durum_ wheat 

CONVER table 
CONVERSION_ID CONVERSION_ TYPE METHOD_ID FROM_SCALE_ID TO_SCALE_ID 

32 C(ontinuous) 69 30 
33 c 70 30 
62 c 89 30 
67 D(iscrete)T(ext) 93 6 
68 DT 94 6 

CONVCON table 

CONVERSION ID FACTOR OPERATOR 

32 0.1 * 
33 0.2 * 
62 100.0 * I 

CONVDIST table 

CONVERSION ID FROM VALUE TO VALUE 

67 WT 1 
67 T 2 
67 w 3 
67 MS 4 
67 s 5 

68 DT 1 
68 T 2 
68 D 3 
68 MF 4 

68 F 5 
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Appendix 8.2 Standard Method for measuring Leaf Area for Rice. 

TRAIT: LEAF AREA 
SCALE: cm2 
TYPE: Response 
DIVISION MEASURING VARIABLE: APPA 
INSTRUMENT(S) USED: LI-3100, Hayashi Denkoh AAM-8 area meter; 
CALIBRATION PROCEDURE: 

The Hayashi Denkoh AAM-8 area meter is calibrated with a standard 100 cm2 metal. After a 15-min warm-up of the instrument, the 
standard metal plate is passed through the conveyor, prior to actual sample measurement ten times and thereafter at regular 2-h 
intervals and before the termination of the day's measurement. The average of all standard readings is used to correct the data for the 
day. The calibration data are entered in the data sheets with the leaf area measurements. 

The LI-3100 Area Meter is calibrated after a warming up period of 1-3 minutes by passing through the conveyor the 50 cm2 
calibration plate by turning the "CAL" screw clockwise if the displayed area is too large. For every measurement in a day, the 
standard plate is passed 5 times before and after the actual sample measurement. The average of all standard readings is used to 
correct the data for the day. The calibration data are entered in a log book or data sheet with the leaf area measurements. 

SAMPLING PROCEDURE: 
Plant samples are destructively sampled; the number of hills/plants sampled depends on the size of sampling area. Plants or hills are 
pulled carefully from the ground, the roots washed, and placed in plastic bags containing a small amount of water. 

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE: 
Leaves from the each hill will be detached at the collar and immediately passed or fed (collar end first) into the area meter conveyor to 
avoid leaf rolling. For very large samples, only representative leaves (eg. with approximately 2000 cm2 leaf area) from each hill will 
be detached at the collar and leaf area will be measured immediately to avoid leaf rolling. The total leaf area will be estimated from 
the leaf dry weight of bulk and sub-samples. 

ESTIMATION OF ACCURACY: 
Every time the instrument is calibrated using the standards, calibration data (i.e. calibration date; operator's initial: observed or actual 
value, A; of the standard; true value, T, of the standard; and % Difference, D = I 00% x (A-nrr) are recorded in logbooks. Instrument 
accuracy is reported as the mean of the D's, and is compared against the tolerance limit for accuracy. The calibration data points 
(D's) are plotted in control charts with limits. The instrument is said to be accurate if no points fall outside the limits. 
Accuracy limit: ± 2.0% 

ESTIMATION OF PRECISION: 
Duplicate measurement of leaf area is limited by potential leaf rolling, thus, it is only done where samples are small. Duplicate 
measurement (or several repeated measurements) of samples is done periodically (once in every ten analyses/measurements) to 
estimate precision. Precision is calculated as: P = (xl-x2)/xl, where xi is the first measurement, and x2 is the second measurement, 
on the same standard. Precision is reported as the mean of all the P's, and is compared with the tolerance limit for precision. Either 
of the following types of precision control charts is then accomplished and analyzed for trends which may indicate presence of 
systematic errors: 

1) Levy-Jennings chart. Each of the X's (in the case of several repeated measurements) are plotted and the limits are: 
Warning Limits= X ± 2s where Xis the mean of the X's 
Action Limits = X ± 3s where s is the standard deviation 

2) R-Chart. Each of the Ranges, R = xl-x2, of the duplicates (i.e. duplicate measurements) are plotted and the limits are: 
Warning Limit= 2.512* f where f is the mean of the R's 
Action Limit= 3.267* f 

Precision limit: ± 2.0% 
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APPENDIX 8.3 How to load the Trait Management Module and the Data Control 
and Validation Module. 

Recommended order of loading your data in the DCVM: 

TRAITS 
TR GROUPS 

GRTOTR 

TMETHODS 
TM GROUPS 

GR TO MET 

SCALES 
SCALED IS 

SCALECON 

MEASURES 

COCHECKS 
CH GROUPS 

GRTOCH 

CONVER 
CONVDISN 

CONVDISC 

CONVDIST 

CO NV CON 

CONVFUN 
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9. MANAGEMENT OF SUPPORTING DATA IN ICIS DMS 

J.G.F.Lieshout and J.W. White Ref: ICIS9B 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 
The ICIS database uses several classes of supporting data. These include information on 
installations, users, locations, institutes, people, and bibliographic references. 

Similar data may be required for different reasons in various parts of ICIS. For example, 
locations may refer to germplasm collection sites, locations of trials, or farmers' fields where 
disease levels were evaluated. To avoid storing similar or identical data in several places, each 
class of supporting data is stored in a single set of tables. 

This chapter provides the complete set of supporting tables (15) that has to come with each set of 
core DMS tables. Some of the tables are also mentioned in Chapter 3. Of these, a few are exactly 
the same, others are slightly different. It is agreed that as soon as time allow it, tables that are 
slightly different for the GMS now (Chapter 3) will get the same structure as the supporting 
tables outlined in this chapter. 

9.2 ICIS INSTALLATIONS, USERS AND ACCESS PRIVILEGES 
ICIS is implemented separately for each crop and operated through multiple installations. Users 
assigned to each installation have read only access to the central database (or a copy of it), and 
different levels of access to a local database. Information on all installations is retained in an 
INSTALLATIONS table in the central database. A similar table in each local database contains 
only information pertaining to the specific installation. 

Description of the INSTALLATIONS (INSTLNS) table 
Field name Description Type Length 

INSTALID INST ALLATION_ID. Unique identifier for each installation. 1 for Central. Integer 2 

AD MIN ADMIN_USER_ID. The administrator for this installation. Link to the Integer 2 
USERS table 

UDATE CENTRAL_UPDATE_DATE. The date the local version is sends to.the Integer 4 
central database for updating. YYYYMMDD 

LUDATE LOCAL_UPDATE_DATE. The date the local database received a new Integer 4 
updated version of the central database. YYYYMMDD 

IDESC INST ALLA TION_DESCRIPTION. Description of the installation Memo 

The UP ADMIN table is needed to keep track of all local records from all local installations ever 
being sent and updated into the central database. This permits local users to search on every 
record in the central database ever being updated from their own local database. Also duplicate 
records from more than one local database, although only entered once in the central database, 
can be allocated to the original local versions who ever entered it in their local database, 
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including their own local IDs. The UPDA TE_ADMINISTRATION table in the local versions are 
continue to be populated with their own local records 

This means that we don't need fields for local IDs and local user IDs in the separate tables 
anymore (GERMPLSM, TRAITS, LOCS, BIBREFS, and so on). 

Description of the RECORD_ADMINISTRA TION (RECADM) table 
Field name 

INSTID 

USERID 

UPDATE 

UPTABLE 

CENTRID 

LOCALID 

UPDESC 

Description 

INST ALLATION_ID. Unique identifier for each installation. Needed for 
identifying the local records for a specific local database. Link to the INSTLN 
table 

The user who entered the value. Link to the USERS table 

UPDATE_DATE. Date this record was entered in this table. YYYYMMDD 

UPDATE_TABLE. Table being updated. Link to the UDFLDS table 

CENTRAL_ID. Identifies the record in the central database 

LOCAL_ID. Identifies the record in a specific local database 

Description of the update 

Type Length 

Integer 2 

Integer 2 
Integer 4 

Integer 4 

Integer 4 

Integer 4 

Memo 

Selected users, such as the central database administrator have full access to the central database 
and to all local ICIS databases. All other registered users are linked to a specific installation, with 
read only access to the central database and varying levels of access to one or more tables of their 
local database. 

Description of the USERS (USERS) table 
Field name Description Type Len 

USERID USER_ID. Unique user identification number Integer 2 

INSTALID INST ALLATION_ID. Number of the ICIS installation to which the user Integer 2 
belongs. If zero, the user has access to any local database up to the level of 
access privilege (set by central administrator). Link to the INSTLN table. 

USTATUS USER_ST ATVS. Status of the user - UNASSIGNED, ACTIVE or CLOSED. Integer 2 
USERID can be allocated to a particular installation without being assigned. 
The local administrator can then assign them. Thereafter he/she may only 
close them, and the sequence is not reversible. Link to the DUDFLDS table. 

UACCESS USER_ACCESS. Number indicating the access privilege level of the user. Integer 2 
See Table 9.2.3 for privilege levels. Link to the UDFLDS table 

UTYPE USER_ TYPE. Description of user type. For example: Central administrator, Integer 2 
Local administrator, Programmer, Data capture project, Breeding project, 
Genetics research, Genetic resources. Link to the UDFLDS table. 

UN AME USER_NAME. Unique user name assigned by the user. Char 8 

UPSWD USER_PASSWORD. Password allocated by the system, but changed by the Char 8 
user. 

PERSONID PERSON_ID Internal identification linking the user to information such as Integer 4 
names, addresses, institute etc. in the PERSONS table 

ADATE ASSIGN_DATE. Date the user ID was assigned as YYYYMMDD Integer 4 

CDATE CLOSE DATE. Date the user ID was closed as YYYYMMDD Integer 4 
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The user ID, user name, and password will be checked by the open database routine called by all 
applications, and access to different functions controlled by a system of access privileges. All 
installations will have a "guest user" who will only have read access to the local database which 
can be used by anyone without registering as a full user to browse the database. Registered users 
can also store data in a local database if they have the correct privilege level. Information on 
registered users is stored in the USERS table. 

9.2.1 ICIS access privileges 
Access to the ICIS database is controlled by a USER_PASSWORD and USER_ACCESS 
privileges. The list of access privileges is given in Table 9.2.1. The privileges are cumulative so 
that a user with privilege N has access to all operations controlled with privilege levels less than 
or equal to N. Anyone starting an ICIS application automatically has access 10 as a guest user. 
When a remote installation is allocated, the local ICIS administrator, who must be identified, is 
assigned a USER_ID with ACCESS_PRIVTI...EGE 100. A number of unassigned USER_IDs may 
be reserved for the installation and assigned ACCESS_PRIVILEGE 10. These may be assigned 
to local users by the local administrator, and given ACCESS_PRIVTI...EGES less than 100. The 
local administrator may not change assignments of these USER_IDs once they have been made, 
but may change the access privileges of all local users except his own. 

When the database is opened, the supplied user name and password are checked against values in 
the USERS table. If valid, the databases are opened. Then the single record from the installation 
table in the local database is read and a check is made that the user's installation number matches 
that of the local database. If not, the local database is closed. If in agreement, then access to 
individual functions in the GMS DLL is checked against the user's access privileges as calls are 
made to those functions. · 

Table 9.2.1. ICIS Access Privilege Codes 
Code Meaning 

10 READ CENTRAL DBMS 
20 READ LOCAL AND CENTRAL DBMS 
30 ADD LOCAL GMS AND DMS DAT A RECORDS 
40 CORRECT OWN, LOCAL GMS AND DMS RECORDS 
50 ADD LOCAL SUPPORT DAT A (METHODS, CONST ANTS, LOCATIONS) 
60 CORRECT OWN, LOCAL GMS, DMS AND SUPPORT DATA 
70 CORRECT ALL LOCAL GERMPLASM, AND SUPPORT DATA 
80 ALLOCATE LOCAL USER_IDs AND PRIVILEGES 
90 SUBMIT LOCAL DATA RECORDS TO CENTRAL DATABASE FOR UPDATE 

100 LOCAL ICIS ADMINISTRATOR 
110 UPDATE CENTRAL DATABASE 
120 CORRECT RECORDS IN CENTRAL DATABASE 
130 ALLOCATE USER-IDs FOR REMOTE INSTALLATIONS 
140 ALLOCATE REMOTE INSTALLATIONS 
150 CENTRAL ICIS ADMINISTRATOR 
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9.3 LOCATION INFORMATION 

9.3.1 Definition and management of location data 

Location data are essential for characterising any field or laboratory evaluation and for locating sites 
from collecting trips or surveys. ICIS places all data on location of specific sites in a single set of 
tables, identifying each location with a unique location identifier. In many agricultural activities, 
regions are also referred to. ICIS allows users to describe regions as being a location. In future 
versions, simple GIS tools for describing regions may be implemented. The module that manages 
location data is the Location Manager Module (LMM) 

The primary function of the LMM is to describe locations with sufficient precision to permit a 
researcher, with no additional knowledge, to relocate a specified location or to link the location to 
spatially referenced data such as soil maps or climate databases. The preferred reference system is 
geographic co-ordinates (latitude and longitude). When these are not available, ICIS stores a range 
of alternative location descriptors. These include location within political or administrative naming 
systems or a verbal description of a route referenced to a more readily located site. Note that data 
such as soil type and pH are not relevant for locating a site and thus are not considered in the LMM 
(but are dealt with elsewhere). 

A secondary goal is to provide basic information, when available, that further characterises the 
location. This includes elevation, place names and type of location, which may be defined in 
various manners. Consistent with the overall philosophy of ICIS, the system allows the user to store 
any additional data that are available. Given the need to link data to geographic information systems 
(GIS) and other databases (e.g. SINGER), the LMM tries to use names and formats shared by other 
databases. 

In ICIS, a key distinction is made between location and environmental data. The location is the 
specific geographic position and is assumed to be relatively invariant. Environmental data 
characterise the location in terms of traits that would vary on a scale of a few years or less, such as 
weather, soil chemistry and land use. Environmental data are managed separately in the DMS. 

The specific functions of LMM can be summarised as: 
a) to assign and maintain unique location identification, 

b) to retain, validate and manage information on locations, and 

c) to facilitate exchange of location data among applications external to ICIS. 

Data for a given location are linked to other tables through the unique location identifier. Similarly, 
each region is linked to other tables through the region identifier. 
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9.3.2 Logical structure of the Location Manager Module 

In the LMM, all locations are identified by a unique number, the LOCA TION_ID. The 
LOCA TION_ID and basic information used to characterise the location are stored in the primary 
location table. Additional information, such as methods used to determine latitude and longitude 
and user-specific region codes, are stored in a look-up table of secondary location information, the 
LOCATION DESCRIPTORS table. This ensures that any kind of location data can be stored, but 
that the most important data are readily accessible. Auxiliary tables are used to link country names 
to country codes and to manage names of the first level of political sub-divisions. Look-up tables 
are used to specify limits of latitude and longitude for locations. 

9.3.3 Primary Location Information 

Description of the LOCATIONS table (LOCS). 
Field name 

LOCID 

LTYPE 

NLLP 

LNAME 

LAB BR 

SNL3 

SNL2 

SNLlID 

CNTRYID 

LRPLCE 

Description 

LOCATION_ID.The unique identifier of the location. 

LOCATION_ TYPE. The type of the location, e.g., subnat level 2,3,4 ... , 
watershed, ecological region, test site. Link to the UDFLDS table 

NUMBER_LAT_LON. Number of lat-Ion points defining the location 

PREF _LOC_NAME. Preferred full name of the location 

ABBREV _LOC_NAME Preferred abbreviated name of the location 

SUBNAT_LEVEL3. of political subdivision within country (e.g. Township 
or Verdadera). Link to the SUBNATIONAL_LEVELS table. 

SUBNAT_LEVEL2. of political subdivision within country (e.g. 
Municipality or Country). Link to the SUBNATIONAL_LEVELS table. 

SUBNAT_LEVELl_ID. of political subdivision within country (e.g. State, 
Province Department). Link to the SUBNATIONAL_LEVELS table. 

COUNTRY _ID. Link to the COUNTRIES table. 

LOCATION_CHANGE. If the location is changed, deleted or replaced 

Type Length 

Integer 4 

Integer 2 

Integer 2 

Char 60 

Char 8 

Char 60 

Char 60 

Integer 4 

Integer 4 

Integer 4 

To keep track of the hierarchy of locations ICIS uses the LOCA TION_HIBRARCHYS table. This 
table stores information of locations 'nested in another location, e.g., a farm in a town, in a province, 
in a country. This table also flags the preferred level for reporting. 

Description of the LOCA TION_HIERARCHIES table (LOCHIER). 
Field name 

LOCID 

LNINID 

REPORTS 

Description Type 

LOCATION_ID. Link to the LOCATIONS table Integer 

LOC_NESTED_IN_ID. The LOCATION_ID where the location is nested in. Integer 
Link to the LOCATIONS table. 

REPORTING_FLAG. What level in the hierarchy is preferred for reporting Char 
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Country names and alternative abbreviations are stored in the COUNTRY table. The primary 
reference for country names and two- and three-letter abbreviations is the ISO standard. However, 
to accommodate historical changes in country names and boundaries, ICIS must track changes in 
names that are not recorded in the ISO or FAO systems. To assist this process and permit validation 
of names associated with dates, variables for the starting and end dates that a name is considered 
valid are included in the country table. For example, use of the name "Zaire" has a start date of 1 
Jan., 1960. and the establishment of the government under Kabila marks an end date of 20 May, 
1997. In parallel, a value is added for Democratic Republic of Congo, with a start date also of 21 
May, 1997. There is a proposal for an ISO standard to handle changes in country names, which 
might replace the COUNTRY_CODE. However, until the standard is published, we cannot judge 
its utility for ICIS. 

Description of the COUNTRIES table (CNTRY). 
Field name Description Type Length 

CNTRYID ICIS_COUNTRY _ID. Unique identifier for each country. Integer 2 

ISONUM ISO_NUMERIC_CODE. ISO numeric code for the country. Integer 2 

ISOTWO ISO_TWO_LETTER_CODE. ISO two-letter code for the country. Char 2 

ISOTHREE ISO_THREE_LETTER_CODE. ISO three-letter code for the country. Char 3 
FAOTHREE FAO_THREE_LETTER_CODE. FAO three-letter code for the country. Char 3 
FIPS FIPS_COUNTRY _CODE. Federal Infonnation Processing Standard code. Char 2 

WB WB_COUNTRY _CODE. World Bank code for the country. Char 3 
ISORJLL ISO_RJLL_COUNTRY_NAME. Full name of the country as listed by ISO. Char 50 

ISO ABBR ISO_ABBREV _COUNTRY _NAME. Abbreviated name as listed by ISO. Char 25 

CONT CONTINENT. Continent the country belongs to. Char 10 

SCNTRY ST ART _DATE_ VALID _CNTY _NAME. First date that this instance of the Integer 4 
country is valid. Fonnat: YYYMMDD. 

ECNTRY END_DATE_ V ALID_CNTY_NAME. Last date that this instance of the Integer 4 
country is valid. Fonnat: YYYMMDD. 

CRPLCE If the country (name) has changed to another. Integer 2 

An additional lookup table is provided for the names and abbreviations of the first level of sub
national division, such as state, province or department. The ISO code is a five character code 
where the first two characters are identical to the ISO two letter country code, and the last three 
characters are either a text or integer abbreviation for the state or province name (e.g. "MXDGO" 
for the state of Durango in Mexico and "US-NY'' for New York, in the USA). 
This table serves as the source to verify names in SUBNAT _LEVEL _1 of the main LOCATION 
table. 
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Description of the SUBNATIONAL_LEVELS table (SNLEVEL). 
Field name 

SNLlID 

CNTRYID 

SNLISO 

SNLFIPS 

ISO FULL 

SRPLCE 

Description 

SUBNAT _LEVEL. Name of the Sub National Level. 

COUNTRY _ID. The country the Sub National level belongs to. Link to the 
CNTRY table. 

ISO_SUBNAT_LEVEL_CODE. ISO five characters code a Sub National 
Level. 

FIPS_SUBNAT_LEVEL_CODE. FIPS four character code for the first level 
of political subdivision within a country. 

SUBNAT_LEVEL_NAME. The name for the first Sub National level. 

SUBNAT_LEVEL_CHANGE. If the (name of the) Sub National has 
changed. 

Type Length 

Integer 2 
Integer 2 

Char 5 

Char 4 

Char 60 

Integer 2 

The best way to specify locations is through geo-referenced polygons, but this is not always 
feasible. Providing an accurate definition of a location with a number of lat-Ion points (NILP in the 
LOCATIONS table) provides the possibility to draw a polygon. In the future this can be the link to 
GIS software. 

Description of the GEOREFERENCE table (GEOREF). 
Field name Description Type Length 

LOCID LOCATION_ID. Identifies the location. Link to the LOCS table. Integer 4 

LLPN LATLON_POINT_NUMBER. The lat-Ion point (1 to NLLP). Integer 2 

LAT Latitude in decimal degrees(+ for North, - for South, -1E36 for missing). Real 8 

LON Longitude in decimal degrees ( + for East, - for West, -1E36 for missing). Real 8 

ALT Altitude (m above sea level, -IE36 for missing) Real 4 

9.3.4 Secondary Location Information 
The LMM also records additional information about locations that the user would like to retain. 
Values of descriptors are stored in the SUPPORTING_A TTRIBUTES table. 

Examples of location descriptors are provided in Table 9.3.l. There is a strong preference for these 
to be defined by the central database manager and not by users. 
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Table 9.3.1 Examples of additional location descriptors that might be defined by users 
Descriptor Description of the location descriptor Type 

SUBNAT _LEVEL_ 4 Name of a fourth level of political subdivision within country. Char 

EXPER_FIELD_NAME Name of a field plot within an experiment station (e.g., 'Ml-South'). Char 

LOCATION_NAME Alternative location names perhaps in other languages including Char 
ideographic languages 

LOCATION_ TYPE Indicates whether the location is a farmer's field, a research plot, a Char 
laboratory, etc. 

LATLONG_METHOD Method used to determine the latitude and longitude (e.g., GPS, Char 
surveyed ... ) 

LOCAT _ACCURACY Accuracy of method to determine the geographic coordinates. Real 

ELEV ATION_METHOD Method used to determine elevation (map, GPS, barometer ... ) Char 

ELEV ATION_ACCURACY Accuracy of method used to determine elevation Integer 

REFERENCE_LOC_NAME The name of the reference location nearest to the specific location. Char 

REFERENCE_LOC_LAT Latitude of the reference location (as decimal degrees). Real 

REFERENCE_LOC_LONG Longitude of the reference location (as decimal degrees). Real 

DIRECTION_TO_REF _LOC To indicate the direction expressed as degrees with respect to the North Real 
and clockwise (azimuth) that should be followed to reach the specific 
location leaving from the reference location. * 

DIST ANCE_REF _LOC Distance between the reference location and the specific location. Real 
Defined as the "straight-line" or "by road" distance. * 

LOCAT_COMMENTS Detailed description or comments of the specific location. Should not be Char 
used to describe regions such as megaenvironments. 

9.3.6 Remote allocation of location identifiers 

The objective of the LMM is to provide a tool for the management of locations to a wide audience 
of users, many of whom do not have access to a dynamic central database. These users may need to 
describe new locations, so the problem of the remote allocation of unique location identifiers arises. 
Remote users have access or require a copy of all central LMM (CLMM) records up to a certain 
date, as well as to their Local LMM (LLMM). Each local ICIS installation will have a unique local 
user ID with local details stored in a table of local installations maintained by the central ICIS 
administrator. 

The ILMM has exactly the same structure as the CLMM with internal pointers as well as pointers 
into CLMM. Internal or local pointers are referred to as LOCAL IDs, TYPEs or NOs. depending on 
the type of pointer. For example ILMM will have LOCAL_LOCA TION_IDs, and 
LOCAL_DESCRIPTOR_TYPEs. They are only unique within the ILMM.; System wide 
identifiers are assigned only when the CLMM is updated by the central ICIS administrator. 
However the combination of USER_ID and LOCAL_ID is unique and provides the link to old 
records once the CLMM is updated. 
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The LLMM, therefore, uses LOCAL IDs, but the local ICIS database can link to the CLMM with 
central IDs or to the LLMM with LOCAL IDs. No link in the central database will point to LOCAL 
IDs. LOCAL IDs must be distinguishable from CENTRAL IDs since applications must know 
which LMM is being used for a particular transaction otherwise the uniqueness of identifiers can 
become compromised through partial updates of the CLMM by a user. One method of 
distinguishing between LOCAL IDs and central IDs would be to make all the former ones negative. 

When the central ICIS database is being updated with local records, all local location information 
which is referenced by GMS or DMS records being updated must be transferred to the CLMM, and 
unique, central IDs assigned. Part of the update process would be to assign USER_ID I 
LOCAL_LOCA TION_ID as a location descriptor (with DESCRIPTOR_TYPE=:LGID) so that 
entries in other private databases are automatically linked to LMM through a descriptor search, and 
do not need to be explicitly updated. This implies that USER_ID/LOCAL ID must never be reused 
even after updating. Hence after an update the user gets a new version of CLMM, and the LLMM is 
scrubbed of all updated records. Thereafter, any search of LLMM for a LOCAL_ID which is 
unsuccessful triggers a descriptor search in the updated CLMM for USER_ID I 
LOCAL_LOCATIONS_ID. 

9.4. INFORMATION ON PEOPLE AND INSTITUTIONS 

People and institutions must be identified for sets of data within ICIS. They may supply germplasm, 
report results on international or local trials, maintain a local version of ICIS, or release cultivars 
(Table 9.4.1). The only set of peoples' names that is not stored here is that of authors of any 
references cited in ICIS. These are managed in the BIBLIOGRAPIDC_REFS table (see section 
9.5). 

Table 9.4.1. Examples of tables in ICIS where people or institutions are identified. 
Table Role of person or institution 

INST ALLA TIO NS Administrator of an ICIS installation 

USERS ICIS user 

LOCATIONS User that defines a location 

LOCA TION_DESCRIPTIONS User that assigns a value to a specific location 

PASSPORT Source of germplasm 
???? Co-operator in trial 

Distinguishing between roles of people and institutions is often difficult. In many universities, 
emphasis is given to the role of the individual, whereas in NARS or private companies, the identity 
of individuals may be considered of intermediate or no importance. Further complications are that 
individuals can change institutional affiliations or have split affiliations at a given time. 
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This part of ICIS provides unique identifiers of people and institutions within ICIS, plus maintains 
auxiliary information such as addresses, phone numbers, and dates of anival and departure. The 
central table is the PERSONS table, which canies basic information on persons referred to within 
ICIS. 

Description of the PERSONS table (PERSONS). 
Field name Description Type Length 

PERSONID PERSON_ID. Unique identifier for one instance of a person. A person may Integer 4 
appear several times in the PEOPLE table, but the instances should vary by 
institution or affiliation dates. 

FNAME FIRST_NAME. The person's first name. Char 20 
LNAME LAST _NAME. The person's last name (surname or family name). Char 20 
IO NAME INITIALS_OR_OTHER_NAMES. The person's middle initial(s) or other Char 15 

names. 

INSTITID INSTITUTION_ID. Unique identifier of an institution. Link to Integer 2 
INSTITUTIONS table. 

AD RES ID ADDRESS_ID. Unique identifier of the persons address. Link to the Integer 2 
ADDRESSES table. 

CNTRYID ICIS_COUNTRY _CODE. Link to COUNTRY _NAME in COUNTRY table. Integer 2 
PTITLE TITLE_OF _PERSON. The persons official position. Char 25 
PO NAME OTHER_LANGUAGE_NAME. Persons name in another language (e.g. in Char 50 

Chinese). 

PLAN GU LANGUAGE_OF _OTHER_NAME (e.g. Chinese). Link to the UDFLDS table. Integer 2 
PPHONE WORK_PHONE. Office phone number. Char 20 
PEXTENT WORK_EXTENSION. Office extension number. Char 20 
PFAX FAX_NUMBER. Office fax number. Char 20 
PEMAIL EMAIL_ADDRESS. Office email address. Char 40 
PR OLE ROLE_ OF _pERSON_ID. Index linked to the UDFLDS table to distinguish Integer 2 

various possible roles for a person: 

• Full individual collaborator. 

• Designated representative of an institution . 

• Institution has declared that no person should be recognized as a 
colaborator or contact (in which case. the names will be missing). 

SPERSON PERSON_START_DATE. First date person is known to work at an institution. Integer 4 
EPERSON PERSON_END_DATE. Date of departure from an institution. Integer 4 

PSTATUS STATUS_OF _PERSON. Indicates whether a person is active at this post, Integer 2 
relocated to another post, retired ... Link to the UDFLDS table. 

PNOTES NOTES_ON_pERSON. Other notes on the person (e.g. biographic notes). Memo 

CONTACT Contact information of a Person if not Affiliated with an Institute Char 255 

Information on institutions is maintained in the INSTITUTIONS table. Addresses are also recorded 
here. 
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Description of fields in the INSTITUTIONS table (INSTITUT). 
Field Description Type Length 

INSTITID INSTITUTION_ID Unique identifier for each institution Integer 2 
PINS ID INST_PARENT_ID. INSTID for the "parent" institution. Equal to INSTID if Integer 2 

on top of hierarchical structure. 

IN SN AME INSTITUTION_NAME. Full name of the institution. Char 150 
IN SA CR INST_ACRONYM. Acronym of the institution (e.g., CIMMYT, IRRI, INIFAP) Char 20 
INSTYPE INSTITUTION_ TYPE. To specify the type of institution:, International center, Integer 2 

National agricultural research service, University, etc. Link to the UDFLDS 
table. 

STREET STREET_ADDRESS. Street address. Char 125 
POSTBOX POST _BOX. Post office box or similar direction. Char 25 
CITY CITY. City. Char 30 
STATEID STATE_OR_PROVINCE. State or province. Link to the SNLEVEL table. Integer 2 
CPOSTAL POSTAL_CODE. Postal code (e.g., US zip code). Char IO 

CNTRYID ICIS_COUNTRY _CODE. Link to the COUNTRIES table. Integer 2 
AP HONE PHONE_NUMBER. Char 25 
AFAX FAX_NUMBER. Char 25 
AEMAIL EMAIL_ADDRESS. Char 40 
WEB URL WEB_SITE_ URL. Char 60 
SINS START_INST_DATE. Date the institution was founded. Format: YYYMMDD. Integer 4 
EINS END_INST_DATE. Date the institution was closed or re-named. YYYMMDD. Integer 4 
I CHANGE INSTITUTION_CHANGE. If the institution is changed to another institution. Integer 2 

Attributes of supporting tables can be stored in the SUPPROTING_A TIRJBUTES TABLE, e.g., 
for location data the lat-Jon method. 

Description of fields in the SUPPORTING_A TTRIBUTES table (SUP A TTR). 
Field 

SUPATID 

SUPATYPE 

SUPATAB 

SUPAREC 

SUPATVAL 

Description 

Unique identifier for an SUPPORTING table 

The type of attribute. Link to the (D)UDFLDS table 

THE SUPPROTING TBALE THE ATTRIBUTE IS REFERRING TO 

The record in the specified table where the attribute is pointing to. 

The description/value of the attribute 
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Type 

Integer 

Integer 

Text 

Integer 

Memo 

Length 

4 
4 
IO 
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9.5 BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES 

ICIS is not intended to be a reference management system or to provide a complete crop research 
bibliography. However, whenever possible, users are encouraged to link data to publications. This 
is particularly important for full documentation of methods, such as in the PMS or in defining traits 
in the DMS. The variables are defined to facilitate import or export of documents using AGRIS 
(Marinelli, 1997) or RIS formats (Research Information Systems, 1994). Tables where references 
may be recorded are listed in Table 9.5.1 

Table 9.5.1. Tables of ICIS where bibliographic references may be provided. 
Table Type of reference 

GMS_METHODS Reference for crossing, mutation or transformation method 

DMS_METHODS Reference for measuring (equipment) method 

CONVERSIONS Reference for conversions between scales 

LOCATION_DESCRIPTORS Defines a descriptor for characterising locations 

STUDIES Reference(s) for a study 

References are stored in the table BIBLIOGRAPHIC_REFS and are linked to other tables through 
the BIBLIOGRAFIC_REF _ID and the REFERENCE_LINK table. The field REFERENCE_ 
TYPE is linked to the UDFLDS table. 

Description of the BIBLIOGRAPHIC_REFERENCES Table (BIBREFS). 
Field name Description Type Length 

BIBREFID BIBLIOGRAPHIC_REF _ID Unique identifier for each reference. Integer 4 

PUB TYPE PUBLICATION_TYPE. Type of publication: book, book chapter, journal Integer 2 
article etc. The chosen type determines the field-description in your data input-
screen. Link to the UDFLDS table. 

PUB YEAR PUBLICATION_ YEAR Year of publication. Integer 2 

AUTHORS AUTHORS Authors as they appears on the document, separated by a";" Char 100 

EDITORS EDITORS Names of the editors. Formatted as for AUTHORS. Char 100 

ANAL YT ANAL YTIC_TITLE Title of the article /chapter I paper I file. Char 255 

MONOGR MONOGRAPHIC_ TITLE Title of the journal I book I proceeding I photo. Char 255 

SERIES SERIES_TITLE Title of the real series. Char 255 

VOLUME VOLUME_NUMBER Volume number. Char 10 

ISSUE ISSUE_NUMBER Issue number. Char 10 

PAGECOL PAGE_COLLATION Pages in the format 2-5 or 31-35,37. Char 25 

PUBLISH PUBLISHER Name of the publisher. Char 50 

PU CITY PUBLISHER_ CITY City of publication. Used for books, proceedings, Char 30 
experiment station reports, but not for journals. 

PUCNTRY PUBLISHER_ COUNTRY Country of publication. Char 50 

To ensure that the many "one to many" bibliographic references relationships can be handled 
adequately, the REFERENCE_LINK table will be used. 
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Description of the REFERENCE_LINK table (REFLINKS). 
Field name Description Type Length 

BREFLID BIB_REFERENCE_LINK_ID. Unique identifier for each reference link. Integer 4 
TABLE TABLE. The table the reference is pointing to. Link to the UDFLDS table. Integer 2 
RECORD IN_TABLE_RECORD. Link to the key field in the referenced table. Integer 4 

In case you want to link a bibliographic reference to a table which does not contain a key field, 
e.g., the NAMES table in OMS, that table should contain an attribute field, containing the 
BIBREFID for a direct link to the BIBLIOGRAPHIC_REFS table. 

9.6 USER DEFINED FIELDS 

A number of tables in this chapter point to the UDFLDS table. This table is described in chapter 
3 and can be loaded with information to facilitate programming. In the separate ICIS-tables only 
the FIELD_ID is stored instead of a name or description, while the information in the FNAME 
column is used to build the corresponding pick-up lists. 

Examples: 
FLDID FfABLE FfYPE FCODE FNAME FFMT 

21 RE FLINK TABLE BIBLOCS LOCATIONS 

22 REFLINK TABLE BIB PERS PERSONS 

23 RE FLINK TABLE BIBLDEC LOCATION_DESCRIPTORS 

124 BIB REFS PUB TYPE BOO PUB Whole Book 

125 BIB REFS PUB TYPE JOUPUB Journal 

198 USERS UTYPE LAD MIN Local administrator 

199 USERS UTYPE PB REED Plant breeder 

9.7 REFERENCES 
Anonymous. 1997a. ISO/DIS 3166-2 Codes for the representation of names of countries 

and their subdivisions - Part 2: Country subdivision code. 
Anonymous. 1997b. ISO/DIS 3166-3 Codes for the representation of names of countries 

and their subdivisions - Part 3: Code for formerly used names of countries. 
Martinelli, M.T. 1997. The AGRIS: Guidelines for Bibliographic Description and Input 
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APPENDIX 9.1 

Full listing of the PUBLICA TION_TYPES in the BIBLIOGRAPlllC_REFS table, as defined in 
the USER DEFINED _FIELDS table. 

REFERENCE_ TYPE 

ABST 

ADVS 

ART 

BILL 
BOOK 

CASE 

CD ROM 

CHAP 

COMP 

CONF 

CTLG 

DATA 

FTP 

GEN 

HEAR 
INPR 

JFULL 

JOUR 

MAP 

MGZN 

MPCT 

MUSIC 

NEWS 

PAMP 

PAT 

PCOMM 

PHOTO 

RPRT 

SER 

SLIDE 

SOUND 

STAT 

THES 
UNBILL 

UNPB 
VIDEO 

WWWPG 

REF _TYPE_DESCRIPTION 

Abstract 

Audiovisual material 

Art work 

Bill/Resolution 

Whole book 

Case (e.g. legal) 

CD-ROM (compact disk) 

Book chapter 

Computer program 

Conference proceeding 

Catalog 

Data file 

FTP site 

Generic 

Hearing 

In press 

Journal (full) 

Journal 

Map 

Magazine article 

Motion picture 

Music score 

Newspaper 

Pamphlet 

Patent 

Personal communication 

Photograph 

Report 

Serial (Book, Monograph) 

Slide (transparency) 

Sound recording 

Statute 

Thesis/Dissertation 

Unenacted bill/resolution 

Unpublished work 

Video recording 

Page of the World Wide Web 
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10. DMS IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATIONS 
C.G. McLa.ren, A. Portugal 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

Ref: ICIS lOF 

DMS is the component of ICIS that manages environmental data, germplasm 
characterization data and evaluation data for genetic resources and crop improvement 
projects. It is a data warehouse that accumulates and assembles data from a variety of 
sources and provides access to them. 

DMS is basically implemented in a two-tier structure which is done in two ways. One 
approach consists of the central data warehouse (Central DMS) as the back-end and its 
local installation in each department or project (Local DMS) as the front-end. The local 
installation consists of a local warehouse not yet uploaded to the Central and a legacy 
database needed for the operation of a specific department. The Local DMS being the 
front-end has the application tools to search, query and analyze data from the central and 
local warehouse, aside from the program to transfer external database into DMS. 

The other method in implementing the two-tier structure has the central and local data 
warehouses as the back-end and a set of application tools and programs as the front-end. 

10.2 DMS TEMPLATE 

A template DMS, DMS-TPLATE has been built in MS ACCESS 97 containing the basic 
DMS structure. This template can be used to build either a Central DMS or a Local 
DMS. 

The basic distinction between a Central DMS and Local DMS is in their key IDs. The 
central database has positive IDs while the local has negative IDs. Data sets to be 
transferred to the DMS should be loaded first to a Local DMS. Then, the Local DMS is 
updated by changing its negative IDs to positive before appending it to Central DMS. 

10.3 DMS INST ALLA TI ON 

10.3.1 New Installation (Central DMS) 

a) Copy the DMS-TPLATE.mdb from the \ICIS\DAT ABASE\TEMPLA TE folder to 
the established \ICIS\DAT ABASE\ <crop>\CENTRAL subdirectory 

b) Reset the file property to read write 

c) Rename the file to a suitable name that reflects the crop it represents. 

d) Add a data source name (DSN) for this central database . See Chapter 5 for full 
details about creating a DSN in ODBC Data Source Administrator. 
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10.3.2 New Installation (Local DMS) 

a) Copy the DMS-TPLATE.mdb to a local directory. 

b) Reset the file property to read write 

c) Rename the file to a suitable name. 

d) Create a data source for this local DMS in the ODBC Data Source Administrator. 

10.3.3 DMS Initialization File 

Different application tools have been programmed for loading data and querying the 
DMS. These application tools use an initialization file named DMS.INI. A sample of 
this INI file is found in \ICIS\EXES\ folder. This file consists of three sections [Central 
DMS, [Local DMS] and [WORKBBOK]. The [Central DMS] and [Local DMS] 
sections have three keys needed to access the corresponding databases. The first key, 
DSN should be equal to the data source names of the Central and Local DMS in each 
section respectively. The next two keys [UID] and [PWD] are the user ID and password 
needed to connect to the database. The [Configuration] section has three keys under it. 
The Workbook key specifies the directory where the DMS Workbook is located and the 
Image key is equal to the folder that contains the graphics files, for image data if there is 
any. Temporary files are stored in the directory specified by the LastDir key. 

Aside from the INI file, the different applications also use a Dynamic Link Library 
named DMS.DLL that contains functions for adding records to DMS and accessing data 
from it. The DLL and the INI file should be both copied to the Windows directory (for 
Windows 95 or 98) or to WINNT directory (for Windows NT). Both files are located in 
the \ICIS\EXES\ folder. 

10.4 DMS WORKBOOK 

The Workbook is a DMS application which connects an Excel spreadsheet to the DMS 
data structure to facilitate loading and retrieving data from DMS. The workbook consists 
of a macro in an Excel file which uses the DMS DLL to access a local and a central DMS 
database. Four menus, DMS INPUT, DMS LOAD, DMS RETRIEVE and DMS 
SEARCH are found in the Excel main menu. Two important standard files are used by 
the DMS Workbook: the INPUT file and the SEARCH file. 
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10.4.1. Entering Data for a New Study 

The DMS Workbook uses a standard input file shown in Fig. 10.4.1, which is 
automatically created when you open the DMSWRBK.xla or when you click the "New 
Input File" from the DMS INPUT menu. It consists of two sheets: Description and 
Observation. The Description sheet is for entering information about the study and the 
different factors and variates used in the study while the Observation sheet is for entering 
the data gathered from the study. 

··!)file Edit ltiOw jnSOrt F- loot• 12111 1!11,_ jjelo DllS INPUT 011161,0AO DMSBETRtE\IE OMSjEARCH jJSTOATA 
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Fig.10.4.1. DMS Workbook Input file 

The Description sheet has 11 named ranges of cells: STUDY, TITLE, PMKEY, 
OBJECTIVE, START_DATE, END_DATE, INVESTIGATOR, CONDITION, 
FACTOR CONST ANT and VARIATE which are used to identify the cells containing 
related information. These named ranges are automatically created by DMS Workbook 
and are used in the loading process. 

In the Description sheet, the user enters a unique study name in the STUDY cell. The 
title, objectives, the start date, end date and investigator details should be entered in the 
appropriate cells. 

The names of the factor are entered under the CONDITION and FACTOR headings and 
the names of variates are entered under the CONST ANT and VARIATE headings. There 
must be a blank row separating each section. The factors and variates of the study must 
have associated traits, scales, methods and data types. The user can select these from lists 
provided under the DMS INPUT Menu. These lists are activated only if the active cell is 
in a trait, scale or method column, otherwise no list will be shown. If there is no 
appropriate trait, scale or method in the lists, the user can enter a new one. For cases 
where a factor has more than one label in the data set, the name(s) of subsequent labels 
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are entered in the FACTOR section, but the name of the first or defining label must be 
specified under the LABEL column .. 

Factors with a single level applying to all observations in the data set are called 
CONDITIONS. Condition factor names are entered under the CONDITION heading (not 
in.the FACTOR cells) and the single level value must be entered in the VALUE column. 

VARIATES with a single value for all observations in the data set are called 
CONST ANTS. Constant variate names are entered under the CONST ANT heading and 
the single value must be entered in the VALUE column. 

A single parallel factor can also be accommodated. A parallel factor is one whose levels 
are associated with individual columns in the Observation sheet. The factor is specified 
in the FACTOR section in the usual way but the user creates another column in the 
VARIATE section of the Description sheet after DATA TYPE having a heading named 
after that factor. The level value associated with a particular variate is entered in the cell 
under that column on the row of the associated variate. Data are entered in the 
Observation Sheet. The first row of this sheet must contain the variable names with 
factor names preceding the variate names . To copy the variable names from the 
Description Sheet, click "Assign Row Heading(Observation)" on the DMS INPUT menu. 

The Observation sheet has one named range called observation, which represents the 
columns of variates in the sheet. This range is created by highlighting the names of 
variates in the observation sheet, then clicking the button "Define Observation's Variate" 
from the DMS INPUT Menu 

To load a data set, click the Load button under DMS LOAD menu. 

10.4.2 Entering data for an existing study 

The DMS Logbook also allows users to enter and load data for a study already existing in 
the DMS. To select an existing study, make the STUDY cell the active cell and choose 
from the list which is shown by clicking the "Study" button under the DMS INPUT 
menu. The names of the factors and variates should be consistent, hence to check the 
different factor and variate names in the study, click the "Retrieve FactorNariate" button 
under the DMS RETRIEVE menu. Use the retrieved names for factors and variates 
already stored in the DMS. For new factors or variates, just add them at the end of the 
lists in the Description Sheet. 

10.4.3 Retrieving data from an existing study 

The DMS RETRIEVE menu retrieves a data set from a study. The Workbook extracts the 
data to the Observation sheet by using the information specified in the Description sheet. 
Select an existing study and specify existing Factors and Variates as in 10.4.2. Data for 
observations defined by the selected factors and variates will be extracted to the Observation 
sheet To display a factor in parallel, simply add another column in the VARIATE section 
of the Description sheet with the factor name as heading and enter the level values in each 
associated variate row under that column heading. 
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10.4.4. Querying the DMS with the Workbook 

DMS queries can be made through the search file of the Workbook as shown in Fig. 10.4.2. 
It has three sheets: Description, Criteria and Result. It is created by selecting the "Search 
File" option button on the DMS SEARCH menu. 

:X M1cro!:>oft f:xcel New OMS Semch File Book? lllr:JEJ 

e I It • 

a I I' 

Fig 10.4.2 The Search Workbook of OMS 

The Description sheet has three named ranges of cells: STUDY, INPUT and OUTPUT. 
To specify the study or studies you want to search, choose from the list provided under 
the DMS INPUT menu. Enter the study or studies along the STUDY row. 

The INPUT section of the Description sheet describes the traits which will be used as the 
criteria for the search. Under the INPUT column, enter variable names of your own 
choice to identify the different traits you want to use as criteria. Select the appropriate 
trait, scale and method from the lists provided in the DMS INPUT menu. The criteria 
values of these INPUT traits are specified in the Criteria Sheet. Each column in the 
Criteria sheet corresponds to a trait in the INPUT section of the Description Sheet. The 
first row of the Criteria must contain the variable names of the different traits. To copy 
the variable names from the INPUT section of the Description sheet, click "A~ign Row 
Heading (Criteria)" on the DMS SEARCH menu. '~ - ·~ 

The OUTPUT section describes the traits whose values you want to extract given the set 
of criteria stored in the Criteria Sheet. 

The Result sheet contains the extracted data from the DMS. To get the data, click the 
"Search" button in the DMS SEARCH menu 
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10.4.5. Retrieving data from the GMS List 
The Wokbook can also be used as an electronic field book for plant breeder. It has a tool 
for retrieving list of entries generated by SETGEN. First, a list is selected by clicking 
"Select a List" from the "LIST DAT A" menu. All existing lists in the local database 
are shown. Highlight a list, then double click. To retrieve the entries of the list, click 
"Retrieve list data" button. The information such as entry code, designation name and 
germplasm id is retrieved to the DMS INPUT FILE. Make sure to have a clean input file 
before retrieving the list data. Add necessary factors in the FACTOR section and 
variates in the VARIATE section of the Description sheet. Then, click "Assign Row 
Heading (Observation)" button in the DMS INPUT menu. 
The Workbook can associate entries to a field layout based on the order of the entries 
(ENTRY NO) in the list. Given a field layout, define the entry number by highlighting 
its column heading. Then go to "Define Column" sub menu and click "Entry No" button. 
ENTRY NO is different from ENTRY CODE. The former is the order of the entry in the 
list, while the latter is a code given by a SETGEN user for a certain entry. If you are 
interested to get the associated cultivar names of the entry number, highlight the heading 
of the column where you want to place the names. Go to "Define Column" and click 
"Designation." To retrieve the associated GID of the entry number, highlight the 
heading of the column for GID, go to same sub menu and click GID. If you are 
interested to get the entry code of the entry no, do the same process as Designation or 
GID, but be sure to highlight the column heading for ENTRY CODE and to click the 
"Entry Code" button. After defining all necessary columns, click "Assign by List Order 
(Entry No)" from the LIST DATA menu. 
Some people refer to their list entries based on the ENTRY CODE and not the ENTRY 
NO. To retrieve list information associated to the entry codes of a list, do the above 
steps but click "Assign by Entry Code" button. 

Fig. 10.4.3 Sample list retrieved by Workbook 
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10.5 DMS DATA RETRIEVER 

The Data Retriever provides a mechanism for extracting data from DMS using factor 
level values and variate data values either as criteria or target objects. Related values are 
linked through observation units. The Retriever can extract values regardless of study. 
Integration across studies is facilitated by the Trait Management module (Chapter 8). 

To extract level values of factors, the basic SQL statement is: 

SELECT INDEX. OUNITID, LEVEL_N.LV ALUE 
FROM INDEX, FACTOR, LEVEL_N 
WHERE FACTOR.TRAITID = <Cenain_Trait> AND 
FACTOR.SCALEID = <Cenain_Scale> AND 
FACTOR.TMETHID = <Cenain_Method> AND 
LEVEL_N.FACTORID = FACTOR.FACTORID AND 
INDEX.FACTORID = LEVEL_N.FACTORID AND 
INDEX.LEVELNO = LEVEL_N.LEVELNO 

To extract data values of variates, the basic SQL statement is: 

SELECT DATA_N.OUNIT/D, DATA_N.DVALUE 
FROM VARIATE, DATA_N 
WHERE VAR/ATE. TRAITID = <Cenain_Trait> AND 
VARIATE.SCALEID = <Cenain_Scale> AND 
VARIATE.TMETH/D = <Cenain_Method> AND 
DATA_N. VARIATID = VARIATE. VARIATID 

~ ICIS DMS SEARCH ~' 

SUB QUERY I AG GREGA TE I LINK I 
! 

! i SUB QUERY 
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I 
I 
I 
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Fig. 10.5.1 The main screen of the Data Retriever 
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The Data Retriever is programmed in MS Access. The main query in the Data Retriever 
is created by accessing a central and a local DMS through the functions provided in the 
DMS DLL. Aside from the main query, three kinds of queries are also provided which 
are sub query, aggregate query and link query. These queries use the table created by the 
main query. 

10.5.1 Main Query 

The Main Query creates a table of columns corresponding to the traits specified by the 
user. The traits are either criteria of the query or the target traits. Defined queries are 
shown in the list under the Main Query button. To display a main query, press the "S" 
key. 

To create a new main query, click the "Main Query" button and a screen similar to 
Fig.10.5.2 is shown. 

~ ICIS OMS SlAHCH :... 

VARHAME 
VARIETY 
CID 
SID 
DAYS_TO_HEADING 
CHECK_MARK 
GID 

TRAITID SCALEID 
GERMPLASM NAME 
GERMPLASM CID 
GERMPLASM SID 
DAYS_TO_HEADING days 
SELECTED_CHECK_Ml mark 
GERMPLASM GID 

Fig 10.5.2 Creating a main query in the Data Retriever 

Not spe 
Not spe 
Not spe 
Not spe 
Not spe 

~~'.~if 

The Main Query retriever accepts two sets of traits. The first set contains the traits to be 
used as criteria to the query while the second set includes the target traits. For the criteria 
part, the user has to provide the trait, scale, method, operator, data type and a restricting 
value. The user also has to specify an arbitrary variable name for the trait. For the target 
trait, the user has to specify similar information as the criteria trait except the operator 
and the restricting value. 

The retriever creates a table named after the query name by hitting the CREA TE button. 
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10.5.2 Sub Query 

The sub query creates a subset of the main query based on a criteria specified by the user. 
The retriever for the sub query is similar to the screen in Fig. 5.2.3 and it is activated by 
clicking the SUB QUERY button under the SUB QUERY tab. 

~ IC:IS DM~ SlAHlH ;;, liltilillliJ~jljj(J~ 

Fig 10.5.3 The sub query retriever 

The main query name is specified beside the Main Search text box. Then the name of the 
sub query is entered beside it. In the CRITERIA section, the user will select variables 
from the main query table, their corresponding operators and the restricting values. In 
the TRAITS TO VIEW section, the user will list the variables to be viewed. The query 
is built by clicking the CREA TE button. 

10.5.3 Aggregate Query 

Averages, minimum values, maximum values and other aggregate group values can be 
computed in the Retriever using the AGGREGATE query retriever. This retriever is 
enabled by clicking the "AGGREGATE" button in the AGGREGATE tab and a screen 
similar to Fig. 10.5.4 will be shown. 

The aggregate values are computed from a main query and the user has to specify its 
name in the text box at the topmost of the retriever. A new name for the aggregate query 
is entered on the lower text box. 
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FUNCTION ALIAS 
GROUP BY VAA 
GROUP BY VGID 
AVG AVG_HDG 
MIN MIN_HDG 
MAX MAX_HDG 

Fig. 10.5.4 The screen for computing aggregate values 

In the VARIABLES section, the user specifies the grouping function to apply to the 
variables of the main query. For variables of numeric type, the Retriever can perform 
the following grouping functions: sum, count, average, rmmmum, maximum. For 
variables, the user can specify the find first and find last function. Variables with 
GROUP BY option are the basis of the grouping. Users must specify a new variable 
name for the aggregate value in the ALIAS column. 

By clicking the CREA TE button, the aggregate query is built. 

10.5.4 Link Query 

The user can link queries through the LINK query retriever which is activated by hitting 
the LINK button of the LINK tab. 

As shown in Fig. 10.5.5, the LINK query asks for the names of the two queries to be 
linked and the variables where the linking will be constructed In the OTHER 
VARIABLE section, the user needs to list the variables to view in the link query. By 
clicking the CREATE button, a query labeled after the link name is created. 
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Fig 10.5.5 Creating link between queries 

10.5.5 Parallel Representation of the Query Results 

There are situations when data are better viewed in parallel than in serial. The Retriever 
has a tool for presenting data set in parallel. A data set is in parallel mode when the 
values of one of its variables become the column names. The parallel query retriever has 
a screen similar to Fig. 10.5.6. It is activated by clicking the PARALLEL button of the 
mam screen. 

At the topmost part, the user will select a main query to be viewed in parallel. The new 
name of the parallel query is entered on the lower text box. The PARALLEL 
VARIABLE is the variable whose values will become column names. The PARALLEL 
VALUE is the variable whose values will be displayed under the columns created by the 
parallel variable. The ROW VARIABLE is the other 'variable which will define the rows 
of the parallel query. The query is built by clicking the CREATE button. 

To view a main query in parallel, go back to the main screen of the Retriever,Jiighligh! 
the query and press the "P" key. · · ~ 
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Fig. 10.5.6 Screen for creating a parallel view of a main query 

A sub query can also be viewed in parallel. To activate the parallel retriever for a sub 
query, highlight the sub query under the SUB QUERY tab, and press the "E" key. The 
retriever looks the same as the main query parallel retriever. To display the sub query in 
parallel, press the "P" key. 

10.6 APPENDING LOCAL DMS TO CENTRAL 

Data in a Local DMS is appended to the Central DMS without the need to check for 
redundancy of factors and variates in a study. It is assumed that the loading program has 
checked the existence of factors and variates in the Central before adding them to the 
Local DMS. 

The general steps for appending the local data to Central DMS are: 

1) Create four temporary tables (TmpSTUDY, Tmp FACTOR, TmpVARIATE, TmpUNIT) 
consisting of a field which will hold the negative IDs. 

2) Add another field to the temporary tables that will contain the new positive IDs. 
These positive IDs are assigned as [Max Central ID] +([Min Local ID in INSTN] -
[Negative ID]) 

3) Check that the new positive IDs are greater than the maximum IDs in the Central 
DMS. 

4) Replace negative IDs in the local tables with the new positive IDs obtained from step 
2. 

5) Update negative level numbers with their absolute values. 
6) Check that there are no negative IDs in the Local DMS. 
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7) Append Local records to the Central. 
8) Delete all appended records from the Local DMS. 
9) Update the Local INSTN table with the minimum negative IDs that have been used. 
10) Update the Central INSTN table with the new maximum positive IDs. 
11) Delete the temporary tables. 

10.7 DMS IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATIONS FOR RICE 

10.7.1 Central DMS-RICE 

The Central DMS for RICE is built using MS ACCESS. There are 148 studies 
transferred to the DMS-RICE with 88,000 records coming from breeding programs, 
33,000 from international nursery trials, 60,000 from the Genetic Resource Center and 
7 ,000 from soil experiments. There are approximately 2 million data values and 500,000 
level values stored in the data warehouse. The Trait Management Module is also 
incorporated into this database and at present it consists of 132 traits. 

10.7.2 Local DMS-PBGB 

A pilot Local DMS, DMS-PBGB has been created for the Plant Breeding, Genetics and 
Biochemistry Division of IRRI and it manages data for different nurseries of irrigated and 
rainfed varieties . It is implemented in MS ACCESS and contains the DMS tables as 
well as some legacy tables, namely SEASON_DATA and PLOT_DATA, which are 
necessary for the division's seasonal operations. Tools for entering data into the legacy 
tables, generating cumulative averages needed for the di vision's field books and 
downloading the legacy tables to DMS are provided in DMS-PBGB. In generating the 
cumulative averages, different databases namely: GMS, the Central DMS, Local DMS 
and the legacy tables are accessed. The Central DMS and GMS list tables are 
represented as linked tables in DMS-PBGB. The two-tier structure with the local DMS 
as front-end is reflected in this implementation (Section 10.1). 

By double-clicking the DMS-PBGB.mdb file, a window similar to Fig. 10.7.1 appears. 

a) Setup of DMS-PBGB 

The DMS tab contains the tools to link DMS-PBGB to Central DMS and GMS List 
tables. This must be done once when DMS-PBGB is first set up. 
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Fig.10.7.1. DMS-PBGB opening window 

b) Data Entry 

The DAT A ENTRY panel is a sub-section for transferring the HRO germplasm list into 
the data table (SEASON_DAT A) and for entering plot and entry data. The HRO list of 
entries is created through the SETGEN application of the ICIS-GMS and it is copied to 
the data table by clicking the "HRO LIST" button. If the list is already in the data table, 
records of data appear as shown in Fig. 10.7.2. However, if no records appear then click 
the "CREATE" button and a window appears wherein you need to enter the year and the 
season. To do the actual copying, click the "CREATE" button below the text boxes. 
Click "VIEW" to verify that the list is copied into the data table 

Fig. 10.7. 2. HRO List screens 
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Fig. 10. 7 .3 Screen for entering selected traits 

Entry data can be entered by trait or by record. If you wish to enter by trait, click the 
"SELECTED TRAITS" button. Choose from the "LIST OF FIELDS" the traits you want 
to enter or edit, then click "VIEW". You can enter the values to all traits for an entry by 
clicking the "ALL TRAITS" button on the opening screen. Choose an entry number 
from the list provided and enter all trait values related to it. 

~ ICIS OMS ;,, l.iJtiJi'JJ'J!J~~l-J~~l········m:;:-1!6Ifilx 
fie ~ lr)ow ,,_ fgrmat f!.eccrds !ools ~ t!oll> 

Fig. 10. 7 .4. Screen for entering all trait values. 
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To enter data per plot for RYT entries, click the "PLOT DATA" button on the opening 
screen. Per plot data for flowering, maturity and lodging are entered on the boxes 
provided. Repeated measurements for plant height and tillering are entered on the second 
and third columns of the form. Adjusted grain yield values, means for plant height and 
tiller number are computed through a query. Hence, it is not necessary to enter them. 
Click "NEW RECORD" to enter values for the next plot. If you wish to view the data for 
all the entered plots, click "VIEW TABLE". 

""ICIS OMS p, liltil~JSJ~l~laJ.riiti~I~~· ••••••••m:;;-Ji!t11[EJ!x! 
Ii E:ie tdt ~ ir-t FVm« &ecords 1oo1s l!Uldow ~ I 

Fig. 10.7.5. Entering plot data 

c) Data Processing 

Once all necessary data are entered, you can move on to data processing. The first choice 
in this sub-section is "PLOT AVERAGES". By clicking on this button, average values 
per entry for flowering, maturity, pant height, lodging, grain yield and tiller number are 
computed and stored in the data table. You can check if the calculations are correct by 
going back to the DATA ENTRY forms. 

One important data process needed by PBGB is in generation of the HRO field books. 
Before generating the field books, several steps have to be done. First, trait values from 
previous nursery trials should be retrieved. This is done by clicking "HRO MASTER'', 
on the opening screen. This module extracts previous trait values for the entries in the 
current season's list. Before doing this user must enter the years when those previous 
trials were held. Usually, 1977 is being used as the starting year and the latest year is the 
year of the preceding season as shown in Fig 10.7.5. Click "EXTRACT" to do the actual 
retrieval. 
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Fig.10.7.6. Extracting previous HRO entry values. 

Cumulative averages of the trait values from previous trials are computed for the field 
books. There are three kinds of nurseries used in HRO trials, RYT, OYT and HB. Each 
nursery needs two sets of cumulative averages since some trait values are averaged by 
entry while others are by entry and season. Tick the required type of averages, before 
clicking "the AVERAGE" button (see Fig, 10.7.6). 

Fig. 10.7 .7. Calculating the cumulative averages 
1i1m~11&1~t~1•1~1!.i•ill••••••;;m::i ~ICIS-OMS ; 

To generate a field book, click the "GENERATE" button on the opening screen and a 
form similar to Fig. 10.7.7 appears. 
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Choose the type of the field book you want to generate by ticking on the small circle 
beside it. Click "GENERATE" afterwards. 

Fig. 10.7.8. Generating the field book 
>tl.-.. ICIS OMS ; lillil~~l~l.i~e~.~ .............. lllt-~~~x~ 
Ii "" tdt :i!Ow ~ Fpat B.-.ls Ioals ~ ttolP 

d) Loading the SEASON_DATA to DMS 

Fig. 10.7.9 Loading the SEASON_DATA to DMS 
4105-0MS ; lil611.~lflilt~L~l_,l~J~,-------m;:-r!l~ l]Jx 
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A customized loading of the SEASON_DATA is provided. After all processing and field 
book generation have been done, the data for the season are now ready to be loaded to the 
DMS data warehouse. To load the data, click the "SEASON'S DATA" under the 
DOWNLOAD of DMS section. A screen similar to Fig. 10.7.8 appears. Click 
"TRANSFER" to do the loading. 

10.8 SAMPLE QUERIES FOR IRIS 

10.8.1 Varieties used in an experiment or nursery trial: 

1) Retrieve all varieties used in the 1994 Dry Season Replicated Yield Trial. 

Using the main query retriever, enter the following as CRITERIA 

VARIABLE TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE OPERATOR VALUE 
NURSERY/ NURSERY/ Nursery Code NOT c LIKFl RYT 

SPECIFIED 

YEAR YEAR 4-Digit NOT N = 1994 
SPECIFIED 

SEASON SEASON Code NOT N = 0 
SPECIFIED 

Enter the following as OTHER TRAITS: 

VARIABLE TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE 
VARIETY/ VARIETY/ NAME NOT SPECIFIED c 
GID/ VARIETY/ GID NOT SPECIFIED N 

Enter RYT1994 Dry as Search Name, then click CREATE 

2) Retrieve all varieties used in the experiment AS-S-89. 

Using the main query retriever, enter the following as CRITERIA traits: 

VARIABLE TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE OPERATOR VALUE 
STUDY/ STUDY/ STUDY/ NOT c LIKFl AS-S-89 

NAME NAME SPECIFIED 

Enter the following as OTHER TRAITS: 

VARIABLE TRAIT TRAIT/SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE 

VARIETY/ VARIETY NAME NOT SPECIFIED c 
VARIETY/ VARIETY GID NOT SPECIFIED N 

Type AS-S-89 on the Search Name box, then click CREATE. 

10.8.2 Trait values of varieties tested in a nursery trial or experiment: 

1) Find the grain yield of varities in 1994 Dry Season Replicated Yield Trial. 

Using the main query builder, enter the following as INPUT Traits: 

VARIABLE TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE OPERATOR VALUE 
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NURSERY NURSERY Nursery Code NOT SPECIFIED c LIKE/ 

YEAR YEAR 4-digit NOT SPECIFIED N = 
SEASON SEASON Code NOT SPECIFIED N = 

Enter the following as OTHER TRAITS: 

VARIABLE TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE 
DESIGNATION VARIETY NAME NOT SPECIFIED c 
GID VARIETY GID NOT SPECIFIED N 
GRNYLD GRAIN YIELD/ KGIH NOT SPECIFIED N 

Enter a query name RYT1994D (YLD), then click SEARCH 

2) Find the grain yield and plant height of varieties in the 1995 Dry Replicated Yield 
Trial. 

Using the main search retriever, enter the following as CRITERIA traits: 

VARIABLE TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE OPERATOR VALUE 
NURSERY NURSERY Nursery Code NOT SPECIFIED c LIKEJ RYT 

YEAR YEAR 4-digit NOT SPECIFIED N = 1995 

SEASON SEASON Code NOT SPECIFIED N = 0 

Enter the following as OTHER TRAITS: 

VARIABLE TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE 
VARIETY/ VARIETY/ NAME NOT SPECIFIED c 
VARIETY/ VARIETY GID NOT SPECIFIED N 

GRNYLD GRAIN YIELD Kg/Ha NOT SPECIFIED N 

HT PLANT HEIGHT Cm NOT SPECIFIED N 

Specify RYT1995D in the query name text box, then, click SEARCH. 

10.8.3 Comparison of trait values between studies. 

Are semi-dwarf varieties in RYT 1995 Dry Season high yielding varieties in the RYT 
1994 Dry Season. 

a) Open the Sub Query builder, select RYT1995D from the MAIN SEARCH list 
box. Then enter the following as CRITERIA: 

I HT VARNAME I < OPERATORD VALUE 

Enter the following in the TRAITS TO VIEW section: 
VARNAME 

VARIETY 

GID 

GRNYLD 

HT 

Name the sub query as SEMIDWARF. Then click the CREATE button 
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b) Using the RYT1994D (YLD) main query created in section 10.8.2, create a sub 
query with the following criteria. 

I VARNAME 

GRNYLD 
I > OPERATORD I VALUE 

Enter the following in the TRAITS TO VIEW section: 
VARNAME 

DESIGNATION 

GID 

GRNYLD 

Name the sub query as HIGH YIELD. Then, click CREA TE button. 

c) Open the LINK query builder under the LINK tab. In the FIRST QUERY text 
box, select the SEMIDWARF sub query. Beside it, select [SEMIDW ARF].[GID] 
in the VARIABLE TO LINK text box. For the SECOND QUERY text box, 
choose HIGH YIELD sub query, and choose [HIGH YIELD].GID. Enter the 
following in the OTHER VARIABLE list: 

VARNAME 

[SEMIDW ARF].V ARIETY 

[SEMIDW ARF].HT 

[HIGH YIELDJ.GRNYLD 

Name the Then, click CREA TE button. 

10.8.4 Given a range of value to a certain trait, find the performance value to 
other traits of those varieties satisfying the given criteria. 

Find the tillering ability of variety with grain yield > 8000. 

Using the main query builder, enter the following in the CRITERIA list: 

VARIABLE TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE OPERATOR. 

GRAIN YIELD/ GRAIN YIELD/ KG/H NOT SPECIFIED N > NUMERIC 

Enter the following in OUTPUT List: 

VARIABLE TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE 
VARIETY VARIETY NAME NOT SPECIFIED TEXT 

GID VARIETY GID NOT SPECIFIED NUMERIC 

TILLER TILLERING Tillers/Plant FIELD NUMERIC 
ABILITY 

Enter TILLER (HIGH YIELD) in the query name, then click SEARCH. 

10.8.5 Get the averages, maximum or minimum trait values. 

Find the minimum tiller numbers for varieties with grain yield > 8000. 
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Open the AGGREGATE query builder from the AGGREGATE tab. Select TILLER 
(IIlGH YIELD) as main query. Enter the following in the VARIABLES list: 

VARNAME FUNCTION AUAS 

[VARIETY GROUP BY DESIO 
TILLER MIN MINTILLER 
GRNYLD AVG AVGYLD 

Name the query as MINTILLER. Then, click CREATE. 

10.8.6 Find out the condition of the location where certain varieties are tested. 

Find the Soil pH of the locations where salt resistant varieties were tested in IRSSTN 94. 

a) Using the main search retriever, enter the following in the CRITERIA list: 

VARIABLE TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE OPERATOR VALUE 

SALINITY SALT TOLERANCE SCORE FIELD N <= 3 
STUDY STUDY NAME NOT SPECIFIED c LIKE IRSSTN94 

Enter the following in OTHER TRAITS List: 

VARIABLE TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE 
DESIGNATION VARIETY NAME NOT SPECIFIED c 
LOCID LOCATION/ LOCID (INGER) NOT SPECIFIED c 

Name the search as SALINITY. Afterwards, click CREATE. 

b) Using the main search retriever, enter the following in the CRITERIA list: 

VARIABLE TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE OPERATOR VALUE 

STUDY 

SOILPH 

STUDY NAME NOT SPECIFIED c LIKE IRSSTN94 

SOIL PH PH VALUE NOT SPECIFIED N >= 0 

Enter the following in OTHER TRAITS List: 

VARIABLE TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE 

LOCID LOCATION/ LOCID (INGER) NOT SPECIFIED c 

Enter SOIL PH as the query name. Then, click CREA TE. 

c) Open the LINK retriever, and type SALT SUSC (PH) in the query name. In the 
FIRST QUERY text box, select the SALINITY query. Beside it, select 
[SALINITY].[LOCID] in the VARIABLE TO LINK text box. For the SECOND 
QUERY text box, choose SOIL PH sub query, and choose [SOIL PH].LOCID. 
Enter the following in the OTHER VARIABLE list: 

VARNAME 

[SALINITY] .LOCID 

[SALINITY] .SALINITY 

[SOIL PH].SOILPH 

Afterwards, click CREA TE button. 
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Appendix 10.1 Steps for updating the first version of the DMS database 
to the second version* 

Central DMS 

1. Change the property of FACTORID from primary key to non-primary. 

2. Add LABELID to the FACTOR, LEVEL_N, LEVEL_C and LEVEL_T tables. 

3. Update LABELID to be equal to the FACTORID. 

4. Rename LEVELNO field as TLEVELNO in LEVEL_N, LEVEL_C and OINDEX 
tables. 

5. Add a new LEVELNO field in LEVEL_N, LEVEL_C and OINDEX tables with data 
type Autonumber. Save the changes. 

6. Change the data type of the newly added LEVELNO to Number (Long). 

7. Get the maximum LEVELNO of LEVEL_N table. Remember the number. 

8. Update the LEVELNO of LEVEL_C table to be equal to 
Max(LEVEL_N.LEVELNO) + LEVEL_C.LEVELNO. 

9. Update the LEVELNO of OINDEX table. 

a. Relate the OINDEX table with LEVEL_N through FACTORID and TLEVELNO. 
Update OINDEX.LEVELNO to be equal to LEVEL_N.LEVELNO. 

b. Relate the OINDEX table with LEVEL_C through FACTORID and TLEVELNO. 
Update OINDEX.LEVELNO to be equal to LEVEL_C.LEVELNO. 

Local DMS 

1. Change the property of F ACTORID from primary key to non-primary. 

2. Add LABELID to the FACTOR, LEVEL_N, LEVEL_C and LEVEL_T tables. 

3. Update LABELID to be equal to the FACTORID. 

4. Rename LEVELNO field as TLEVELNO in LEVEL_N, LEVEL_C and OINDEX 
tables. 

5. Add a new LEVELNO field in LEVEL_N, LEVEL_C and OINDEX tables with data 
type Autonumber. Save the changes. 
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6. Change the data type of the newly added LEVELNO to Number (Long). 

7. Update the LEVELNO of LEVEL_N to its negative. 

8. Get the minimum LEVELNO of LEVEL_N table. Remember the number. 

9. Update the LEVELNO of LEVEL_C table to be equal to 
Min(LEVEL_N.LEVELNO) - LEVEL_C.LEVELNO. 

10. Update the LEVELNO of OINDEX table. 

a. Relate the OINDEX table with LEVEL_N through FACTORID and TLEVELNO. 
Update OINDEX.LEVELNO to be equal to LEVEL_N.LEVELNO. 

b. Relate the OINDEX table with LEVEL_C through FACTORID and TLEVELNO. 
Update OINDEX.LEVELNO to be equal to LEVEL_C.LEVELNO. 

11. Remove the TLEVELNO from LEVEL_N,LEVEL_C and OINDEX tables. 
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11. DMS APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT AND THE DMS DLL 
C.G. McLaren, A. Portugal, J.G.F. Lieshout, H. Sanchez and J.A. Galarza 

Ref: ICIS 1 lB 

11.1 INTRODUCTION 

The DLL for the Data Management System (DMS) provides functions for accessing 
DMS and TMS tables. The DMS DLL is written in Microsoft Visual C++ using the 
ODBC programming interface to be able to access DMS stored in different database 
platforms. Application programs written using the DMS DLL can be distributed to any 
ICIS implementation. These applications are expected to be Windows 95, 32-bit 
programs and can be developed in programming languages like Visual Basic, DELPHI, 
FORTRAN 90 or Visual C++. 

An application program establishes connection to a Central and a Local DMS using an 
initialization file. This INI file named as DMS.INI (for ICIS DMS DLL) or SFSD.INI 
(for SFSD DMS DLL) contains the ODBC data source names of the Central and the 
Local DMS. It must be stored in the default WINDOWS directory. The structure of a 
DMS INI file follows the ICIS.INI structure (see Chapter 4 for further details). 

ICIS DMS DLL functions generally return an integer value that indicates the success or 
failure of the function call. DMS_SUCCESS(l) is returned if the call is successful, 
DMS_ERROR (-1) if it fails and DMS_NO_DATA (0) if no data is found in the 
databases relevant to a particular call. Other values are returned to indicate different 
conditions. 

11.2 STRUCTURES USED BY THE DMS DLL 

DMS DLL functions sometimes use compound structures to pass and receive information 
from the application. Application programs should define structures similar to the ones 
used by the DLL. The element name can be different but its data type and order should 
be the same. However, using the field names is recommended to ensure uniformity. Two 
additional structures DMS_NumValue and DMS_CharValue, which do not corresponds 
to tables in the DMS database are created to simplify the passing of arguments. (See 
Chapter 6, Section 6.1.4 for more information about Structures.) 

a. DMS_STUDY Structure 

Element Name Type Database Field Name 

STUD YID Long STUD YID 
SN AME Char[16] SN AME 
PM KEY Long PMKEY 
TITLE Char[256] TITLE 
INVEST ID Long INVESTID 
STYPE Char[2] STYPE 
SDATE Long SDATE 
EDATE Long EDATE 
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b. DMS_FACTOR Structure 

Element Name Type Database Field Name 

FACTORID Long FACTORID 
FNAME Char[52] FNAME 
STUD YID Long STUD YID 
TRAIT ID Long TRAIT ID 
SCALEID Long SCALEID 
TMETHID Long TMETHID 
LTYPE Char[2] LTYPE 

c. DMS_ VARIATE Structure 

Element Name Type Database Field Name 

VARIATID Long VARIATID 
VNAME Char[52] VNAME 
VTYPE Char[2] VTYPE 
STUD YID Long STUD YID 
TRAIT ID Long TRAIT ID 
SCALEID Long SCALEID 
TMETHID Long TMETHID 
DTYPE Char[2] DTYPE 

d. DMS_DAT AN Structure 

Element Name Type Database Field Name 

OUNITID Long OUNITID 
VARIATID Long VARIATID 
DVALUE Double DVALUE 

e. DMS_DATAC Structure 

Element Name Type· Database Field Name 

OUNITID Long OUNITID 
VARIATID Long VARIATID 
DVALUE Char[256] DVALUE 

f. DMS_LEVELN Structure 

Element Name Type Database Field Name 

FACTORID Long FACTORID 
LEVELNO Long LEVELNO 
LVALUE Double LVALUE 

g. DMS_LEVELC Structure 

Element Name Type Database Field Name 

FACTORID Long FACTORID 
LEVELNO Long LEVELNO 
LVALUE Char[256] LVALUE 
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h. DMS_OINDEX Structure 

Element Name Type Database Field Name 

OUNITID Long OUNITID 
FACTORID Long FACTORID 
LEVELNO Long LEVELNO 

i. DMS_TRAIT Structure 

Element Name Type Database Field Name 

TRAIT ID Long TRAIT ID 
TRNAME Char[51] TRNAME 
TRABBR Char[6] TRABBR 

j. DMS_SCALE Structure 

Element Name Type Database Field Name 

SCALEID Long SCALEID 
TRAIT ID Long TRAIT ID 
SCNAME Char[31] SCNAME 
SCTYPE Char[2] SCTYPE 

k. DMS_TMETHOD Structure 

Element Name Type Database Field Name 

TMETHID Long TMETHID 
TRAIT ID Long TRAIT ID 
TMNAME Char[5 l] TMNAME 
TMABBR Char[6] TMABBR 

I. DMS_Num VALUE Structure 

Element Name Type 
Ounitid Long 
Traitid Long 
Scaleid Long 
Tmethid Long 
Nvalue Single 

m. DMS_CharV ALUE Structure 

Element Name Type 
Ounitid Long 
Traitid Long 
Scaleid Long 
Tmethid Long 
Cvalue Single 

n. Source 

Element Name Tvpe 
Factorid Long 
Level no Long 
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11.3 DMS DATABASE ACCESS FUNCTIONS 

11.3.1 DMS_openDatabase 

DMS_openDatabase is the primary function that establishes connection to the DMS 
databases through the initialization file identified by the argument szlnifile. Data source 
names, DBMS user IDs and passwords needed to connect are read from this file. 

Syntax 
long DMS_openDatabase(sz/niji/e) 

A reuments 
Areument Tvpe Use Description 
szlnifile Char Input Pointer to a NULL terminated string containing the name of an existing 

* initialization file. This file must reside in the default WINDOWS 
directory. 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR(-1) 

11.3.2 DMS_closeDatabase 

DMS_closeDatabase closes connection to both Central and Local DMS databases. The 
function also frees up allocated memory used by the DLL. 

Syntax 
void DMS_closeDatabase() 

Arguments 
No argument, no return value 

11.4 ADD FUNCTIONS 

11.4.1 DMS_addStudy 

DMS_addStudy adds new study record in the DMS database according to the information 
in the STUDY argument. STUDYID is automatically assigned ·by the function. The 
name of the study should be unique. If a study with similar name already exists in the 
database, the function returns DMS_EXIST (-5). 

Syntax 
long DMS_addStudy(STUDY, szObjective) 
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A ts rl!llmen 
Arimment Type Use Description 
STUDY DMS_STUD Input Address of the DMS_STUDY structure that contains the 

y information to be added to the database. 

szObjective Char* Input The pointer to a null terminated string containing the objective 
of the Study 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_EXIST(-5), DMS_ERROR(-1) 

11.4.2 DMS_addFactor 

DMS_addFactor adds new factor of a given study (STUDYID) according to the 
information in the FACTOR argument. FACTORID is automatically assigned by the 
function. Factor name should be unique within a study. Hence, if a factor with similar 
name exists in the given study, the function returns DMS_EXIST (-5). If the STUDYID 
does not exist in the database, DMS_INVALID_ID (-9) is returned. 

Syntax 
long DMS_addFactor(FACTORJ 

A t rl!llmen s 
Areument Type Use Description 
FACTOR DMS_FACTOR Input Address of the DMS_FACTOR structure that contains the 

information to be added to the database 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l ), DMS_EXIST(-5), DMS_INV ALID _ID(-9),DMS_ERROR(-1) 

11.4.3 DMS_addVariate 

DMS_addVariate adds new variate of a given study (STUDYID) according to the 
information in the VARIATE argument. V ARIATID is automatically assigned by the 
function. Variate name should be unique within the study. Hence, if a variate with 
similar name exists in the given study, the function returns DMS_EXIST (-5). If the 
STUDYID does not exist in the database, DMS_INVALID_ID (-9) is returned. 

Syntax 
Jong DMS_addVariate(VAR/ATE) 

A ts reumen 
Areument Tvoe Use Description 
VARIATE DMS_VARIAT Input Address of the DMS _VARIATE structure that contains 

E the information to be added to the database 
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Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l ), DMS_EXIST(-5), DMS_INV ALID _ID(-9),DMS_ERROR(-1) 

11.4.4 DMS_addLevelN 

DMS_addLevelN adds new level of a particular factor (FACTORID) having numeric 
type according to the information in the LEVELN argument. LEVELNO is assigned by 
the function and it is unique within a factor. If there is a level of similar value for that 
factor, DMS_EXIST is returned by the function. If the FACTORID does not exist in the 
database, DMS_INV ALID_ID (-9) is returned. 

Syntax 
long DMS_addLevelN(LEVELN) 

A ri?:uments 
Areument Tvpe Use Description 
LEVELN DMS_LEVEL Input Address of the DMS_LEVELN structure that contains the 

N information to be added to the database. 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_EXIST(-5), DMS_INV ALID _ID(-9),DMS_ERROR(-1) 

11.4.5 DMS_addLevelC 

DMS_addLevelC adds new level of a particular factor (FACTORID) having character 
type according to the information in the LEVELC argument. The LEVELNO is assigned 
by the function and it is unique within a factor. If there is a level of similar value for that 
factor, DMS_EXIST is returned by the function. If the FACTORID does not exist in the 
database, DMS_INVALID_ID (-9) is returned. 

Syntax 
long DMS_addLevelC( LEVELC) 

A rguments 
Areument Tvpe Use Description 
LEVELC DMS_LEVEL Input Address of the DMS_LEVELC struc.ture that contains the 

c information to be added to the database. 

~ 

-* 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_EXIST(-5), DMS_INVALID_ID(-9),DMS_ERROR(-l) 
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11.4.6 DMS_addDataN 

DMS_addDataN adds new data value for a particular variate of numeric type according 
to the information in the DAT AN argument. If either OUNITID or V ARIATID does not 
exist in the database, the function returned DMS_INVALID_ID (-9). 

Syntax 
long DMS_addDataN(DATAN); 

A t r211men s 
Ar gum en Type Use Description 
t 
DAT AN DMS_DATAN Input Address of the DMS_DATAN structure that contains the 

information to be added to the database. 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_INVALID_ID(-9), DMS_ERROR(-1) 

11.4.7 DMS_addDataC 

DMS_addDataC adds new data value for a particular variate of character type according 
to the information in the DAT AC argument. If either OUNITID or V ARIATID does not 
exist in the database, the function returned DMS_INVALID_ID (-9). 

Syntax 
long DMS_addDataC(DATAC); 

A reuments 
Areument Tvpe Use Description 
DAT AC DMS_DATAC Input Address of the DMS_DAT AC structure that 

contains the information to be added to the 
database. 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_INVALID_ID(-9), DMS_ERROR(-1) 

11.4.8 DMS_addObsunit 

DMS_addObsUnit creates new observation unit for a given study. The information 
required by the function is the STUDYID. A new observation unit (OUNITID) is 
assigned by the function. If STUDYID is non-existing, DMS_EXIST (-5) is returned. 

Syntax 
long DMS_addObsunit( OBS); 
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A t rgumen s 
Ar1mment Type Use Description 
OBS DMS_OBSUNIT Input Address of the DMS_OBSUNIT structure that 

contains the information to be added to the 
database 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l ), DMS_EXIST(-5), DMS_ERROR(-1) 

11.4.9 DMS_addOindex 

DMS_addOindex adds new factor level defining an observation unit. OUNITID, 
FACTORID and LEVELNO should all be existing in the database or else the function 
returns DMS_INVALID_ID (-9). 

Syntax 
long DMS_addOindex( OINDEX) 

A ts r20men 
Ar2ument Tvpe Use Description 
OINDEX DMS_OINDEX Input Address of the DMS_OINDEX structure that 

contains the information to be added to the 
database. 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS{l), DMS_INVALID_ID(-9), DMS_ERROR(-1) 

11.4.10 DMS_addHierchy 

DMS_addHierchy adds new hierarchy of observation unit to the HIERCHY table .. Both 
POUNITID and COUNITID should all be existing in the database or else the function 
returns DMS_INVALID_ID (-9). 

Syntax 
long DMS_addHierchy(Hier) 

A t rgumen s 
Ar2ument Type Use Description 
HIER DMS_HIERCHY Input Address of the DMS_HIERCHY structure that 

contains the information to be added to the 
database. 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS( I), DMS_INV ALID _ID(-9), DMS_ERROR(-1) 
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11.4.10.1 DMS_addAttr 

DMS_addAttr adds new attribute associated to either the STUDY or FACTOR or 
VARIATE table to the DMSATTR table. 

Syntax 
long DMS_addAttr(Attr) 

A t reumen s 
Areument Tvoe Use Description 
Attr DMS_ATTR Input Address of the DMS_DMSATTR structure that 

contains the information to be added to the 
database. 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l ), DMS_ERROR(-1) 

11.4.11 DMS_addTrait 

DMS_addTrait adds new trait according to the information in the TRAIT argument with 
trait name being unique. TRAITID is automatically assigned by the function. 

Syntax 
long DMS_addTrait(Trait,szObj) 

A rS?uments 
Ar2ument Type Use Description 
Trait DMS_TRAIT Input Address of the DMS_ TRAIT structure that 

contains the information to be added to the 
database. 

SzObj Char* Input Address of a null terminated string that contains 
the objective of the Study. 

11.4.12 DMS_addScale 

DMS_addScale adds new scale for a triat according to the information in the SCALE 
argument with scale name being unique within the trait. SCALEID is au\pmaticaljy 

·~ * assigned by the function. · 

Syntax 
long DMS_addScale(Sca/e) 

A t n?umen s 
Ar2ument Type Use Descriotion 
Scale DMS_SCALE Input Address of the DMS_SCALE structure that 

contains the information to be added to the 
database. 
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11.4.13 DMS_addTmethod 

DMS_addTmethod adds new method for a trait according to the information in the 
TMETH argument with method name being unique within the trait. TMETIIlD is 
automatically assigned by the function. 

Syntax 
long DMS_addTmethod(Tmeth,szDesc) 

A t r1?Umen s 
Ar2ument Type Use Description 
Tmeth DMS_TMETHOD Input Address of the DMS_TMETHOD structure that 

contains the information to be added to the 
database. 

SzDesc Char* Input Address of a null terminated string that contains 
the description of the method. 

11.5 DMS FIND FUNCTIONS 

The find functions search the DMS database based on a give name or value. 

11.5.1 DMS_findStudy 

DMS_findStudy searches for study with name matching the string szStudy. If fopt is 
FIND_FIRST (0), the function stores the study details of the first matched record. If fopt 
is FIND _NEXT ( 1 ), details about the succeeding matched record is retrieved. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_tindStudy(szStudy, STUDY, fopt) 

A t r~umen s 
Areument Tvoe Use Descriotion 
szStudy Char* Input Address of NULL terminated string containing the string to be 

matched 

STUDY DMS_STUDY Output Address of the DMS_STUDY structure to contain the study 
data of the retrieved record. 

fopt Long Input Either FIND_FIRST(O) or FIND_NEXT(l) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS( 1 ), DMS_NO _DAT A(O), DMS_ERROR(-1) 
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11.S.2 DMS_flndFactor 

DMS_flndFactor searches for factor with name matching szName. If STUDYID is zero, 
the function looks for all factors having the matched name; otherwise, the function 
considers factor names within the given study. If fopt is FIND_FIRST (0), the function 
stores the factor details of the first matched record. If fopt is FIND_NEXT, details about 
the succeeding matched record is stored .. 

Syntax 

long DMS_tindFactor(szName, FACTOR,fopt) 

Arguments 

Ar2ument Tvoe Use Descriotion 
szName Char* Input Address of NULL terminated string containing the string to 

be matched 

FACTOR DMS_FACTOR Output Address of the DMS_FACTOR structure to contain the data 
of the retrieved record. 

fopt Long Input Either FIND_FIRST(O) or FIND_NEXT(l) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_NO_DATA(O), DMS_ERROR(-1) 

11.5.3 DMS_tindVariate 

DMS_flndVariate searches for variate with name matching szName. If STUDYID is 
zero, the function looks for all variates having the matched name; otherwise, the function 
considers variates within the given study. If fopt is FIND_FIRST (0), the function stores 
the variate details of the first matched record. If fopt is FIND_NEXT, details about the 
succeeding matched record is stored .. 

Syntax 
long DMS_flndVariate(szName, VARIATE,fopt) 

A t rgumen s 
Ar2ument Tvoe Use Descriotion 
szName Char* Input Address of NULL terminated string containing the string 

to be matched 

VARIATE DMS_VARIATE Output Address of the DMS_ VARIATE structure to contain the 
variate data of the retrieved record. 

fopt Long Input Either FIND_FIRST(O) or FIND_NEXT(l) 
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Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_NO_DATA(O), DMS_ERROR(-1) 

11.5.4 DMS_findLevelN 

DMS_findLevelN returns the LEVELNO of numeric value equal to L VALUE under the 
factor identified by FACTORID. 

Syntax 
long DMS_findLevelN(LevN) 

A t r2Umen s 
Areument Tvpe Use Description 
LevN DMS_LEVELN Output Address of the DMS_LEVELN structure to contain the 

given factor identification number and the level value, 
FACTORID Input and the retrieved LEVELNO. 
LEVELNO Output 
LVALUE Input 

11.5.5 DMS_findLevelC 

DMS_flndLevelC returns the LEVELNO of character value equal to L VALUE under the 
factor identified by FACTORID. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_flndLevelC(LevC) 

A t rgumen s 
Areument Tvpe Use Description 
Leve DMS_LEVELC Output Address of the DMS_LEVELC structure to contain the 

given factor identification and the character level value, 
FACTORID Input and the retrieved LEVELNO. 
LEVELNO Output 
LVALUE Input 

11.5.6 DMS_flndStOunit 

DMS_flndStOunit searches the OUNITID that contains the global factors such as the 
study factor. The input argument StuChar should have been the TRAITID of the Study 
factor and a particular study name stored in CV ALUE. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_findStOunit(StuChar, /opt) 
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A ts r!!llmen 
ArPUment Tvne Use Description 
StuChar DMS_CharV ALUE Output/ Address of the DMS_CharV ALUE structure to contain 

Input the study trait id and the study name, and the retrieved 
OUNITID. 

Ounitid Output 
Traitid Input 
Scaleid 
Tmethid 
Cvalue Input 

fopt Long Input Either FIND_FIRST(O) or FIND_NEXT(l) 

11.6 DMS GENERAL QUERY FUNCTIONS 

11.6.1 DMS_searchLevelN 

DMS_searchLevelN searches for the .numeric level values of any factor belonging to a 
specific trait. If scaleid is non-zero, the function will only extract level data expressed by 
the given scale. If tmethid is non-zero, then level data measured through the given 
method will be retrieved. If scaleid and tmethid are both zero, all level values of the trait 
will be extracted. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_searchLevelN( traitid, scaleid, tmethid, ounitid, flevelN, fopt) 

A ts rl!Umen 
Ar2ument Type Use Description 
Traitid Long Input The identification no. of the trait you want to get 

Scaleid Long Input The identification no. of the trait's scale 

Tmethid Long Input The identification no. of the trait's method 

Ounitid Long Output The observation unit having value for the specified 
trait. 

Fleve!N Single Output The level value of the trait of numeric type. 

Foot Long Input Either FIND FIRST (0) or FIND NEXT (I) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR (-1), DMS_NO_DATA (0) 
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11.6.2. DMS_searchDataN 

DMS_searchDataN searches for all numeric values of any variable belonging to a 
specified trait. If scaleid is non-zero, the function will extract data expressed by the 
given scale. If tmethid is non-zero, then data observed by the given method will be 
retrieved. If scaleid and tmethid are both zero, all data values of the trait will be 
extracted. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_searchDataN( traitid, scaleid, tmethid, ounitid, dvalueN, /opt) 

A t r20men s 
Areument Tvoe Use Description 
traitid Long Input The identification no. of the trait you want to get 

scale id Long Input The identification no. of the trait's scale. 

tmethid Long Input The identification no. of the trait's method 

Ountid Long Output The observation unit having value for the specified 
trait. 

dvalueN Single Output The data value of the trait of numeric type. 

fopt Long Input Either FIND_FIRST (0) or FIND_NEXT (1) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS{l), DMS_ERROR (-1), DMS_NO_DATA (0) 

11.6.3. DMS_searchLevelC 

DMS_searchLevelC searches for all character level values of any factor belonging to a 
specific trait. If scaleid is non-zero, the function will extract level data expressed by the 
given scale. If tmethid is non-zero, then factor level applied through the given method 
will be retrieved. If scaleid and tmethid are both zero, all level values of the trait will be 
extracted. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_searchLevelC( traitid, scaleid, tmethid, ounitid, flevelC, /opt) 
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A ts r1?Umen 
Ar2ument Tvpe Use Description 
Tratid Long Input The identification no. of the trait you want to get. 

Scaleid Long Input The identification no. of the trait's scale. 

Tmethid Long Input The identification no. of the trait's method. 

Ounit Long Output The observation unit having value for the specified 
trait. 

FlevelC Single Output The level value of the trait of character type. 

Fopt Long Input Either FIND FIRST (0) or FIND NEXT ( 1) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR (-1), DMS_NO_DATA (0) 

11.6.4. DMS_searchDataC 

DMS_searchDataN searches for all character values of any variable belonging to a 
specified trait. If scaleid is non-zero, then the function will only extract data expressed 
by the given scale. If tmethid is non-zero, then data values, which are observed through 
the given method, will be retrieved. If scaleid and tmethid are both zero, all data values 
of the trait will be extracted. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_searchDataC(traitid, scaleid, tmethid, ounitid, dvalueC, fopt) 

A t r1?Umen s 
Areument Tvpe Use Description 
Traitid Long Input The identification no. of the trait you want to get. 
Scaleid Long Input The identification no. of the trait's scale. 
Tmethid Long Input The identification no. of the trait's method. 
Ounitid Long Output The observation unit having value for the specified 

trait. 
dvalueC Single Output The data value of the trait of character type. 
fopt Long Input Either FIND FIRST (0) or FIND NEXT (1) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR (-1), DMS_NO_DATA (0) 
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11.7 QUERY THROUGH OBSERVATION UNIT 

11.7.1 DMS_defineOunitDN 

DMS_defineOunitDN retrieves the trait and the character data value describing a given 
observation unit. The trait value is searched from the DATA_N table. The function 
outputs the trait, the scale for expressing it, the method for measuring it and its value. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_defineOunitDN(Num Value,fopt) 

A t rgumen s 
Ar1mment Tvpe Use Description 
NumValue DMS_NumV ALUE Input/ 

Output 

. ounitid Input The observation unit being described . 

.traitid Output The numeric value of the factor level which is one of 

.scaleid those that defines the observation unit, together with its 

.tmethid traitid, scaleid, and tmethid 

.nvalue 

fopt Long Input Either FIND_FIRST (0) or FIND_NEXT (1) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO_DATA(O) 

11.7.2 DMS_defineOunitDC 

DMS_defineOunitDN retrieves the trait and the character data value describing a given 
observation unit. The trait value is searched from the DAT A_ C table. The function 
outputs the trait, the scale for expressing it, the method for measuring it and its value. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_defineOunitDC(CharValue,fopt) 

A t rgumen s 
Argument Tvoe Use Description 
Char Value DMS_CharV ALUE Input/ 

Output 

.ounitid Input The observation unit being described. 

.traitid Output The numeric value of the factor level which is one of 

.scaleid those that defines the observation unit, together with its 

.tmethid traitid, scaleid, and tmethid 

.cvalue 

fopt Long Input Either FIND FIRST (0) or FIND NEXT (1) 
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Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS( 1 ), DMS_ERROR(-1 ), DMS_NO _DAT A(O) 

11.7.3 DMS_defineOunitLN 

DMS_defineOunitLN retrieves the trait and the numeric level value describing the 
specified observation unit. . The function outputs the factor trait, the scale for expressing 
it, the method for measuring it and its value. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_defineOunitLN(Num Value,fopt) 

A ts rgumen 
Areument Tvpe Use Description 
NumValue DMS_NumV ALUE Input/ 

Output 

.ounitid Input The observation unit being described. 

.traitid Output The numeric value of the factor level which 

.scaleid is one of those that defines the observation 

.tmethid unit, together with its traitid, scaleid, and 

.nvalue tmethid 

Foot Long In out Either FIND FIRST (0) or FIND NEXT (1) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS( 1 ), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO_DAT A(O) 

11.7.4 DMS_defineOunitLC 

DMS_defineOunitLC retrieves the trait and the character level value describing the given 
observation unit. The function outputs the factor trait, the scale for expressing it, the 
method for measuring it and its value. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_defineOunitLC(CharValue,fopt) 

A ts rl!llmen 
Areument Tvpe Use Description 
Char Value DMS_CharV ALUE Input/ 

Output 

.ounitid Input The observation unit being described. 

.traitid Output The numeric value of the factor level which 

.scaleid is one of those that defines the observation 

.tmethid unit, together with its traitid, scaleid, and 

.cvalue tmethid 

Foot Long Input Either FIND_FIRST (0) or FIND_NEXT (1) 
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Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO_DATA(O) 

11.7.5 DMS_extractOunitDN 

DMS_extractOunitDN extracts the observation unit from a given studyid having trait 
value equal to the specified nvalue. The trait is represented by the traitid, expressed by 
scaleid and measured by tmethid. The trait value is searched from the DATA_N table. 
The function returns DMS_ERROR if no observation unit found. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_extractOunitDN (studyid,NumValue,fopt) 

A t rgumen s 
Areument Type Use Description 
Studyid Long Input 
NumValue DMS_NumV ALUE Input/ The identification no. of the trait you want to get. 

Output 

. ounitid Output The observation unit where the trait is observed . 

.traitid Input The identification no. of the trait. 

.scale id Input The identification no. of the scale used in expressing 
the trait. 

.tmethid Input The identification no. of the method used in measuring 
the trait. 

.nvalue Input The numeric data value to be compared. 
Fopt Long Input Either FIND FIRST (0) or FIND NEXT ( 1) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO_DATA (0) 

11. 7.6 DMS_extractOunitDC 

DMS_extractOunitDC extracts the observation unit from a given studyid having trait 
value equal to the specified cvalue. The trait is represented by the traitid, expressed by 
scaleid and measured by tmethid. The trait value is searched froin the DATA_C table .. 
The function returns DMS_ERROR if no observation unit found. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_extractOunitDC ( studyid, CharValue,fopt) 
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A ts rj?umen 
Areument Tvoe Use Descriotion 
CharValue DMS_CharV ALUE Input/ The identification no. of the trait you want to 

Output get. 

.ounitid Output The observation unit where the trait is 
observed. 

.traitid Input The identification no. of the trait. 

.scaleid Input The identification no. of the scale used in 
expressing the trait. 

.tmethid Input The identification no. of the method used in 
measuring the trait. 

.cvalue Input The character data value to be compared. 
Fopt Long Input Either FIND FIRST (0) or FIND_NEXT (1) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS{l), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO_DATA (0) 

11. 7. 7 DMS_extractOunitLN 

DMS_extractOunitLN extracts the observation unit from a given studyid having trait 
value equal to the specified nvalue. The trait is represented by the traitid, expressed by 
scaleid and measured by tmethid. The trait value is searched from the LEVEL_N table ... 
The function returns DMS_ERROR if no observation unit found. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_extractOunitLN ( studyid,Num Value,fopt) 

A t r2umen s 
Areument Type Use Description 
NumValue DMS_Num VALUE Input/ The identification no. of the trait you want to 

Output get. 

.ounitid Output The observation unit where the trait is 
observed. 

.traitid Input The identification no. of the trait. 

.scaleid Input The identification no. of the scale used in 
expressing the trait. 

.tmethid Input The identification no. of the method used in 
measuring the trait. 

.cvalue Input The numeric data value to be compared. 
fopt Long Input Either FIND_FIRST (0) or FIND_NEXT (1) 
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Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO_DATA (0) 

11.7.8 DMS_extractOunitLC 

DMS_extractOunitLC extracts the observation unit from a given studyid having trait 
value equal to the specified cvalue. The trait is represented by the traitid, expressed by 
scaleid and measured by tmethid. The trait value is searched from the LEVEL_C table. 
The function returns DMS_ERROR if no observation unit found. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_extractOunitLC (studyid,CharValue,fopt) 

A t r20men s 
Argument Type Use Description 
CharValue DMS_CharV ALUE Input/ The identification no. of the trait you want to 

Output get. 

.ounitid Output The observation unit where the trait is 
observed. 

.traitid Input The identification no. of the trait. 

.scaleid Input The identification no. of the scale used in 
expressing the trait. 

.tmethid Input The identification no. of the method used in 
measuring the trait. 

.cvalue Input The character data value to be compared. 
fopt Long Input Either FIND FIRST (0) or FIND_NEXT ( 1) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO_DATA (0) 

11.7.9 DMS_describeOunit 

DMS_:describeOunit returns an array of factor ids and level numbers that defines a 
specific observation unit. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_describeOunit (ounitid, arrLev, nArr, fopt) 
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A ts nrumen 
Arsrument Type Use Descriotion 
ounitid Long In out The returned observation unit number. 
arr Lev *source Output The address of the first element of the array 

of factor ids and level numbers 
nArr Long Input/ As input, the maximum allowable number of 

Output element of the array and as output the 
number of retrieved factors. 

fopt Long Input Either FIND FIRST (0) or FIND NEXT ( 1) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l ), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO_DATA (0) 

11.7.10 DMS_existCombination 

DMS_existCombination detennines if a combination of factor levels exists or not in a 
study. It retrieves the observation unit which is defined by the array of factor ids and 
level numbers. It returns DMS_SUCCESS if the combination exists. 

Syn~x 
Long DMS_existCombination (studyid, arrLev, ounitid, nArr) 

A ts r20men 
Argument Type Use Description 
studyid Long Inout The specific studv where to search. 
arr Lev *source Input The address of the first element of the array 

of factor ids and level numbers 
ounitid Long Output The observation unit number being defined 

bv the combination of factors and levels. 
nArr Long Input/ The number of factors in the array. 

Output 
Fopt Lon)! Input Either FIND FIRST (0) or FIND NEXT (1) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO_DATA (0) 

11.8 DMS ACCESS FUNCTIONS 

These functions search the DMS based on the key ids of the DMS fables. 

11.8.1 DMS_getStudy 

DMS_getStudy retrieves details of a Study. The first argument of the function is a 
pointer to DMS_STUDY structure. If the STUDYID element is not zero then the details 
for the corresponding study is retrieved. If it is zero, the function returns the details for 
the first study if fOpt = FIND_FIRST (0) or for the next available trait if fOpt = 
FIND_NEXT (1). The objective of the study is placed in a separate argument szObj. 
Any call, which fails to find a study, returns DMS_NO_DATA. 
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Syntax 
Long DMS_getStudy(STUDY, szSObj, cSObj, /opt) 

A ts reumen 
Ar1rument Tvpe Use Description 
STUDY DMS STUDY Input/Output Address of a DMS STUDY structure. 
SzSObj Char* Output Address of a NULL terminated string to 

place the trait description. 
CSObi Long Input Maximum size of szTDesc. 
Fopt Lon~ Input Either FIND FIRST (0) or FIND NEXT (l)' 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS (1), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO_DATA(O) 

11.8.2 DMS_getObsunit 

DMS_getObsunit retrieves the observation unit of a study. The first argument of the 
fucntion is the study id and the next argument is a pointer to DMS_OBSUNIT structure. 
The functions gets the first found observation unit if fOpt = FIND_FIRST (0) or for the 
next available observation unit if fOpt = FIND_NEXT(l). Any call which fails to find an 
observation unit returns DMS_NO_DATA. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_getObsunit(studyid, Obs, fopt) 

A t r~umen s 
Areument Tvpe Use Description 
studyid Long Input The study where to retrieve the observation 

unit. 
Obs DMS_OBS Output Address of a DMS_OBSUNIT structure. 
fopt Long Input Either FIND_FIRST (0) or FIND_NEXT (1) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO_DATA(O) 

11.8.3 DMS_getLevelC 

DMS_getLevelC retrieves the value of a character factor. The argument of the function 
is a pointer to DMS_LEVELC structure which contains the factor id and the level no. that 
identify the factor value. If the function fails to find a character factor value, it returns 
DMS_NO_DATA 

Syntax 
Long DMS_getLevelC(LevC) 

Ar uments 
Ar ument Tv e 
Leve DMS_LEVELC 
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Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO_DATA(O) 

11.8.4 DMS_getLevelN 

DMS_getLevelC retrieves the value of a numeric factor. The argument of the function is 
a pointer to DMS_LEVELN structure which contains the factor id and the level no. that 
identify the factor value. If the function fails to find a numeric factor value, it returns 
DMS_NO_DAT A. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_getLevelN(LevN) 

Ar ments 
Ar ument T e 
LevN DMS_LEVELN 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO_DATA(O) 

11.8.S DMS_getDataC 

DMS_getDataC retrieves the value of a character data. The argument of the function is a 
pointer to DMS_DATAC structure, which contains the observation unit id and the variate 
id that identify the data value. If the function fails to find a character data value, it returns 
DMS_NO_DATA. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_getDataC(DatC) 

Ar uments 
Ar ument T e 
DatC DMS_DATAC 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS( 1 ), DMS_ERROR(-1 ), DMS_NO _DATA(O) 

11.8.6 DMS_getDataN 

DMS_getDataN retrieves the value of a numeric data. The argument of the function is a 
pointer to DMS_DA TAN structure, which contains the observation unit id and the variate 
id that identify the data value. If the function fails to find a numeric data value, it returns 
DMS_NO_DATA. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_getDataN(DatN) 
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Ar ments 
Ar ment T e 
DatN DMS_DATAN 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO_DATA(O) 

11.8.7 DMS_getTrait 

DMS_getTrait retrieves details of a trait. The first argument of the function is a pointer 
to DMS_TRAIT structure. If the TRAITID element is not zero then the details for the 
corresponding trait is retrieved. If it is zero, the function returns the details for the first 
trait if fOpt = FIND_FIRST (0) or for the next available trait if fOpt = FIND_NEXT(l). 
The description of the trait is placed in a separate argument szTDesc. Any call, which 
fails to find a trait, returns DMS_NO_DATA. 

Syntax 
Long DMS_getTrait(TRAJT, szTDesc, cTDesc, /opt) 

A t rgumen s 
Areument Tvoe Use Descriotion 
TRAIT DMS_TRAIT Input/Output Address of a DMS TRAIT structure. 
szTDesc Char* Output Address of a NULL terminated string to 

place the trait descriotion. 
cTDesc Long Inout Maximum size of szTDesc. 
fopt Lon_g Input Either FIND FIRST (0) or FIND NEXT (1) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS( 1 ), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO _DA TA(O) 

11.8.8 DMS_getScale 

DMS_getTrait retrieves details of a scale. The first argument of the function is a pointer 
to DMS_SCALE structure. If the SCALEID element is not zero then the details for the 
corresponding scale is retrieved. If it is zero, the function returns the details for the first 
scale if fOpt = FIND_FIRST (0) or for the next available scale if fOpt=FIND_NEXT(l). 

Syntax 

Long DMS_getScale(SCALE, /opt) 

A t r20men s 
Areument Tvoe Use Description 
SCALE DMS_SCALE Input/Output Address of a DMS_SCALE structure 

Fopt Long Inout Either FIND FIRST (0) or FIND _NEXT ( 1) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS( 1 ), DMS_ERROR(-1 ), DMS_NO _DATA(O) 
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11.8.9 DMS_getTmethod 

DMS_getTmethod retrieves details of a method. The first argument of the function is a 
pointer to DMS_TMETHOD structure. If the TMETHID element is not zero then the 
details for the corresponding method is retrieved. If it is zero, the function returns the 
details for the first method if fOpt = FIND _FIRST (0) or for the next available method if 
fOpt = FIND_NEXT(l). 

Syntax 
Long DMS_getTmethod(TMETHOD, fopt) 

A t r2Umen s 
Are:ument Tvoe Use Description 
TMETHOD DMS_TMETHOD Input/Output Address of a DMS_TMETHOD structure. 
fopt Long Input Either FIND_FIRST (0) or FIND_NEXT (I) 

Returns 
DMS_SUCCESS(l), DMS_ERROR(-1), DMS_NO _DATA(O) 

11.9 MISCELLANEOUS FUNCTIONS 

11.9.1 DMS_minStudyid 

11.9.2 DMS_minFactorid 

11.9.3 DMS_minVariateid 
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12. USER GROUPS AND SERVICES 
J. G.F.Lieshout, C. G.Lopez, J. W White 

12.1 INTRODUCTION 

Ref: ICIS12B 

In this chapter we distinguish between the different user groups ICIS can be of interest. In 
good database development this should be in step one, the definition of the scope of the 
database project. In this step you already consult your user groups to see what data they 
are interested in and what they want to do with that data. With this information you can 
define your 'Universe of Discourse' which is your limited area to work in and an 
abstraction of the real world. 

In the case of ICIS the initial group of users was defined as 'breeders' historically grown 
out of the IWIS community. While working on the database model for ICIS and the 
SFSD, we began to realize that ICIS could serve for a wide range of user groups. 

User (groups) need to have access to the ICIS databases for reading or updating the 
database through a user interface (chapter 14). To be able to do so, applications have to 
be developed that meet the needs of the user (groups). This chapter explains also how this 
is done in ICIS. 

12.2 USER GROUPS 

Here, a user group will be defined as a distinguishable group of users (with share the 
same interests or work within the same area). Also the level of computer expertise can be 
a guideline to split up user-groups. 

Within ICIS we can at least distinguish between the following user groups in specific 
agronomic research area's: Breeders, agronomists, economists, pathologists, geneticists, 
physiologists and entomologists, whether they are scientists or managers. Other user 
groups can be crop modelers, GIS specialists, librarians, directors, donor communities, 
and the database administrators. Each group of user is interested in a different 'chunk' of 
the total amount of data in the database. We say that each user group request for its own 
"user services." 

12.3 SERVICES 

A service is a collection of related features that respond to requests for specific activities 
and of yield information, based on a published specification of interface and behavior, 
and accessed through a consistent interface that encapsulates its implementation. 

A service thus is a piece of code that receives and request from other services and 
delivers a service to another service. 
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To facilitate good application development one of the models you can use is that of the 
conceptual servers-layers. That model provides us three categories of services. 

1) Data Services. Definition of data, storage and retrieval of persistent data, protection 
of data integrity. The read and update functions to the database engine. 

2) Functionality Services. Performs the basic rules of the application. Shared 
functionality policies, generation of functionality information from data, protection of 
functionality integrity. 

3) User Services. Provide input and output functions for the users. Presentation of 
information on functionality, navigation, protection of user-interface consistency and 
integrity. 

EXAMPLE. The IDEND application in ICIS 

search GID 

Data services 

read GID 

User services 

A set of services that are frequently invoked together is called a component 'search GID 
and read GID' for example. A component is usually a .DLL or a .EXE file. 

An application (program) in the end, is a combination of user, business and data services. 
Individual services can be combined in each way to obtain the desired application. 
In di vi dual services can be part of more applications. 

Now our user group definitions become useful. A user group request for specific user 
services and functionality services from which the data services can be deducted. 
Analyzing this process well, provides the guidelines for making the needed DLL's and 
lead to more robust ICIS applications. 
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USER GROUP ID 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

USER SERVICES 
Display germplasm data 
Update germplasm data 
Export germplasm data 
Display genetic data 
Update genetic data 
Export genetic data 
Display experimental data 
Update experimental data 
Export experimental data 
Display environmental data 
Update environmental data 
Export environmental data 
Display dendrogram 
Display mendelgram 
Display coefficient of parentage 
Display germplasm bank data 
Update germplasm bank data 
Export germplasm bank data 
Generate fieldbook 
Print fieldbook 
Display location data 
Update location data 
Export location data 
Display users data 
Update users data 
Display persons data 
Update persons data 
Display methods 
Update methods 
Display ........... . 
Update ............ . 

USER GROUP NAME 
Breeder 
Agronomist 
Economist 
Pathologist 
Geneticist 
Physiologists 
Entomologist 
Crop modelers 
GIS specialists 
Librarians 
Directors 
Donor communities 
Database administrators 

USER GROUP ID 
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FUNCTIONALITY _SERVICES 
Calculate dendogram 
Calculate Impact 
Apply poverty rules 
Define Rainfed aereas 
define Marginal aereas 
Impact Open Pollinated 
ImpactQPM 
Calculate Key genes 
Regions of diseases 
Apply Expert system rules 

DATA_SERVICE 

USER GROUP ID 

USER_ GROUP _ID 

I would like all of you to think of what user services you would like to see in ICIS. Take 
the USER_SERVICES table as starting point and do some brainstorming. This really 
helps structuring the application development process. 

The outcome of this little questionnaire also should give us ideas on: 

1) How to split functionality in the user interface: 

• Separate versions for different users 
• High overhead for programming, training, etc. 
• Single version -- one size fits all 
• Single version -- sub-functions by disciplines 
• Single version -- customizable tool bars or whatever 

2) High-level users 

• Provide native SQL query function 
• "Look and feel" 
• Standard 
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Genetic International Specialist Pedigrees Genetic data Users 

Resources Trials Trials 

User Domain Cons1 Entry Cons Entry Cons Entry Cons Entry Cons Entry Cons Entry Con Entry 

Genetic Resources *** *** * ** * * 

Breeder - full use * *** * ** *** *** *** * * 

Breeder - consult * *** * ** * * 

Int. Trials * * *** *** ** * * * ** 

Specialists: 

Agronomist * ** * *** *** 

Entomologist * * * *** *** 

Physiologist * * * *** *** * 

Economist * * * * * 

Quality * * * *** *** ** 

Geneticist * * * *** *** ** * *** *** 

Pathologist * ** * *** *** ** 

ICIS Curator *** *** 

Database Manager ** * 

Cons = ICIS used mainly for consultations, which includes querying and downloading data. Entry = ICIS user will conduct data entry. 
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13. DATA QUERYING APPLICATIONS 
J.G.F.Lieshout, J. W. White and P.N.Fox 

13.1 INTRODUCTION 

Ref: ICIS 13C 

Data input and data querying, the way ICIS users interact with the database through the 
user interface. ICIS success largely depends on how good data input and querying will 
meet the needs and expectations of the users. 

This chapter presents and explains the basic requirements for both. Special output 
functions to GIS and crop modeling programs are being described in Chapter 15. 

13.2 QUERYING THEORY 

It is possible to define a theoretical framework for identifying queries. 

In the parlance of Microsoft Access, three types of queries are recognized: 

1) Select. Retrieves data from one or more tables. This is the most important type of 
query in this section. 

2) Action. Used to make changes to many records (add, delete or change). These can be 
handled in sections of ICIS for inputting or correcting data. In ICIS databases, the 
DLL functions are usually used for updating instead, in order to ensure database 
consistency and integrity. 

3) Crosstab. Retrieve data and summarize in tabular form. A subset of select queries 
that are differentiated based on how the query results are presented. 

Action and Crosstab queries, however are built-in tools specifically designed for MS 
Access. Other software for querying relational databases, implements these built-in tools 
in a various ways. 

13.2.1 Basic Query Structure 

Any select query involves a basic structure: 

-- Given a set of attributes for entity A 

-- Find related attributes from entity B. 

The attributes of A might be lists of values (entries) or for quantitative traits, a range or 
mean plus an indicator of variation. The output data might be a count, a list of items 
selected (e.g., cultivars or locations), or a table of data. Note that queries often come in 
chains: given A, find B; from B, find C. 
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Queries can be asked in any direction (given A, find B; given B, find A), although in 
practice certain queries may not be very interesting or useful. The ICIS data structure 
however, is already designed to be able to deal with a divers set of queries that potential 
user-groups might be interested in. 

13.2.2 Entities 

From these considerations, the first task is to identify types of entities people might wish 
to use as a source of "givens" or as targets for queries. These partially correspond to 
major tables in ICIS. Examples are listed in Table 13.l. 

Table 13.1: Principal types of entities used in ICIS. 

Entity type 

Gene 

Trait 

Cross 

Line or cultivar 

Study 

Experiment 

Location 

Environment 

Institution 

Region 

Person 

Description or examples 
Ppdl, Rhtl, Vrnl 

Grain yield, grain protein content 

Veery 

Siete Cerros, Borlaug M95 

Trial, Nursery, Survey, Literature Study 

Occurrence of a trial or nursery or an isolated experiment 

El Batan (Texcoco, Edo. Mexico, Mexico) 

Characteristics of a location that vary in time 

CIMMYT, KARI, INIFAP 

Country, megaenvironment, agroecological zone 

Norman Borlaug, 

13.2.3 Single-step Queries 

The possible combinations of single-step queries can be expressed in a n x n matrix, 
where n = the number of entities in the database. Table 13.2 provides an example for a 
subset of ICIS entities. Each cell of the matrix is scored by our subjective evaluation of 
the importance of the query. This might provide a first cut for identifying important 
queries for ICIS. "Self' queries might be considered simply definitions of an attribute 
from a given entity. For example, "what is the gene Ppd-1?" or "what is CIMMYT?" 

Table 13.2. Subset of ICIS Entities 

Given a value of an attribute for this entity 

Find 

values 

or 

Attributes 

for this 

Entity 

Gene 

Trait 

Line 

Cross 

Trial 

Location 

Person 

Gene Trait 

-- *** 
*** --
*** *** 
*** *** 
* *** 

*** *** 

Line Cross Trial Location 

*** 
*** 

-- *** *** *** 
*** -- *** 
*** *** -- *** 
*** *** *** --
** ** ** *** 

13.2 

Person 
~ _-#;--* 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

--



However, in many cases, users will want to use multiple values of an entity in specifying 
a search. For example, rather than selecting by a single trait, users will want to specify 
several traits at once (e.g. which lines have given high scores for stripe rust and leaf rust 
and yields over 6 t/ha?). 

13.2.4 Multiple-step Queries 

For queries of the format given A, find B, from B, find C, the number of possible 
combinations increases by the nth power, where n is the number of levels (steps + 1) in 
the query. No complex database can encompass all of the possible queries through a 
conventional menu system. There are several solutions to this problem. 

1) As far as possible, permit users to save results of intermediate steps of a query and 
then use them in subsequent steps. This might be implemented using cut-and-paste 
facilities. Although this is not too user-friendly, this process should be automated. 

2) For selected multiple-step queries that are commonly used, provide the queries 
explicitly in "hard-wired" menus. This is called 'Query by example.' 

3) Provide an interface for queries using SQL. In theory, this will permit a user to 
recover data in any format permitted by the relational system. However, the user will 
have to know SQL and be very familiar with the detailed structure of the database. 

13.2.5 Examples of Queries 

Table 13.3 presents examples of single-step queries that users might request. They are 
ordered by the entity given and the target entity. Table 13.4 gives example of multiple
step queries. 

T bl 13 3 a e . . E I xamp eso rs· m21e-step Q uer1es ICISU sers Sh owe di nterest m 
Given entity Attribute Example of query Desired outputs 

Gene Germplasm. What lines carry the allele Ppd-1? List of lines 

Cross Germplasm. What lines trace their ancestry to cross X? List of lines 

Germplasm Gene What known alleles does Bobwhite have? 

Germplasm Trait What leaf rust values have been reported for List of germplasm 
Bobwhite? 

Germplasm Pedigree What is the pedigree of Veery? Pedigree 
description 

Germplasm Experiment In what experiments has Longmai-16 been tested? List of experiments 

Line Location In what locations has Weaver been tested? List of locations 

Trial Germplasm What lines were evaluated in the 15th ISWYN? List of germplasm 

Trial Persons Who managed the 15th ISWYN? Persons 

Trial Location At what locations was the 15th ISWYN tested? List of locations 

Traits Germplams What lines show resistance to KB? List of germplasm 

Experiment Germplasm What germplasm was grown in the canopy List of germplasm 
temperature trial at Obregon in 1995? 

Experiment Traits What were the mean yields of the 1995 heat Table of yields by 
tolerance experiment at Tlaltizapan? treatment levels 
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Experiment Environment What was the soil like in the 1995 heat tolerance Variate description 
experiment at Tlaltizapan? 

Environment Experiments What experiments have been inoculated with KB? List of experiments 

Environment Germplasm What germplasm has been evaluated in soils with List of lines 
pH greater than 8? 

Person Germplasm What germplasm did ... create or collect? List of germplasm 

Person Experiments What experiments did ... conduct? List of experiments 

Trait Germplasm Durum wheat germplasm selected under high List of germplasm 
Fusarium pressure. 

Crop Experiments What data do we have from Mucuna trials List of experiments 

Table 13.4. Examples of Multiple-step Queries ICIS Users Showed Interest In 

Starting and Final entity Example of query Desired outputs Priority 
intermediate 
entities 

Location, Germplasm What lines evaluated at El Batan carry the allele List of germplasm 
gene Ppd-1? 

Line, Trait What are the yields of Veery at rainfed locations List of yields with 
locations, with less than 400 mm precipitation? locations 
environments 

Germplasm, Line or cv. What lines trace their ancestry to crosses involving List of germplasm 
cross Siete Cerros? 

Line, pedigree Line What lines have Veery in their pedigree? List of germplams 

Person, Germplasm What germplasm collected by Harlan has resulted List of germplasm 
pedigrees in lines? (with cross) 

Experiment, Germplasm CIMMYT lines have ever been tested in List of germplasm 
location Argentina? 

Location, Germplasm What lines evaluated in Mexico show resistance to List of germplasm 
traits KB? (with experiments 

and scores) 

Trial, Germplasm How do yields of lines compare for trials of the 
experiment, 14th ISWYN where weed pressure was a problem? 
environment 

Cross, entries Germplasm Of released triticales worldwide, what come from List with 
single cross, topcross, double cross or backcross germplasm 

Crop, crop, Location Where has crop X been reported with weed List of locations, 
experiment pressure map 

Crop, crop, Experiment What Long Term Experiments do we have with List of experiments 
time bean - maize rotations 

Germplasm, Line What wheat lines are closely related to HW1234 List of germplasm 
pedigree 

Germplasm, Lines Bread wheats considered by experts to be usefull List of germplasm 
attributes parental stocks for BYD 

Genotype (n), Traits "Polyglobal query" (G+GE) for a nursery or user G+GE data 
nursery defined set of genotypes 

Traits, genes, Trait Phenotypic and genetic summaries for crossing. A table of known 
variety Comparisons based on common environments. genes for a given 
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variety and a star 
diagram comparing 
phenotypic traits 
for that variety, 
compared with a 
user-specified 
check. 

13.3 QUERYING OPTIONS IN ICIS 

ICIS provides three levels of querying capability, ranging from fixed queries to full SQL 
queries. 

13.3.1 Fixed Queries 

The simplest way to provide users with information is by fixed queries that are more or 
less pre-programmed. This option is fine for listing of information, but the number of 
options you can choose is very limited. This functionality is basic to ICIS and will be 
implemented first. 

13.3.1.1 Current IWIS Phenotypic and Genetic Data Tool 

One way to perform fixed queries is to go to a list of items and chose one of them every 
time. At the end of the list the query is complete and the execution gives a list of traits or 
a datasheet on a specific crop/nursery at a certain location in a specific year. 

13.3.2 Query Builders 

Flexible query builders allow users to retrieve data in much more variable combinations 
than is possible in fixed queries and they are particular useful for specifying ranges of 
quantitative traits. (Table 13.4). 

13.3.2.1 SQL-like Query Builder 

A SQL-like query builder allows a user to select multiple trials, multiple traits, multiple 
locations and so on and even select some meaningful ranges. The user interface is very 
simple and the user sees immediately how the query is being built (examples 13.1 and 
13.2). For this type of query, the user receives a listing as the output. A £afticularly 
valuable feature, is the option of selecting and details on the selection, which me~s 
datasheet(s) for each item on the list. Example of a query this type of builder might be 
able to handle is what entries grown in the past five years in Asia had yields equal or 
above the check, with stipe rust values less than lOS and leaf rust values less than 5S, 
have a thousand kernel weight >40g and have white grain? 
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Example 13.1: ArcView 

i=======~ 
J;; Update V.._ 

I >• ·850llandUShai>eJnot1·901 New Set 

Add To Set 

Select From Set 

13.3.2.2 Characterization Query Builder 

Example 13.2: WPMS Reports 
... _ ... 

f., .... _. 

~ft.col M ... p• j M"k!t 
s..i.:t-ID .. _ -.. __ c...., 

v-

---

The characterization tool of the ACT from Texas A&M (Examples 13.3 and 13.4) serves 
as example. The basic idea is to have a grouping of related items, for which you can set 
individual settings. In the examples: By clicking on "Climatic" you can set e.g., 
Precipation, Evapotranspiration and PIPE. After you have set your options of interest, you 
hit the "Run" button and the query will be build instantaneously and the query results (in 
this case zone maps) are displayed. 

Example 13.3 Basic Options Example 13.4 Options within the 
Climatic Settings 
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+l·li'O % 

+l·li'O ,. 

+l·li'O % 

+l·li'O ,. 

+l·li'O % 

Note: leave variance boll blank to 9l<Cklde variable from ~arison 

OK I h.:_~1 _j 
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In ICIS we think of something similar and define groups of related items into: 

• Crop 
• Traits 
• Climates 
• Topography 
• Soils 
• Genealogy 
• Time 

Within every group you can then chose your own settings. For example: 

Crop: Cross (name) 
Variety level 
Species level 
Genus level 

Traits: Yield (ranges) 
Disease (name) 
Labor (hours/ha) 
Income (per ha) 

Climate: Min Temp (range) 
Max Temp (range) 
Rainfall (range) 
PIPE (range) 
Evapotranspiration (range) 

Topograpic: Latitude (range) 
Longitude (range) 
Elevation (range) 
Country() 
Region() 

Soil: Type (more than one) 
Organic matter (range) 

Genealogy: Type of cross () 
Derivation history (string, e.g., 50Y-3M-OY-1M-OY) 
Certain genes () 
Parentage() 
Proteins() 

Time: Year() 
Months() 
Season() 
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You can choose your items of interest and the settings for those items and then run the 
query. Results can be presented in list format (e.g., list of studies) from which you can 
select and then view spreadsheet formats with detailed information (yields, crops with 
certain genes) or in zone maps (the regions who comply to the settings are highlighted). 

For different (new) user groups the query builder can be extended with new basic options. 

13.3.3 Summaries 

Another way of displaying information in a useful way is to have the option to ask for a 
specific study, a specific location or a specific crop and display all that is known 
(summarized) grouped by e.g., physiological data, genetic data, economic data, 
climatologic data (example 13.5). To provide this in ICIS is not a high priority. 

Example 13.5 Grouped Information 

fie .._. '.{- ~ !!"""'*"' ~ lilio 
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:-;::,,.:....,(INnt -----;;1 
T...,Ev-...... llionimll 1256 I 
M..,plf'E, 2.29 
MunM __ T...,.wetdegCi 3l.5 
M..,Mm..nT...,._ldeoCl 19.6 
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•!1 I FulVoew I 

13.3.4 Full SQL Querying 

The most flexible way of querying a database is to integrate a fully functional SQL tool 
and allow users to build their own queries (example 13.6). For that purpose, the user must 
have a full understanding of the database structure. 
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Example 13.6 Example of an SQL Query, Generated by a User 

SELECT DISTINCTROW STUDY.STUDYID, STUDY.TITLE, STUDY.OBJECTIV, VARIATE.VNAME, 
DATA N.DVALUEN, UDFLDS.FNAME 
FROM UDFLDS INNER JOIN ((STUDY INNER JOIN VARIATE ON STUDY.STUDYID = VARIATE.STUDYID) 
INNER JOIN (DATA_N INNER JOIN TAXTREE ON DATA_N.DVALUEN = TAXTREE.TREEID) ON 
VARIATE.VARIATID = DATA_N.VARIATID) ON UOFLDS.FLDID = TAXTREE.TREETYPE: 

13.4 Querying Application 

Another example of querying is a querying application. Data is processed and displayed 
in a different format. For instance the ability to build a Dendogram or a Mendelgram. 
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14. THE GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 

J.G.F. Lieshout, S. Collis and J. W White Ref: ICIS 14C 

14.1 INTRODUCTION 

Decision-makers in agriculture increasingly seek robust easy to use software tools to 
assist their work. Following the trend of major software producers, they expect a familiar 
user interface that requires a minimal of training. Advances in object-oriented software 
development offer the prospect of multiple tools running from a single user interface. 
This offers multiple benefits for developers: 

• Much of the user interface is pre-defined, reducing the need to develop an internal 
standard. 

• Basic components such as search tools can be shared among multiple applications. 
• Tools can be "packaged" in a flexible manner that allows users to install only 

those tools that are relevant to his or her needs. 
• Tools can interact with each other, leading too much more dynamic linkages and 

exchange of data. 

Key to this approach is use of a common software shell and reliance on specific object 
definitions. This chapter outlines the basic functions and components of the shell used by 
ICIS applications. Furthermore it outlines in more detail the layout of the user interface of 
specific ICIS components. 

14.2 THE TA CO SHELL 

ICIS uses the Taco Shell (Texas and Cimmyt Object Shell), that provides a graphical user 
interface that resembles Microsoft Outlook (Figure 14.1). The list bar on the left of the 
screen contains the modules available within the shell and within each module, the range 
of functions or tools that are available for that module. 
The shell per se was developed using Microsoft Visual Basic with third party controls 
from Sheridan (Sheridan, 1998) for window splitters, list bars and tool bars. 

14.2.1 Components 
~ ~~ 

The development of the Shell and its current components is based on Microsofr'S 
Component Object Model (COM) technology. ActiveX controls implement COM 
standards for integrating third party controls into an application. To take full advantage of 
this approach, all components running under the TACO shell should eventually be 
programmed as, or converted to, ActiveX controls. There are also many third party 
controls available for purchase and incorporation into ActiveX compliant software 
development languages such as Visual Basic, Visual Delphi, Visual Fox Pro and Visual 
C++. Using these standards, code packaged as an ActiveX control can readily be shared 
without requiring developers to release their source code. 
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14.2.2 Levels of Integration of Components 

Level 1 

The simplest implementation, the COM approach allows individually stand-alone 
programs to be launched from a single graphical user interface. For example, most of the 
current ICIS application (e.g. Browse, IDEND, SetGen) are incorporated as executables 
rather than ActiveX controls. These are run from the Application Container control. 

This type of integration has to be done in the design environment. This means that the 
programmer, responsible for the integration has to program this specifically. 

The only programming requirement to for a component to run from the Application 
Container concerns control of the display size. To ensure that the full application 
window can be displayed using a low-resolution display, the executable must allow slide 
bars 

The main disadvantage of limited integration is no other features of the user interface are 
integrated into the shell. The user will see two tool bars - an inactive one for the Shell 
plus the application's tool bar. 

Level 2 

The next level of integration is to provide avenues for communication between the 
application and the shell, thus taking advantage of one another's functionality. To achieve 
this, the developers of each ActiveX control provide or "expose" particular "methods" (or 
routines) and properties (e.g., variables) to other developers. Hence a programmer 
working on developing his/her own interface could use and interact with the controls 
developed by other developers (and in other COM compliant languages - VC++, VJ++, 
VDelphi, etc). This would allow, for example, a crops database control to pass 
coordinates to a mapping control and have them displayed on the screen. Alternately, the 
results of a spatial search could be passed back to the crops database control to display 
the crop trials in the identified region. 

Al level 1 or at least at this level, data exchange between the controls will be 
standardized. Looking at a number of international standards the controls can deal with 
(GIS, !CASA, and ICIS) this can best be done through well-documented (Active) DLL's. 
These provide the conversion routines between the standard data formats, to and from the 
controls. This keep individual software developers from programming these routines 
themselves. 

Level3 

Full integration involves use of an object model (see Figure 14.4) that provides an 
"interface" between custom consoles (or clients) and applications (see Figure 14.5). This 
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approach allows customization and changes to be made in the Applications and Console 
interfaces. If all participants agree to comply with the Console interface, then backwards 
compatibility and version updates will always run under existing consoles and clients. 

14.2.3 Basic (ActiveX Control) Development Requirements 

To run an Application or an ActiveX application in the TACO shell, the application must 
use slidebars. 

To give your modules a uniform look and feel, we recommend using the following 
Sheridan controls: 

SS Splitter Control SS Panel Control SS Toolbar Control 

rF r 

SS Splitter Control 

The Splitter Control is used to split a form into sections (Panels) and is used in its 
standard appearance. Panels are automatically being resized by the Splitter control. 

If no Splitter control is used, it is recommended that a double line divide separate sections 
of your module or application. 

SS Panel Control 

To use multiple controls in a Splitter Pane, the controls are drawn on a SS Panel. 

SS Toolbar Control 

SS Toolbars give the look and feel of Microsoft Office 97. To define icons on Toolbar, a 
set of standards is provided below. 

14.3 ICIS SPECIFICATIONS 

Since the development process of ICIS is not within the hands of a single group, it is 
crucial to ensure that all of the different applications will be recognizable as ICIS 
components - that is, that they have a standard "look and feel". This is partially ensured 
by use of the TACO shell. However, further standardization is required to ensure a 
common 'look and feel'. Thus, ICIS components are being based on the design of the 
Microsoft Office 97 user interface. A very good set of guidelines is given in "The 
Windows Interface Guidelines for Software Design" (Microsoft Press, 1995). The 
recommendations provided with Visual Basic allow further standardization (Microsoft, 
1997). 

Problems still arise in details of the interface design. For example, the selection of what 
icons are used on menu buttons, the location of the menu buttons on the menu bar, and 
the placement of the menu bars can all vary. 
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The overall layout of the area on the desktop available to run a module within the TACO 
shell is also problematic. There are no standards for where to display data, graphics or 
options. 

14.3.1 Main Components 

Launching the primary ICIS window. 

To start an ICIS implementation, the user launches the TACO shell that gives the basic 
ICIS welcome window. Different ICIS databases can then be started by clicking on their 
respective icons in the List Bar. The option of changing databases is available throughout 
an ICIS session. 

ICIS Title bar. 

The title bar identifies what the window displays. The title text in the upper left comer 
should always identify the ICIS icon and 'ICIS' as text. 

ICIS Menu bar. 

The TACO shell running ICIS uses a Sheridan Active Toolbar control to create the menu 
bar. The menu bar contains both text and icons in the drop-down menus, composed of a 
collection of menu items, or choices. The content of the menu bar and its drop-down 
menus for each ICIS module are determined by the functions of your application and the 
context of a user's interaction. By launching a module as an ActiveX control, its menu 
bar will replace the ICIS menu bar. An overview of recommended menu bar items is 
provided in Appendix 14.1. 

ICIS Toolbars 

A toolbar is a panel that contains a set of controls (with icons) that are designed to 
provide quick access to specific commands or options. Although Windows allows tool 
bars to be placed in various locations, the ICIS standard is horizontal bars located just 
below the Menu Bar. The TACO shell running the ICIS startup module uses the Sheridan 
Active Toolbar control to create a set of toolbars. By launching a module as an ActiveX 
control, its Toolbar will replace the ICIS menu bar. The primary issue in creating toolbars 
in a new module is to define what icons can be used. Appendix 14.2 presents the 
proposed ICIS standard icons, which is based largely on MS applications and Visual 
Basic. 
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ICIS Listbar Items 

As stated before, the Listbar (the part of the TACO shell that appears at the left side of 
the Shell application) is the integrating component amongst all modules. The Listbar is 
always visible and shows all loaded and available modules. 

ICIS Module Banner 

The module banner provides information on the current module function that is running. 
The name of the function appears on the left side of the Module Banner. Optionally, the 
icon that represents the function on the Listbar can appear on the right side of the Module 
Banner. 

ICIS Status Bar 

The Status Bar typically includes read-only or non-interactive information. If needed, a 
Status Bar is displayed as a horizontal bar at the bottom of the screen. In ICIS, it is used 
to display the progress (status) of a query or other process in execution. Even if the 
indicator does not provide an accurate linear estimation of progress, its use is highly 
recommended. 

ICIS Work Area 

The preferred configuration for the work area is to provide a command area to the left and 
a display area to the right (Figure 14.2). 
Possible variants of this configuration are: 

1. Dual screen - The left region is used for additional menu options. The right region is 
for display of data (Figure 14.1). 

2. Three screen - The upper-left is for menu options. The right is for display of the 
principal data, and the lower left is for an overview display (e.g., of a reference map 
or image). The lower-left and upper-right are interchangeable (Figure 14.2). 

3. Four screen - Same as the three screen, except the right side is also sub-divided 
horizontally. The lower right would most often be used to display details from the 
main screen. 

4. Full screen - Only the data display area is active in full screen size. It is not a 
requirement that the size of the divisions can be scaleable by dragging. For some 
applications, summary windows can be made active (e.g., to restore a dendrogram or 
map as the main view after linking to a table of data). 

ICIS emphasizes use of option one: a basic dual screen lay out. Option two and four are 
the next level of preference. 
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Pop-up windows 

Pop-up windows are used to guide a user through a certain process (e.g., the 'ICIS 
Database Login' for entering password and user name). You can define Pop-up windows 
in a way that the underlying windows are not accessible until the user has performed a 
command or option on the Pop-up screen. Pop-up screens will also be used for displaying 
messages. 

Folder tabs 

Folders can be used to present multiple layers of categorized (summary) data. They 
should not be used to control major display or querying functions. 

Mouse actions 

The mouse is used for pointing, activating and dragging and will have the normal 
functions under the left and right buttons. Because double clicking is already being 
eliminated in Windows 98, it is not used in ICIS. If there is the possibility of dragging 
(e.g., names), this must be made very clear to the user. 

Shortcut keys 

Shorcuts can be used and should be predefined in the menubar. 

14.3.2 Additional requirements for ICIS modules 

SS Splitter Control 

For ICIS, this is a left-off split, fixed at 3500 (Fig. 14.3). 

SS Panel Control 

The left-off split will contain an SS Panel Control with a Frame Control in the fixed 
dimensions height = 5895 and width = 3255 drawn on there. This Frame Control will 
contain the controls for the main functions (e.g., search name; see Fig. 14.3). The 
dimensions of the Frame control are adapted to a 800x600 screen view. Navigation 
buttons in the Frame Control are 375 in height x 1125 in width. Text font throughout the 
application is MS Sans Serif, size 8. 

The rest of the form to the right of the SS Panel control can be used for data display, and 
can be split of horizontally for displaying different data display control at the same time 
(e.g. grid and map). It is recommended however, to limit further splits as much as 
possible. 

SS Toolbar Control 

For the Toolbars, a recommended set of icons is available (Appendix 14.2). It is 
recommended that any new icons be reviewed within the ICIS Developers Workgroup. 
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Figure 14.1: The empty TACO shell. 
• > IOS - tho ,,_......,, C1111> lnlol!Mlion S,.st- • • 

The Shell contains: 

• The Listbar on the left-hand side, showing the modules (ICIS and Documents) and the 
functions list (e.g. IWIS, IRIS, SFSD). 

• The Menu Bar on top. 

• The Toolbars right under the menu bar. 

• The Module Banner area right under the Toolbars, displaying the opened Listbar 
module. 

The big gray area in the middle will run the ActiveX controls or called Applications. 
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Figure 14.2: Basic look and feel for each ActiveX control or Application running in the 'gray area' 
of Figure 14.1 . 
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Figure 14.3: Example of the 'Left Split Off' in ICIS, containing a panel with a frame in the required 
fixed dimensions with the main functions to get the relevant data display. 
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Figure14.3: Example of a Console Object model 
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Appendix 14.1: Useful menu bar items for ICIS are: 

• File 
- Open 
- Close 
- Save 
- Page Setup 
- Print 
- Save 
- Save As 
- Export 
- Exit 

• Edit 
- Undo 
- Redo 
- Cut 
- Copy 
- Paste 
- Select All 
- Find 

• View 
- Normal 
- Full screen 
- Toolbars 
- Zoom 

• Insert 
- Columns 
- Rows 

• Format 
- Font 

• Tools 
- Options 

• Data 
- Find 
- Sort 
- Filter 

• Table 
- Select Row 
- Select Column 
- Select Table 

• Window 
- Split 
- Focus indication 

• Help 
- ICIS Help Topics 
- About ICIS 

- Contact details 
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Appendix 14.2: Overview of standard Toolbar buttons in the TACO shell 

X:S.~ New Define a new study, genotype, trait or whatever is relevant 
given the current position in ICIS. 

1# Open Open a study, map or recordset or whatever is relevant given 
~ - ' 
-: .. -~·:,: the current position in ICIS. 
·> 

~111· Save Save the current recordset or map 

'.e Print To display the common dialog box for printing ,. 
I . 

~':.:. . 

;(g, Print preview ! • 
~' ' ', ,, 

··:tJ·· '.' ,, ~ Cut Cut the selection 
' . ~ , ... , ... 
~· 

, '• * ~· 
Copy Copy the selection to the clipboard 

& Paste Paste the selection from the clipboard 

~ 
Undo Undo the most recent action 

.(JI Redo Redo the most recent action 

~? What is This Get help by clicking on an area at the screen 

lv Help Application Help 

m Add record Add a new record to the displayed recordset or add a new 
•-~--lfo record to the database 

~ Delete record Delete a record from the displayed resordset or delete a record ·- . 

from the database 

]Jt· Find record Search for a record 

,Al 
Z. 

Sort Ascending Display the recordset is ascending order 

~z~ 
A .. 

Sort Descending Display the recordset in Descending order 

ct Zoom In To draw a rectangle to zoom in on 

ct Zoom Out To draw a rectangle to zoom out on 

0 Pan To 'pan' a displayed map 

- Full Extend To view a map in its full extend 
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~ Adobe Launches the Adobe reader to view relevant documentation. 
. 

& ICIS Home Go to the ICIS homepage, or to any other website that is 
relevant at that moment (e.g. singer) 

0 Exit To exit the application 

Other useful Icons for ICIS 

m Borders Displays the borders toolbar so that you can quickly add 
-- ~- - borders to selected cells (to print) 
~~· .. 
:.'~ 

Permissions To manage permissions by the (local) administrator 

... :·:...~,',. IA Find or Search To find germplasm, locations, etc. 
~·. ·. ·-"'• -..:': . 

;:J~ First record Go to the first displayed recordset 

: :1-:I Last record Go to the last displayed recordset ... Import Import data from a spreadsheet of a table 'Ch .. 

·.• Export Export data to a spreadsheet or a table 
·th 

Change To change displayed attributes 

:~ Build (Query) 

$1Jl Build SQL Build a SQL query 

• Run (Query/SQL) 
~ •• Stop Stops the execution or a search, query or other running process. 

~ Properties 

View options 

·9 Map To draw a map based on a selection 

i.t Chart To draw a chart based on a selection 
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Appendix 14.2: Overview of standard Icons and Toolbar buttons that are ICIS specific . 

• ICIS Icon The ICIS Icon that appears in the left upper comer when the 
application is running and that appears on the Taskbar when the ICIS 
application is minimized. 

ii SFSD Icon The Icon in the Listbar for running the Systems database. 

II IRIS Icon The Icon in the Listbar for running the Rice database. 

• IWIS Icon The Icon in the Listbar for running the Wheat database. 

~ IBIS Icon The Icon in the Listbar for running the Barley database. 

~ MS Icon The Icon in the Listbar for running the Cowpea database. lJr' ~-

ii IphIS Icon The Icon in the Listbar for running the Bean database. 

11 IpotlS Icon The Icon in the Listbar for running the Potato database. 

• IMIS Icon The Icon in the Listbar for running the Maize database. 

m ICOP The Icon in the Listbar for running ICOP . 

• ID END The Icon in the Listbar for running IDEND. 

w Browse The Icon in the Listbar for running Browse. 

~ SearchGMS The Icon in the Listbar for running SearchGMS. 

m FieldBook The Icon in the Listbar for running FieldBook. 

q··· •• 
EPIT The Icon in the Listbar for running EPIT. 

ill GMSinput The Icon in the Listbar for running GMSinput. 

[I] TestGMS The Icon in the Listbar for running TestGMS. 

~ SetGen The Icon in the Listbar for running SetGen. 
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18. MANAGEMENT OF GENETIC DATA Ref: ICIS18G 

E.S. Mace, C.G. McLaren, J.G.F. Lieshout, P.N. Fox, J. White, l.H. DeLacy and M. Warburton 

18.1 Introduction 

Crop researchers will increasingly need access to molecular marker data in readily useable formats that 
can be easily linked to data from classical genetics and to phenotypic data. ICIS will provide a means 
for storing molecular data and integrating these data with information on genealogies and phenotypes. 
The ICIS data model will therefore store data from molecular analysis of genetic entities (GENs) and 
integrate these data with genealogy, phenotypes and environments for efficient exploitation. However 
the greatest potential for using molecular data is through links across studies and to external molecular 
(e.g. MaizeDB - the maize genome database) and sequence (e.g. the EMBL nucleotide sequence 
database) databases. Much gene information is available through the internet. GEMS supports links to 
other databases as notes to the appropriate record in a GEMS table. These notes require regular 
updating. The Gene Management System (GEMS) of ICIS will facilitate this linkage. 

GEMS can be thought of as managing genes analogous to the way the ICIS location management tools 
handle locations. The specific functions of GEMS are: 

a) Unique identification of genetic variants including molecular polymorphisms, sequences 
and traditional genes 

b) Management of nomenclature of molecular variants 
c) Identification of sources of different molecular variants 
d) Identification of loci and alleles including molecular and physical mapping positions 
e) Linkage of genes to traits and products 

Molecular data result from an analysis of differences in genetic code between different GENs. These 
molecular polymorphisms or molecular variants (MVs) are detected by the application of 
polymorphism detectors (PDs) for example, different combinations of restriction with specific enzymes 
and I or amplification with specific primers. Each PD results in a distinct set of identifiable MVs that 
are present or absent in individual GENs. Depending on the PD used, the molecular variants can be 
identified simply as morphs or variants (as is the case with dominant PDs) or as alleles (as in the case 
with co-dominant PDs) or as nucleotides when sequencing technology is used. 

When co-dominant PDs are used, the different forms of the marker should be detectable in diploid 
organisms to allow the discrimination of homozygotes and heterozygotes. Dominant PDs, however, are 
not able to distinguish between homozygotes and heterozygotes. 

In the case of both dominant PDs (e.g., AFLPs, RAPDs) and co-dominant PDs (e.g., RFLPs, isozymes, 
SSRs) the occurrence of variants can be used to assess genetic diversity and to infer relationships 
among GENs. In both cases, it is also possible to identify the positions or loci of MVs in linkage 
groups or on chromosomes, by mapping them using linkage disequilibrium in segregating populations. 
This process identifies both the marker loci and different MVs or alleles that occur at the loci. However 
it is less common that MV s detected by dominant PDs are mapped, so most data reported in the 
literature on map position tend to be from co-dominant PDs. Nucleotide differences detected by 
sequencing can also be mapped to loci. 
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18.2 MOLECULAR DATA 

Data produced from molecular studies will be stored in DMS and may be linked to GEMS (the Gene 
Management System). The following sections describe the different types of data managed. 

18.2.1 Primary Molecular Data 

Basic data from a molecular mapping or genetic diversity study are frequently presented as a table of 
values classified by GENs and MVs. The values are often occurrences, presence or absence of each 
MV in each GEN, but may also be frequencies or intensities. This basic data will be referred to as 
PRIMARY MOLECULAR DATA (PMD) and can be stored in the DMS and indexed by:-

• GEN (either the name of the germplasm alone, which is a factor of the trait GENETIC ENTITY, or 
it could also include the GID which has been defined in the GMS) 

• PD (either the name of the PD alone, which is a factor of the trait POLYMORPHIC DETECTOR, 
or the name plus the PD-ID which has been defined in the GEMS, or the PD_ID alone) 

• MV (either the name of the MV alone, which is a factor of the trait MOLECULAR VARIANT, or 
the name plus the MV-ID which has been defined in the GEMS) 

When dominant PDs are used, the occurrences are zero (absence) or one (presence) of each MV. When 
co-dominant PDs are used, the ploidy level of the crop effects how the variants are scored. When the 
crop is a diploid, it is possible to score the alleles as 0 (the allele not present), 1 (one copy of the allele 
present, i.e. a heterozygote) or 2 (two copies of the allele present, i.e. a homozygote). However, if the 
crop is a hexaploid, then this numbering system isn't suitable, and would have to be extended to allow 
the presence of the allele up to 6 times. Consequently, the decision on how to score co-dominant data is 
crop dependent. Another score (often 9) is used to indicate a missing datum, for data derived from both 
dominant and co-dominant PDs. When sequencing PDs are used, the variants are scored as A 
(adenine), G (guanine), C (cytosine), T (thymine), R (=G or A), Y (=C or T) or N (=A or C or G or T). 

18.2.2 Polymorphism Detectors 

The PDs that generate the PMD can be classified into four basic categories: 

1. Co-dominant PCR based, e.g. SSRs 
2. Dominant PCR based, e.g. AFLPs, RAPDs 
3. Co-dominant non-PCR based, e.g. RFLP, isozymes 
4. Sequencing. 

Table 18.2.1 lists information required to document PDs. All the information in the table can be 
effectively managed as METHODS of the trait POLYMORPHISM DETECTOR in DMS. However, 
the information in bold type is the minimal required to link the use of a particular PD across studies and 
thence to link particular MVs. Hence this information is used for the definition of unique PDIDs in 
GEMS for amalgamating data across studies. 
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Table 18.2.1. Information required to document the use of PDs 
<Minimal essential fields for definine unique PDIDs in GEMS are in bold) 

Co-dominant PCR based Dominant PCR-based Co-dominant non-PCR based Sequencing 
markers, e.R. SSRs markers, e.R. AFLPs, RAPDs PDs, e.R. RFLPs, isozymes 
Type Type Type Type 
Primer Sequence Primer Sequence Probe/Enzvme Technique used 
Amplification conditions Amplification conditions Hybridisation conditions Amplification conditions 
Electrophoresis conditions Electrophoresis conditions Electrophoresis conditions Electrophoresis 

conditions 
Detection Method Detection Method Detection Method Detection Method 
How Scored: Lane Standards I How Scored: Lane Standards How Scored: Lane Standards How Scored: Automated 
Eye vs. Computer aided I I Eye vs. Computer aided I I Eye vs. Computer aided I /Manual 
GEN Standard GEN Standard GEN Standard 
Laboratory Laboratory Laboratory Laboratory 
Who interpreted gel Who interpreted gel Who interpreted gel Who interpreted gel 
Reference Reference Reference Reference 

18.2.3 Molecular Variants 

Polymorphisms revealed by PDs may be identified only within studies, but are available for more 
powerful integrative analysis if they are identified across studies. This is usually done by determining 
(estimating) the molecular weights of specific fragments and assigning a unique MVID based on the 
PDID and the molecular weight. Estimation of molecular weights to a sufficient accuracy to identify 
MVs across studies is an issue to be managed by the system curator. This problem is frequently 
addressed by including common genotypes in all experiments across all labs. This provides common 
reference points used to identify individual MVs across studies. 

Table 18.2.2. Data on Molecular Variants which can be managed in GEMS 
(Minimum data requirements for the definition of molecular variants in GEMS shown in bold) 

Co-dominant markers Dominant PCR-based Genes identified by non Sequencing 
PCR based and non PCR markers, e.g. AFLPs, RAPDs molecular methods 
based 
GID GID GID GID 
Polymorphism detector PDID Method of discovery PDID 
(PDID) (PDID) 
ID of allele scored ID of morph scored Allele ID (MVID) ID of nucleotide scored 
IMVID) (MVID) (MVID) 
Size of allele scored Size of morph Nucleotide position 
Range of possible allele Range of possible morph 
sizes sizes 
Gene/marker to which [Whether morphs identified The name of the gene/marker 
allele belongs as alleles] being seQuenced 

Position or locus Repeatability Position or locus information Repeatability 
information 
Image of gel I autorad Image of gel I autorad Image of gel I autorad 

Trait(s) affected by gene Trait(s) affected by gene 

Table 18.2.2 lists information on MVs which can be managed in GEMS to facilitate integrative 
analysis across studies. The minimum data required to uniquely identify a molecular variant is shown 
in bold in the table. If this information has not been recorded within a particular study, then the PMD 
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are simply indexed by MV name and GEN in the DMS. If it is desirable to compare the data across 
studies, then it will be necessary to return to original sources and determine the missing information. 

18.2.4 Derived Data 

Table 18.2.3. Examples of derived molecular data 
Co-dominant PCR based Dominant PCR-based Co-dominant non-PCR based Sequencing 
markers, e.g. SSRs markers, e.g. AFLPs, RAPDs PDs, e.f!. RFLPs, isozvmes 
Total number of alleles Total number of morphs Total number of alleles Total number of nucleotides 
% polymorphism % polymorphism % polymorphism % polvmorphism 
Molecular Genotype Molecular Genotype Molecular Genotype 
Locus/loci to which allele Locus/loci to which allele is Locus/loci to which allele is Locus I loci to which sequence is 
is maooed maooed maooed maooed 
Linkage group(s) to Linkage group(s) to which Linkage group(s) to which Linkage group(s) to which locus/ 
which locus/ loci belongs locus/ loci belongs locus/ loci belongs loci belom?s 
Function of gene Function of gene Function of gene Function of gene 
GEN containing MY GEN containing MY GEN containing MY GEN containing MY 

Various types of information can be derived from the PMD. Table 18.2.3 gives examples of derived 
data. These data can be divided into three basic types:-

Diversity Data 
Total number of variants observed and percent polymorphism reflect the genetic diversity of the target 
GENs. These Derived Variates (DVs) belonging to appropriately defined traits (e.g. TOTAL 
NUMBER OF MOLECULAR VARIANTS, POLYMORPHISM CONTENT OF PMD) can be 
managed effectively in the DMS. 

Molecular Genotype Data 
When Primary Molecular Data (PMD) are collected on a defined population of lines, derived from a 
specific cross (usually called a mapping population) an analysis of the parental origin of each MV 
present in one parent but absent in the other results in a table of Molecular Genotype Data. Such data 
can be stored as a derived variate in the DMS, belonging to the trait MOLECULAR GENOTYPE, 
indexed by PD, MV and GEN. 

Mapping Data 
Mapping data, unlike diversity and molecular genotype data, require the GEMS for effective 
management, because of the importance of integrating these data across studies, in order to produce 
consensus maps. 

A mapping analysis assigns each MV to a position on a chromosome called a locus. The loci are 
resolved into linkage groups and when sufficient loci have been isolated in the ger(f>me, th~ will be 
one linkage group per chromosome. Variants of the same PD that do not recombine are called alleles 
and assigned to the same locus. Both marker loci and their alleles may be named within studies, but for 
integrative analysis they should be named consistently across studies. Naming of marker loci and their 
alleles both across studies and keeping track of their relationships are functions of GEMS. 

The loci associated with linkage groups can be ordered into a linear linkage map defined by a group 
number, often corresponding to a chromosome (if physical mapping has been done), and a linkage 
distance for each locus along the group. There are two major components of molecular mapping data; 
linkage group information and information on the distances among loci within a group. Linkage group 
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information is stored in the table LGROUPS in GEMS. The distances are stored as a variate belonging 
to the trait MOLECULAR LINKAGE DISTANCE (LDIS), and are indexed by locus names (defined in 
GEMS). 

Stored maps can be updated as more data are added to the PMD. The construction of consensus maps 
entails an assessment of the names and relationships among the PD, PMD, ALLELE and LOCUS 
across studies. These cross study comparisons require that each entity is uniquely identified and the 
relationships managed by GEMS. The information on both major genes and QTLs, including 
information on their phenotypic effects, are also managed by GEMS. 

18.3 The Gene Management System Table Structure 

GEMS uses the following table structure to store details on polymorphism detectors, molecular 
variants, alleles, genes and loci. 

18.3.1 The table structure of the Gene Management System 

~'"'c•·.··· 
™'~:::: : 

LGROUPID 
LGRNTVPE 
LGRNSTAT 
LGRNUID 
LGRNVAL 
LGRNLOCN 
LGRNDATE ..:J 

111ifii~f¥!; . 
1 1~ ... 

~ LOCUSID 
GMID 
LGROUPID 

~«~···· ~, ,, , .. 
c,., ~, 

LOCUSID 
LNTVPE 
LNSTAT 
LNUID 
LNVAL 
LNLOCN 
LNDATE ..:J 

QlllD 
GMTVPE 
MVID 

GMNUID 
GMNVAL 
GMNLOCN 
GMNDATE 
GMNREF 

. .. 
MVID 
MVTVPE 
PDID 
MWT 
MWTOL 

MVNTVPE 
MVNSTAT 
MVNUID 
MVNVAL 
MVNLOCN 
MVNDATE 

.... 

..:J 

W!llib=t!it,; 
NOTEID 
TABLE 
RECORD 
NOTE 

PDID 
PDTVPE 
PROBE 
PRIMER 
ENZYME 

li§?£~~A"~:. 

BREFID 
TABLE 
RECORD 

The central table of GEMS is the Molecular Variant table (MV). This defines whether the PMD scored 
are alleles, morphs or nucleotides. It also stores the information on the molecular weight of each 
molecular variant, with the amount of tolerance allowed around this figure. For example, an allele size 
run on a polyacrylamide gel on an ABI Sequencer may be identified to within± 1 base pairs. However, 
if the same allele is run on an agarose gel, the tolerance range may increase to ± 3 base pairs, due to the 
lower sensitivity of agarose gels. This table effectively acts as a catalogue of molecular variants, which 
can be identified across studies. The Gene and Marker table (GM) links alleles or morphs to genes or 
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markers. Functions of genes are recorded by links to traits in the TRAIT MANAGEMENT AND 
DATA CONTROL MODULE (TDCM - Chapter 8). Once the gene or marker is mapped, this 
information is stored in the LOCUS table, and the information on its position relative to other loci is 
stored in the LGROUPS table. Each of these tables has a separate names table, to facilitate the 
management of synonyms used across studies. 

The MV table also links to the SOURCE table. This table stores the information on germplasm that 
contains the allele of interest. Lastly, the MV table also links to the PD (Polymorphism Detector) table, 
which defines the precise conditions that produced the molecular variants. The set of conditions used to 
define a unique PD corresponds to the fields in bold type in Table 18.2.1. 

Bibliographic References and attributes (including notes) are stored in the same way as in DMS. A full 
explanation of all the fields in the GEMS tables is given in Appendix 18.1. 

18.4 An example of data input: RAPD diversity study 

Consider the following small data set, 5 GENs by 3 MVs, produced using RAPDs (Random Amplified 
Polymorphic DNA). The data can be listed in serial format as follows: 

GID PDID MVID PMD 
RxlOl 1 1 1 
Rxl89 1 1 1 
Rx235 1 1 0 
Rx349 1 1 1 
Rx420 1 1 0 
RxlOl 1 2 1 
Rxl89 1 2 0 
Rx235 1 2 0 
Rx349 1 2 1 
Rx420 1 2 0 
RxlOl 1 3 1 
Rxl89 1 3 0 
Rx235 1 3 1 
Rx349 1 3 0 
Rx420 1 3 0 

The first 3 columns are factors in the DMS and the values in the columns are stored as levels of these 
factors. The last column is a variate and the values in this column are stored as data. In addition, the 
PDIDs and the MVIDs link to GEMS, as follows: 

MV PD 
MVID 1 

~ 
PDID 1 

MVTYPE Fragment PDTYPE RAPD 
PDID 1 PROBE -
MWT 240 PRIMER UQ203 
MWTOL 5 ENZYME -

The GIDs also link to the OMS. If the MVs are mapped at a later stage, the MVIDs can be linked to the 
locus and linkage groups identified. Further information on the PD is stored as METHODS of the trait 
POLYMORPHISM DETECTORS. 
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18.5 Data output 

There are four basic functions of data output from GEMS and DMS. 

a. Estimates of diversity I similarity 
It will be possible to compare the marker data with observed traits and known pedigrees. In this way, 
the marker data can act as a tool to validate pedigrees, and can be compared with the output from 
Coefficients of Parentage and genealogies. 

b. Information on genes and markers for sets of lines 
The data can be extracted in tabular form or as dendrograms, and will be very useful in combining 
information across studies for the production of consensus maps. 

c. Tools for identifying relationships between phenotypic and genetic data 

d. Tools for inferring genotypes based on partial genetic or molecular characterisation and pedigree 
information. 

18.6 Summary 

Both primary and derived data produced from molecular studies can be effectively managed in ICIS 
through the DMS and GEMS. For more powerful, integrative across studies analyses, it is more 
appropriate to use GEMS to manage the information associated with both the primary and derived data. 
However, the user can also.enter the data into the DMS alone. This data can be transferred to GEMS at 
a later date, through a Molecular Biology Interface, if it is considered necessary to compare the data 
across studies. Table 18.4.1 lists the traits that have to be defined for managing the data in the DMS, 
and their associated scales and methods. 

As the methods and scales of the Traits PD and MV show, the amount of information that is necessary 
to store in the DMS is dependent on whether or not the GEMS is also used. In particular, when the 
GEMS is used to manage data on the PD, it is not necessary to store information on the type of PD 
used, the enzymes I probes I primers used in the methods, as this is handled in the PD table. 
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Table 18.4.1. Information on the traits required for storing molecular data in ICIS in the DMS. 

NAME TYPE TRAIT SCALEs METH ODs 

PD FACTOR POLYMORPHIC DETECTOR <Name+ PD_ID < Amp & Electro methods + lab details 
<Name alone <As above, plus PD type I enzyme I 

primer I probe used 
MV FACTOR MOLECULAR VARIANT Name(+ PD ID) Detection method 
GID FACTOR GERMPLASM Name(+ GID) Not specified 

PMD VARIATE PRIMARY MOLECULAR <Presence I absence Scoring method 
DATA(PMD) <Nucleotides 

IMAGE VARIATE PRIMARY MOLECULAR .Bmp I .jpg I .tif file Image capture method 
DATA (PMD) 

MV_NUM DERIVED TOT AL NUMBER OF Number of mvs By eye I computer aided 
VARIATE MOLECULAR VARIANTS 

(MVNUM) 
MV_POLY DERIVED POLYMORPHISM CONTENT %, proportion Calculation methods 

VARIATE OF MOLECULAR 
VARIANTS (MVPOL Y) 

LDIS DERIVED MOLECULAR MAPPING Recombination Calculation methods 
VARIATE DATA (MMD)) frequency I map units 
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Appendix 18.1 Table definition of the Gene Management System. 

Table A. 18.1. The MV (Molecular Variant) Table 
Fieldname Description Type 

MVID The unique ID for a molecular variant Integer 
MVTYPE Character that defines the type of molecular variant (Allele, Morph or Text 

Nucleotide). Link to DUDFLDs table. 
PDID The unique ID for a polymorphic detector. Link to PD table. Integer 
MWT The molecular weight of the molecular variant Integer 
MWTOL The amount of tolerance around the molecular weight allowed Text 

Table A. 18.2. The MVNAMES Table 
Fieldname Description Type 

MVID Identifier for the MV associated with the name. Link to MVID in MV table. Integer 
MVNTYPE Number that defines the type of name or abbreviation. Link to DUDFLDs table. Integer 
MVNSTAT Number indicating the storage type and status of the name. Link to DUDFLDs Integer 

table. 
MVNUID ID of the investigator naming the MV. Link to PERSONS table. Integer 
MVNVAL MY Name Text 
MVNLOCN Identifier for the location where the name was assigned. Link to LOCN in Integer 

LOCATION table. NLOCN=O if the location is unknown. 
MVNDATE Date of name assignation (YYYYMMDD). NLOCN=O if date is unknown. Integer 
MVNREF A number that identifies a bibliographic reference from where the name data Integer 

was retrieved. Link to BIBREFS table. MVNREF is missing if the source is 
unpublished or unknown. 

Table A. 18.3 The GM (Gene I Marker) Table 
Fieldname Description Type 

GMID The unique ID for a Gene or a Marker. Integer 
GMTYPE Character that defines the type, whether a Gene or a Marker. Text 
MVID Link to the MVID in the MV table. Defines which alleles the gene has. Integer 

Table A. 18.4. The GMNAMES Table 
Fieldname Description Type 

GMID Identifier for the gene or marker associated with the name. Link to GMID in Integer 
GM table. 

GMNTYPE Number that defines the type of name or abbreviation. Link to DUDFLDs table. Integer 
GMNSTAT Number indicating the storage type and status of the name. Link to DUDFLDs Integer 

table. 
GMNUID ID of the investigator naming the gene or marker. Link to PERSONS table. Integer 
GMNVAL Name of gene or marker Text 
GMNLOCN Identifier for the location where the name was assigned. Link to LOCN in Integer 

LOCATION table. NLOCN=O if the location is unknown. 
GMNDATE Date of name assignation (YYYYMMDD). NLOCN=O if date is unknown. Integer 
GMNREF A number that identifies a bibliographic reference from where the name data Integer 

was retrieved. Link to BIBREFS table. MVNREF is missing if the source is 
unpublished or unknown. 
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Table A. 18.5. The LOCUS Table 
Field name Descriotion Tvoe 

LOCUS ID The unioue ID for a locus. Integer 
GMID Link to the GMID in the GM table. Defines which locus the gene/marker maps Integer 

to. 
LGROUPID Link to LRGOUPID in the LGROUPS table. Defines which linkage group the Integer 

gene/marker belongs to. 

Table A. 18.6. The LOCNAME Table 
Field name Descriotion Tvoe 

LOCUSID Identifier for the locus associated with the name. Link to LOCUSID in LOCUS Integer 
table. 

LNTYPE Number that defines the tvoe of name or abbreviation. Link to DUDFLDs table. Integer 
LNSTAT Number indicating the storage type and status of the name. Link to DUOFLDs Integer 

table. 
LNUID ID of the investigator naming the locus. Link to PERSONS table. Integer 
LNVAL Locus Name Text 
LNLOCN Identifier for the location where the name was assigned. Link to LOCN in Integer 

LOCATION table. NLOCN=O if the location is unknown. 
LNDATE Date of name assignation (YYYYMMDD). NLOCN=O if date is unknown. Integer 
LNREF A number that identifies a bibliographic reference from where the name data Integer 

was retrieved. Link to BIBREFS table. MVNREF is missing if the source is 
unpublished or unknown. 

Table A. 18.7. The LGROUP Table 
Field name Descriotion Tvoe 

LGROUPID The unique ID for the linkage grouo (chromosome). Integer 
LGROUPTY Character that defines the tvoe of linkage grouo. Link to DUDFLDS table. Text 

Table A. 18.8. The LGRPNAME Table 
Fieldname Description Tvoe 

LGROUPID Identifier for the linkage group associated with the name. Link to LGROUPID Integer 
in LGROUP table. 

LGRNTYPE Number that defines the type of name or abbreviation. Link to DUDFLDs Integer 
table. 

LGRNSTAT Number indicating the storage type and status of the name. Link to DUDFLDs Integer 
table. 

LGRNUID ID of the investigator naming the linkage group. Link to PERSONS table. Integer 

LGRNVAL Linkage group Name Text 

LGNLOCN Identifier for the location where the name was assigned. Link to LOCN in Integer 
LOCATION table. NLOCN=O ifthe location is unknown. ~ .;Ii. .. 

LGRNDATE Date of name assignation (YYYYMMDD). NLOCN=O if date is unknown. Integer 

LGRNREF A number that identifies a bibliographic reference from where the name data Integer 
was retrieved. Link to BIBREFS table. MVNREF is missing if the source is 
unpublished or unknown. 
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Table A. 18.9. The SOURCE Table 
Fieldname Description Tvpe 

MVID Unioue ID for the MV contained in the stock. Link to MV table. Integer 
GID Unique ID for the germplasm containing the gene I marker I MV. Link to Integer 

GERMPLASM table. 
STOCKTY Character that defines the type of stock. Link to DUDFLDs table. Text 

Table A. 18.10. The FUNCTION Table 
Fieldname Description Tvpe 

GMID Links to GMID in GM table. Integer 
TRAIT ID Links to TRAITID in TRAITS table. Defines which traits each gene has. Integer 

T bl A 18 11 Th PD (P 1 a e e 01ymorp ism D etector ) T bl a e 
Field name Description Tvpe 

PDID The unique ID for a Polymorphic Detector Integer 
PDTYPE Text that defines the type of PD (AFLP, RAPD, SSR, RFLP, Isozyme, Text 

Sequencing) 
PROBE The name of the probe used Text 
PRIMER The name of the primer(s) used Text 
ENZYME The name of the enzyme(s) used Text 
SEQUENC The name of the seouencing technique used Text 

Table A.18.12. The NOTES table 
Fieldname Description Tvpe 

NOTEID Unique identifier for a note. Integer 
TABLE The table the note is referring to. Link to the DUDFLDS Integer 

table. 
RECORD The record in the table the note is referring to. Integer 
NOTE The note. Memo 

Table A.18.13. The REFLINKS table 
Fieldname Description Type 

BREFID Unioue identifier for a note. Integer 
TABLE The table the note is referring to. Link to the DUDFLDS Integer 

table. 
RECORD The record in the table the note is referring to. Integer 
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19. GENETIC RESOURCES INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (GRIM) 
AND WHEAT GENETIC RESOURCES PACKAGE (GRIP) 

B. Skovmand, M. C. Mackay, S. Taba, R. Herrera and H. Sanchez Ref: ICIS19A 

19.1 INTRODUCTION 

The development of a Genetic Resources Information Management module which combines the 
functions of PMS and genebank management in a complimentary way in IWIS (ICIS) is outlined. 

A question that arose in the preparation of this document relates to the applicability of the latest 
version of PC-GRIN as a cost effective gene-bank information management tool that could be 
interfaced to IWIS (ICIS). Benefits of this approach include making the CIMMYT Wheat Bank 
completely compatible with the USDA and Agriculture Canada collections. However, in reviewing 
this PC based application together with IPGRI information managers at CIAT, September 1998, the 
conclusion is that it would be too slow to manage the amount of information associated with 
145,000 accessions. 

During this review it did, however, become apparent that PC-GRIN could be utilized as a local user 
application for genetic resources information management. Such a (local user) application, 
therefore, does not need to be developed in the IWIS/ICIS environment. The USDA will maintain 
PC-GRIN, and IPGRI (South America) has adapted a Spanish version of this package. PC-GRIN is 
available free of charge. There is no need to duplicate this effort. There is, however, still a need to 
develop a main center application for gene-bank information management [in the IWIS/ICIS 
environment]. 

IWIS (ICIS) can fulfil the data warehousing requirements for gene-bank information. This 
information could then be retrieved and presented by a GRIP II type of interface. Because they 
might be useful in the development, the existing Wheat Germplasm Bank System (WGBS) is 
outlined in Annex 1. The WGBS schema is outlined in Figure 1. 

19.1.1 Structure or Components 

A separate database module, including a number of tables, is required for a gene bank management 
system. This module will consist of a Master File and related files (the master file need to be added 
to the schema). The master file is to be considered sacrosanct - only the gene bank management 
team will be permitted to add (delete?) or edit records via password security. Pri~ gen~bank 
information will be included in this file. The required system cannot be based on the method of 
field-book management that is currently being utilized in IWIS/ICIS. The master file should not be 
updated by changes/corrections to PMS (GMS), but possible discrepancies flagged so they can be 
checked before the gene bank management team allows or disallows the change/correction. When 
new accessions are made they will be added to the master file - this occurs when seed is physically 
available for distribution, and not when an introduction or accession number is assigned before 
actual seed multiplication. The master file should contain (as a minimum) the following fields: 

• Accession number 
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• Introduction number 
• GID 
• CID.SID (at least until converted completely to ICIS structure) 
• GRIP Number 
• Log file 

All outputs of gene bank information, including field books (lists), tags and labels should be 
generated from the master file, and not from books generated in the system as is the present 
procedure. The only field book application allowed should be for multiplication (from the 
introduction to the inclusion as an accession stages) and when research products are entered into the 
collection (accessed/accessioned). 

Accessioning research products into the gene bank should also be done from a field book (or list) 
generated in WPMSFS. The individual nursery entries to be accessed should carry complete 
identification (both on and in the bags) to avoid the risk of incorrect identification. The system 
should keep track of all field books where gene bank accessions occur and should also flag 
accessioned material being utilized in a nursery, especially international nurseries. In-Trust 
designated material should never be allowed to be included in International Nurseries. 

19.2 GENEBANKING GRIP AND IWIS/ICIS. FUNCTIONS THAT ARE NEEDED 

The Genetic Resources Information Package II (GRIPII) is defined in the project documentation of 
this project and is complete as a free standing information tool. However, GRIP II need to be 
connected with the germplasm bank system to be developed and to IWIS/ICIS for automatic 
updating of the information in the information package. 

19.2.1 Database of gene bank accessions, data storage and access 

a) Passport information 
b) Characterization 
c) Evaluation 
d) Logistic 
e) Pre-breeding 

. Information management 

a) Passport information 

Important to store source of information, source of seed (donor), origin of seed, collector 
(defined in SINGER), breeder or other relevant information. IPR information to be kept up front 
and "in-trust" designation has to be very visible and transparent. 

Relate to GRIP II 

Table 1 of defined variables in Bank DBA. 

Collaborators are defined in WDMS 
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Locations are defined in WDMS 
Taxonomy from GRIP II (Table with synonyms) 

Primary, secondary, and tertiary identifiers? These and any other identifier need to be defined. 

Do we need to include a 'Name Type' field, along the lines of GRIN, where a name can be of the 
following types: Cultivar, Institute, Local, Collector, Other - maybe there are more types to 
include like Synonym, Selection History, Breeder's ID etc. ?? 

b) Characterization 

Descriptor list as defined in Bank DBA, WDMS structure. 

When producing field books for seed regeneration, a minimum set of characterization data 
needs to be printed out for the purpose of correct identification (list to be defined). At A WCC 
the following traits are used: Awn Type, Glume Pubescence, Glume Color, Spike Density, Ear 
Emergence, Plant Height. For a more generic structure this could be either voluntary or 
mandatory, but the traits to be chosen by the user, i.e. the bank management team. 

c) Evaluation 

Trait lists defined in WDMS or to be defined when needed using WDMS structure. 

d) Pre-breeding 

To be managed by the breeder tools until a finished product is produced and accessed into the 
collection by assigning an accession number. Collection research products are all intermediate 
products and should likely be placed in trust when entered into the collection and described. 

This material should be made available by special announcement and never to be included in 
international nurseries of any kind. 

e) Logistic 

Where; how much; in what shape; viability testing; seed multiplication - when where; seed 
regeneration - when where. A program for selecting a stratified sample for determining viability 
through germination tests is outlined in Annex 2. 

Summaries of available information for each group and for traits and where the information is 
available. Levels of information available - i.e. nursery information which relates to accessions. 

Searches: Standard vs. user-defined (single trait, multiple traits). 
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Availability of information: 

Screen and internet - WEB. 
Print: list, book, tag, label, and printed envelope 
Export formats 
Shipment lists 

Shipment summaries and statistics: 

Number of species 
Number of accessions/species 
Number of accessions/country of origin 
Number of accessions/species/country of origin 

19.2.2 Bridge between collection and other information applications: 

A bridge needs to be established between the genebank database, GRIP II and IWIS/ICIS so 
information can flow either way. This is a table with three fields, the accession number, the 
GRIP _ID number, and the WPMS (WGMS) number. So, if AUS1234 is also in GRIP with an ID of 
3421 then the bridging file would contain a record like below: 

Australian Winter Cereal Collection 
AUS GRIP_ID 
1234 3421 

WPMS (WGMS) 
76857 

This would work equally well for the CIMMYT collection as well as for any other collection. Thus 
GRIP II could become the global database for wheat genetic resources as information from other 
collections are added to the system. 

The information about accessions in other banks (collections) certainly can only be added to the 
CIMMYT bank system if the seed has actually been accessed into the CIMMYT collection and vice 
versa in relation to any other bank application. However, basic information about such accessions 
would be added to WPMS, as this is the quality control in relations to duplications, synonyms, and 
homonyms. 

The relation to SINGER also needs to be structured. 

19.2.3 Genebank seed movement system: 

This is essentially a transaction based application that is linked to the genebank database that 
manages all seed movement associated with normal genebank operations, Which include: 

a) Request processing 
b) Dispatch processing 
c) Order processing (when the genebank requests seed from a third party) 
d) Introduction processing (includes quarantine and seed health) 
e) Nursery processing (handling requests, quarantine, dispatch etc. of 'bulk consignments') 
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t) Regeneration I multiplication activities (based on viability, inventory, etc. Field books to be 
generated) 

g) · Characterization data collection (during regeneration); we use this for quality control. 
h) Dates on everything 

Accession number 
Inventory number 
Amount (if not standard then how much and why); standard amount to be defined in terms of type 
of material to be shipped. 

Availability, critical amounts, viability! 

{At AWCC we use a set of 'Accession Status Codes'. When a request for any accession, or item, is 
made a record is added to what we call the 'In Process Movement' file - we can't usually add records 
without raising a request (well, the Curator can!). Each request item is then given a status, such as 
"Requested - Available" if seed is held and available; "Requested - Unavailable" if our system 
knows of the item and it's in quarantine or undergoing multiplication; "On Order" if it's currently 
being requested from a third party and has not arrived, and so on. We then manage everything by 
using these codes. Sound complex? } 
Summary statistics for seed shipments (monthly up-dates or defined time period); historical 
information? 
Number of shipments 
Type of request 

AWCC have a comprehensive Specification for the seed movement system designed a couple of 
years ago it could be useful to have a look at that system, though it is very A WCC orientated. We 
also need to look at the maize system for possible incorporation/adaptation to the IWIS (ICIS) 
wheat application; it might possibly be adapted in totality or with only slight change. 

There is a need to evaluate the WJN system for applicability to the bank information management, 
but since WJNs is designed for seed shipment only the seed receivable function would have to be 
added. It is likely easier to develop a new two-way shipment system with maize than to adopt a now 
old system. The other option would be to design the seed shipment functions in the bank in such a 
way that it can replace WJNS in IWIS (ICIS). 

19.2.4 Methods of updating I appending data in either direction 

These methods will be a necessary development, but will have to be developed in such a way that 
changes by other users do not effect changes in the bank information. 

The Bank DBA Input Tool, allows users to handle passport and logistic data 
(These two functions are specific of the Genetic Resources Unit), and at the same time link 
accessions information with PMS and WPFBS Data. This tool requires some improvements to 
guarantee that users can: Record seed weight and other logistic data; verify accessions that exist in 
the bank; find relationship between introduction identifiers, CID-SID and pedigrees; define a 
"master file" in which information is handled based on bank accessions; and generate fieldbooks 
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based on accession numbers. It was also mentioned that the tools that generates labels for Kamal 
bunt screening (used by M. Alcala) requires an improvement to print subsets of labels. 

The Bank Output tool. A tool need to be developed which pull information from all possible 
sources and shows the information or allow searches in relation to the master-file. The information 
should be sortable and some minimum statistics could be very useful such as frequency 
distributions (show the heat tolerant distribution in L.C. from Mexico). 

19.2.5 Bar coding 

The bar coding system is first of all needed for inventory management and should be applied to all 
the functions managed under logistic information. However, there is no reason that the bar coding 
can not be applied in collecting and managing characterization and evaluation information if 
designed to do so. 

The bar coding system needs to be defined in detail. This system should be developed across 
programs to develop a system which is as generic as possible. 
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Figure 19.1. The schema for the IWIS/ICIS Genetic Resources management system. 
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Table 19.1. Logistic and passport traits pre-defined in WDMS. 

TRAIT TRAIT_NAME TRAIT_ABBR 
GROUP 
p COOPERATOR NUMBER COOPNO 
p FAO_IN_TRUST FAOTRU 
p ALTERNATE ACCESSION IDENTIFIERS ALTACC 
p T AXONOMIC_NUMBER TAXONO 
p COLLECTION_DATE CLLDTE 
p ACQUISITION_SIZE ACQSIZ 
p ACCESSION DATE ACCDTE 
p COLLECTOR OBSERVATIONS CLLOBS 
p DATE_OF CHANGE_RECORD CHNDTE 
p USER_ WHO_CHANGED_RECORD CHNUSR 
p REASON_FOR_CHANGE CHNWHY 
p DATE_RECORD_DELETE DELDTE 
p USER_ WHO_DELETE_RECORD DELUSR 
p REASON_FOR_DELETION DEL WHY 
p COLLECTED_PROPAGULES CLLPNO 
p COLLECTION_METHOD CLLMTD 
p IDENTIFIER FOR A SPECIAL COLLECTION SPLCLL 
p COLLECTION DESCRIPTION CLLDES 
p DONOR ID DONRID 
p TYPE_ OF _CROSS TYPCRO 

L GERMINATION_DATE GERINI 
L INITIAL GERMINATION VALUE GERVAL 
L STORAGE ADDRESS STOADR 
L STORAGE_DATE STODTE 
L PROPAGULE AVAILABLE PRPAVL 

L PROPAGULE TYPE PRPTYP 

L DATE RECEIVED RECD TE 

L MOISTURE TEST DATE MSTDTE 

L MOISTURE PERCENT AGE MSTPCT 

L NUMBER OF REGENERATIONS REGRNO 

L REGENERATION OBSERVATIONS REGO BS 
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Appendix 19.1. The existing system. 

1) CIMMYT germ plasm data 

a) Data base dictionary 
b) Hardware and Software 

b.l) Wheat Germplasm Bank System (WGBS). 

WGBS is not an independent system and can be considered a client/server "subsystem" that 
shares data repositories and functions with other International Wheat Information System 
(IWIS) "subsystems": Pedigree Management System (WPMS), Fieldbook System 
(WPFBS), Data Management System (WDMS), and Foreign Materials Introduction 
(WPFMI). Most of IWIS data are stored in System 1032 (SI032), a DBMS produced by 
Computer Corporation of America, that runs on DEC ALPHA servers integrated in a 
server cluster. The front-end of WPMS, WPFBS and WPFMI was developed using DEC 
FORTRAN and S1032 Programming Language (S1032 PL). The front-end of WDMS 
includes components developed in S1032 PL and components developed in Visual Basic 
3.0. The main module of WGBS was developed in Visual Basic 3.0 and handles passport, 
logistic, genealogical and experimental data stored in S1032 tables that belong to these 
IWIS subsystems. 

b.2) Maize Germplasm Bank System (MGBS). 

MGBS is an independent system running on the DEC ALPHA cluster that uses S1032 as 
DBMS and was developed using S1032 PL and DEC FORTRAN. However, the new 
client/server version of the Maize Germplasm Bank uses SQL Server 6.0 as DBMS and its 
front-end was developed in Visual Basic 4.0 ("Passport", "Regeneration", "Seed 
Monitoring", "Fieldbook" and "Seed Distribution" modules are completed, "Evaluation" 
and "GB Management" modules are still being developed). 

c) Technical maintenance 

System maintenance of WGBS and MGBS is provided by the Software Development 
Department (SDD). SDD is in charge of development and maintenance of all in-house 
developed systems (includes systems for the Wheat, Maize, Ecpnomics, External Relations 
and Applied Biotechnology Programs, as well as systems for Support Units like Human 
Resources, Finance, Training, Information Technology, Computing Services, Library and 
Telecommunications). SDD works under a "charge-back system" that determines that 
resources are allocated to systems according to funds allocated by Programs and Support 
Units. Financial constraints in 1997 had negative impacts on development of the SQL 
Server version of MGBS. Financial constraints and setting of priorities in 1998 in the 
Wheat Program determined that WGBS received programming resources only to provide 
basic system maintenance. 
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Technical maintenance, from the perspective of Data Base Administration is provided by 
technical staff that belongs to the Wheat Genetic Resources Subprogram and the Maize 
Germplasm Bank Subprogram. These staff are in charge of providing assistance to 
scientific staff in field, administrative, and logistic activities, including the entering, 
validation and reporting of germplasm information 

Note: Suketoshi, you may want to add information related to resources allocated to DBA activities. 

d) Database structural changes 

d.1) Wheat Germplasm Bank System (WGBS). 

The linkage of WGBS to other IWIS subsystems determined that one table was added in 
order to establish required links between passport/logistic data and characterization I 
evaluation data, and at the same time, facilitate the process to export data from WGBS into 
SINGER database tables. 

d.2) Maize Germplasm Bank System (MOBS). 

MOBS schema was completely redesigned in order to have a new database structure built
up on the SINGER schema. Therefore, SINGER database is a subset of the SQL Server 
version of MOBS database. The MOBS front-end was designed in such a way that data 
storage on SINGER or MOBS data tables is transparent to the user. This design will allow 
the automatic/real-time replication of MOBS data to SINGER NOC (see Annex 1. - Data 
Dictionary). 

e) Data access within CIMMYT 

e. l) Wheat Germplasm Bank System (WGBS). 

WGBS data is available through its Data Base Administrator (DBA) tools the client/server 
module that allows access at the Local Area Network (LAN) level (the front-end of this tool 
can be installed on any computer connected to the LAN). Other data related to WGBS can 
be accessed through the interfaces of the corresponding IWIS subsystems mentioned before. 

e.2) Maize Germplasm Bank System (MOBS). 

The S1032 version of MOBS is available on the DEC ALPHA cluster on the LAN. The 
SQL Server version of MOBS is a client/server system that allows also access at the LAN 
level (the front-end of this system can be installed on any computer connected to the LAN). 

f) Data access outside CIMMYT 

f.1) Wheat Germplasm Bank System (WGBS). 

The IWIS Compact Disk includes the Wheat Germplasm Bank Reports, a tool that provides 
information of Wheat Bank accessions. 

f.2) Maize Germplasm Bank System (MOBS). 
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Note: Suketoshi, should we mention the CD of Latino American Maize Collections? (If so, 
please let me know the correct citation). 

g) Future plans 

g.l) Wheat Germplasm Bank System (WGBS). 

The main goal of the current version of WGBS was to integrate wheat accessions data with 
other pieces of wheat germplasm information, i.e.: genealogical and experimental data. The 
WGBS requires a significant upgrade. We plan to develop a new version of WGBS using 
the Passport, Regeneration, Seed Monitoring, Seed Distribution and GB Management 
modules of current SQL Server version of MGBS, and incorporate components and features 
of the current Field Book and Data Management IWIS subsystems to fulfill current and 
short-term requirements of the Wheat Genetic Resources Subprogram. We also foresee that 
this version of WGBS will be integrated and enhanced in the future to ICIS as soon as this 
system is fully operational. 

g.2) Maize Germplasm Bank System (MGBS). 

The SQL Server version of MGBS will be released soon (one-and-a-half programmer month 
is still needed) to replace the current S 1032 version. 

A future improvement for this new MGBS is the utilization of bar-codes to handle seed 
accessions (i.e.: identification of boxes, envelopes, labels, field book entries, etc.). 

Another project is the publication of Maize Germplasm Bank characterization and 
evaluation data through web-enabled in-house developed applications. 

In the mid-term, and looking at the future integration of Cll\.1MYT systems to ICIS, the 
current MGBS database structure will be changed to match the design of the WGBS, as 
mentioned before in g.1. 

Note: Bent, Suketoshi, please review and let me know if you agree or some other ideas should be 
included. 

2) Transfer of data to the Cll\.1MYT SQL server 

a) Data transfer process 

a. l) Wheat Germplasm Bank System (WGBS). 

Due to the fact that WGBS is linked to other IWIS subsystems, the process to transfer data 
to SINGER database was based on S1032 PL programs that exported data from different 
IWIS data tables to text files that allow the uploading of data into the SINGER database 
tables using BCP. FAO in-trust accessions data contained in WGBS were transferred into 
SINGER database. 

a.2) Maize Germplasm Bank System (MGBS). 
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Data transfer of Maize germplasm was based on S1032 PL programs that exported data 
from MOBS data tables to text files tha~ allow the uploading of data into the SINGER 
database tables using BCP. The SQL Server version of MOBS will allow the 
automatic/real-time replication of data to NOC. 

b) Problems 

The main limitation in the approach that was followed to transfer data from existing WGBS 
and MOBS is that data updates are not automatic, i.e., to update data in the SINGER SQL 
Server located at CIMMYT it is needed to run again the Sl032 PL programs against WGBS 
and MOBS data tables to generate again the whole set of records to be uploaded into 
SINGER database matching the SINGER schema. This condition will be solved with the 
SQL Server version of MOBS, and would be solved if enough resources were allocated to 
develop the SQL Server version of the WGBS. 

3) CIMMYT SQL server 

a) Specifications 

Hardware. - Alpha Station 200 4/100 Desktop System having a DECchip 21064 100-Mhz 
with 512 KB onboard secondary cache; 64 MB RAM Memory; 2.4 GB SCSI Disk; three 
PCI/ISA slots; six SIMM memory slots; integrated PCI-based Fast SCSI-2 controller with 
direct memory access and external SCSI-2 connector; integrated high performance thin wire 
Ethernet; two serial ports; one bi-directional enhanced parallel port; keyboard port and 
mouse port; North American PC-keyboard; A TI Mach 64 8-plane PCI graphics accelerator 
12800 x 1024 x 256 colors, 72 Hz. 15" color monitors 120/240 SVGA; 600 MB CDROM, 
and 1.44 diskette driver. 

Software. - Microsoft SQL Server 6.0 running on Windows NT 3.51. 

b) Changes or upgrades 

A 2 GB SCSI hard disk was purchased in December 1997. 

c) Maintenance 

The SINGER server is under a technical maintenance service contract with DEC (Compaq). 
When the SQL Server version of MOBS is released a backup unit will be required. 
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d) Training 

We feel that both Windows NT and SQL Server versions of SINGER server should be 
upgraded (i.e.: to version 4.0 of Windows NT and version 6.5 of SQL Server, at least). In 
such case, training on these new versions would be necessary. Training on Visual Basic 5.0 
and Visual Studio will be also needed to develop web-enabled applications to publish 
MOBS and WGBS data. 

e) Other usage 

Nowadays SINGER server is used for storing and replicating MOBS and WGBS data into 
NOC server. It has also been used for the development of the SQL Server version of 
MOBS. It has also been used occasionally as a backup server of the one used for 
development in our department. 

f) Benefits 

Besides of the usage previously mentioned above, the purchase of the SINGER server in 
CIMMYT allowed SDD staff gaining experience on the Windows NT/SQL Server platform. 
There are another two applications already developed by SDD in Visual Basic that store 
data on SQL Server: the Wheat International Nursery System (WINS) and the WDMS 
Phenotypic and Genetic Data Tool. 

4) Replication process to NOC 

a) Connectivity 

CIMMYT has an IVDN connection using two 64-Kb bandwidth channels. However, as 
these links are also used for voice and fax, at peak hours the access to the NOC server is not 
as fast as it should be. 

Note: Edith, what is the status of IVDN bandwidth enhancement? 

b) Replication problems 

On the technical point of view and thanks to the support provided by CGNET staff, data 
replication was performed without problems. However, we will take full advantage of this 
feature by the SQL Server version of MOBS releasing, because data replication will be 
automatic. 

c) Replication rate 

Up to now data replication has been done only twice. The replication rate for MOBS data 
will be automatic when the SQL Server version is released. The replication of WGBS data 
was done in the past for the FAO "in-trust" accessions and replication rate of wheat data 
will depend on the Wheat Genetic Resources Subprogram policies, but cannot be done as 
for maize. The Wheat Program do enter their research products into the collection and this 
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material is not necessarily to be designated under the FAO "in trust" agreement. Therefore a 
system where the bang management tern decides what is placed under the "in trust" 
agreement need to be designed. 

5) Proposals to improve existing flow of information from MGBS and WGBS to SINGER NOC 

• SQL Server version of WGBS development 
• SQL Server version of MGBS releasing 
• IVDN band-width enhancement 

Note: Bent, Suketoshi, please let me know your comments. 
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Appendix 19.2 

PROBLEM 

DRAFT 
SELECTING WHEAT ACCESSIONS FOR 

GERMINATION TESTS 

J. Crossa and B. Skovmand 

Thousand of accessions stored in the Wheat Germplasm Bank need to be tested for germination in 
order to decide whether regeneration is required. Accessions with germination percentages under 
85% must be regenerated as soon as possible to avoid any further loss of alleles and decrease in 
genetic diversity. Time elapsed since the last germination test of any accession in the bank can vary 
from months to several years. Accessions are tested for viability after initial seed multiplication. 
After the initial germination test, no viability testing is done for the first 5 years. After that initial 
period, germination tests must be carried out. 

OBJECTIVE 

To develop a computer program that could allow genetic resources conservation managers to select 
accessions for germination tests based on two factors: 

1) length of time since their last germination test. For example, accessions that were tested for 
germination last year have less priority than those that were tested 10 year ago; 

2) the maximum number of accessions that can be tested for germination at one specific time 
(week, month, etc.); this is a fixed number that depends on the resource availability. 

This computer program will also be used to organize germination tests for all accessions stored 
in the germplasm bank over long periods of time. This would have to be done by species, that is, 
bread wheat, durum wheat, triticale and barley. 

PROCEDURES FOR TIME 

Assume that only N. accessions can be tested for germination at an initial time, t1. The total 
number of accessions in the germplasm bank can be stratified in k intervals according to length of 
time since the last germination test; these intervals are named 11, lz, ... ,13, ... ,Ik. For example, 11 
would include accessions whose last germination test was done between. 1 and 3 years ago; Ii would 
include accessions whose last germination test was performed between 3 and 6 years ago, etc. It is 
clear that accessions included in interval say 4 should have higher priority than those in lz or 11. 

Also assume that there are ni accessions in each k interval. The objective is to select, at random, a 
certain number of accessions from each interval with two restrictions: 1) only a total of N 
accessions can be germinated at time t1 and 2) accessions from interval Ij+I have higher priority than 
accessions from interval Ij. 

This procedure is summarized in Table 1, where each interval at germination time t1, lasts 3 years. 
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Table 1. Procedure for time t1. 

Time t1 
I ni Random Sample N1 

II 1 < n1 < 3 n1 N1 
12 3 < n2 < 6 n2 Nz 

13 6 < n3 < 9 n3 N3 
14 9 < 14 < 12 n4 N4 
15 12 < ns < 18 n6 N6 

Note that N2+N2+N3+N4+Ns+N6=N. Usually there are more accessions in early intervals 
than in later intervals, that is n2 > n2 > n3 > ... >nk. Decisions have to be made about the size of the 
random simple taken from each interval, ni, based on 1) length of time since their last germination 
test and 2) the maximum number of accessions that can be tested for germination at one time (note 
that at one time N=N1+N2+ ... +Nk). Higher priority is given to the intervals with longer time since 
the last germination test, that is, higher priority is placed on interval Ij+J than on interval Ij
Therefore, larger sample sizes should be taken from interval Ij+ 1 than from interval Ij, that is 
Nj+1>Nj. Hence, in general N1< N2 < ... <Nk. 

The procedure described can be expanded to any period of time, t 1, t2, ... ,tm, where the time 
represents weeks or month. 

Let us add another subscriptor representing the time when successive germination tests 
ought to be performed. It is easy to expand Table 1 to include another period of time, t2, (Table2). 

Table 2. Procedures for times t1 and t2. 
Time t1 

I ni Ni 
(11)1 I< (n1)1 < 3 (n1)1 (N,)i 

(12)1 3 < (n2)1 < 6 (n2)1 (N2)1 
(13), 6 < (n3)1<9 (n3)1 (N3)i 
(14)1 9 < (14), < 12 (!4)1 (N4); 

(15)1 12 < (n5) 1 < 15 (ns)1 (Ns)1 
(16), 15<(n6h<l8 (n6)1 (N6)1 

Time t1 
I ni Ni 

(Ilh I< (n1h < 3 (n1h (N1h 

(12h 3 < (n2h < 6 (n2h (N2h 

(13h 6<(n3h<9 (n3)i (N3)i 

(14h 9 < (14h< 12 (14h (N4)i 

(15h 12 < (n5h < 15 (nsh (Nsh 

(16h 15 < (~h < 18 (~h (N6h 
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Note that (n1h = (n1)1 - (N1)i. (n2h = (n2)1 - (N2)1 and so forth. In general, the total number of 
accessions to be germinated, N, at time tl can be the same as or different from the total number of 
accessions germinated at any other time. If all accessions germinated at time zero are re-tested after 
a 5-year period, then at time 5 the first interval/s will have a substantial increase in size, whereas the 
bottom intervals will decrease in size or may even disappear. 

Given the number of accessions germinated at different intervals at time zero to (today), computer 
program for studying this procedure as well as for organizing and monitoring the whole process of 
wheat germination tests (and therefore the regeneration process) would be useful. I should allow a 
genetic resources conservation manager to monitor: 

I) how the size (number of accessions of the intervals changes over time, 
2) how many weeks, months or years are required to eliminate the bottom interval/s (that have 

higher priority), 
3) how many years are required to germinate all the accessions at least once, 
4) how many accessions would enter the first interval after 5 years (the first cycle) and 
5) how many accessions (if any) with less than 85% germination there are in each interval at a 

given time. 

The computer program should allow building frequency tables and show histograms of the 
different intervals by year and across years in order to examine the changes in size of the 
intervals and, eventually, to be able to change interval bounds, etc. This visual display would 
allow viewing on one-screen histograms for several years so that the user would clearly see the 
changes and developments the intervals have been through. 
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20. SEED SHIPMENTS 
R.I. Magana, P.N. Fox, H. Sanchez, R. Urbina Ref: ICIS20B 

20.1 SUMMARY 

At CIMMYT Wheat International Nursery System (WINS) controls seed distribution from 
International Nurseries to all recipients and stores information of all seed sent to 
cooperators from several cycles. We consider WINS may be a starter point for what is 
required for movement control within ICIS, explicitly expanding operations to serve the 
needs of germplasm banks. Each nurseries cooperator is identified by a unique number 
(coopkey). Currently WINS links to cooperator lists and the IWIS field book system and 
the WINS back-end is read/write SQL. While converting to International Crop 
Information System (ICIS) compatibility, other products, such as the seed distribution 
software for the Australian Winter Cereals Collection and from the CIMMYT Maize 
Program will be evaluated. 

20.2 MAIN LINKS 

There is a one to one correspondence between nursery abbreviation and Trial Identifier 
(TID). The TID links Wheat Data Management System (WDMS) and Wheat Field 
BookSystem (WFBS). The entries comprising an international nursery are first defined 
with WFBS. Field book generation requires the TID. The nursery TID is obtained from 
WINS, by typing its abbreviation which should contain a maximum of 8 letters, e.g. to link 
the 30th IBWSN to its TID, the user types 30IBWSN and the TID (8281) appears in the 
monitor. This procedure can occur only after the field books have been generated. The 
question of TID being hidden from users should be considered when migrating to ICIS, 
(and further nomenclature standardization is required as the 30th IBWSN is currently 
identified as 30TH IBWSN in the IWIS compact disk). 

20.2.1 WINS-WFBS 

WINS accesses WFBS through the TID and assigns occurrences numbers to cooperators. 

The occurrence number identifies each seed set and its specific experimental design. 

20.2.2 WINS-IWIS WDMS 

Geographic System 

WINS uses the ISO code, country name, regions, sub-regions and divisions from IWIS 
WDMS geographic system. 
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20.2.3 WINS-WFBS link provides: 

a) Printed packing list. A list with the assigned nursery sets for each cooperator is 
printed showing coopkey number, country, last name, crop, nursery name, number of 
sets, occurrence number and Trial Identifier for the management of the packing and 
distribution of seed. 

b) Nurseries Id labels. These labels contain the crop name, nursery name, cycle, 
occurrence number (by which a specific statistical design is identified), and are stuck 
to each seed box. 

c) Printed "Notes" section of the field book where the cooperators subsequently enter 
environmental data to complement the per plot data entered in the body of the field 
book. 

d) Connection to the Data Base Administrator's Input Tool (DBA-IT). DBA-IT handles 
data returned from cooperators, in hard or soft copy field books. 

e) Cooperator Input Tool. Electronic field book that allows cooperators to export listing 
of entries in CIMMYT nurseries, and to return data to CIMMYT on diskette. The tool 
provides some coarse data validation and minimizes manual entry of invariant 
environmental data such as Latitude and Longitude which can be taken from a pick-list 
from the locations master file. All cooperators from a given country receive a pick-list 
of all locations currently in the master file for that country. This tool facilitates data 
processing, obviating key-punching at CIMMYT. 

20.3 WINS FUNCTIONS 

a) Cooperators data 

Updates mailing and shipping addresses. Records sowing dates, preference for field 
books (diskette, paper or both), seed request formats (English, Spanish and WANA 
group) of cooperators, Institution name and type~ special seed shipping requirements, 
transportation medium, airport and routing for shipping. · 

b) Nursery data 

Records nurseries information such as nursery name, crop code, trial identifier, trial 
abbreviation, total entries, replicates, weight, total of sets .prepared, trial design, 
nursery type (yield, screening or segregating), cycle, number of envelopes per plot (lor 
6 for yield trials), available sets, nurseries printing order. 

c) Shipments 

Produces the international phytosanitary certificate (containing examiner's name, title 
and rank, examination date, disinfection date, issuing date, treatment type, exposure 
duration, exporter name and address, number of packages and boxes, marks, country 
and state of seed origin, transportation medium, point of entry, seed weight, crop 
name, botanical name and additional declarations) which must accompany each 
shipment. 
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Fills out the Exporter Company formats. 

Produces the Pro-forma invoices which have to be filled out whenever a shipment is 
made. 

Records international and miscellaneous shipment costs. 

Records special seed shipping instructions and requirements (phytosanitary, customs, 
packing, etc.) 

d) Letters 

Produces English and Spanish seed request letters and an English version for the West 
Asia-North Africa (WANA) region where some nurseries cannot be announced. All 
these letters can be automatically e-mailed to those cooperators who have such facility. 

Produces reminder letters which are sent to cooperators who did not return their seed 
request fonn on time. Letters to persons with e-mail facilities are sent automatically 
by the system. 

20.3.1 Printing reports (from six cycles up to the present time) 

The system prints the following reports: 

Cooperators 

a) general mailing and shipping addresses; 
b) general cooperators list; 
c) receiving and not receiving seed; 
d) cooperators receiving seed shipments directly; 
e) consolidated shipments (cooperators receiving seed through a third party); 
f) sowing dates; 
g) final distribution address list; 
h) field books preference (paper or diskette); 
i) not returning Seed Request (for reminder letter purposes); 
j) e-mail address list; 
k) active cooperators; 
1) nurseries and occurrences assigned; 

Nurseries 

a) list of nurseries; 
b) packing list; 
c) distribution by region and sub-region in excel format; 
d) summary distribution by region (any of cycles stored) in excel format; 
f) list of seed requests delivered; 
g) notes report; 
h) WINS-WFBS link (nurskey, nursery name, crop name, available and requested 

number of sets linked). 
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Labels 

a) Produces mailing and shipping labels. Shipping labels are printed according to the 
number of sets distributed to each cooperator. 

Notes: 

yield and screening Notes (English and Spanish version) 

System maintenance 

a) User settings. Allows the system administrator to grant privilege of WINS functions 
such as view, update or print reports and labels to users. 

b) Allows the system administrator to update and/or add new cycles, crops, botanical 
names, state of origin, seed treatments etc. 

Planned 

• Germplasm Bank seeds request and shipping control. 
• Mailing labels for publication delivery (diskettes). 
• Field books reception control. 
• Acknowledgment of field books (paper or diskette) received. 

20.3.2 Link among cooperators and locations 

If a cooperator sows more than one set at the same location, these sets will be processed 
with the same location code, but a different occurrence number. 

20.3.3 International Nurseries and miscellaneous shipments 

International nurseries are those designed experiments which are sent with a field book 
and for which the return of data is requested. 

Miscellaneous shipments consist of a various items like advanced lines, segregating 
material, commercial varieties and special requests. 

20.3.4 Incoming lines 

Currently control of incoming seed is independent from International Nurseries section. 
When incoming lines are received at CIMMYT by the Seed Health Unit, those which are 
not included in WPMS have to be added before making any WPMS-based field book. 

20.3.5 Assignment of nursery sets 

Every year the International Nurseries section sends a seed request stating the available 
nurseries of each crop to the cooperators. The total numbers of sets prepared are recorded 
in WINS. As cooperators requests are entered, the system shows the supply and updated 
demand for each nursery. 
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On December breeders discuss final distribution of nurseries. For this purpose, we use 
WINS-excel-WINS procedure by which WINS exports the captured information in excel 
format automatically. The application is projected, allowing scientists to see 
modifications made in the database. Once the seed distribution meeting is finished the 
information stored in WINS is up to date and can be output in standard reports. 

The cooperator to occurrence link is one to many and the location to occurrence link is one 
to many. However, the user front end to associate cooperators with locations is pending. 
This will be necessary to be able to assess a cooperator's long term rate of data return 
during nursery distribution meetings. 

20.3.6 Fieldbooks (paper and electronic) 

A field book always accompanies each set of seed sent to cooperators. In the case of yield 
nurseries the field books are currently generated by several different people in the 
following steps: 

1) Alpha-lattice design. A design is generated by International Nurseries Unit using the 
Alpha-gen package for each trial according to the sets prepared (occurrences) that will 
be sown by different cooperators and different locations with different designs. Once 
the designs are ready these are given to the Field Books Production Department. 

2) Entry list. Users (bread wheat, durum wheat, triticale, barley and special nurseries) 
generate the entry list with its origin and TID and provide it to the Field Books 
Production Department. 

3) Occurrences. Once the Field Books Production Department have received the 
information mentioned on previous points, they link the randomization already 
generated (step 1) with the entry lists (step 2) by running the RUN-RAN process to get 
the field books on paper and the electronic field books according to the occurrences 
requested by the International Nurseries Unit. 

4) Notes. A link between WINS-WFBS must be run after point 3 has been completed. 
See (20.2.1.). 

5) Once the Notes and field books on paper are printed, the package is assembled by The 
International Nurseries Unit. In the case of the electronic field books the diskettes are 
loaded using the Make Diskette process. 

So far these processes are not completely integrated, they are so complicated and time 
consuming. ICIS should integrate all those processes in a friendly way. 
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20.4 WINS-ICIS DMS 

The ICIS DMS supporting tables will keep track of all the persons and institutions that 
will be handled by WINS like described in Chapter 9. This process should store a unique 
identifier of persons and institutions to avoid duplications and facilitates the flow of 
information with WINS. 

20.5 Registration data of sent wheat lines 

Currently, there is not any system that registers any of the wheat lines sent through 
International nurseries from all sources (Bank, Nurseries etc.). So, a system that allows to 
document all wheat lines sent throughout the world is needed. 

Figure 20.1. WINS functions and its relation with WFBS and WPMS 
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27. THE SUSTAINABLE FARMING SYSTEMS DATABASE (SFSD) 
J.G.F. Lieshout and J. W White Ref: ICIS27B 

27.1 INTRODUCTION 

Research and decision making in agriculture and natural resource management 
increasingly require efficient access to data on crop performance, farming practices, 
(environmental) impacts of practices, and agricultural land use. Such data will be 
catalysts for a "second Green Revolution" based on knowledge-intensive crop 
management. In particular, the increasing use of decision support tools such as 
geographic information systems (GIS) and simulation models, which have large data 
requirements, is creating an unprecedented demand for detailed information on farming 
systems. Long-term experiments, on-farm trials, monitoring studies, and surveys are all 
potentially valuable resources of such data. However, results are seldom consolidated, in 
easily accessible formats. Providing a central location for storing such data is the primary 
function of the Sustainable Farming Systems Database. 

The SFSD is an implementation of the ICIS data model, developed by the Natural 
Resources Group of CIMMYT. It contains results from research on farming systems 
from developing countries, providing information for natural resources research. on crop 
performance, cropping practices and environments, from the experiment level to the farm 
level and the regional level. Data on multiple, unrelated crop species are allowed in a 
single database. 

The ICIS-DMS provides the functionality for storing on farm trials, farm monitoring 
studies and surveys. The ICIS-GMS is not very useful, because there is no need for 
detailed data storage on germplasm and there are no pedigree data managed. Therefore, 
the main structural difference between the SFSD and crop specific implementations is the 
use of a unique GMS structure for the SFSD, providing information on what crops are 
associated with a given study including the scientific name. 

27.2 THE SFSD GENEALOGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

As for any implementation of ICIS, any line or cultivars used in the SFSD should be 
identified as reliably and uniquely as possible. Wherever possible, varieties are related a 
GID in a crop implementation of ICIS. However, since direct links among 
implementations are not yet possible, this information has to be transferred manually. 
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27.2.1 The structure of the SFSD Genealogy Management System 

The SFSD-GMS relies on the hierarchy of classification from plant taxonomy: 

Family 
Genus 
Species 
Subspecies 
Variety 

Synonyms are stored, with flags being used to identify the preferred name (e.g., Mucuna 
instead of Stizolobium). Authors of genera, species, subspecies, and varieties are also 
noted using standard abbreviations. The basic sources of taxonomic data are the SINGER 
species list, The Plant Book by D.J. Mabberley (1987), and Manual of Cultivated Plants 
by L. H. Bailey (1971). 

Unfortunately, this hierarchy is imperfect. A species may have "varieties" named but not 
be assigned to sub-species and vice versa. The botanical category "forma" is not used in 
the SFSD. Note that the botanical concept of "variety" differs from the usage in 
agriculture. The SFSD-GMS also does not manage inter-generic or interspecific hybrids 
explicitly. These should be handled as if they were single names (e.g. "Phaseolus 
coccineus x vulgaris" would be coded as the genus Phaseolus and the species coccineus x 
vulgaris). 

The basic sources of data are the SINGER species list and The Plant Book by D.J. 
Mabberley (1987). 

The FAMILIES table. 

Field name Description Type Length 

FAMILYID FAMILY _ID. Unique identifier for a family Integer 4 

FAMNAME FAMILY_NAME. The name of the family Char 20 

The GENERA table. 

Field name Description Type Length 

GENUS ID GENUS_ID. A unique identifier for a genus Integer 4 

GENNAME GENUS_NAME. The name of the genus Char 20 

The SPECIES table. 

Field name Description Type Length 

SPECIEID SPECIES_ID. A unique identifier for a species Integer 4 

SPENAME SPECIES_NAME. The name of the species Char 35 
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The SUBSPECIES table. 

Field name Description Type Length 
SSPECID SUBSPECIES_ID. A unique identifier for a subspecies Integer 4 

SSPNAME SUBSPECIES_NAME. The name of the subspecies Char 50 

The VARIETIES table. 

Field name Description Type Length 
VARIETID VARIETY _ID. A unique identifier for a variety Integer 4 

VARNAME VARIETY _NAME. The name of the variety Char 50 

GID The GID for this variety in a crop specific ICIS implementation Integer 4 

ICISIMP ICIS_IMPLEMENTATION. The name of the crop specific ICIS Integer 4 
implementation where the GID can be found. Link to the DUDFLDS 
table 

The TAXONOMIC_AUTHORS table. 

Field name Description Type Length 
TAUTHID T AX_AUTHOR_ID. A unique identifier for an author Integer 3 

TAUTNAME T AX_AUTHOR_NAME. The name or the standard Char 50 
abbreviation for (a combination of) authors 

Every crop is defined by its own unique taxonomic tree, its own Latin Name. This 
taxonomic tree is defined in the T AXONOMIC_TREE table, where also synonymous 
names for the same crop are linked together. 

The TAXONOMIC_TREE table. 

Field name Description Type Length 
TREEID TAXONOMIC_TREE_ID. The unique identifier for a taxonomic Integer 4 

tree (Latin name). 

TREETYPE TREE_TYPE. The type of taxonomic tree (crop), e.g., landrace, Integer 4 
cultivar, breeding line. Link to the DUDFLDS table 

FAMILYID FAMILY_ID. The family name for the crop. Link to the FAMILIES Integer 4 
table. 

GENUS ID GENUS_ID. The genus name for the crop. Link to the GENERA Integer 4 
table. 

SPECIESID SPECIES_ID. The species name for the crop. Link to the SPECIES Integer 4 
table. 

SSPECID SUBSPECIES_ID. The subspecies name for the crop. Link to the Integer 4 
SUBSPECS table. 

VARIETID VARIETY _ID. The variety name for the crop. Link to the VARIETY Integer 4 
table. 

TAUTHID TAXONOMIC_AUTHOR_ID. Name of the author of the Latin name Integer 4 
up to the lowest defined level. Link to the TAUTHORS table. 

SINGERID SINGER_ID. Unique identifier to link to the SINGER database. Integer 4 

EQUIVID EQUIVALENT_ID. Show what taxonomic tree ID's are actually the Integer 4 
same crops. The number is the first synonymous TREEID entry. 
Zero if first entry. 
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Common crop names are important because of their widespread use instead of Latin 
names. The common name can be a name at the species level, the subspecies level or the 
varieties level. While Latin names are unique, common names are not. Within the same 
language, the same common name can be used at different levels and there can be more 
common names for the same crop (level) Common names are defined in the 
COMMON_NAMES table and linked to the T AXONOMIC_TREE table by the 
COMMON_TO_TREE table. Common names can be entered in different languages. 

The COMMON_NAMES table. 

Field name Description Type Length 
CONAMEID COMMON_NAME_ID. A unique identifier for a common Integer 4 

name 

CNAME COMMON_NAME. The common name Char 30 

LANGUAGE LANGUAGE. The language in which the common name is Integer 4 
expressed. Link to the DUDFLDS table. 

Common names are based largely on Mabberley (1987), Bailey (1971) and Duke et.al. 
(1975). 

The COMMON_TO_TREE table. 

Field name Description Type Length 
CONAMEID COMMON_NAME_ID. Link to the corresponding common Integer 4 

name in the CON AMES table. 

TREEID TAXONOMIC_ TREE_ID. Link to the corresponding Integer 4 
taxonomic tree ID in the T AXTREE table. 

In Natural Resources Management Research researchers like to know exactly how a crop 
is used and, because different use can have a big impact on the research results. Crop 
usage's are defined in the USAGES table and linked to the crop (taxonomic tree) by the 
USAGES_TO_TREE table. 

The USAGES table. Defines how a crop is used. 

Field name Description Type Length 

USAGEID USAGE_ID. Unique identifier for a type of crop use. Integer 4 

UN AME USAGE_NAME. For what purpose a crop is used. Char 50 

The USAGES_TO_TREE table. Defines how a crop is used. 

Field name Description Type Length 

USAGEID USAGE_ID. Link to the corresponding crop use in the Integer 4 
USAGES table. 

TREEID TAXONOMIC_ TREE_ID. Link to the corresponding Integer 4 
taxonomic tree ID in the T AXTREE table. 
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27.3 STORING SPECIFIC SFSD-DATA 

The emphasis of the SFSD on farming systems dictates that the database contain much 
more farm-level data on agronomic practices than is expected in the single crop 
implementations of ICIS. Once we have more experience on handling survey data, 
scouting reports and other less orthodox sources, we can elaborate on how this works in 
ICIS. Some of this might end up on chapters on data input and output applications - for 
example, how to link data to ICASA-type simulation models. 

Three simple examples of how to store nursery data, long-term data and survey data are 
shown below. In these examples only the most relevant DMS tables are displayed 

27.3.1 Nursery data 

Nursery data is the simplest example of a (field)experiment. Chosen is for the plot-block 
design, with or without nitrogen application and tested on two varieties. This leads to the 
following experimental design. 

Plot Block N2-app Variety Yield 

11 1 - B 2.1 

12 1 + A 2.0 

13 2 + B 2.3 

14 2 - A 1.8 

In the DMS, plot, block, nitrogen and variety are stored in the FACTORS table. 

FACTOR_ID FACTOR_NAME 

1 Plot 

2 Block 

3 N2-application 

4 Variety 

In the LEVELS table, the factors are connected to each level, with their appropriate name. 

FACTOR_ID LEVEL_ID LEVEL_NAME 

1 1 11 

1 2 12 

1 3 13 

1 4 14 

2 1 1 

2 2 2 

3 1 -
3 2 + 

4 1 A 

4 2 B 
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The OBSERVATIONS table shows the actual experimental design. 
OBSERV A TION_ID FACTOR_ID LEVEL_ID 

1 1 1 

1 2 1 

1 3 1 

1 4 2 

2 1 2 

2 2 1 

2 3 2 

In the N_DATA table is each observation connected to the measured value (yield) 

OBSERV A TION_ID N_DATE_ VALUE 

1 2.1 

2 2.0 

3 2.3 

4 1.0 

27.3.2 Long term experiments 

In a long-term experiment a year or crop cycle .is treated as a factor. Only the FACTORS 
and the LEVELS tables are displayed to show the changes that occur. The data in other 
tables the easily can be extracted. 

In the FACTORS table a new factor "cycle" is added. 

FACTOR_ID FACTOR_NAME 

1 Plot 

2 Block 

3 N-application 

4 Variety 

5 Cycle 

The LEVELS table. The levels for "cycle" are defined here. 

FACTOR_ID LEVEL_ ID LEVEL_NAME 

3 ... ... 

4 1 A 

4 2 B 

5 1 1996 

5 2 1997 

5 ... ... 

Rotations and intercropping systems work the same way. Crops and/or varieties are 
treated as new individual factors. 
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27.3.3 Surveys 

In this example there are two communities: 

- La Puri (33 farmers) 
- El Batan (7 farmers) 

In these communities, the farmers were asked to answer the following questions : 
- Do you own land? 
- What is the area you own? 
- What is your yearly income? 

This can be translated to a survey "design": 

Community Farmer Ql Q2 Q3 
La Puri Jose Yes IO 4,000 

La Puri Pedro Yes 12 5,000 

La Puri Maria No Null 1,000 

La Puri ... ... ... . .. 

The FACTORS table. 

FACTOR_ID FACTOR_NAME 

I Community 

2 Farmer 

The LEVELS table. 

FACTOR_ID LEVEL_ ID LEVEL_NAME 

I I La Puri 

I 2 EI Batan 

2 I Jose 

2 2 Pedro -
2 3 Maria 

2 4 ... 

The VARIATES table. 

VARIATE_ID TRAIT(_ID) UNIT(_ID) VAR_NAME 

I Landowner YIN Does you own land 

2 Area Ha What is the area ... 

3 Income Peso What is ... 
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The OBSERVATIONS table. 

OBSERV A TION_ID FACTOR_ID LEVEL_ID 

1 1 1 

1 2 1 

2 1 1 

2 2 2 

3 1 1 

3 2 3 

4 1 2 

4 2 4 

The DATA table (to simplify, one table for all data) 

OBSERV A TION_ID I v ARIA TE_ID DATA_ VALUE 

1 1 Yes 

1 2 10 

1 3 4,000 

2 1 Yes 

2 2 12 

2 3 5,000 

3 1 No 

3 2 Null 

3 3 1,000 

4 1 Yes 

4 2 13 

4 3 5,000 
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Al. CREATING AN ICIS IMPLEMENTATION 
C.G. Lopez, H. Sanchez, C.G. McLaren, J.W. White ... ICISAlE 

Al.1 INTRODUCTION 

Creating a new implementation of ICIS involves much more than simply loading the software 
system. While the main chapters of this manual discuss specific aspects of creating installations, 
this appendix provides an overview of the entire process of creating a new installation. Note that it 
assumes the reader is familiar with the basic structure and function of ICIS tables. It is not meant as 
a shortcut to reading the manual, but people who are considering whether to create a new 
installation may find it useful to browse this appendix early on. 

There are five basic steps to creating an ICIS installation: 

1. Preparing initial germplasm and evaluation data for loading. 
2. Preparing data for species-specific auxiliary tables. 
3. Installing the ICIS tables and software for a given database engine. 
4. Loading the data. 
5. Testing and trouble-shooting : 

• The central version ofICIS. 
• A test installation of the local version. 

These steps are explained in the sections that follow. 

Al.2 PREPARING INITIAL GERMPLASM AND EVALUATION DATA 
See section 4.4 for some examples and section 5.10 for the download tool application 

Al.3 INSTALLING THE ICIS TABLES AND SOFTWARE 
See section 4.2 and 10.2 

Al.3.1 The ICIS Directory Structure 
See section 4.1.1 

Al.3.2 GMS INSTALLATION 
See section 4.2 

Downloading the Software. See section 4.1.3 

Set Up a New Implementation (Central Database). See section 4.2.1 

Set Up an Installation (Local Database). See section 4.2.2 

Al.3.3 ICIS Initialization files and the APPLICATION LAUNCHER 
See section 4.2.5 

Al.4 INSTALLATION OF DMS 
See section 10.3 

Al.5 TESTING AND TROUBLESHOOTING 
See section 5.10.10 
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APPENDIX 3. THE ICIS CHRONOGRAM AND PROJECT REPORTS 
P.N. Fox, C.G. McLaren and J.G.F. Lieshout Ref: ICISA3B 

A3.1 CHRONOGRAM OF ICIS PROGRESS 

A3.1.1 Workshop Participants 

Sept 94 Feb96 May96 Mar97 Mar98 

IRRI -.J -.J -.J -.J -.J 

CIMMYT -.J -.J -.J -.J -.J 

ICRISAT -.J -.J -.J 

ICRAF ..J ..J ..J 

ICLARM ..J 

ICARD A ..J ..J 

CIP ..J ..J 

ITTA ..J -.J 

IPGRI ..J 

CIAT ..J -.J 

SINGER .../ 

GRAIN GENES ..J 

NARS ..J -.J 

TEXASA&M -.J 

U. Queensland 

WARDA 
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A3.1.2 ICIS Milestones 

1994 -

1995 -

1996 -

1997 -

1998 -

Key decision to use ODBC makes cooperation possible 

Dissection of CIMMYT and IRR! systems 

Search for funding 
Draft structure for GMS 
Solution to remote allocation of germplasm IDS 

Introduction of new members: 
ICRISAT, ICRAF and !CARDA 
Argue about GMS 
Check application to different crops 
Draft structure of SGM 
Some funding from SGRP 

SGRP endorse ICIS as a critical initiative for germplasm information 
New Members: CIAT, CIP, ITTA 
IRIS implementation developed 
IRRI HC Master File Converted to GMS 
Fieldbook System started 
Set Generation Module started 
Biparental genealogical dendrogram display implemented 
Design of DMS proposed 
CIMMYT begin programming SFSD as a DMS application 
IRRI HRO file converted to proposed DMS structure 
GMS started for 11 field crops 
SGRP guarantee funds for 1998 meeting 

Beta-version CD with GMSs for bread wheat, rice, chickpea, and cowpea distributed 
Testing with maize confirms the robust, generic nature of GMS 
CD contains test version of the Sustainable Farming Systems Database 
ICIS Web site created (with over 150 hits in 1998) 
Third version of TDM on CD and Web 
ICIS fieldbook prototype module tested by CIMMYT bread wheat 
ICIS compatibility for maize books planned 
Design of DMS refined 
Collaborative project negotiations for incorporating molecular data into 
ICIS (GRDC) 
Collaborative project on use of ICIS in conserving and utilizing genetic resources 
(ACIAR/SGRP) 
Collaborative project negotiated for read/write access of ICIS to national programs (AAJI 
GUI designed 
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CIMMYT appoint full-time ICIS position. 
International Rice Genealogy Database transferred to IRIS 
Pedigrees, names and accession numbers of all US rice accessions 
transferred to ICIS to enable direct links to GRIN for evaluation data. 
ICIS compatible data management system developed for rice plant 
breeding (PBGB) and soil stress (SWSD) evaluation data. 
GMS DLL and generalized breeders interface, SETGEN programmed for 
distribution to all ICIS developers 
SETUP procedure programmed to make ICIS accessible to non
programmer users. 
Data model to allow ideographic language variety names in ICIS 
developed. 
Numerous pedigrees of Chinese rice researched and transferred to the IRIS 
database with Chinese and Pin Yin names 
Detailed information on ICIS transferred to RDA (Korea) researchers 
through RDA-IRRI internship program. 
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APPENDIX 4. NOMENCLATURE CONVENTIONS 
J. W White and J.G.F.Lieshout 

A4.1 ICIS DICTIONARY FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

Ref: ICISA4A 

To reduce confusion in use of terminology, it is recommended that within ICIS we use a 
standardized terminology. The description of terms below is more or less the common 
(preferred) standard in database and software development. The most important ones in 
ICIS are in bold letters (not yet). 

Alias. An alternate name for a field. Can be defined for users to simplify presentation 
(abbreviations) or by programmers to facilitate programming. 

Application. Also application program. Computer program that perform useful work not 
related to the computer itself. A collection of one ore more components that includes at 
least one process and may also include a (graphical) user interface, e.g., IDEND and COP 
in ICIS. 

Argument. Also Parameter. A value actually passed to or received from a function or a 
procedure. 

Attribute. A qualifier of an entity describing its character, e.g., a column heading in a 
relational table. Used in ICIS to mention entity qualifiers, not defined in a table structure 
as a column. 

Back-end. The database side of an ICIS implementation normally running on a network 
server, e.g., SQL Server or Oracle. 

Functionality service. The logical layer between user and data services and a collection 
of rules and functions that generate and operate upon information. e.g., build dendogram. 

Character data. Any symbol that can be stored and processed by a computer. In ICIS, 
this is frequently a value containing both text and numbers, e.g., ASWYN-1. 

Component. A discrete piece of code that delivers a well-specified set of services. 

Constraint. A restriction placed upon the value_ that can be entered in a field. 

Client. The computer the user is working on, receiving services from or requesting 
services to another computer, the server. 
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Data . Information for use in a computer. 

Data integrity. Accuracy and reliability of data. In shared, large scale Database 
Management Systems environments, data consistency is one of the primary concerns. Can 
be provided through transaction logging, stored procedures and triggers. 

Data model. A (graphical) description of the entities, attributes, identifiers and 
relationships in a database. 

Data service. Concept of defining, maintammg, accessing and updating the lowest 
visible level of abstraction used for manipulating data within an application. They are 
often implemented as triggers or stored procedures at the server side. 

Database. A collection of data that is organized and presented to serve a specific 
purpose, usually stored on a computer, in a way that minimizes redundancies and 
facilitates the manipulation of the data. 

Database server. Software that provides database services to users on a network and 
request services to a database in a network, e.g., SQL server and Oracle. They are split up 
in a front-end and a back-end component. 

DLL. Dynamic Link Library. A file containing a library of machine language procedures 
(set of services) that can be linked to programs as needed at run time. Programs can share 
DLL's, so they don't need to include code to perform common functions because that 
code is available in the DLL. 

Entity. A person, variety, location, thing, substance or idea that can be uniquely 
identified by type and occurrence. 

Field. Also column. The smallest unit of named data that has meaning in a record. A 
field usually describes an attribute of the record, like name or address. 

Foreign key. An attribute whose values are required to match a primary key in another 
table. 

Front end. The software used by the user to communicate with the database. Normally 
running on a client in a network. 

Function. A subprogram that acts like a mathematical function: given a particular set of 
argument values, the function returns a unique result. 

Instance. A particular occurrence of an entity. 
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Integer. Whole numbers (negative or positive) that do not contain a fractional part. 

Method. Describes exactly a (breeding) procedure or how a trait is measured. 

Module. Part of the program that is written and tested separately. 

Null value. Having no explicitly assigned value. The value may be unknown, not 
required, not applicable, undefined, or missing. It is not the same as blank or zero. 

Numeric data. Data, only containing numbers. 

ODBC. Open Database Connectivity. A standard protocol that permits applications to 
connect to a variety of external database servers. 

ODBC (device) driver. A Dynamic Link Library used to connect a specific Open 
Database Connectivity data source with a client application. 

Process. A series of instructions a computer is executing in an operating system. 
Processes may be programs or part of programs, e.g., the editing or printing routine can 
be active at the same time. 

Primary key. An attribute whose values uniquely identifies the rows in the table. 

Program. A set of instructions for a computer to execute, usually written in a 
programming language. 

Programming language. A language used to give instructions to a computer, e.g., C++ 
and Visual Basic in ICIS. 

Query. A specific instruction to a database for returning data. 

Real data. Positive or negative numbers that can have a decimal fraction. 

Record. Also row. A group of related data in a table. 

Referential integrity. The rules governing data consistency, specifically the relationships 
among the primary keys and foreign keys of the different tables. The requirement is that a 
foreign key cannot be defined unless its corresponding primary key exists. 

Relational database. A database consisting of tables and relationships between the tables 
(Codd, 1971) 
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Server. A computer that provides services to another computer. Usually the database 
server software is installed on the server. 

Service. A set of instructions. 

Shell. A program that excepts operating system commands and causes them to be 
executed. Used in ICIS to combine the different applications in one executable. 

SQL. Structured Query Language. A generic language that manipulates data in a 
relational database. 

Stored procedure. A procedure stored in the back-end, available to be called by an 
application as needed. Reduces the overhead of repeatedly specifying the same data 
services. 

System. A set or arrangement of applications and or programs, e.g., ICIS. 

Table. A collection of records with its associated fields. The basic data storage unit in a 
relational database. Contains usually information on one entity type. 

Text data. Also memo data. Character data with large variation in length. Used for 
descriptions. 

Tool. Frequently used command, usually represented by a button on a toolbar, e.g., open, 
safe, zoom, print. 

Trait. A parameter that characterizes an observation, e.g., plant height, weight, soil 
moisture. 

Trigger. Used to enforce referential integrity between tables or databases. A special form 
of a stored procedure that goes into effect when a user wants to insert, update or delete 
data. 

Unit. The specific expression in which a trait is measured, e.g., cm., m., kg., g. 

Update. Any addition, deletion or change to data. 

User group. Group of ICIS users in the same research area requesting for specific 
services, e.g., breeders or economists. 
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User interface. That part of an application that handles the human interaction with the 
application. The expression of the collection of all the user services in the applications of 
a system. In ICIS the user interface is graphical and developed according to Windows95 
standards. 

User service. Provide the visual interface for presenting information and gathering data. 
Integrate the user with the application to perform business and data services. 

Windows 95. The name of the 32-bit graphical multitasking operating system the ICIS 
user interface will be able to run under. 

A4.2 GUIDELINES FOR NAMING TRAITS AND DATA FIELDS 

To assure that names of traits or data fields are named in a consistent fashion, guidelines 
for creating names were developed. Application of the guidelines varies with the way a 
name is used, so it is first necessary to have consistent terminology for names. 
• All names should be in English and strive to provide information about the entity that 

they identify. 

• Application names should fit easily under a Windows icon. Two to three words with 
a total of less than 24 characters are suggested. 

• Percent signs or other non-alphanumeric characters should not be used in 
programming since not all database languages permit them in names. 

• Use of numbers within names is permitted (e.g. "H20" as an abbreviation for 
"moisture") but not encouraged. A numeral should never be the first character of a 
name since not all database languages permit this. 

• For programming, names of traits and data fields should not use mixed case since not 
all database languages support it. However, mixed case can be used for display 
purposes. 

• For frequently used names such as "code," "index," and "number," standard 
abbreviations should be used in forming abbreviated (six character) names (See Table 
A-1). 

• Long versions of names should still be concise. A 16 character or shorter length is 
preferred but not obligatory. 

• For long versions of names, words are separated with underscores. 
• Abbreviations should contain six or fewer characters. 
• For abbreviations of disease names, except viruses, five characters are used to 

indicate the causal organism. The first letter indicates the genus, and the remaining 
four the species name. The sixth character indicates the organ affected (for wheat, L = 
leaf, S = spike, N = node). If the first five letters are the same for more than one 
organism, then the most common pathogen takes precedence. See Table A-2 for 
examples. 

• Viral diseases are identified by the standard acronyms of the virus, including the "V" 
(BYDV, not BYD, which is the disease). 
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Table A-1. Suggested abbreviations for names used in ICIS. 
Name 

Accession 
Acquisition 

Address 
Aluminum 
Alveograph 

Ant hesis 
Code 
Cold 
Collector/ion 
Color 
Cooperator 
Date 
Damage 
Damage per plot 
Day 
Emergence 
Falling no. 
Flour 
Flower 

Frost 
Germination 
Gluten 
Grain 
Harvest 
Heading 
Identifier 
Introduction 
Kernel 
Latitude 
Loaf 
Longitude 
Maturity 
Moisture 

Month 
Method 
Number 
Observation 
Percent 

Propagule 
Protein 
Quality 
Reason 
Size 
Sowing 
Storage 

Abbreviation 

ACC 
ACQ 

ADR 
AL 
ALV 
AN 
CD 
CLD 
CLL 
COL 
COOP 
DTE 

DMG 

DAY 
EMG 
FNO 
FLR 
FLW 

FRO 
GER 
GLU 

GRN 
HR 
HD 
ID 
INTR 
KER 
LAT 
LOF 
LON 
MAT 

H20 
MTH 
MTD 
NO 
OBS 
PC 
PRP 
PRO 
QUA 
WHY 
SIZ 
sow 
STO 

Observations 

Must not be numeric 

Broad sense, including donors of germplasm 
As day-month-year (dd-mm-yyyy) 

(Class E) 

Can be alpha, numeric or both 

Must be numeric 

[Is there a better name/abbrev.?] 

[as opposed to planting] 
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Taxonomic TAXO 
Tolerance TOL 

Type TYP 
User USR 
Volume VOL 
Weight WT 
Year YR Use four-digit format (2001) 
Yield YLD Must be numeric 

Table A-2. Examples of abbreviations of pathogen names used in ICIS for wheat. 

Causal agent 
Helminthosporium sativum 
H. sativum 
Pseudomonas syringae 
Puccinia graminis f .sp. tritici 
Puccinia recondita f.sp. tritici 
Puccinia striiformis 
P. striiformis 
Septoria tritici 

REFERENCES 

Abbreviation Name of disease and/or organ affected 
HSATI 
HSATIL 
PSYRI 
PG RAM 
PRECO 
PSTRIL 
PS TRIS 
STRIT 

On leaf 

Stem rust 
Leaf rust 
Stripe rust in leaf 
Stripe rust in spike 

Codd, E.F., 1970. A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks. In:. 
Communications of the ACM, Volume 13-6. P377-387. USA 

Dowining, D.A., Covington, M.A. and Covington, M.M., 1996. Dictionary of computer 
and Internet Terms, 5th edition. 427pp. Barron's Educational Series, Inc, New 
York. 

Microsoft Corporation, 1993. Implementing a Database Design on Microsoft SQL Server 
for Windows NT. 244pp. Microsoft Corporation, USA. 

Microsoft Corporation, 1995. Building Client/Server Applications with Visual Basic, 
Version 4. 275pp. Microsoft Corporation, USA. 

Watson, R.T. Data Management, an organizational perspective, 1996. 568pp. Wiley 
&Sons, Inc. USA. 
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STANDARD FORM FOR ADDING TRAITS TO WDMS 

To add new traits into WDMS in a systematic and logical manner and to avoid duplicating them, users should provide R.I. Magana (WDMS, Data 
Base Administrator) the information requested in this form. Examples for bread wheat are provided for you to follow. Please note that the DBA can 
decide to accept values outside the validation limits, which flag values for perusal. 

Section: 

Trait 

name 

Days to heading 

Flour protein 

Fusarium scab grain 

Barley Yellow Dwarf 

Soi I percent organic matter 

Grain colour 

Grain yield 

* 
E = environment 

G =genotype 
GE= genotype environment 

n.a. = not applicable 

Trait abb. 

suggested 

(6 letters only) 

DAYSHD 

FLRPRO 

FSCABG 

BYD.V 

SOILOM 

GRNCOL 

GRNYLD 

Class* 

GE 

GE 

GE 

GE 

E 

GE 

GE 

** 
C= 

D= 

name 

days 

% 

% 

0-9 
% 

colour 

t/ha 

continuous 

discrete 

Date: 

Standard Output Scale 

type** 

c 
c 
c 
D 

c 
D 

c 

value*** 
type 

I 

R 

R 

I 

R 

T 

R 

*** 
D =Date 

I= Integer 
R =real 

T = text 

possible values 

or 
validation limits 

45-180 

4-17 

0-100 

0-9 

0-8 
W,A,R,P,B,W-R,R-W,R-A 

.50-11.0 

Output decimals 

marginal means across 
unreplicated values environments 

or or 
means across reps genotypes 

0 I 

I 2 

0 I 

0 2 

2 2 

n.a. n.a. 

2 3 

Please provide a reference for Standard Operating Procedure (see Version 1 ICIS Technical Development Manual) or a textual description 
of measurement method. 
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APPENDIX 5. INDEX TO SOURCE CODE FOR ICIS APPLICATIONS 
C. G. McLaren, R. Casumpang, C. Lopez 

AS.I GMS DLL C++ Header 

ICIS\DEVELOP\GMSDLL\GMS.H 

AS.2 Test GMS - Name search and Dendrogram test in C++ 

ICIS\DEVELOP\TESTGMS\TESTGMS.C 

AS.3 GMS DLL PASCAL Header 

ICIS\DEVELOP\HEADER\GMS.PAS 

AS.4 GMS header information using FORTRAN 90 

ICIS\DEVELOP\HEADER\GMSHDR.FOR 

AS.5 Applications to parse pedigrees to GMS in FORTRAN 90 

ICIS\PROJECTS\INGER\P ARSE.FOR (Old PMS structure) 

ICIS\PROJECTS\ACCNO\IRGB.FOR (Old PMS structure) 

ICIS\PROJECTS\GRIN\GRIN.FOR 

AS.6 GMS BROWSE application in FORTRAN 90 

ICIS\DEVELOP\BROWSE\BROWSE.FOR 

AS.7 Applications to parse breeders' records to GMS in PERL 

ICIS\PROJECTS\CAMBODIA\CAM2PMS.PL 

ICIS\PROJECTS\CIAT\CIAT2PMS.PL (Old PMS structure) 
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APPENDIX6. STYLE GUIDE FOR THE TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT 
MANUAL 

C.G. McLaren, J. 'White, P.N.Fox and B.Skovmand ICISA6A 

A6.1 INTRODUCTION 

This style guide is for authors of sections of the ICIS Technical Development Manual to prepare 
material with consistent style so that it can be easily collated. 

Each chapter will be managed by the primary author of the chapter as a Word Document with 
name: ICIS+ChapNo+VersionLetter.DOC For example this document is ICISOB.DOC, The 
introductory chapter is ICISlG.DOC. This gives scope for 26 versions which I hope is enough, but 
if not we can probably start at A again without much danger of confusion. 

Only the primary author can create a new version of any chapter, so all updates, corrections 
comments and requests for a particular chapter need to be e-mailed to the primary author for 
incorporation into the master document. 

The primary author's working document has the next version number after the last released version, 
which is reflected next to the chapter heading in the contents (this document). Whenever a chapter 
has been updated by the primary author, it should be sent to the documentation co-ordinator 
(G.MCLAREN@CGIAR.ORG) as a binary attachment named with the next version number. The 
co-ordinator then updates the CONTENTS (ICISOB.DOC) with the new document name and date 
and any other aspects of the contents that the author informs him have changed - like authors, 
section headings or new sections etc. Periodically, the co-ordinator sends updated documents, 
including ICISOx.DOC, to a list of addresses. 

A6.2 PAGEFORMAT 

Pages should be numbered at the bottom centre with chapter number-point-page number so that 
changes to one chapter do not affect others. 

A6.3 SECTION, TABLE AND FIGURE NUMBERING 

All section headings should be left justified; chapter headings should have the following format: 

Chapter_Number. HEADING 

Principal sections should be numbered: Chapter_Number.Section_Number 

Subsections may be numbered with third level numbers if desired. 

Tables and figures should be numbered as Table Chapter-no.Primary-section-no. table-no. 
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A6.4 FONTS 

Text font should be Times New Roman 12 pt. 

Chapter headings should be 12pt bold upper case. Primary section headings should be 12pt bold upper 
case. Secondary section headings should be 12pt bold lower case with main words starting with capitals. 

Tables should try to follow the Times Roman font, but font size should be as required. 

Examples of database code and contents should be in Courier font with whatever font size is convenient for 
the example. 
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APPENDIX7. TUTORIALS ICISA7A 

A.7.1 ICIS MINI TUTORIAL 
Jeffrey W. White and Paul N. Fox, 

CIMMYT 
1. Starting I CIS 
Having installed ICIS according to the instructions on the CD-ROM, you can begin to explore ICIS. This tutorial 

will mainly use wheat data from the International Wheat Information System (IWIS). You may try another crop 
but of course, results will vary. (For suggested examples of cultivar or other names to use with all crops, see 
Table 1 below.) 

To start ICIS Vl.O, make sure that the ICIS CD is in your CD drive. Then, either click the ICIS icon ii or, from 
the Start menu of Windows, navigate to Programs ~ ICIS folder~ ICIS. ICIS will start and display the 
welcome screen. Under the ICIS bar on the left, you see the ICIS implementations currently available. At the 
bottom, the Document bar takes you to the Technical Documentation Manual. 

~--:.;:". 

Click on the Wheat icon Ii!. (You may have to scroll down the list of ICIS implementations to see this icon.) A 
log-in menu will appear. For this introductory version of ICIS, the user name and password are "hard-wired", so 
you simply click on the OK button. This clears the log-in screen and opens IWIS to the tools for querying 
wheat genealogy data (under the bar Read GMS). We will now explore some of these tools. 

2. Dendrograms (IDEND) 

To view the pedigree of a wheat cultivar displayed in tree form (dendrogram), first click on the IDEND icon JIJ. 
(You may have to scroll down the list of ICIS tools to see this icon.). Note the advisory message explaining 
how to exit from the IDEND menu bar. Click on the OK button. 

To search for a name, click on the Search Name iMJ icon on the IDEND toolbar. When the Search Name tool 
opens, type the name 'Borlaug M 95' (leave out the single quotes), and then click the Find button. The tool 
displays a single entry with GID (germplasm identifier) of 62526. Double-click on the name, and the GID is 
automatically loaded into the GID field of the main IDEND toolbar. By default, the expansion level is set to 5, 
equivalent to searching back to great great great grandparents. 

Generate the dendrogram by clicking on the Generate icon 1§1. The program will pause a moment to access the 
CD ROM and then display the dendrogram. 

To resize the display, click on the Fit in Page icon~. The dendrogram is re-sized to fill the window. There are 
several other functions within IDEND. 

To view the pedigree in Purdy notation (a standard system used by many breeders), click on Cross Expansion in the 
IDEND toolbar. A window opens displaying the expansion. Click on Close to return to the main IDEND 
screen. 

Within the displayed dendrogram, click on the node for Tucan in the tree. A screen appears with several options. 
First, select the Other names button and then click OK. A list of alternate names for Tucan appears. Select 
OK to return to the dendrogram. 

Click on the node for Tucan again and select Sisters and Descendants, leaving the number set to 100. Select OK. 
The program will search for the first 100 immediate descendants and sisters of Tucan. In this C¥e. 17 enti;jes 
are found. Click on the Close button to return to the main IDEND screen. ·· ·· -~ 

There are several other options for exploring pedigrees via IDEND. Experiment with changing the expansion level 
to 10 or higher. 

When you finish experimenting, exit IDEND by clicking on the Quit icon ljl . 
[For instructions in subsequent exercises, we assume the user is familiar with finding buttons and icons. Commands 

that have to be executed are simply identified in bold letters.] 
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3. Coefficients of Parentage (ICOP) 
To calculate a matrix of measures of pedigree-based coancestry (genetic relatedness) for three wheats, first open 

ICOP by selecting its icon r.zJ from the left-hand tool list. (Note the warning to exit correctly from the tool.) 
Enter the first name by typing 'Borlaug%'in the Name window. Note the use of a percent sign('%') as a wild card. 

This is very useful for searching for names when the exact spelling is uncertain or the name is long. When ICIS 
finds, the corresponding GID, the number is displayed. Hit the Return key to pass this material to the COP 
matrix. 

Repeat this operation for 'Weaver' and 'Katepwa'. (Alternatively, string searches could be conducted with the names 
search tool.) 

Then click on the Generate COP Matrix icon 18. A progress bar appears. (Generating a COP is 
computationally complex, so this on-line tool is limited to a maximum of 14 parents.) When processing is 
complete, the matrix of COP values is displayed. For more information on COPs, see Chapter 5 of the 
Technical Development Manual. This chapter also explains the Browse tool, which allows calculation of COPs 
with much larger numbers of materials. 

Exit ICOP by clicking on the Exit door. 

4. Searching Germplasm (GMSSRCH) 

The GMSSRCH tool allows examining germplasm for multiple attributes at once. Click on GMSSRCH ~ to 
open this tool. 

To find instances of germplasm that start with the letters 'SIETE', type 'SIETE%'. (Again, note the use of the 
character'%" as a wild card.) Click Search to retrieve all instances of germplasm linked to this name. 

Highlight the second entry in the list. Its name then appears in the Tree window. Clicking on the '+'box displays 
the immediate source (118156) of 'Siete Cerros T66'. Click on the next '+'to display 'Penjamo T 62' and 
'GABO 55', the parents ofll8156. 

Click on the name 'Penjamo T 62" and note its source is displayed to the right. For more information on 
GMSSRCH, see Chapter 5 of the Technical Development Manual. 

Exit GMSSRCH by clicking on Close. 

5. Viewing Evaluation Data 
The only field evaluation data in the ICIS Version 1.0 CD-ROM are in the Sustainable Farming Systems Database 

(SFSD). Navigate to this implementation first by clicking on the ICIS bar on the left-hand tool rack. The list of 
S?sti 

ICIS implementations and their respective icons will appear. The SFSD icon • is at the bottom of the list, so 
you may have to use the down arrow to bring the icon into full view. Click on the icon and navigate past the 
log-in screen. 

To view the list of studies in the SFSD, click on the Studies icon jgEf. The top window lists the studies, and the 
lower window shows a world map with study locations. 

Resize the two windows by placing the cursor on the separation between these two windows. When a double-headed 
arrow appears, you can resize the window as you like by dragging the separator up or down. 

Zoom in to Mexico on the map using the Zoom in tool ~ from the tool bar. Click the icon to activate the zoom in 
function. Then click on one comer of the area you want to zoom to and then drag to the opposite comer (e.g., 
click off the coast of California and then drag the rectangle down to Venezuela by holding down on the left 
mouse button). Release the mouse button, and the map will re-size to Mexico and surrounding areas. 

To locate a specific study on the map, click on the corresponding SNAME or TITLE. Try Studies number 4, 6 and 8 
and note how the location marker blinks. 

To view more information on study no. 4 ('Mucuna pruriens growth calibration .. .'), double-click on the SNAME or 
TITLE. A pop-up window appears showing the factors and variates used in the study, as well as identifying the 
principal investigator. (This window is still under development.) 

To see the experimental data, the ICIS Data Management System (DMS) currently uses a link to Microsoft Excel 
macros. (If you do not have, MS Excel installed, or if you run MS-Office 2000, this tool will not work.) First, 

click on the Raw Data icon • to open the tool. Note the instruction on how to exit from Excel when you 
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finish a consultation, and click on OK. Depending on whether you have the macro warning feature enabled, a 
screen may appear asking whether the workbook should be opened with macros enabled. Click on Enable 
Macros. A worksheet with various headers appears. 

To select the study from which to retrieve data, first click on cell B-1 to the right of Study. Then open the pull-down 
menu DMS INPUT and select STUDY. A pop-up list titled UserForm 1 appears. Double-click on the study 
'Growth2'. The study name is automatically loaded into cell B-1. 

To retrieve the list of factors and variates, open the pull-down menu DMS RETRIEVE and select RETRIEVE 
FACTOR/VARIATE. This loads all of the factor and variate description for the trial. 

To retrieve the data, open the pull-down menu DMS RETRIEVE and select RETRIEVE DAT A. The link to ICIS 
will load all of the data associated with this study into a second sheet called Observation. Factor and variable 
names are displayed at the top of the sheet. The data can then be manipulated as in any spreadsheet and the 
workbook saved for future use. 

This powerful interface can also be used for loading data and conducting queries. For further information, see 
Chapter 10 of the ICIS Technical Development Manual. 

Exit MS Excel, saving the workbook if you want to look at the data subsequently. Click on the ICIS button on the 
status bar (bottom left of screen) or use the Alt-Tab keys to jump to ICIS. 
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6. External Pedigree Input Tool (EPIT) 
To add a pedigree to the sample local IWIS database, first enter IWIS and click on the "Update GMS" bar at the lower 

left to access the External Pedigree Input Tool {EPIT). You will add a wheat released as EPITEST in 1999, from 
the cross COCAMBAIMILLEWA made in 1990. For simplicity, we assume nothing is known about the 
"derivation history", e.g. sites and conditions of early generation selection. 

Double Click EPIT I?.: and click OK for the message about closing EPIT. Also click OK when the message "can 
not load LOCATIONS table" appears. The message "Status: Not connected to Database" will appear on the 
EPIT toolbar. 

Click on the LOGIN icon ~button on the top left of the screen. Use "ICISUSER" both as the user name and as 
the password (neither is case sensitive). Now you can write to the Local wheat database, which the ICIS 
installation software created on your hard disk. Note that your status now is "Connected to Database 
with WRITE privileges." 

To begin entering the cross, click on the GERMPLASM INSERT icon Ii.:. 
In the Preferred Name box, type 'COCAMBAIMILLEWA'. Then click the list display arrow button I\ l to the right 

of"Pref. Name Data". For Name Type, select #3 "UNNAMED CROSS" from the pick list. In the "Date:" box, 
add '1990'. Click "Add". Do not attempt to add location details in this version of ICIS. 

Click the list arrow Ebf "Germplasm Method:" and select Method #101 "SINGLE CROSS" from the pick list. 
Then click CONTINUE. The displayed screen enlarges, and the name "COCAMBA/ MILLEW A" appears. 
(Had you selected #2 "CROSS NAME" above instead of #3 "UNNAMED CROSS", "COCAMBA/ 
MILLEWA" would have had to have been entered again manually in "Purdy Cross History".) 

Click Parse. Click on the name 'COCAMBA' to highlight it and the hit the Select button. 
Click the first instance of MILLEW A in hit list and select. On right hand side, in "Add to GMS", click Send. Now 

click Add to GMS again. "Germplasm Record Added, GID=-1" appears. "OK". 
Hit "STOP" Close Germplasm Insert and "Yes" you want to close form. 
Again click GERMPLASM INSERT icon. In Preferred Name add EPITEST. Then click "Pref. Name Data". For 

Name Type, select "RELEASE NAME" from the pick list. In "Date:", add 1999-12-31. Click "Add". 
Click on the down arrow of "Germplasm Method:" and select Method #31, "UNKNOWN DERIVATIVE", from the 

pick list. "CONTINUE". Type "O" in Source germplasm GID field. Type "-1" in Group germplasm GID field. 
"Add to GMS". Germplasm Record Added, GID=-2. 

Finally, click OK, then STOP E§jJ and then close the form. 
To view the COP of the new cross, return to "Read GMS" on the left-hand tool rack and then run ICOP as in section 

3 of this tutorial. 

Add 'EPITEST', then 'CONDOR', enter and hit the Generate COP Matrix icon llJr. The coefficient of parentage 
algorithm automatically extracts CONDOR data from Central and EPITEST from Local. Exit EPIT and run 
IDEND to see a family tree for EPITEST extending back 26 generations. 

Please Provide Feedback! 
The ICIS V 1.0 CD ROM is meant both to provide researchers with access to a wide range of data, 

particularly on crop pedigrees, and to demonstrate the potential of integrated crop information systems. User 
feedback wiU be key in guiding future ICIS development. Please send any comments to Paul Fox (afox@cgiar.or!!) 
at CIMMYT or Graham McLaren (g.mclaren@c!!iar.org) at IRRI. -- ·~ 
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T bl 1 S a e uggeste d names to use or querymg I erent imp ementauons o flCIS 
Crop Name GID Number of 

Ancestral 
Generations 

Barley BlOll 27956 12 

Bean SEQ 11 34369 3 
GM82 53986 5 

Chickpea ICCV2 56 

Cowpea IT83S-680-9 94 5 
IT93K-596-14 36776 8 

Maize CML 126 30940 5 

Potato Katahdin 2754 9 
FLS-18 512 10 
C94.676 8708 21 

Rice IR64 50533 11 
IR 43940 54331 12 

Soybean TGX996 1504 4 
TGX46 320 3 

Sweet potato CIP 197100.22 10980 5 

Wheat Borlaug M 95 62526 31 
Katepwa 150154 24 
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I. USING THE TUTORIAL DATABASE 

The GMS tutorial database is a local database for learning and practicing the use of GMS 
applications. By using the tutorial database, you avoid corrupting your own local data during a 
practice session. The steps below describe how to change one local GMS to another. 

1. Go to the Launcher (5.2). If the local DSN value is TUTORIAL, there is no need to proceed 
with the steps that follow. Otherwise, change the active installation by the following steps. 

2. Click the <Change INl> button. An open dialog box appears. 

3. Go to the \ICIS\EXEs directory. A list of 1NI files appears in the dialog box. 

4. Click on the TUTORIAL.INI file. 

5. Click the <Open> button. 

6. The DSN (4.2.4), usemame, and password values for the GMS tutorial database are 
displayed. 

DO NOT MODIFY ANY OF THE DISPLAYED VALUES. 

7. Click the <OK> button. The tutorial database can now be used. 
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II. GENERA TE & MODIFY GERMPLASM LISTS 

A. GENERA TE A NEW LIST 

OBJECTIVES: AT THE END OF THIS TUTORIAL, THE USER SHOUID BE ABLE TO: 

1. Generate a germplasm list; 

2. Add an entry to a list; and 

3. Perform common list operations. 

Practice Set: A list of candidate parents with known seed source. 

CANDIDATE PARENT SEED 
SOURCE 

IR64 BREEDER 1 

IR 72 BREEDER2 

IR43 BREEDER 3 

IR 20 SEED PACKET 

IR 74384-26 98DS-62 

IR 65629-157-3-2-3-2-1 A3404 

PSB RC 20 HB6722 

VANDANA HB99D-52 

IR 73289-127-8095 B14-54 

Exercise: Open an existing OLD-PARENTS list in the Browse window and generate a new list 
named NEW-PARENTS consisting of the above entries. If the entries already exist in the OLD
PARENTS list, add them by selecting from the Browse window. Otherwise, search the GMS 
database. 

Tutorial Steps: 
(Alternative ways of performing a step may be included and described after "*TRY THIS.") 

OPEN A LIST IN THE BROWSE WINDOW: 

1. Start SETGEN (5.5.1). Select OLD-PARENTS from the List Selector (5.5.2). 

*TRY THIS: Instead of clicking OLD-PARENTS in the List Selector, type "OLD" in the 
space above it. 
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2. Click on the <List><Browse> menu. The OLD-PARENTS list is opened and its contents 
displayed in the Browse window. 

*TRY THIS: Keep the mouse pointed in the List Selector, right-click and select <Browse>. 

GENERATE A NEW LIST: 

3. Click on the <List><New> menu. The cursor is placed in the space provided for list name. 

*TRY THIS: Keep the mouse pointed in the Edit window, right-click and select <New>. 

4. Enter the following list characteristics: 

a. Name 

b. Type 

c. Date 

d. Title 

NEW-PARENTS 

LST 

2000 

List of Candidate Parents for the 2000 Nursery 

SPECIFY AN ENTRY TO ADD: 

5. Click the '+' speed button. The Add a New List Entry window appears (5.5.5). 

The first entry does not appear in the OLD-PARENTS list. Therefore, it must be specified. 

6. For the first entry above, enter the following: 

a. Designation 

b. Source 

IR64 

BREEDER 1 

Leave default values in the other fields. 

7. Click the <OK> button. 

A name search is performed, and the results displayed in a listbox (5.5.3.b). 

8. Fourteen hits are returned. Highlight the second-to-last record. (We choose this one since 
we have not been given an accession no. and it is from the desired location. In general, we 
choose a line with an international testing no. (IRTP), as this- is a common means of 
distribution.) 

9. Click the <Select> button. The selected record is added to the Edit list. 

ADD AN ENTRY FROM THE BROWSE WINDOW: 

The second entry is the same as that in the OLD-PARENTS list. Therefore, we will select the 
entry from the Browse window. 

10. In the Browse window, highlight the entry corresponding to IR 72. 
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11. Click the '+' speed button. The Add a New List Entry window appears again, but, with the 
values from Browse displayed. 

12. Click the <OK> button. The entry from the Browse window is added to the Edit list. 

ADD A RANGE OF ENTRIES FROM THE BROWSE WINDOW: 

The IR 43 and IR 20 entries will be selected from the Browse window. Since they appear as 
consecutive entries, these will be selected as a range of entries to add to the Edit list. 

13. In the Browse window, highlight the entry corresponding to IR 43. 

14. Press the <Shift> key. 

15. While keeping the <Shift> key pressed, click on the IR 20 entry. A range of two entries is 
selected. 

16. For each highlighted entry, repeat steps 11 & 12. 

17. Add the remaining entries by repeating steps 5-9. 

NOTE: If a name search returns more than one hit, select the record with an IRTP no. If 
there is none, select the release variety from the desired country. 

SAVE A LIST: 

18. After all entries have been added to the Edit list, save NEW-PARENTS. Click on the 
<List><Save> menu. 

The Edit window should look like the following: 

1-·LiS1 Characteristics· -····-----· -··---·----------------------·-- ·· -···-· · -··-·----- · ···· - · ···· ··--- ----·-····--·-·· ·-·--

ii Name !NEW-PARENTS Type !LST 3 Date jiiii'. -
I 

~Trtle lust of Candidate Parents for the 2000 Nursery 

(Designation 

IR 64 

IR 72 

IR 43 

•:IR 20 

i IR 74384-26 

Group Name Entry Code 

IR 5657-33-2-rnR 2061-465-1-5-5 1 

IR 19661-9-2-3-3/IR 15795-199-3-3mR 9129-2!F.2 

IR 305-3-17-1-3/IR 24 3 

IR 262-24-3/TKM 6 

IR 66421-96-2-1-1"2/BASMATI 370 

:i IR 65629-157-3-2-3-2-1 IR 53942-69-3-1-1-1/IR 44624-127-1-2-2-3 

4 

5 

6 

PSB RC 20 IR 35293-125-3-2-3/lR 32429-47-3-2-2//IR 4198!7 

VANDANA C 22/KALAKERI 8 

IR 73289-127-8095 (IR 64/AZUCENA (C)) AC 210//2"1R 64 (NH) 9 

CLOSE OPEN LISTS: 

Source GID En1ry ID 

50533 

BREEDER 2 70125 2 

BR 3 19541 3 

PACKETS 2296 4 

620236 5 

95109 6 

83343 

891364 8 

204553 9 

19. Clear both Browse and Edit windows. Click on the <List><Close List><All> menu. 

NOTES: 

a. An entry can be cancelled by clicking the <Cancel> button in the Add a New List Entry 
window. 
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b. When the <Cancel> button is clicked and a range of entries is highlighted, only that entry is 
cancelled. 

c. If an Edit list is closed and changes have not been saved, the following query appears: 

"Save changes to the GMS ?" 

i. Click the <Yes> button to save changes; or 

II. Click the <No> button to discard changes; or 

iii. Click the <Cancel> button to cancel saving and continue working on the list. 

B. MODIFY AN EXISTING LIST 

OBJECTIVES: AT THE END OF THIS TUTORIAL, THE USER WILL KNOW HOW TO: 

I. Modify a list entry; 

2. Add a blank entry; and 

3. Remove a list entry. 

Practice Set: The entries in the NEW-PARENTS list with plot numbers or entry codes is shown 
below. The unspecified check varieties are included in the updated list. 

ENTRY 

IR64 
IR 72 
CHK VARIETY I 

IR43 
IR 20 
IR 74384-26 
IR 65629-157-3-2-3-2-1 
CHK VARIETY 2 
PSB RC 20 
VANDANA 
IR 73289-127-8095 

PLOT/ENTRY 
CODE 

HB1271 
HB1272 
HBl273 
HB1274 

HBl275 
HB1276 
HB1277 
HB1278 
HB1279 
HB1280 
HB1281 

Exercise: Modify NEW-PARENTS to update the entry codes of each entry, and add blank entries 
for the check varieties. 
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Tutorial Steps: 

OPEN A LIST TO MODIFY IN THE EDIT WINDOW: 

1. Select NEW-PARENTS from the List Selector. 

2. Click on the <List><Open> menu to open NEW-PARENTS in the Edit window. 

*TRY THIS: Point your mouse over the List Selector, right-click and select <Open>. 

EDIT AN ENTRY: 

3. Select the first entry. 

4. Click on the <Edit><Edit Entry> menu. 

*TRY THIS: Point your mouse over the Edit window, right-click and select <Edit Entry>. 

5. Modify the entry code value of the first entry to HB1271. 

6. Click the <OK> button. The entry code is updated and displayed in the List Manager. The 
highlighted entry moves down one entry. 

7. Update the entry code values of the remaining entries by repeating steps 4-6. Get the values 
from the table above, but ignore the check entries. 

ADD A BLANK ENTRY: 

8. Click on the <Edit><Add Blank> menu. 

*TRY THIS: Point the mouse over the Edit window, right-click and select <Add Blank>. 

9. Repeat step 8 twice to add two more blank entries. 

10. Edit two blank entries. Put CHI(. 1 and CHK. 2 in the designation field and HB1273 and 
HB1278 in the entry code field, respectively. 

REMOVE AN ENTRY: 

11. Select the last blank entry. 

12. Click on the <Edit><Remove Entry> menu. 

*TRY THIS: Point the mouse over the Edit window, right-click and select <Remove Entry>. 

13. Save the updated list by clicking on the <List><Save> menu. 
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III. IMPORT PEDIGREE LISTS IN AN EXTERNAL FORMAT 

Objectives: At the end of this tutorial, the user should know how to: 

1. "Import" pedigree entries listed in Excel, or other electronic files, into an ICIS 
germplasm list~ and 

2. Delete a germplasm list. 
Tutorial Steps: 

ASSIGN A TEMPORARY LISTID: 
The list to be imported must be given a name and associated list identifier (LISTID). 

1. Open the local GMS database where the list will be imported. For this tutorial, open the 
\ICIS\Tutorial\Tutorial.mdb ACCESS database on the ICIS installation drive. 

2. If the active tabbed page is not TABLES, click the TABLES tab. The list of existing tables in 
the local GMS is displayed. 

3. Double-click on the LISTNMS table. The table is opened and its structure appears as follows: 

LISTNMS Table Structure 

1 usrm I JJSTNAME lusrnAT I 1.1srrypE I usrum I usTnF.sc. 
1 OLD-PAREN 19990700 HB -1 SAMPLE PARENTS for 

2 Fl99\VS 19990700 Fl -1 SAMPLE Fl NURSERY 

3 F399\VSPN 19990700 PN -1 SAMPLE F3 LINES fo 

4 F4-F599\VS 19990700 PN -1 SAMPLE F4-F5 LINES 

Records for previously generated lists are displayed. If the table is empty, no list exists. 

4. Add a record to the table to define a temporary list containing the entries to import. Enter 
values in the following fields: 

a. LISTID 

b. LISTNAME 

c. LISTTYPE 

A value entered must unique. Enter -1 for this tutorial. 

Alphanumeric characters, including spaces, can be entered, up to a 
maximum of 11 characters. Enter TEMP for this tutorial. 

Any code, up to three letters, must be entered. Enter LST for this 
tutorial. 

d. The other fields can be blank. 

5. Close the LISTNMS table. 

PREPARE A LIST TO IMPORT: 
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Entries must be in a specific format before they can be imported. 

6. Open an Excel file (or any other electronic spreadsheet) containing the entries to import. For 
this tutorial, open the \ICIS\Tutorial\TUT_DER99A.xls file. 

7. Format the spreadsheet to contain the following columns in the specified order: 

a. LISTID 

b. GID 

c. ENTRYID 

d. ENTRYCD 

e. SOURCE 

f. DESIG 

g. GRPNAME 

The LISTID value entered from step 5, e.g., -1 should be entered in 
all rows of this column. This field cannot be null. Create and fill 
this column for this exercise. 

All entries should have zero GID. If the value is not zero, the entry 
will skipped in the batch process. Create and fill this column for 
this exercise. 

If the order which an entry is processed is important, the values 
should be consecutive integers, i.e., from 1 to the number of 
entries. Otherwise, values can be zero. Entries are processed in 
ascending order. Create and fill this column for this exercise. 

This column can be used to represent an entry, or plot no., 
or identifier, where it was grown. ENTRYCD may be blank or 
represent any characteristic. Rename PLOT NO as ENTRYCD in 
this exercise. 

This column can be used to identify a source or plot no. in a 
previous nursery from where an entry was selected or it may be 
blank, or represent any characteristic. Move the column SOURCE 
to the correct position in this exercise. 

This column should contain an entry name such as a full derivative 
history (pedigree or line), or a cross ID, or cultivar name, i.e., PCR 
89303-13-1-2. This CANNOT be blank.Rename the 
DESIGNATION column in this example. 

This column may be blank or contain an entry's cross 
history in purdy string notation, i.e., CT 9993-5-10/PSB RC 60. 
This necessary only if the cross cannot be identified from DESIG, 
or the cross is not yet in the GMS". Rename the PARENTS column 
in this example. 

8. Remove any existing column headings. The formatted spreadsheet should be as follows: 
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A B: C D E F G 

1 -1 0 1 21501 PHL LR19274-6-4-3 P3/SINANDOMENG 

2_ -1 0 2 21534 THA TUT99A 87027-82-31 PLAI NGAHM/KHAO TAH OAT 

3 -1 0 3 21535 THA TUT99A 89187-48 KHAO SAMUT/PCRFR84004-18-B 

_!__,-1 0 4 21536 THA HTA87030-16-1-3 KHAO RACHINI/HTAFR86001 

5 '-1 0 5 21537 THA TUT99A 89303-13-1-1-2 FR13A/IR9764-45-2-2 

6 i-1 0 6 21538 THA TUT99A 92093-17-1-B SRI SONG KRAM/GOO MEUANG LUANG 

7 '-1 0 7 21539 THA TUT99A 92093-56-2-B KHAO TAH OAT/GOO MEUANG LUANG 

8 :-1 0 8 21540 THA TUT99A 92088-34-28 KHAO TAH PLAI/SPR60 

9 :-1 0 9 21541 THA TUT99A 90197-2-8-1 PCRBR83012-40-21/PG56//HTA60 

10 -1 0 10 21542 THA TUT99A 92088-38-8-2 KHAO TAH PLAI/SPR60 

11 ·-1 0 11 21543 THA TUT99A 92082-B-3-1 SPRLR83260-143-1-l/GOO MEUANG LUANG 

12 -1 0 12 21544 THA TUT99A 92088-40-B-1 KHAO TAH PLAI/SPR60 

13 -1 0 13 21545 THA TUT99A 91046-14-38 PCRBR83012-40-21/PG56//HTA60 

14 -1 0 14 21546 THA TUT99A 93172-17-B KDML 105/JAO LOI 

Only columns A-G should be used and there should be 41 rows in this example. 

9. Copy as many entries as possible to the clipboard (or memory) All will fit in this example. 

10. Go to your local GMS and double-click on the LISTDATA table. 

11. Click on the <Edit><Paste Append> menu. The following message appears: 

"You are about to paste xxx record(s). Are you sure you want to paste these records?" 

xxx will be 41 in this example. 

Click the <Yes> button to proceed. 

Click the <No> button to cancel the process. 

12. Repeat steps 9 and 11 until all entries are in the LISTDATA table. 

13. Close the local GMS. 

PROCESS THE LIST: 

14. Run SETGEN, click the <gid> speed button on top of the Browse window. The Generate 
GIDs in Batch Mode window appears. 

The source list must be specified and list characteristics of a destination list must be specified 
as well. 

15. From the source list field, select the list to be processed, e.g., TEMP. 

16. Specify a new list to store the processed entries in destination list. Default values for type 
and date may be changed to desired values. For the tutorial, enter INGER LIST as the 
destination list and leave the other default values. 

17. Specify or change the default germplasm and name locations, if desired. Follow the steps 
described in 5.5.3.c. 
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CHECK OPTIONS: 

18. Check 'Automatically select hits with one find' to automatically select single hits. The 
Search GMS window no longer appears. By default this option is checked. 

19. Check 'Exclude Germplasm Bank Accessions (name type = 1) from hit list' to exclude 
germplasm with accessions numbers from the hit list. If the hit list consist only accessions, 
then the list is displayed. By default this option is not checked. 

20. Click the <Start> button. The batch process begins. 

21. When an entry is processed, the Search GMS window may appear. Follow the steps 
described in 5.5.3.b. 

22. After the batch process is complete, the following query appears: 

"Do you want to save now?" 

Click the <Yes> button to save the processed entries. 

Click the <No> button to save at a later time. 

23. To exit the Generate Gills in Batch Mode window, click the <Close> button. The 
destination list processed can be viewed in the List Manager. 

NOTES: 

a. The batch mode process can be cancelled anytime before the <Start> button is clicked. 
To cancel a process, click the <Close> button. 

b. During the process, an entry can be cancelled when the Search GMS window appears. 
Click the <Cancel> button in the window. 

DELETE A GERMPLASM LIST: 

24. Select a list to delete from the List Manager. For the tutorial, select the TEMP list. 

25. Click on the <List><Delete List> menu. 

*TRY THIS: Point the mouse in the List Selector, right-click and select <Delete List>. 

26. Click on the <List><Save> to save all changes made. 
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IV. SELECT LOCATIONS & ADD EXTERNAL PEDIGREE INFORMATION 

Objectives: At the end of the tutorial, the user should be able to: 

1. Add a location that is not in the GMS; 

2. Select a location; 

3. Prescribe gennplasm characteristics of an entry not yet in the GMS through the 
External Pedigree Input Tool; 

4. View characteristics of a gennplasm entry from the Edit window; and 

5. Export a list to an Excel spreadsheet. 

Practice Set: A parent list of another breeder, whose entries were planted in the 1999 dry season 
of the Hybridization Block nursery. Seed origins are from a foreign source, some with known 
parentage. 

PLOT NAME 

HB2114 IR68724-12-6-2 

HB2116 TUTBC5 

HB2118 VIET CROSSl 

HB2120 VIETCROSS2 

HB2122 PHL SC99-12-8-2-5 

HB2124 PHL DC99-4-7-9-3 

HB2126 CHNUDM 

HB2128 INGER91046-14-3B 

ORIGIN 

LOS BANOS 

LOS BANOS 

VIETNAM 

VIETNAM 

PIIlLIPPINES 

PIIlLIPPINES 

CHINA 

INGER 

PARENTAGE 

IR80/5*TAM VUOT 

P3/SINANDOMENG 

VIET CROSS 1/SIAM29 

IR48000/KDML105 

IR 72-CROSS/IR64-CROSS 

PCRBR83012-40-21/PG56//HTA60 

Exercise: Generate a new list named HB99NEWSRC, consisting of the above entries. If an entry 
does not yet exist in the GMS, and its parentage is known, enter it.· Names should be in ICIS 
standard fonn. 
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Tutorial Steps: 

1. Generate a new list by following the step described in Il.3, and prescribe the following list 
characteristics: 

a. Name 

b. Type 

c. Date 

d. Title 

HB99NEWSRC 

HB 

1999 

1999 Hybridization Block Nursery, Dry Season 

2. Add the above entries to the Edit window by following the steps described in Il.5-7. 

For the first entry above, enter the following values: 

a. Designation 

b. Entry Code 

c. Source 

IR68724-TUT-12-6-2 

HB2114 

LOS BANOS, LAGUNA 

Leave default values in the other fields. 

3. Click the <OK> button. 

A name search is performed. But, since the name does not yet exist in the GMS, the Name 
Information for New Entry (5.5.5.f) window appears with default values displayed. 

The entry name entered in step 2 appears in the germplasm name field. This cannot be 
modified. By default, the entry name entered in step 2 is a germplasm's preferred name. The 
default name type and germplasm method values are "guessed" from the name. There may or 
may not be default values for the name date and location fields. The default values may be 
modified to a desired value. 

SPECIFY NAME CHARACTERISTICS: 

4. If the default name type is incorrect, modify it to a desired name type by selecting from 
the pick list. 

For the first entry, leave the default name type value (i.e., DERIVATIVE NAME). 

5. Modify a default date value if the date when an entry name was given is known. Use the 
following date format: YYYY-MM-DD. If a date is not known, delete the default date and 
leave the field blank. 

For the first entry, delete any default date that appears and leave the date field blank. 

6. To accept the default location displayed, proceed to step 15. Otherwise, specify the location 
where a name was given, or, if a location is unknown, change it to a blank. To do this, click 
the <Change> button. The Select Location window appears (5.5.3.c). 
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7. If the displayed country is not the desired country, select the desired country from the pick 
list. 

For the first entry, change the displayed country to PHil.JPPINES, if it is not the displayed 
country. 

*TRY THIS: If you know the GMS location ID of a desired country, enter its location ID in 
the location ID field beside the country pick list. 

Instead of browsing through the pick list looking for PHil.JPPINES, enter its associated 
location ID in the appropriate field, i.e., enter 171 in the location ID field. 

The locations of a selected country are retrieved and displayed in sorted order in the listbox 
below the country pick list. The name of a selected country appears in the location field and 
is highlighted in the listbox. The highlighted value is the default selected value. 

8. In the space above the Jistbox, type a desired location name. A location value in the listbox 
matching cJosest to the typed value is automatically highlighted; otherwise, there is no 
highlighted value. 

For the first entry, type LOS BANOS in the location field. 

*TRY THIS: Instead of typing a name in the location field, scroll through the list box. 
When the desired value appears, click on the line containing the desired value to highlight it. 

9. If a desired location is highlighted, proceed to step 14. Otherwise, proceed to the next step 
and add a location to the GMS. 

ADD A LOCATION: 

10. If a desired location is not yet in the GMS, click the <Add> button beside the location field. 
The Add Location window appears (5.5.3.d). 

11. Enter the complete name of a location to be added in the complete name field. 

For the first entry, enter the location name LOS BANOS, LAGUNA. 

12. If a name has an associated abbreviation, enter it in the abbreviation field. An abbreviation 
can be composed of alpha-numeric characters, up to a maximum of eight characters. 

For LOS BANOS, LAGUNA, enter LBL as the abbreviated location name. 

13. Click the <Add> button. If no abbreviation was specified in step 12, the following query 
appears: 

"No abbreviation specified. Are you sure?" 

1. Click the <Yes> button if you do not want to specify an associated abbreviation for 
the name entered in step 11. 

11. Click the <No> button to go back to the Add Location window to continue specifying a 
location to add. Repeat steps 11-13. 
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The location name is added to the OMS and the list box in the Select Location window. Its 
name appears in the location field and also becomes the highlighted value. 

NOTE: Adding a location can be cancelled. Click the <Cancel> button at anytime before 
step 13. 

SELECT A LOCATION: 

14. To select the highlighted location in the Select Location window, click the <OK> button. 

For the first entry, click on the highlighted line (LOS BANOS, LAGUNA). 

*TRY THIS: When a desired location appears in the listbox, double-click on the line 
containing the desired location. 

NOTES: 

a. If a location is unknown, change the location field to a blank. When the location field is 
blank, there is no highlighted value. Click the <OK> button. 

b. A list of previously selected locations appear in the shaded box below the listbox. If a 
desired location appears in the shaded box, it can selected by double-clicking on the line 
containing the desired location. There is no need to go through steps 6-14. 

c. The default maximum number of most recently selected locations is four. This number 
can be increased to a larger number. Enter the desired number in the number box at the 
bottom of the window. 

d. Selecting a desired location can be cancelled at anytime before step 14. 

SPECIFY BREEDING METHOD: 

15. If the default breeding method is not the desired one, select it from the pick list. 

For the first entry, select the single plant selection method. 

*TRY THIS: If you know the method number corresponding to a desired breeding method, 
enter it in the method no. field beside the germplasm method field, i.e., the method no. 
corresponding to single plant selection is 205. The displayed method is updated 
correspondingly. If a method no. entered does not have an associated breeding method, the 
following error message appears: 

"Method number does not exist." 

Repeat the step. 

16. If a name reference number is known, enter it in the name reference field at the bottom of the 
Name lnfonnationfor New Entry window. 

17. Click the <OK> button. The External Pedigree Input Tool window appears (5.5.5.g~i). 
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NOTES: 

a. A breeding method cannot be modified or changed to another one after the <OK> button 
has been clicked. The process must first be cancelled, then the process repeated before a 
method can be changed. 

b. An entry can be cancelled being added to the Edit window. Click the <Cancel> button at 
anytime before step 17. 

18. If a germplasm (entered in step 2) has at least one other associated name, proceed to the next 
step. Otherwise, proceed to step 24. 

PRESCRIBE ALTERNATIVE NAME: 

19. In the External Pedigree Input Tool window, click the <Add> button under the alternative 
names list box. 

The Name Information for New Entry window appears again, but, no default name appears in 
the germplasm name field. 

The default name type, date, and location values that appear are the values that were specified 
in steps 4-14. When specifying an alternative name, the germplasm method field cannot be 
modified. 

20. Enter an alternative name in the germplasm name field. 

21. Specify the name type and date and location where an alternative name was given. Follow 
the steps described in steps 4-14. 

22. Click the <OK> button. 

23. For each alternative name to be prescribed, repeat steps 19-22. 

NOTE: Adding an alternative name can be cancelled. Click the <Cancel> button at anytime 
before step 22. 

24. If the breeding method specified in step 15 is generative, proceed to the next step. Otherwise, 
proceed to step 29. 

PRESCRIBE CROSS IBSTORY: 

If there is a '*' or '/' in an entry name entered in step 2, then the default value that appears in 
the purdy cross history for generative method field is the name. Otherwise, no default cross 
history appears. 

25. If a cross history is known, or the default cross history is to be modified, enter the desired 
cross history in the purdy cross history for generative method field. Otherwise, leave this 
field blank, if unknown, and proceed to step 28. 

26. Click the <Parse> button beside the field. The cross history is parsed (5.5.5.h). 
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27. For each of the parsed components that exists in the GMS, follow the steps described in Il.8-
9 (5.5.3.b). 

28. Proceed to step 35. 

PRESCRIBE DERIVATIVE IDSTORY: 

Default values appear in the group and source germplasm fields. These may be changed to a 
desired germplasm. All of the characters in an entry name before the first ' - ' corresponds to 
the default group germplasm name. The entry name up until the character immediately 
before the last ' - ' corresponds to the default source germplasm name. 

29. If both default values for the group germplasm and source germplasm are correct, proceed to 
step 32. Otherwise, proceed to the next step. 

30. Change the source germplasm name to a desired name. 

31. If a group germplasm can be derived from a source germplasm name (i.e., source germplasm 
is IR 65493-12-43; hence, group germplasm is IR 65493), change the group germplasm field 
to a blank. Otherwise, enter a desired group germplasm name. 

32. Click the <Parse> button beside the source germplasm field. The derivative history is parsed 
(5.5.5.h). 

33. If a parsed source germplasm exists, follow the steps described in Il.8-9. Proceed to step 35. 

If none of the parsed sources exist, a name search is performed on the group germplasm. 

34. If a group germplasm exists in the GMS, go to step 33. Otherwise, prescribe characteristics 
of a group germplasm. Repeat the whole process, starting from step 3. After you are through 
prescribing a group's characteristics, proceed to the next step. 

35. Prescribe a germplasm date then location. The default values that appear are the name date 
and location values prescribed earlier. To change the default values that appear, follow the 
steps described in steps 5-14 above. 

36. Click the <OK> button. The entry name entered in step 2 is added to the end of a currently 
open list in the Edit window. 

NOTES: 

a. An entry name entered in step 2 is a preferred name. Alternative names entered in steps 
19-23 are other names. 

b. An entry can be cancelled being added to the Edit window. Click the <Cancel> button at 
anytime before step 36. 

37. Repeat steps 2-36 for each of the entries to add to the Edit window. 

NOTES: After an entry is added to the Edit list, view and verify the characteristics just 
prescribed by the following steps: 
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a. In the Edit window, highlight an entry whose germplasm characteristics are to be viewed. 

b. Point the mouse over the Edit window, right-click and select <View Characteristics>. 
The View Characteristics window appears (5.5.3.a). 

c. To print characteristics of a highlighted node, click the <Print> button. 

d. To close the window, click the <Close> button. 

38. After the above entries have been entered, save the list. The Edit window should look like 
the following: 

Characiaristics-· ·· · --·-·- ----------------... - .... - ....... ____ ... _ .. ---·- ........... ··-----··· · 

jHB99NEWSRC Type IHB ::J Date! r-:1999-=---

j1999 Hybndization Block Nursery, Dry Season 

Group Name Entry Coda 

IR 68724-12-6-2 IR 6!1l64-99-3-3-3-3/2'1ET 10Cfi4 HB2114 

TUT BC 5 IR 80!5"TAM VUOT HB2116 

,, VIET CROSS 1 P 3/SINANDOMENG HB2118 
I' 1 

VIET CROSS 2 P 3/SINANDOMENG//SIAM 29 HB2120 

PHL SC 99-12-8-2-5 IR 40000IKHAO DAWK MAU 105 HB2122 

PHL DC 99-4-7-9-3 IR 72-CROSSllR 64-CROSS HB2124 

CHN UDM CHN UDM HB2126 

INGER 91046-14-38 PCRBR 83012-40-21/PINGAEW 56//HAN TRA 60 HB2128 

EXPORT AS AN EXCEL Fll.E: 

Soun: a GID 

UBON RATCHATHANI RICE RES 1-41 

USON RATCHATHANI RICE RES 1-46 

VIETNAM -47 

VIETNAM -48 

PHILIPPINES -53 

PHIL -58 

CHINA -59 

INGER -62 

39. Click on the <List><Export As><XLS Excel File> menu. An save dialog box appears. 

*TRY THIS: Point the mouse over the Edit window, right-click and click <Export 
As><XLS Excel File>. 

40. Go to the directory where you wish to save your Excel file to. 

41. Enter a desired filename in the filename field. 

42. Click the <OK> button. 

NOTES: 

a. Exporting can be cancelled anytime step 42. To cancel, click the <Cancel> button in the 
save dialog box. 

b. Exporting a list also supports the following text file formats: !NI format, TAB delimited, 
and fixed format text files. 
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V. GENERA TE NEW CROSSES 

Objectives: At the end of the tutorial, the user should be able to: 

1. Prescribe germplasm characteristics of a new cross; and 

2. Prescribe a naming convention for crosses. 

Practice Set: A list, consisting of new crosses crossed in the Philippines, year 2000. Entries 
with assigned cross IDs (i.e., R 2000.xxx) are from a 2000 wet season Fl nursery. The names of 
the remaining entries are either cross names or if the name column is blank, its parentage. 

ORIGIN 
NAME METHOD PARENTAGE 

FEMALE MALE 

R2000.101 SC IR68724-12-6-2/KDM 105 THAILAND 

LUR SCI SC IR 68724-12-6-2/IR 20 * HB99NEWSRC *OW-
PARENTS 

R2000.102 3-WAY SIAM29/IGT//PSB RC 54 IRRI *OLD-
PARENTS 

R2000.103 3-WAY DA WN*3/SIGADIS//IR158-
12-2 

TW Fl 2000 3-WAY IR262-24-3/LUR 99.1 BREEDER *F199WS 

DC Fl 2000 DOUBLE YR11813/KKNLR75160 THAILAND 

R2000.104 DOUBLE 360/T141//IR5-273-1/LP28 BREEDER BREEDER 

IRATWAB DOUBLE IR80/TAM VUOT//WAB32 URRC, THA IRAT 
DC 

R2000.105 DOUBLE VIET CROSS 1/W AB32 *HB99NEWSRC IRAT 

R2000.106 B-CROSS VIET CROSS 2 *HB99NEWSRC 

Exercise: Separate the above list into two: the first list consisting of crosses without assigned 
cross ID nos., and the second for crosses with cross ID nos. Name the first list 2000CROSSES 
and the second list FIWS2000 (identifying its entries as Fls from the wet season, year 2000). 
Prescribe new crosses in the Specify Generative Crosses window. 

If a parent origin is from an existing list (a '*' appears before the origin), the parent should be 
selected from the specified list. Names should be in ICIS standard form, and the dates and 
locations the same for all entries. Note that a parent used in a cross may not yet exist in the 
GMS. 
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Tutorial Steps: 

A. PRESCRIBE NEW CROSSES 

1. Generate a new list named 2000CROSSES. Other list characteristics can be specified, 
if desired. 

2. Click the 'x' speed button. The Specify Generative Crosses window appears (5.5.8). 
The default values for breeding method, name type, dates, and locations are the 
previously specified values. 

3. If the default breeding method is not the desired one, select a desired method from the 
list. Follow step IV.15. 

For the first entry, select the single cross method. 

4. To change the default germplasm date, specify when the cross was made in the 
germplasm date field. If it is unknown, leave this field blank. 

For this tutorial, all crosses were made in 2000. 

5. To change the default germplasm location, click the <Change> button beside the 
germplasm location field. Follow the steps described in IV.7-14. 

For this tutorial, all crosses were made in the Philippines. 

SPECIFY A FEMALE PARENT: 

6. If a female parent is to be specified from an existing list, proceed to the next step. 
Otherwise, to specify a female parent manually, proceed to step 12. 

7. In the List Selector of the Specify Generative Crosses window, highlight a list 
containing a desired female parent. 

8. Point the mouse over the List Selector, right-click and select <Browse>. The 
highlighted list is opened and its contents displayed in the Browse window. 

For this tutorial, the first list that should be open in the Browse window is HB99NEWSRC. 
This corresponds to the second entry in the above practice set. 

9. In the Browse window, click on an entry containing a desired parent. The highlighted 
entry name appears in the next parent field below the Browse window. 

For this tutorial, the female parent of LUR SC 1 is IR 68724-12-6-2. Highlight the entry 
corresponding to this name. 

10. Click the <Female> button beside the next parent field. 

*TRY THIS: Point the mouse over the Browse window, right-click and select <Female>. 

11. Proceed to step 16. 
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12. Enter the name of a female parent in the next parent field. 

13. Click the <Female> button beside the next parent field. A name search is performed. 

14. If a parent entered in step 12 does not yet exist in the GMS, follow the steps described 
in IV .4-36. Otherwise, select the desired germplasm from the displayed hit list. 

15. Proceed to the next step. 

16. To specify a male parent from an existing list, follow steps 7-10 above. Otherwise, to 
manually specify a male parent, follow steps 12-14 above. 

For this tutorial, the parent IR 20 should be selected from the OLD-PARENTS list. 

17. If the maximum number of female parents or male parents has already been 
prescribed, and you try to specify another parent, the following message appears: 

"Maximum no. of female parents already prescribed." 

To change an already prescribed parent, proceed to the next step. Otherwise, proceed to step 
22. 

CHANGE A PRESCRIBED PARENT: 

18. Remove an already prescribed parent. Highlight the female or male parent to remove 
from the Parents window. 

19. If a parent to change is a female, point the mouse over the Female Parent window, 
right-click and select <Delete>. Otherwise, if a parent is a male, point the mouse over 
the Male Parent window, right-click and select <Delete>. 

20. To prescribe another female parent, repeat steps 6-10. Otherwise, to prescribe a male 
parent, repeat step 16. 

21. Repeat steps 18-20 for each parent to change. 

SPECIFY NAME CHARACTERISTICS: 

Default values for name type, name date, and name location appear in their respective fields. 
These may be modified to desired values. 

22. To change the default name type value, select the desired type from the name type 
pick list. 

23. The default name date that appears is the same as the prescribed germplasm date. To 
change the default name date, enter the desired date in the name date field. 

For this tutorial, the name date should be the same as the germplasm date. 

24. The default name location that appears is the same as the prescribed germplasm 
location. To change the default name location, click the <Change> button beside the 
name location field and follow the steps described in IV.7-14. 
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For this tutorial, the name location should be the same as the germplasm location. 

25. A default name appears in the designation field as: PRESCRIBED FEMALE 
PARENT/PRESCRIBED MALE PARENT. To change the default name, type a 
desired name over the default name. 

For the second entry of this tutorial, change the name to LUR SCI. 

26. The default entry code and source values should be left as is. Do not add any 
attributes. 

27. Add the newly prescribed germplasm to the GMS and an entry to the list open in the 
Edit window. Click either the <Next> button or the <OK> button. 

a. Click the <Next> button to continue prescribing crosses in the window. Repeat the 
process from step 3. 

b. Click the <OK> button to return to the List Manager. The newly added entry can be 
viewed. To prescribe another cross, repeat the process from step 2. 
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NOTES: 

a. Germplasm characteristics of an entry from the Browse window in the Specify Generative 
Crosses window can be viewed. Highlight the desired entry, point the mouse over the 
Browse window, right-click and select <View Characteristics>. 

Similarly, a prescribed female or male parent's characteristics can be viewed as well. 
Highlight a parent whose characteristics you wish to view, point the mouse over the female 
or male parent window, right-click and select <View Characteristics>. 

b. List characteristics may be viewed from the Specify Generative Crosses window's List 
Selector. Highlight the desired list, point the mouse over the List Selector, right-click and 
select <List Characteristics>. 

B. SPECIFY NAMING CONVENTIONS 

1. Generate a new list named FJWS2000 with appropriate list characteristics. 

2. Click the 'x' speed button to open the Specify Generative Crosses window. 

3. Check the use naming convention box. The Naming Convention window appears 
(5.5.8.c-d). 

4. In the start constant field, enter R 2000. (include the period at the end). 

5. In the next integer field, enter 101. 

6. Leave the end constant field blank. 

7. Click the <Close> button. 

8. Repeat steps A.3-24 above. 

9. After characteristics have been specified, the default name that appears m the 
designation field is the prescribed naming convention. Do not change this. 

10. Repeat steps A.26-27 above. 

11. Repeat steps 8-10 for each entry using a naming convention. 

NOTE: To stop using a prescribed naming convention, uncheck the use naming convention box. 
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VI. GENERA TE DERIVATIVES (SELECTIONS) INTERACTIVELY 

Objective: At the end of the tutorial, the user should be able to generate germplasm derivatives 
in interactive mode. 

Practice Set: A list of entries, selected from a F2 nursery, pedigree nursery, and outside sources 
whose derivatives are to be included in the next November pedigree nursery cycle. 

SELECTION 
NAME SOURCE NO.OF PARENTAGE 

TYPE 
PLANTS 

R2000.101 F2Zl216 PLANT FJWS2000 
50 

R2000.103 F2Zl220 PLANT FJWS2000 
50 

IR43-TUT-I PNX7000 MODIFIED BULK F399WSPN 

IR 72-TUT-B PNGOIOO SELECTED BULK F399WSPN 

IR 29483-TUT-12-6 PNX8000 RANDOM BULK F4-F599WSPN 

IR 45372-TUT-12-B PNX8050 PLANT F4-F599WSPN 
3 

TH99-3-4-5 THAILA RANDOM BULK KDML 105/IR 72-
ND CROSS 

TH98-2-2 THAILA PLANT 
ND 6 

TH98-2-3 THAILA SELECTED BULK 
ND 6 

Exercise: Generate two lists: one list containing only those deriv.atives generated by plant 
selection, and the other list containing the other derivatives. The list consisting of plant 
selections will be used in the November 2000 pedigree nursery. The other list_?ill be ~ the 
replicated yield trials nursery, dry season. When generating a list, specify list characteristics 
appropriately. Assume that the nursery is in Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines. 

Bulk selections should be represented by a 'B' at the end of a derivative name. Only one 
derivative should be generated when a bulk selection is made. 
If a source germplasm is in an existing list, select that source germplasm from the specified list. 
Otherwise, specify the source germplasm manually. If a source germplasm is in an existing list, its 
name is italicized in the PARENTAGE column. If the group of a manually specified source 
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germplasm does not yet exist in the OMS and its cross history is given above, enter its cross history. 
Otherwise, enter it as an unknown generative method. 

Tutorial Steps: 

1. Generate a new list with the appropriate list characteristics. 

2. If a source germplasm is from an existing list, open a list in the Browse window containing a 
source germplasm. Otherwise, if a source germplasm is not from an existing list, proceed to 
step 4. 

For the first entry of this tutorial, open the FJWS2000 list in the Browse window. 

3. Highlight an entry, corresponding to a source germplasm, from the Browse window. 

For the first entry of this tutorial, highlight the entry whose name corresponds to R 2000.101. 

*TRY THIS: If the list that is currently open in the Browse window contains more than one 
source germplasm, highlight a range of entries containing source germplasm. 

4. Click the '• ' speed button. The Advance a Line One Generation window appears (5.5.7). 
Some of the fields contain default values. 

5. If the default breeding method is not the desired one, select a desired method from the list. 
Follow step IV.15. 

6. To change the default name type value, select the desired type from the name type pick list. 

SPECIFY DERIVATIVE NAMING CONVENTION: 

7. Specify a start constant value. A start constant can consist of alphanumeric characters up to a 
maximum of eight characters. 

For the first entry of this tutorial, do not specify a start constant value. 

8. If the number of plants selected is specified, enter the value in the (plants selected) no. field. 
If none is specified, this value should be zero. 

For the first entry of this tutorial, enter 150. 

9. Click whether specified number should be used as a variable or as a constant in the (plants 
selected) use as field. If the number of derivative names to generate should equal the number 
of plants selected, then click use as a variable. Otherwise, if only one derivative name should 
be generated, click use as a constant. The default is the first option. 

For the first entry of this tutorial, use the number of plants specified as a variable (first 
option). 

10. Specify the start no. of the derivative names in the (plants selected) start plant no. field. The 
default value is one. 

For the first entry of this tutorial, the start plant no. should be one. 
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11. Specify an end constant value, up to a maximum of eight alpha-numeric characters. 

12. If a source germplasm was selected from the Browse window, proceed to step 16. Otherwise, 
proceed to the next step. 

SPECIFY SOURCES: 

13. If a source germplasm exists in the GMS, leave the group gerrnplasm field blank. Otherwise, 
enter the group germplasm of a source germplasm that is not yet in the GMS. 

NOTE: Unless a method is unknown derivative method, the method of a specified group 
gennplasm MUST be generative. 

14. A name search is performed. If a specified group germplasm does not yet exist in the GMS, 
follow the steps described in IV.4-36. Otherwise, select the desired group germplasm from 
the hit list displayed. 

15. If where a source germplasm is from is known, enter it in the source field. Otherwise, leave 
the source field blank. 

SPECIFY DA TES AND LOCATIONS: 

16. If the date when a derivative/derivatives was/were generated is known, enter the date in the 
germplasm date field. Otherwise, leave this field blank. 

17. If the date when names were given to the derivative(s) is known, enter it in the name date 
field. Otherwise, leave the field blank. 

18. If a location where the derivatives were generated is known, specify the location in the 
germplasm location field. Follow the steps described in IV.6-14. 

19. If a location where the derivatives were given its name is known, specify the location in the 
name location field. Follow the steps described in IV.6-14. 

20. If desired, specify an attribute for the derivatives. 

21. Click the <OK> button. Either one or the number of plants specified (if used as a variable) is 
added to the list in the Edit window. 

NOTE: Specifying derivatives can be cancelled. Click the <Cancel> button anytime before 
step 21. 

22. Repeat steps 3-21 for each set for derivatives to add to the GMS. 

23. After all the derivatives of a list is generated, save the list. Repeat the whole process for the 
second list. 
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VII. ENTER DMS DATA 

Objectives: At the end of the tutorial, the user should know how to use the DMS workbook, 
specifically: 

1. Enter observation data into the Data Management System (DMS) workbook; 

2. Load data into the DMS; and 

3. Retrieve data from the DMS. 

Practice Set: The pedigree nursery list whose entries were generated in the tutorial immediately 
preceding. Assume that the name that was given to this is PNNOV2000. 

Assume that the data in the excel file \ICIS\Tutorial\TUT _DAT A.XLS are the selections that 
were made from the November 2000 pedigree nursery. For purposes of this tutorial, the 
following measurement variates are assumed to have been recorded: METHOD_NO, NPLANTS, 
ST ART_NO, GERMDA TE, GERMLOC, NAMED A TE, and NAMELOC. 

Tutorial Steps: 

RUN THE WORKBOOK: 

1. Click the option corresponding to DMS WORKBOOK in the Launcher, then click the <Run> 
button. A dialog box may appear displaying the following warning: 

"The workbook you are opening contains macros. Some macros contain viruses that may be 
harmfu,l to your computer. If you are sure this workbook is from a trusted source, click 

'Enable Macros'. If you are not sure and want to prevent any macros from running, click 
'Disable Macros'." 

2. If the warning appears, click the <Enable Macros> button. Otherwise, the DMS workbook 
appears (10.4). 

SELECT A LIST: 

3. Click on the <LIST DATA><Select a List> menu. A window displaying the existing lists in 
the local GMS are displayed. 

4. Double-click on the desired list to open. 

For this tutorial, double-click on PNNOV2000. 

5. Click on the <LIST DATA><Retrieve List Data> menu. The active worksheet is changed to 
OBSERVATION, and the selected list is retrieved and the following fields are displayed: 
ENTRYCODE, DESIGNATION, GID. 
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For this tutorial, the entry code field is blank. Only the designation and GID fields have 
corresponding values. 

DESCRIBE FACTORS AND MEASUREMENT VARIATES: 

The measurement variates and any additional factors for the set of collected data must be 
defined. 

6. Click on the DESCRIPTION tab to make DESCRIPTION the active worksheet. 

Descriptions must be prescribed for the following description sections: STUDY, FACTORS, 
and VARIATES. 

ENTER MEASUREMENT VARIATES: 

7. Make the first immediate blank row in the VARIATE column (there CANNOT be any blank 
lines within a section) the active cell. 

20' 
21 

-22 I 
VARIATE DESCRIPTION TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE 

23 

8. Enter a variable name used in the study. 

For the first measurement variate of this tutorial, enter METHOD_NO in the active cell. 

9. On the same row, make the TRAIT column the active cell. 

20 
21-...!P.'ll'I~ 

22 METHOD_NO 
23 

10. Click on the <DMS INPUT><Trait> menu and double-click on the desired trait from the list 
displayed. 

11. If the desired trait does not appear, enter the trait in the active cell. 

For the variate METHOD_NO, enter METHOD NUMBER as the corresponding trait. 

12. After selecting a trait, default values for SCALE and METHOD may appear. If the default 
values are correct, go to step 19; otherwise, go to the next step. If a trait was specified 
manually, no default values for SCALE and METHOD appear. 

13. On the same row, make column SCALE the active cell. 

14. Click on the <DMS INPUT><Scale> menu and double-click on the desired scale from the 
list displayed. 

15. If none of the displayed values is correct, enter the scale in the active cell. 

For the variate METHOD_NO, enter NUMBER as the corresponding SCALE. 
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16. On the same row, make the column METHOD the active cell. 

17. Click on the <DMS INPUT><Method> menu and double-click on the desired method from 
the list displayed. 

18. If none of the displayed values is correct, enter the desired method in the active cell. 

For the variate METHOD_NO, enter NOT SPECIFIED as the corresponding method. 

19. On the same row, make the column DATA TYPE the active cell. 

20. If the values of the variable entered from step 8 are numeric, enter N; otherwise, enter C. 
[NOTE: A data type can only be a number or a character variable. Represent boolean 
variables either by a Oil (numeric) or YIN (character).] 

For the variate METHOD_NO, enter N as the corresponding data type. 

21. Go to the next row immediately following. 

22. For each measurement variate, repeat steps 7-21. 

The variate, trait, scale, and method values initially provided by the DMS correspond to the 
standard evaluation system (SES), none of the values exist in the DMS. Therefore, each must 
be specified manually. 

After all variates have been specified, the variate section of the description sheet should look 
something like the following: 

20 
VARIATE DESCRIP"TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE 

__ 22 METHOD_NO 
23 'NPLANTS 
~START_NO 

25 GERMLOC 
26 GERMDATE 
27 NAMELOC 
~NAMEDATE 

29 

METHOD NUMBER NUMBER 
NUMBER OF PLANTS NUMBER 
START PLANT NUMBER NUMBER 
LOCATION OF GERMPLASM GENESIS GLOCN 
DATE OF GERMPLASM GENESIS GDATE 
LOCATION WHERE NAME WAS ASSIGNED NLOCN 
DATE WHEN NAME WAS GIVEN NDATE 

NOT SPECIFIED N 
NOT SPECIFIED N 
NOT SPECIFIED N 
NOT SPECIFIED N 
NOT SPECIFIED N 
NOT SPECIFIED N 
NOT SPECIFIED N 

23. The trait, scale, method, and data type of the ENTRYCODE factor must be defined. Go to 
the row corresponding to where ENTR YCODE is and enter the following values for the 
corresponding columns: 

a. Trait 

b. Scale 

c. Method 

d. Data Type 

PLOT (select 
<DMS INPUT><Trait> menu) 

PLOT NUMBER 
<DMS INPUT><Scale> menu) 

NOT SPECIFIED 

c 

ENTER ADDITIONAL FACTORS: 
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24. If there are additional factors other than the default displayed, i.e., ENTRYCODE, 
DESIGNATION, and GID, add a blank row immediately after GID. There should be two 
blank rows between the GID and the variate section. 

25. Go to the first blank row in the FACTORS section and make the column FACTOR the active 
cell. 

26. Enter the factor name. 

27. Repeat steps 9-20. 

28. For each additional factor, repeat steps 24-27. 

NOTES: 

a. There MUST be at least one blank row between the last value of a section and the section 
headings of a different section. 

b. There MUST NOT be any blank rows within one section. 

c. The factor names and variable names MUST be unique within the study. 

DEFINE THE STUDY: 

29. Make the second column of the first row the active cell. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

B c 

30. Enter the name of the study. Use alpha-numeric characters, up to a maximum of 15 
characters. 

For this tutorial, enter PNNOV2000. 

NOTE: The study name must be unique within the DMS. 

ASSIGN MEASUREMENT VARIATES: 

31. Move to another cell. 

For this tutorial, move the cursor to the next column. 

32. Click on the <DMS INPUT><Assign Row Heading (Observation)> menu. The variables 
specified in the DESCRIPTION sheet appear as column headings in the OBSERVATION 
worksheet. 
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ENTER DATA: 

33. Start entering data. Missing values should be blank, both for numeric and character data. 

At the start of this tutorial, we assumed that the data contained in 
\ICIS\Tutorial\TUT_DATA.XLS are what were entered into the DMS workbook. Because of 
this assumption, you can cut and paste the values from columns D-J in TUT_DATA.XLS to 
the DMS workbook. Or, if desired, you can reenter the values into the workbook. 

SAVE A DATAFILE: 

34. It is not necessary to finish entering data in one session. You can save whatever you have 
entered into the workbook, even if you have not yet finished entering all data. Click on the 
<File><Save> menu to save what you have entered into an excel file using the default 
filename (Bookl.xls). To save using another filename, click on the <File><Save As> menu. 

OPEN A DATA FILE: 

35. You may continue entering your data at another time. To open the file that was saved in step 
34, you can simply double-click on this file. There is no need to run the DMS workbook 
from the Launcher. The file can be opened without running the workbook macros. Select the 
desired file to open (filename entered in step 34). 

LOAD DATA TO DMS: 

Data that is loaded into the DMS is assumed to have been already "cleaned." DO NOT load 
data into the DMS without having proofread the data first. 

36. Click on the <DMS LOAD><Load the File> menu. This loads the data into the local DMS. 

For this tutorial, finish entering the data corresponding to each of the entries, then proofread. 
After proofreading, click on the <DMS LOAD><Load the File> menu. 

37. Exit the Excel application. 

After the data has been loaded, the excel file that you used to enter your data can be deleted. 
For back-up purposes, you may keep the excel file. 

RETRIEVE DATA FROM THE DMS: 

Once data has been loaded into the DMS, the excel file where the data was entered is no 
longer needed. Data can be retrieved from the DMS by simply running the workbook. 

38. Load the DMS WORKBOOK by selecting it from the Launcher (steps 1-2 above). 

39. Make the active cell the second column of the first row (step 29). 

40. Click on the <DMS INPUT><Study> menu. A list of existing DMS studies are displayed. 

41. Select the desired study by double-clicking on the study name. 

For this tutorial, only one study exists. Select that study by double-clicking on it. 
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42. Retrieve the factors and variables in the study. Click on the <DMS RETRIEVE><Retrieve 
FactorN ariate>. The factors and variables in the study are retrieved and displayed. 

43. If you wish to retrieve only specific factors or variates, delete the row or rows corresponding 
to those factors or variates whose data you do not wish retrieved. 

Since there are no values in the ENTRYCODE factor, delete this row. 

44. Retrieve the data in the study. Click on the <DMS RETRIEVE><Retrieve Data> menu. The 
associated data are retrieved and displayed. 

Since the record corresponding to ENTR YCODE was deleted in the previous step, this factor 
no longer appears in the retrieved set of data. 

NOTE: The factors and van.ates MUST be retrieved first (step 42), before any associated 
data can be retrieved (step 44 ). 
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VIII. GENERA TE DERIVATIVES (SELECTIONS) IN BATCH MODE 

Objectives: At the end of the tutorial, the user should know how to: 

I. Format and process Excel entries to the GMS with relative ease (a review and repeat 
of Part ill); and 

2. Generate derivatives in batch mode. 

Practice Set: The entries that were selected from the November 2000 pedigree nursery. The 
selected lines will be advanced one generation and included in the next pedigree nursery cycle, 
which will be in May 2001. In the previous tutorial, we did not create a list containing those 
entries that were selected from the PNNOV2000 list. Instead, we assumed that this process was 
already done sometime before the previous tutorial. 

So that we can also review how to import entries in Excel, the import process is included and 
repeated in this tutorial. 

A. IMPORT EXCEL ENTRIES 

Because part A of this tutorial is a repeat of Part ill, the step-by-step procedures are not described 
in detail. 

FORMAT ENTRIES TO IMPORT: 

Steps 1-8 are done with the Excel application. 

1. Open the \ICIS \Tutorial\TUT_DATA.XLS file. The file is opened and displayed in Excel. 

2. Highlight column B (the column containing the entry names) as so: 

Copy this to memory by either pressing <Ctrl-C> or clicking on the <Edit><Copy> menu. 

3. Click on the speed button to create a new excel file. This is the leftmost speed button 
immediatel_~ndemeath the main menu. The speed button clicked should be similar to the 

following: I D 
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A new excel window appears. The spreadsheet is blank. 

4. In your new Excel sheet, highlight column F, as the first part of step 2. Paste the memory 
contents to this column by either pressing <Ctrl-V> or clicking on the <Edit><Paste> menu. 

The contents that were copied to memory in step 2 are now in column F. 

5. If the first row displays the field name, delete it. There should only be a total of 70 records. 

6. Fill each of the rows corresponding to a column with the specified values: 

e. Column A (USTID) -1 

f. Column B (GID) 0 

g. Column C (ENTRYID) ascending integers, from 1-70 

h. Columns D, E leave these columns blank 

7. Highlight rows 1-70, columns A-F. 

8. Copy the highlighted area to memory. Press <Ctrl-C> or click on the <Edit><Copy> menu. 

9. If there are any ICIS applications currently running, exit them before continuing. 

Steps 10-12 are done with the local GMS database (TUTORIAL database). 

10. Open the LISTNMS table in the tutorial database (\ICIS\Tutorial\TUTORIAL.mdb) and enter 
a new record with the following values: 

a. LISTID 

b. LISTNAME 

c. LISTTYPE 

d. Leave the rest of the fields as is. 

-1 

TEMP 

LST 

11. Open the LISTDATA table and click on the <Edit><Paste Append> menu. 

12. A query appears to confirm whether or not to proceed with the operation. Click the <Yes> 
button. 

13. Exit the Excel application and close the TUTORIAL database. 

When you exit Excel, a dialogue box may appear displaying the following message: 

"There is a large amount of information on the Clipboard. Do you want to be able to paste 
this information into another program later?" 

If the above message appears, click the <No> button. 

14. Run SETGEN from the Launcher and click the 'gid' speed button to open the Generate G!Ds 
in Batch Mode window. 
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15. Select or specify the following values corresponding to their fields: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Source List 

Destination List 

Type 

Date 

Title 

TEMP 

NOV2000SEL 

PN 

2000-11 

PN Selections, November 2000 

Leave the default values for locations and options. 

16. Click the <Start> button. 

17. After the entries are processed, a query appears. Click the <Yes> button. 

18. Click the <Close> button to exit the window. 

B. GENERA TE DERIVATIVES IN BATCH MODE 

1. In the List Manager, click the 'pn' speed button. The Generate Plant Selections in Batch 
Mode window appears (5.5.9). 

2. Select a list containing selected entries from a pedigree nursery in the source list field. 

For this tutorial, select the NOV2000SEL list. 

+ Genernte Ph1nt Selections on Batch Mode lllll~EJ 

-Germplasmlist-----·-- ·--··---,.....~~~~ 
··source List Destinlllion List 

I :::J Date 12000-01-1 Tiiie 

L c:_oN_~~ SELECTIO~ PARAMETERS l[l:l~~~~~F::~0i()~~ETE.B?J 
StudyNmne 

'Germpl11.sm Date , I -- Nsme Date 

,Germplasm Loctllion 

! Germpl11.sm D!l.1e Name Date 

ii ::JI 
· Germplasm Loclllion 

< 0i11nge I · 1 
· Nmne Locmion 

< C!Jenga I ,i 

::J 

::J 

-Nsming eo""!ntion-_---. -_ ·---- ·:-i' 
Start Constant End Constant .. ! StmtQ;;;t;;1'i:~dO:>nstent --

11 ::J I :::J 
:~~;;y~~~-~--'"':-=-~==-=:·~~--:·=,=~~=~=--~=~--=-:==~=-=~-=:·~--:··--~~=-;1 

'. Start Constant Neid Integer End Constant 'I Stmt Constant NelCI Integer End Constant ·;. 

, jo ~I I ::JI ::JI ::J: 
I r SOURCE. Prllllious EN"mY CODE J SOURCE Veri~le I ;L 

Stmt Close l i 
-----i---·-"' 
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3. Specify the list characteristics of a destination list. The list characteristics that may be 
specified in the window are: destination list, type, date, and title. A default type is LST, and 
default date is the current date. A list name and type must be specified. 

For this tutorial, specify the following characteristics for the destination list: 

a. Destination List NOV2000DER 

b. Type PN 

c. Date 2000-11-

d. Title Derivatives Generated from Selected Entries m 
Pedigree Nursery, November 2000 

4. SPECIFY STUDY: If data was loaded into the DMS, select a study where the selection data 
was saved to from the study name field. 

Only one study exists in this tutorial. Select that study. 

The selection data fields must be associated to a measurement variate included in the study. 
Selection data that must have an associated measurement variate are: the selection type or 
METHOD and the NO. OF PLANTS selected. The other selection data fields are optional. 

5. SPECIFY BREEDING METHOD 

a. Data is in the DMS Select the variable corresponding to breeding method from the 
method field in the DMS Variable Name column. 

b. Data is a Constant Select the breeding method of the derivatives from the method field in 
the Constant Value column. 

6. SPECIFY NUMBER OF PLANTS 

a. Data is in the DMS Select the variable corresponding to the number of plants selected 
from the no. of plants field in the DMS Variable Name column. 

b. Data is a Constant Specify the number of plants selected of each selection from the no. of 
plants field in the Constant Value column. 

Each of the steps from 7-17 are optional. If no data exists corresponding to a measurement 
variate, whether it be a constant or from the DMS, then skip the specific step. Otherwise, 
select the corresponding variable from the DMS; or specify a constant value. 

If no data exists for any of the measurement variates from steps 7-17, proceed to step 18. 

RULE of THUMB for NUMBER OF PLANTS: 

a. If the number of selections is zero, no derivatives are generated. 
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b. Method is a bulk selection: If the number of selections is greater than zero, this may 
indicate the number of plants or just that some plants were bulked. Only one derivative 
is generated. 

c. Method is not a bulk selection: If the number of selections is greater than zero, then this 
number indicates the how many separate derivatives will be generated. 

7. SPECIFY GERMPLASM DA TE 

a. Data is in the DMS Select the variable corresponding to the germplasm date from the 
germplasm date field in the DMS Variable Name column. 

b. Data is a Constant Specify the germplasm date in the germplasm date field of the 
Constant Value column. 

8. SPECIFY NAME DA TE 

a. Data is in the DMS Select the variable corresponding to name date from the name date 
field in the DMS Variable Name column. 

b. Data is a Constant Specify the name date in the name date field of the Constant Value 
column. 

9. SPECIFY GERMPLASM LOCATION 

a. Data is in the DMS Select the variable corresponding to germplasm location from the 
germplasm location field in the DMS Variable Name column. 

b. Data is a Constant Specify the germplasm location by clicking the <Change> button next 
to the germplasm location field in the Constant Value column. Follow the steps 
described in IV.6-14. 

10. SPECIFY NAME LOCATION 

a. Data is in the DMS Select the variable corresponding to name location from the name 
location field in the DMS Variable Name column. 

b. Data is a Constant Specify the name location by clicking the <Change> button next to 
the name location field in the Constant Value column. Follow the steps described in 
IV.6-14. 

11. SPECIFY NAMING CONVENTION'S START CONST ANT 

a. Data is in the DMS Select the variable corresponding to the naming convention's start 
constant from the naming convention start constant field in the DMS Variable Name 
column. 

b. Data is a Constant Specify the naming convention's start constant in the naming 
convention start constant field of the Constant Value column. 
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12. SPECIFY ST ART NUMBER 

a. Data is in the DMS Select the variable corresponding to the start number of from the 
start no. field in the DMS Variable Name column. 

b. Data is a Constant Specify the start number of each derivative from the start no. field in 
the Constant Value column. 

NOTE: When start number is zero and the method is a bulk selection, no number is added to 
the end of a derivative name. 

13. SPECIFY NAMING CONVENTION'S END CONSTANT 

a. Data is in the DMS Select the variable corresponding to the naming convention's end 
constant from the naming convention end constant field in the DMS Variable Name 
column. 

b. Data is a Constant Specify the naming conventions' end constant m the nammg 
convention end constant field of the Constant Value column. 

14. SPECIFY ENTRY CODE'S START CONSTANT 

a. Data is in the DMS Select the variable corresponding to the entry code's start constant 
from the entry code start constant field in the DMS Variable Name column. 

b. Data is a Constant Specify the entry code's start constant in the entry code start constant 
field of the Constant Value column. · 

15. SPECIFY ENTRY CODE'S NEXT INTEGER 

a. Data is in the DMS Select the variable corresponding to the entry code's next integer 
from the entry code next integer field in the DMS Variable Name column. 

b. Data is a Constant Specify the entry code's next integer in the entry code next integer 
field of the Constant Value column. 

16. SPECIFY ENTRY CODE'S END CONSTANT 

a. Data is in the DMS Select the variable corresponding to the entry code's end constant 
from the entry code end constant field in the DMS Variable Name column. 

b. Data is a Constant Specify the entry code's end constant in the entry code end constant 
field of the Constant Value column. 

17. SPECIFY SOURCE VARIABLE 
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a. Data is in the DMS Select the variable corresponding to the source from the source 
variable field in the DMS Variable Name column. 

b. Data is a Constant Click the SOURCE= Previous entry code box if a derivative's seed 
source is to be the entry code of the germplasm source. 

18. Click the <Start> button. If the destination list specified already exists, the following query 
appears: 

"List already exists. Append gennplasm ?" 

Click the <Yes> button to append derivatives to the existing list. 

Click the <No> button to specify another list. 

19. When the list has been processed, the following query appears: 

"x.u:x out of x.u:x entries were processed. Do you want to save?" 

Click the <Yes> button to save changes to the OMS. 

Click the <No> button to save at a later time. 

20. Click the <Close> button to exit the window and return to the List Manager. 

NOTE: Generating derivatives can be cancelled at anytime before the <Start> button is clicked in 
step 18. 
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A.7.3 THE DMS WORKBOOK TUTORIAL 

The Workbook is a DMS application, which connects an Excel spreadsheet to the DMS 
databases to facilitate loading and retrieving data from DMS. The Workbook consists of a macro 
in an Excel file, which uses the DMS DLL to access a local and central DMS database. 

1. Starting the DMS Workbook 

The DMS Workbook is activated by tagging DMS Workbook (DMSWRBK) option and clicking 
the RUN button on the ICIS launcher. An alternative way is double clicking the 
DMSWRBK.xla file in the Exes folder of ICIS. When the Workbook is opened, five menus are 
added to the Excel menu. These are DMS INPUT, DMS LOAD, DMS RETRIEVE, DMS 
SEARCH and LIST DATA menus. 

I Five additional menus I 
ffM@Ul#if!dl@j.tWJM#5'fM I I I L1'!x! 
iil!).file fdil ~aw jnsert F.11rmat Iools Qata ~n- t1elp D,14SINPl1T DMSLOAD DMSBETRIEVE OMS~EARCH J,ISTDATA ; 

: "x 
JQ_~-~-~~~! IQ _I! ~-~c_:_'.:':.J~-~ ~_!'.-_~!JH~ ,_.fl. 1-._:~J 
:1Arlol ~9 ·;Briz m:11:am 1 s".~~!~1'! 1 :::-~·A_~ 
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TJTUTIOH ADORE SS ID 
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-1?j 
14' 
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16 
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}~ 
26 
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24 

CONSTANT DESCRIPTION TRAIT SCALE METHOD DATA TYPE VALUE 

VARIATE OESCRIPTIOH TRAIT SCALE MFlHOD DAlA TYPE 

2!i I l' • •. H\_l>eK!!P~ --- ---···· 

Ready 

Fig.1 DMS Menu 

I 

I 
I • 

Open the ICIS launcher, tag the circle beside DMS WORKBOOK and click the RUN button. 

2. Entering data in the DMS input file 

A new input file is automatically created when you open DMS Workbook or by clicking New 
Input File option in the DMS INPUT menu. The input file has two sheets: Description and 
Observation Sheets. The Description Sheet contains information about the data such as the 
study name, the factors applied and the variates measured. Each factor or variate is described by 
its trait, the scale used to expressed it and the method in applying or measuring it. The 
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Observation sheet contains the factor levels and the data. The first row of the Observation sheet 
must contain the names of the factors and variates. 

T bl 1 S a e . IDtaSt ampe a e 

REP MAIN PLOT SUB PLOT VARIETY FERT YIELD 

1 1 1. B 100 10.3 

1 1 2 B 200 12.7 

1 2 2 c 200 18.4 

1 2 1 c 100 13.7 

1 3 1 A 100 12.6 

1 3 2 A 200 16.7 

2 1 2 B 200 19.2 

2 1 1 B 100 12.3 

2 2 1 c 100 17.l 

2 2 2 c 200 14.1 

2 3 2 A 200 16.3 

2 3 1 A 100 12.2 

To enter the data given in Table 2, we need to do the following: 

a. Create a new input file. 

Click the New Input File option of the DMS INPUT menu. 

I DMSINPUT 

b[ew Input File 

Ira it 
.Q.cale 

Method 

Stydy 

8ssign Row Heading(Observation) 

.Qefine Variate Columns 

Assign Factor and Variate 

Append Result 

Fill Blank Row 

Fig 2. DMS INPUT menu 
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b. Enter the study information. 
Activate the Description sheet. Beside the STUDY cell, type 59801 as the name of the 
study. 

c. Describe the factors of the data set. 
The DMS Workbook has many named ranges. You will see them in the Name Box of Excel. 
One of these ranges is the FACTOR range. Choose FACTOR from the Name Box. The 
cells of that range are highlighted. Move the cursor to the cell under the factor heading. 
There are three blank rows under the FACTOR range. Two of them can be used to enter 
information about factors, but the last blank should remain empty. There should be at least 
one blank row to separate the FACTOR and the VARIATE section of the Description sheet. 

Our sample data set has five factors, so we need three additional rows. Go to the second 
blank row under the FACTOR range and insert three more rows. 

Type REP on the first blank row under the FACTOR column. Activate the cell under 
TRAIT, go to the DMS INPUT menu and click Trait. You'll see the list of traits already 
existing in the DMS database. Look for REPLICATION trait. To easily locate 
REPLICATION on the list, type R and the cursor will highlight the first trait that starts with 
R. Highlight REPLICATION and double click on it. 

You will notice that our REP factor in Table I. has levels I and 2. These levels are numbers, 
so under the DATA TYPE column, enter N. N stands for Number data type. The other 
allowed data type is C, which means Character. 

Enter MAIN PLOT, SUB PLOT, VARIETY and FERT factors on the rows following REP. 
Select the appropriate trait from the list for each factor, PLOT for MAIN PLOT and SUB 
PLOT, VARIETY for VARIETY, NITROGEN for FERT. If the default scale is not 
appropriate for the given factor, as for VARIETY in our example, activate the cell under 
SCALE and go to DMS INPUT menu and click Scale option. The list of scales for the 
entered trait is shown. Choose the appropriate scale for the factor. The same process works 
for method. If the trait, scale or method for the factor is not in the list, type a new one on the 
corresponding cell. The DATA TYPE for VARIETY is C and for FERT is N. 

For factor VARIETY, enter under the LABEL column MAIN PLOT; for FERT factor, type 
SUB PLOT. This means that VARIETY is a label for MAIN PLOT and FERT for the SUB 
PLOT factor. 
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Fig 3. The Description sheet of the DMS input file. 

d. Describe the variate of the data set. 

___ 
1 

CON.STANT 

Range 

I 

Our data set has one variate, YIELD. On the Name Box, select VARIATE. The cells of the 
VARIATE range are highlighted. On the row under that range title, enter YIELD in the 
VARIATE column. Then activate the cell under TRAIT, go to the DMS INPUT menu and 
click Trait. Highlight and double click GRAIN YIELD. If the default scale is not TIRA, 
activate the cell under SCALE, go to DMS INPUT menu and click Scale. Choose and double 
click T/HA from the list. Under DATA TYPE column, enter N. 

e. Prepare the Observation sheet for data entry. 
After describing the factors and variates, go to DMS INPUT menu and click "Assign Row 
Heading (Observation)". You'll see that the factor and variate names are written on the first 
row of the Observation sheet. 

The Observation sheet has two named ranges: observation and Row Tag. The observation 
range highlights the column heading for the variates while the Row Tag range indicates the 
column for tagging rows. The Row Tag range is the cell following the empty column after the 
last variate. When the Row Tag column is empty or has a value 0 in any row, it means that 
the data on that row will be loaded to DMS, otherwise, it will be ignored. This allows 
annotating and spacing data sets without loading the notes to DMS. 
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Fig.4. The Observation sheet of the DMS input file. 

f. Enter the data. 
Activate the Observation sheet and enter the factor levels and the data on the appropriate 
columns. 

You don't need to enter the data in one sitting. If you plan to continue the data entry on 
another time, save the file in the same way you save any other Excel file. You can open this 
saved file and can enter data on it even the DMS Workbook is not open. 

3. Loading the data file to DMS 

After checking all the data and values in the input file are correct and valid, go to DMS LOAD 
menu of the Workbook. Click the "Load the File" option. 

This process will take time. The Workbook loads the Description sheet first. Then it checks if 
the column headings of the Observation sheet are entered as factor or variate in the Description 
sheet. If not, the column is ignored. The Workbook also checks the existence of the 
combination of factor levels. This combination of factor levels is what defines an observation 
unit in DMS. 
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4. Retrieving data from the DMS 

To retrieve data of an existing study in DMS, create a new input file. Activate the cell beside 
STUDY. Go to DMS INPUT menu and click Study. Highlight the study S9801 and double 
click on it. 

Get the factors and variates of the study S9801 by clicking Retrieve FactorN ariate of the DMS 
RETRIEVE menu. Delete rows of unnecessary factors and variates from the FACTOR and 
VARIATE sections of the Description sheet. 

To retrieve the levels and data of factors and variates specified in the Description sheet, go to 
DMS RETRIEVE menu and click Retrieve Data. The Workbook will retrieve data with 
combination of levels defined by the factors specified in the Description sheet. 

DMS RETRIEVE 

Retrieve f.actorNanate 

Retrieve Data 

Fig. 5. The DMS RETRIEVE menu 

5. Creating a query file in the Workbook 

The Workbook uses a customized file for querying DMS database. To create this file, go to the 
DMS SEARCH menu and click New Search File. The file created consists of three sheets: 
Description, Criteria and Result. 

a. What do you enter in the Description sheet? 

The Description sheet contains information about the studies you want to search, your criteria 
traits and your target traits. 

Let us say we want to find the flowering days, the grain yield, amylose content and resistance 
to brown plant hopper of the following varieties: BAN LA PH DAO, ASHA YA, BKP246, 
CN846-6-6, CT9993-5-10-1-M, IR41431-68-1-2-3, IR40931-33-1-3-2. 

The criteria for a query are specified by restricting values of particular traits which are 
entered under the INPUT range of the Description sheet. In our query problem, the given 
trait is the Variety .. Enter DESIGNATION under INPUT. We can enter any arbitrary word 
on the INPUT column to name a trait. Activate the cell under TRAIT column, go to DMS 
INPUT menu and click Trait. Select VARIETY from the list. Variety can be expressed as 
Germplasm ID, Accession Number or Name. In our query, it is expressed as Name, hence, 
change the Scale to NAME by highlighting the SCALE column, clicking Scale on the 
DMS_INPUT menu and selecting NAME .. Enter C under the DATA TYPE column. Since 
the data type of our given trait VARIETY is character, it is not necessary to specify an 
operator. However, if the criteria values are numbers, then the operator can be any of the 
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following:= (equal),> (greater than),< (less than),>= (greater than and equal) and<= (less 
than and equal). 

The target or output traits of a query are traits for which we wish to see the values. Taking 
our example, our target traits are FLOWERING, GRAIN YIELD, AMYLOSE CONTENT. 
BROWN PLANTHOPPER (Biotype 1). These traits are entered under the OUTPUT range 
of the Description sheet. The terms we enter under the OUTPUT column are arbitrary 
names of our target traits. (See Fig. 6 ) 
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Fig. 6 The Description sheet of the DMS query file. 

INPUT Range 

OUTPUT Range 

To search from a specific study of the DMS, activate the cell beside STUDY, go to DMS 
INPUT menu and click Study. Highlight and double click the study you want to search. If 
you want to search from more than one study, specify each study along the STUDY row. To 
search from all the existing studies, leave the cells beside STUDY blank. In our example, let 
us search from all studies. 
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b) What do you enter in the Criteria Sheet? 

The Criteria sheet of the query file contains the values of our criteria trait. After completing 
the Description sheet, go to DMS SEARCH menu and click "Assign Row Heading(Criteria)". 
Activate the Criteria sheet and under DESIGNATION, enter the following names: BANLA 
PHDAO, ABHAYA, BKP246, CN846-6-6, CT9993-5-10-1-M, IR41431-68-1-2-3, 
IR40931-33-1-3-2. 
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Fig. 7 The Criteria sheet of a query file. 

6. Searching the DMS through the Workbook 

After completing the Description sheet and the Criteria sheet of the query file, go to DMS 
SEARCH menu and click SEARCH. The Workbook will look for all observation units having 
values for the criteria traits. Then, it will retrieve values of the target traits for all the extracted 
observation units. The extracted values will be stored in the Result sheet. This process will 
take. time to finish. 

7. Creating an electronic field book for plant breeder. 

The Workbook has tools to retrieve list data from OMS. It can be used to create an electronic 
field book for a list. First, create a new input file by clicking New Input File on the DMS INPUT 
menu. Then, select a list from OMS. To do that, go to LIST DA TA menu and click Select a 
List. Highlight PHL_REL and double click on it. Go back to LIST DAT A menu and click 
Retrieve List. The germplasms included in the PHL_REL list are retrieved to the input file. 
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Entry Code 
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GID 

Source 

Group Name 

Cross Name 
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Select a List 

Define Column • 

Assign by Entry Code 

Assign by List Order (Entry No) 

Retrieve List 
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Fig. 8 The List Data menu. 

Activate the Description sheet of the input file. Check that the traits, scales and methods 
associated with ENTRY CODE, DESIGNATION and GID are correct. All these three factors 
have trait VARIETY with scales ENTRY CODE. NAME and GID. Under the VARIATE range, 
enter details of the variable you want to measure. On the cell beside STUDY, enter a name for 
your trial. 
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Fig. 9 A sample Description sheet of a GMS List. 

After completing the Description sheet, go to DMS INPUT menu and click "Assign Row 
Heading (Observation)." Activate the Observation sheet and enter the collected data on it. You 
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do not need to enter data in one sitting. Save the input file like an ordinary Excel file if you plan 
to continue the data entry on another time. You can enter data on the input file even the DMS 
Workbook is not open. 

After completing the data entry, you can load the file to DMS. Go to the DMS LOAD menu of 
the Workbook and click Load the File. 
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Fig. 10. A sample Observation sheet for a GMS List 
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